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Across the social sciences, teachers and researchers struggle daily to understand
the motive springs of the world we live in.  This intellectual (and practical)
struggle can take inspiration from the 18th century Neapolitan philologist and
philosopher Giambatista Vico, whose verum-factum principle states that only
those who have made the world retain a capacity to understand it.  The world
that has recently been ‘made’ into a globalized, capitalist, market economy
requires the kind of historically-sensitive, interpretive and hermeneutic approach
to knowledge championed by Vico, and it is precisely such an approach that is
offered by Brett Bowden and Leonard Seabrooke in their edited collection, Global

Standards of Market Civilization.
This volume brings together a diverse group of scholars concerned with how

standards of civilization have become constructed, used and abused by social
and political forces.  Attributing the veneer of ‘civilization’ to non-western societies
has been an implicit yardstick by which western societies have judged others, and
the authors in this volume want to assess how well this yardstick itself stands up
to critical examination.  Most importantly, they ask how the norms and practices
of advanced capitalist market relations reflect and refine existing standards of
civilization; or better yet, how such notions of civilization underpin and influ-
ence the supposedly technical and economic institutions of market society.  In
this way Bowden and Seabrooke have posed a quintessential question of political
economy: how do normative values translate into and support material patterns
of production, exchange, distribution and consumption.

In asking this question the editors of this volume have demonstrated yet again
that political theory and international political economy are historical bedfellows
rather than conspiratorial gladiators.  Whether it is Matthew Watson’s use of
Adam Smith, or Barry Hindness’s consideration of liberalism, asking how norms
and values give rise to codes of conduct and standards of regulation enable us to
more fully apprehend how the grip of market civilization is strengthening even
as parts of the global economy become more fragile and unstable.  'Civilization'
might well be a dangerous concept, as the editors remind us in the final chapter.
But refusing to acknowledge and pursue the many intricate links between
‘civilization’ and the unfolding world order is equally dangerous, and surely fool-
hardy.
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Introduction





With the evolution of the modern states system there have existed ‘standards of
civilization’ to which states must measure up to and conform if they are to fully
participate as legitimate and sovereign members of international society. The
capacity for a high level of social co-operation and self-government of any given
society, including economic governance, has long represented a hallmark of ‘civi-
lization’. Historically a society required the organizational capacity to enter into
and uphold mutually binding contracts under the law of nations; the principle of
reciprocity being a key demand of relations among the society of states. And while
the idea of ‘uncivilized’ societies is at odds with recent trends toward political
correctness, today terms such as ‘good governance’ imply a similar logic whereby
states and societies are required to conform to contemporary global standards of
civilization. At the same time, as in the past, the workings of markets continue to be
thought of as having a ‘civilizing’ effect on society; both internally amongst its
members and in external relations with other societies. As Norbert Elias has argued,
the pacification of domestic societies – ‘the relatively peaceful life of large masses
of people – is in good part based on’ the state’s monopolization of violence.
However, not so long ago Elias observed that ‘if the reduction of mutual physical
danger or increased pacification is considered a decisive criterion for determining
the degree of civilization, then humankind can be said to have reached a higher
level of civilization within domestic affairs than on the international plane’.
According to Elias, at the global ‘level we are living today just as our so-called primi-
tive ancestors did’ – something akin to international anarchy (Elias1988: 180–1).
As to whether this is the case or not is a matter of considerable debate, and is of
more than just a peripheral concern of this book. The establishment and enforce-
ment of global standards of market civilization are at the very heart of efforts to
pacify international relations through expanding and normalizing the complex
web of ties that bind states together – supposedly to their mutual advantage.

This brings us to the issue of globalization, economic globalization in partic-
ular. The concept of civilization and its relationship to globalization has received
renewed attention in the wake of recent events in the conduct and study of
international politics, including the realm of international political economy (e.g.
Mozaffati 2002; Cox 2002; Gill 1995; Linklater 2004). While civilization is a
term that is widely bandied about in modern political discourse (and the popular

1 Civilizing markets through
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realm beyond), its meaning is generally poorly understood. As such the term is
often misused, even abused. Our aim here is to set the record straight and to
provide a more nuanced insight into how the term might more usefully be
applied to the study of globalization. In particular we seek to demonstrate how
the notion of a ‘standard of civilization’ as going hand-in-hand with the ‘golden
straitjacket’ (Friedman 1999) of free-market capitalism has not been sufficiently
thought through. The concept of a standard of civilization is necessary to the
globalization debate because it provides the basis from which peoples and states
are ranked according to their capacity to fit within market globalization. This
book questions how this can be justified. While we are talking here about civiliza-
tion – or the ideal of civilization – and standards of civilization in particular, we
are not so much referring to civilizations in the Huntingtonian sense (Huntington
1996). Rather, our point of reference for discreet socio-political collectives is the
state, for it is primarily through the state, its various apparatus, and its engage-
ment with international and intergovernmental institutions that peoples are
managed in the contemporary international system. In essence, then, this collec-
tion of essays deals with issues of globalization, governance, and the management
of peoples in contemporary international political economy. It does so by using
global standards of market civilization as the means to that ends.

Extant contributions to this emerging field by Robert W. Cox, Stephen Gill,
Gerrit Gong, Samuel Huntington, Mehdi Mozaffari, and Susan Strange tend to
focus on outright ‘clashes’, totalizing neo-liberalism, or legal international institu-
tions. They do not sufficiently problematize the use of civilization within the
globalization debate. It is here where there are some complementarities between
the notion of a standard of civilization – externally established benchmarks for
socio-political self-organization – and the notion of policy diffusion from interna-
tional institutions to states. To date this literature has rarely talked to each other
but there is much to be gained by doing so.

Within political economy literature the concept of policy diffusion has become
increasingly popular, as has literature developed from organizational sociology on
institutional isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell 1991; Thomas et al. 1987).
Much of the focus within political economy and international relations literature
is on the processes through which global standards flow down to states, often
attributing little agency to those on the receiving end of a standard. Typically a
standard is introduced through policy diffusion via technical capacity building
(Simmons and Elkins 2004), from the exercise of ‘structural power’ as authority
shifts from states to markets under neo-liberal globalization (Strange 1996), by
an international institution’s use of ‘intellectual technologies’ (Barnett and
Finnemore 2004), or through the inculcation of norms on what is appropriate
behavior (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998). Most prevalent of studies on how states
conform to a standard of civilization is early constructivist work in international
relations. For this literature a norm may be spread through the creation of a ‘civi-
lizing’ discourse. States willingly adopt the norm in order to demonstrate that
they measure up to a standard of civilization, that they can be good members of
international society (Finnemore 1996; Price 1997).
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A key criticism of this earlier literature in political economy and international
relations is that while it borrowed from sociological institutionalism there was not
much that was sociological about it. More recently work in international rela-
tions, however, has problematized how a standard of civilization, and the notion
of an international society, is ‘Janus-faced’, that its adoption by states generated
different outcomes and is context dependent (Suzuki 2005). Here norm diffusion
and socialization is not only how a ‘logic of appropriateness’ was extended to
states wishing to be civilized, but how norms can constitute the meaning of
behavior (Ruggie 1998).

Similarly, in political economy the literature on policy diffusion, particularly
the notion of policy convergence, has been challenged by ‘varieties of capitalism’
scholarship that emphasizes how institutional change takes place along national
path-dependent lines (Hall and Soskice 2001). Recent ‘economic constructivist’
work has also become sensitive to the inextricability of ideas from interests, and
how the spread of ideas requires struggle and contestation among social groups
within a polity (Blyth 2002; Seabrooke 2006). Finally, ‘new institutionalist’ litera-
ture has demonstrated that norms on policy change, particularly global
standards, are not simply diffused but, rather, translated into domestic contexts
(Kjær and Pedersen 2001; Jacobsson et al. 2004). All of this recent literature has
great potential for understanding not only how global standards of market civi-
lization are devised from the ‘top-down’, but also how ‘bottom-up’ processes
influence their adoption or defiance. It also asks us to look at practices of global
standards of market civilization rather than viewing institutions as providing
always the same advice, or states passively adopting global standards. From this
aspect market civilization becomes not simply the dominant political and
economic power’s benchmarks for technical capacity or ‘world’s best practice’,
leading us to assess others’ need to civilize and adapt their capacity to meet the
standards of modern capitalism. Such self-referential and functionalist analysis is
certainly not what Elias (2000) had in mind in his studies of civilizing processes.
Rather, if we question civilization as a framework for meaning, such as we
should economic globalization or capitalism, we allow ourselves to understand
non-functional and non-economic dynamics that inform what can be referred to
as a global standard of market civilization (see also Kristensen 2005). Increasingly
innovative work has questioned market-civilizing processes by tracing their prac-
tices through which they originate in the institutions promoting them, as well as
how they are practiced within different national contexts and economic systems.
This volume contributes to this growing body of literature.

Civilization, the civilizing ideal, and standards of civilization
In essence, the capacity for reasonably complex socio-political organization and
self-government according to prevailing standards are widely thought of as
central requirements of civilization. The presence, or otherwise, of the institutions
of society that facilitate governance in accordance with established traditions –
originally European but now more broadly Western – have long been regarded
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as the hallmark of the makings of, or potential for, civilization. Central to the ideal
of civilization are its tripartite components: economic civilization, social civiliza-
tion, and legal civilization (Collingwood 1992). What they amount to is socio-
political civilization, or the capacity of a collective to organize and govern itself
under some system of laws or constitution (see Bowden 2004b). The oft-overlooked
implications of this value-laden conception of civilization led to the colonial-era
legal ‘standard of civilization’; and more recently its political successors, such as
the global standards of market civilization explored herein.

Historically, the standard of civilization was a means used in international law
to distinguish between civilized and uncivilized peoples in order to determine
membership in the international society of states. The concept entered interna-
tional legal texts and practice in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries under
the influence of anthropologists and ethnologists who drew distinctions between
civilized, barbarian, and savage peoples based on their respective capacities for
social co-operation and organization. Operating primarily during the European
colonial period, and sometimes referred to as the classical standard of civiliza-
tion, it was a legal mechanism designed to set the benchmark for the ascent of
non-European nations to the ranks of the civilized society of states. Membership
in international society conferred full sovereignty upon a state entitling it to full
recognition and protection under international law. A civilized state required: 1)
basic institutions of government and public bureaucracy; 2) organizational
capacity for self-defense; 3) published legal code and adherence to the rule of
law; 4) the capacity to honor contracts in commerce and capital exchange; and 5)
recognition of international law and norms. If a nation could meet these require-
ments it was generally deemed to be a legitimate sovereign state entitled to full
recognition as an international personality.

The inability of many non-European societies to meet these European-
established criteria and the concomitant legal distinction that separated them
from civilized societies led to the unequal treaty system of capitulations. The right
of extraterritoriality, as it was also known, regulated relations between sovereign
civilized states and quasi-sovereign uncivilized states in regard to their respective
rights over, and obligations to, the citizens of civilized states living and operating
in countries where capitulations were in force. In much of the uncivilized world
this system of capitulations incrementally escalated to the point that it became
the large-scale European civilizing missions that in turn became colonialism.

The formal standard of civilization was effectively rendered redundant at the
close of the Second World War. The abrogation of the laws of war as seen in the
nature of the totalitarian aggression perpetrated by members of the thought to
be civilized world highlighted the anachronism of maintaining a legal distinction
between civilized and uncivilized states. The use of nuclear weapons and the
subsequent evolution of the concept of mutually assured destruction further
undermined the notion of distinguishing between degrees of civility. The war
also prompted a growing number of civilized states to recognize that the claims
of anti-colonial movements in much of the Third World to their right of
sovereign, independent self-government was increasingly justified and legitimate.
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While it might be accurate to mark the post-Second World War demise of the
formal standard of civilization that is not to say that something similar has not
continued to serve much the same purpose in practice, at least in the conduct of
international politics if not in international law. During much of the Cold War era,
the Westphalian states system was effectively a two-tiered system divided along
much the same lines as in the colonial era. It was a system whereby the super-
powers and their allies abided by an understanding that peace in Europe should
be maintained at any cost, while at the same time the contest for influence in the
Third World was keenly pursued, often by means of violent proxy wars.

In the twenty-first century the world continues to be divided according to
states’ capacities for socio-political organization or systems of government, and
still in accordance with Western standards of ‘good governance’. Today states
are not often explicitly characterized as civilized or uncivilized; rather, distinc-
tions are now drawn between states that are increasingly referred to as
well-ordered or not well-ordered; civic or predatory; post-modern, modern, or
pre-modern; legitimate or rogue; and in the extreme, good or evil. The post-Cold
War-cum-War on Terror(ism) order is generally more receptive to suggestions
that liberal democracy and the values associated with it, such as human rights
and free markets, are universal aspirations. Hence follows the argument that
human rights and democracy combined with policies that promote neo-liberal
economic globalization are the appropriate standard for the globalized and inter-
dependent world of the twenty-first century.

As with the classical standard of civilization, the current measure of civiliza-
tion revolves around non-Western states’ capacity to self-govern in a manner that
allows them to engage with the West (through trade etc.) in adherence to inter-
national law and custom. For some, the identification of different zones of
civilization is nothing more than a description of existing or emergent political
realities, but on another level its normative advocates see the West as the vanguard
of global order. While there is a need to distinguish between different types of
states on the basis of legitimacy, it generally goes unacknowledged that there are
detrimental consequences to the enforcement of any standard of civilization.
The theory of different shades of civilization necessarily requires differential
treatment – that is, double standards – where the boundaries of those zones
intersect; on the one hand privileging members of the international society of
civilized sovereign states, and on the other setting high barriers to entry for the
excluded. Moreover, just as the division of the world into civilized and uncivi-
lized peoples and the enforcement of the classical standard of civilization led to
colonialism, so too there are serious implications for how the thought to be less
civilized world is intervened in by the supposedly more civilized world in the
present era through global standards of market civilization.

Closely related to the ideal of civilization and its accomplice, standards of
civilization, is the idea of progress. This idea has two related aspects: the first is
that the human species universally progresses, albeit at different rates, from an
original primitive or child-like condition, referred to as savagery, through barbarism,
to civilization. The second is that all human experience, both individual and
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collective, is cumulative and directed toward the ongoing improvement of the indi-
vidual, the society in which the individual lives, and the world in which the society
must survive. Acceptance of both propositions leads to the notion that human
history has a purpose or telos; that history is a story of universal linear progress
toward a certain point or end. Or what Mozaffari refers to as the movement
toward a ‘global civilization’ based on Western values and ideals (2001).

The idea of progress is said to represent the ‘first theory of modernization’
(Iggers 1982: 65). And Robert Nisbet has made the pertinent point that the
‘abundance in the social sciences of foundations and government agencies dedi-
cated to such concepts as “underdeveloped” “modernization” and “developed” is
tribute to the persisting hold of the idea of progress in the West’ (Nisbet 1980:
308). Probably the most well-known theory of modernization of the twentieth
century is Walt Rostow’s five stages of economic growth theory. At the height of
the Cold War, and at a time when communism was perceived to pose its greatest
threat to capitalist democracy, Rostow proposed what was explicitly a ‘non-
communist manifesto’ for economic development. He identified in his manifesto
five distinct stages of societal-economic progress, evolving in the following order:
traditional society; the preconditions for take-off; take-off; the drive to maturity;
and, finally, the age of high mass-consumption. Despite being labelled an
economic theory, socio-political organization naturally plays a significant part. In
elaborating his manifesto, Rostow argued that the stages he identified are ‘not
merely descriptive’, nor are they ‘merely a way of generalizing certain factual
observations about the sequence of development in modern societies’. Rather, he
maintained that they ‘have an inner logic and continuity. They have an analytic
bone-structure, rooted in a dynamic theory of production’ (Rostow 1961: 4–13).

The relevance of modernization theory to this book is revealed in Gong’s
claim that ‘one cannot speak of “modernization,” or the “process of becoming
modern,” in historical perspective without referring to what an earlier age called
“civilization” and the “process of becoming civilized”’. And Gong maintains that
this conceptualization is ‘Still relevant today’, for ‘there are no value-free models
of development or economic and financial interaction’ (Gong 1998; 2002: 80).
This statement coolly implies an unabashed air of superiority in Western soci-
eties’ catalogue of claims of achievements and having arrived at modernity. To
put it another way, modernity is widely regarded as being the world in which
Westerners of capitalist liberal democracies live, while the rest of the world –
particularly the Third World – is thought of as somehow being ‘backward’ or
‘pre-modern’. This process is not simply from the First World to the Third. In the
nineteenth century during the classical standard of civilization some societies that
were excluded from the first tier of civilized societies, such as Russia, referred to
their need to overcome ‘backwardness’ through industrialization (Gerschenkron
1962; Kotsonis 1998). In modern parlance ‘backwardness’ is identified with
underdevelopment. From this viewpoint modernization, or modernity, is
achieved via development. This idea is quite clearly expressed by the then World
Bank Senior Vice President and Chief Economist Joseph Stiglitz’s account of
what it means to be developed.
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Development represents a transformation of society, a movement from tradi-
tional relations, traditional ways of thinking, traditional ways of dealing
with health and education, traditional methods of production, to more
‘modern’ ways. For instance, a characteristic of traditional societies is the
acceptance of the world as it is; the modern perspective recognizes change,
it recognizes that we, as individuals and societies, can take actions that, for
instance, reduce infant mortality, extend lifespans, and increase productivity.
Key to these changes is the movement to ‘scientific’ ways of thinking, identi-
fying critical variables that affect outcomes, attempting to make inferences
based on available data, recognizing what we know and what we do not
know.

(Stiglitz 1998)

Or in Richard Norgaard’s more skeptical tone, ‘Modernity, in short, promised to
transform the heretofore slow and precarious course of human progress onto a
fast track.... At mid-twentieth century, progress somehow still assured peace,
equality, and happiness for all.’ And further, that this ‘confidence in the possibili-
ties of progress was rallied in support of an international economic development
that would transform the lives of even the most “obdurate” landlord and peasant
in the most “backward” reaches of the globe’ (Norgaard 1994: 1). As the
following chapters outline, this process has not always been smooth sailing; all
too often the fast-track option has been derailed, leaving considerable wreckage
and the inevitable return to the drawing board. But there have also been some
successes.

Should we equate success with the delineation of a superior way of doing
things? In addition to the older discourse on ‘backwardness’ is the more recent
propagation of how to transform institutions within ‘transition’ economies.
Much of this literature carries the baggage of modernization theory described
above, but it is imbued with a new verve drawn from the end of the Cold War
and the triumph of liberal capitalism (e.g. Fukuyama 1989, 1992). Nowhere is
this more evident than in post-communist ‘transition’ states where the ‘shock
therapy’ reforms of the early-1990s sought to instil free-market capitalism (e.g.
Sachs 1994). Here the initial aim was to change institutions to create market
incentives. Institutional isomorphism across post-communist states established by
international financial institutions (IFIs) would provide clear signals to the West
that the Eastern bloc was trying to meet the new standards of market civiliza-
tion. However, as political scientists and sociologists have been keen to point out,
social change does not simply reply to changes in market incentive. Social re-
engineering is not quite as straightforward as changing the formal structure of
institutions. And in cases where ‘shock therapy’ institutional ‘revolution’ was
successful it was highly dependent on a social evolution of attitudes that
welcomed market capitalism as suitable behavior (Campbell and Pedersen 1996).
Global standards may be imposed from above, but they can only be truly imple-
mented with consent from below. Moreover, despite providing the ‘right’ formal
institutions desired by IFIs or others, states may still not change their domestic
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social behavior. Such gaps between rhetoric and practice may be the case in
many emerging market economies (EMEs) that formally adopt the IFIs’ requests
to reform institutions in line with global standards but not their practices. EMEs
might be, in other words, learning to ‘talk the talk’ without ‘walking the walk’.
Following these themes this book not only outlines how global standards are
imposed, but also how they are contested.

Structure of the book
The authors in this collection do not share one view of what civilization or a civi-
lizing ideal comprises. Rather, the chapters provide not only different interpretations
of global standards of market civilization, but also varied political views on how
standards can be justified (contrast, for example, Michael Oliver’s chapter with
John Hobson’s). All of the authors, however, do explore a set of common themes
through different conceptual material and empirical cases. The key themes are:

• Normalization: global standards of market civilization are based on a global
normalization of liberal positivism.

• Contestation: global standards of market civilization can be contested by recip-
ient states and peoples through various strategies.

• Market mechanisms: global standards of market civilization view the mecha-
nism of free capitalist markets as necessary for states to enhance their
capacity for socio-political self-organization.

• Self-inculcation: global standards of market civilization demand moral inculca-
tion of the self, particularly at the level of individual self-responsibility.

• Ranking of peoples: global standards of market civilization involve, implicitly or
explicitly, the moral ranking of different peoples.

These themes cut across the book’s two main parts: the first of which deals with
the historical and theoretical aspects of global standards of market civilization.
The second substantive section addresses the various component parts that
constitute market civilization through a series of case studies. Accordingly, the
book is organized into two parts: ‘Conceptual history’ and ‘Contemporary cases’.
The contribution of the history of primarily Western political thought is comple-
mented by case studies on contemporary and historical examples of standards of
market civilization at play. These are not uncontested issues, and it is important
to note that the contributors herein represent both ‘for’ and ‘anti’ arguments on
global standards of market civilization. An indispensable element of this book is
its raising of awareness of the ‘pros’ and ‘cons’ through its promotion of internal
debate around the key themes.

Part I, ‘Conceptual history’, begins with Brett Bowden’s discussion of the ideal
of civilization and its oft-neglected normative implications. Exploring further the
key concepts and issues introduced above, he examines how the normative
demands of civilization have historically led to the imposition of legal standards
of civilization and concomitant civilizing missions; from the European colonial
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era down to the present. This is followed by a discussion of the idea that the
workings of the marketplace serve to act as a civilizer of peoples and societies,
both in their domestic relations among citizens and in the societies’ external deal-
ings and interactions, whether they be with allies, competitors, or adversaries.

In Chapter 3 Barry Hindess investigates how peoples are managed through
the diffusion of the states system and its partnering concept of citizenship. He
highlights tensions in the emerging international order as both an order of citi-
zenship and democracy and an order of domination. The spread of neo-liberal
conceptions of citizenship and the turn toward democracy as the norm have
played important roles in preparing states for participation in global markets.
Significant here is that neo-liberal citizenship requires individual self-responsibility
and, for the state, discipline in socio-political organization and the meeting of
contracts. A lack of discipline on either level sends the signal to other states in
the system of a failure or incapacity to meet civilizational standards. Hindess
highlights how post-colonial states in particular, and their citizens, have been urged
to ‘own’ and therefore accept responsibility for the success, but more significantly
the potential failure, of market reforms, whether they had much say in them in
the first instance or not.

Chapter 4 is Matthew Watson’s account of classical political economy and the
emphasis on the conduct of the individual within systems of production, distri-
bution, and exchange. Focusing on the work of Adam Smith, Watson argues
that, contrary to the common view in which the workings of markets are part of
the process through which standards of civilization are established, Smith oper-
ated with an alternative understanding of the causal relationship between the
two. He suggests that Smith refused to take the workings of markets for granted,
instead arguing that individuals had to bear a disposition toward ‘civility’ before
a functioning market economy could be created. The Smithian ideal is the
construction of a market economy in which all power relationships are dissolved,
whereby no one person is able to engage in the overt exercise of power over any
other person. This first requires the reconstruction of the individual in line with
the principles of ‘self-government’, which Smith defines as the ‘control of the
passions’. Smith’s idea of a flourishing market economy as the civilizational stan-
dard is portrayed as rooted in a particular type of human cognition, in which
interpersonal relationships are guided by mutually constituted sentiments of
propriety. Watson suggests that, for Smith, a true market economy is indivisible
from a society that operates to the standards of ‘sympathy’, which establishes
commutative justice as an unquestionable public good.

John M. Hobson forcefully argues in Chapter 5 that market-based standards
of civilization have their origins in racism associated with European identity-
formation from the eighteenth century on. He charts the construction of racist
standards through which Europeans divided the world into a kind of ‘intellectual
apartheid’ regime. Arguing that while materialists assume that by around 1780
Europe had attained world economic primacy, and that standards merely
reflected this, Hobson suggests that, given that the major Eastern powers were
still on approximate par with Europe, Europeans ‘invented’ this bipolar view of
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the world. He further considers how standards of civilization instructed British
civilizing missions in the East, exploring how this entailed pacification, cultural
conversion, and the plundering of resources. He concludes by arguing that, while
standards of civilization have dropped out of legal discourse, market standards of
civilization nevertheless continue informally and constitute the basis of contem-
porary American civilizing missions in much the same way that they did for
colonial Europe.

Concluding Part I on ‘Conceptual history’ is Chapter 6 in which Mlada
Bukovansky highlights some of the problems associated with the widespread
promotion of anti-corruption as a standard of market civilization and an all-
important safeguarding tool in this era of heightened economic globalization.
She explores how anti-corruption rhetoric and campaigns, when couched in
contemporary neo-liberal institutional and rationalist language, employ rhetor-
ical tools ill-suited to the task. Bukovansky argues that analysis limited to
instrumental rationality, when corrupt practices are themselves easily categorized
as instrumentally rational, has inadequate critical thrust. Hence a thoroughgoing
critique that deploys the concept of corruption needs to go beyond instrumen-
talism and bring to bear some sort of moral reference point with which to
evaluate political institutions and political action. Her chapter explores documen-
tary material pertaining to anti-corruption efforts to demonstrate its critical
omissions, and suggests some ways in which the critical force of the corruption
concept might be revitalized to address contemporary concerns.

Part II on ‘Contemporary cases’ explores and discusses how global standards
of market civilization have emerged in the modern word. It begins in Chapter 7
with Peter Larmour’s account of Transparency International (TI), an interna-
tional non-government organization founded to combat corruption in international
business activities. The chapter looks at TI as a standard setter and agent of
market civilization, paying particular attention to some of the techniques it has
developed, including: networking; the franchising of national chapters; the publi-
cation of an annual ‘Corruption Perceptions Index’; the publication of a ‘Source
Book’; and the development of Business Principles for Countering Bribery.
Larmour suggests that ‘civilization’ may well be a coercive process; as such his
chapter is particularly concerned with the kinds of power deployed in ‘civilizing’
techniques. He analyzes these techniques as examples of ‘policy transfer’ and the
results of processes of mimicry and professionalization that lead to institutional
isomorphism.

In Chapter 8 Michael J. Oliver examines the evolution of the international
monetary system over the past 150 years and its continuing role as a fundamental
standard of market civilization. He assesses how private individuals and public
institutions have rightfully provided a benchmark of civilization in international
monetary relations. The chapter further considers why the market solutions of
the Gold Standard were replaced by an unfounded belief that only national
governments and a supra-national institution (the International Monetary Fund
(IMF)) could bring civility to the system. Oliver outlines how with the Bretton
Woods framework as the global standard setter, co-operation between members
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was desirable in order to stabilize exchange rates, to regulate capital flows, and to
guarantee that international obligations did not override domestic policy objec-
tives. He further shows how the central tenets of Bretton Woods were
challenged, but the introduction of floating exchange rates did not herald a
return to the ruinous nature and impasse of the interwar system. Moreover, he
outlines how financial markets began to impose their own standards of civiliza-
tion and discipline on countries that pursued wayward economic policies in the
1980s and 1990s. While the power and influence of financial markets have been
criticized, Oliver’s chapter concludes that the only way to extend civility across
nations and to stabilize the international monetary system is through market
solutions, bolstered by effective supra-national institutions.

Chapter 9 is André Broome’s account of the imposition of a standard of
market civilization that ushered in drastically changed labor standards in the
successor states of the Soviet Union. As Central Asian governments formally
adopted the objective of moving toward market economies, with some
prompting, he notes that high among key recommendations for economic reform
was the World Bank’s emphasis on reforming labor institutions. The chapter
highlights how the reform of formal labor institutions and their compliance, or
otherwise, with global market standards must be substantively implemented in
order to play a crucial role in determining a state’s living standards. Substantive
implementation, however, can be easily blocked by informal institutions within
the economy, also blocking an evolutionary transition from a centrally planned to
a market economy. Examining both the World Bank’s official policy recommen-
dations for labor reform and how Central Asian governments responded to
them, Broome suggests that an institutional approach that emphasizes how
governments translate international policy prescriptions into domestic contexts in
order to facilitate institutional change is a more useful way of understanding the
Bank’s influence in specific domestic contexts than analytical perspectives that
treat ideas like objects being diffused with little modification between countries.

Jacqueline Best notes in Chapter 10 that two very potent phrases have
recently begun to appear in statements from the IMF: ‘universal standards’ and
‘civilizing globalization’. This represents a significant departure from the neutral
and technical language that we have come to associate with international finan-
cial governance, appealing instead to more explicitly moral conceptions of
international order. Best states that the IMF invokes what it believes to be a more
liberal and optimistic conception of civilization that is both inclusive and universal.
But she questions whether such a conception is in fact possible. As such her
chapter examines the parallels and discontinuities between these ideas in histor-
ical and more recent conceptualizations of standards of market civilization, with
particular reference to the arena of international financial standards. She
suggests that recent proposals for greater ‘transparency’ in international financial
reform do in fact constitute an effort to impose a new set of standards of market
civilization. Given this, Best argues that the parallels between nineteenth-century
and contemporary ideas of civilization should be of serious concern. She
contends that, while we may have formally rejected as racially discriminatory the
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shades of civilization distinctions that underpinned nineteenth-century standards
of civilization, such implicit moral hierarchies continue to haunt current concep-
tions of economic civilization.

Chapter 11 provides a different take on market civilization and financial gover-
nance. Leonard Seabrooke outlines how a standard of civilization has changed in
global capital markets during two periods of intense financial globalization,
1880–1915 and 1970–2005. In providing the historical context for these two
periods Seabrooke illustrates how the creditworthiness of states has developed
hand in hand with demonstrations of meeting a standard of civilization. In the
late nineteenth century extremely high levels of capital flows from the First World
to EMEs were due to intense personal public and private creditworthiness networks
in England and an explicit idea that investment into EMEs was civilizing. In accor-
dance with this presumed moral superiority was a view that EMEs who defaulted
on investment could be justly punished, including through force. He then illus-
trates how, in the most recent period of financial globalization, creditworthiness
within global capital markets has transformed to reflect the depersonalization of
capital access in the US. Here private actors, such as credit rating agencies, have
increased their power, just as international institutions have turned their attention
to data dissemination and surveillance rather than direct coercion. The new
global standard of market civilization requires EMEs to demonstrate a capacity
for socio-political self-organization, but without the explicit moral content of the
past and without the threat of force. As a consequence EMEs have a greater
capacity to ‘talk the talk’ to actors in global finance while using the market to
transform their societies in ways congruent with their own societal norms.

In Chapter 12, Gemma Kyle examines why the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) has been unsuccessful in institutionalizing
global standards for tax co-operation through the harmful tax practices initiative
(HTPI), despite increasing concerns with tax evasion, bank secrecy, and information
exchange following the events of 11 September 2001. She suggests that neo-liberal
institutional analyses alone cannot account for the OECD’s apparent failure
because of the tendency to emphasize a linear path to institutional development.
Rather, Kyle demonstrates how tax havens have been able to contest the imposi-
tion of a global standard of market civilization by using the rhetoric of sovereign
protection against the OECD. Policy diffusion and institutional change do not
follow a linear path. Kyle concludes that resistance and contestation undermines
the capacity of the OECD to generate consensus over the appropriateness of its
policy ideas and renders the institutional development of global standards of tax
co-operation under the current OECD harmful tax initiative highly unlikely.

Jillian Clare Cohen begins Chapter 13 by questioning the meaning of civility
within markets. She argues that market civilization has a dual nature; civility calls
for global laws for the protection of intellectual property rights, while the ideal of
civilization implies the betterment of humankind. She examines this problem
through a study of pharmaceutical policy within the global trade system, particu-
larly the role of the World Trade Organization (WTO). Cohen’s argument is
based on the contention that pharmaceuticals have curative and therapeutic
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qualities, and as such they should not be considered as just another consumer-
able or commodity. Taking her case a step further, she argues that access to vital
and good-quality medicines is now increasingly being considered a basic human
right, particularly in view of the HIV/AIDS crisis, which has demonstrated in
dramatic terms the importance of access to drugs. Cohen’s chapter demonstrates
the stark global inequities in access to all-important pharmaceuticals between the
developed and the developing worlds, because of the failures of both markets
and governments. But she warns things could get worse before they get better
given the potentially adverse impact of the WTO’s Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement on drug access. Cohen shows
how the global market standards demanded by the TRIPS Agreement could
exacerbate an already morally unsatisfactory global pharmaceutical market by
creating further barriers to widespread drug access.

Part II concludes with Chapter 14, Geoffrey A. Pigman’s examination of
changing attitudes to the place of global trade, from its promotion as a civilizer
through to more recent attempts to civilize global trade itself. Pigman suggests
that the idea of civilizing world trade invokes a Janus face of dual meaning remi-
niscent of Karl Polanyi’s (1944) ‘double movement’, wherein the relentless drive
of self-regulating market mechanisms to span the globe and disembed from
human social relations has been resisted by the efforts of governments and
peoples to mitigate against what are often drastic social, economic, and political
dislocations. The chapter outlines how nineteenth-century promoters of trade
liberalization saw trade as part of the civilizing mission to bring wealth, profit,
culture, and institutions of good governance to all corners of the globe. This is
contrasted with the emergence of ‘alterglobalization’ resistance to the discourse
of neo-liberal globalization at the end of the twentieth century, which indicates
how the fruits of global trade itself have empowered effective strategies of resis-
tance to the widening disparities of wealth and power that global markets have
perpetuated. Pigman concludes that global social movements have challenged
the various institutions regulating the global standards of the neo-liberal trade
regime – the WTO, the IMF and World Bank, the OECD, the World Economic
Forum – to ‘civilize’ world trade by re-embedding it within a sustainable global
framework of human social relations.

In Chapter 15, Brett Bowden and Leonard Seabrooke revisit the collection’s
key themes and draw conclusions from the battery of arguments outlined in the
preceding chapters. They also draw out the key policy implications for the
management of international institutions and the prospects for policy homo-
geneity, translation, and diffusion. The book ends with a reflection on how global
standards of market civilization should be regarded within academic literature
and policy debates.

Concluding remarks
This volume is concerned with how global standards of market civilization can
be conceptualized and how they work in an era of intense globalization.
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International institutions have increasingly embraced, and are responding to,
globalization by asserting the need for states in the developed and, especially,
developing world to reform themselves in line with global standards. Such stan-
dards are evident across a number of crucial issue-areas that are both interrelated
and intensifying. From financial crises to the HIV/AIDS pandemic, from the
formation of ‘national integrity systems’ to fight corruption, to the role of refor-
mation of the moral self, global standards demand us to change to successfully
engage market civilization. Such changes have ramifications from the macro-level
of international institutions to the micro-level of personal health and well-being.
Bringing together political theory and political economy provides us with a more
satisfactory lens to view and understand the origins and functions of global stan-
dards of market civilization, and whether they can be justified.
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Part I

Conceptual history





This chapter elaborates on the key concepts, issues, and themes foreshadowed in
the Introduction. Each of these concepts and issues are unique in their own way but
they are also necessarily interrelated; and each serves as an all-important foundation
stone of the very nature of this collection. I will begin by outlining the ideal of civi-
lization, giving some background to its origins and exploring its contested meanings
and (mis)usages. Following this is an account of the concept of standard of civi-
lization; a concept that in good part arises out of the very nature of the term
civilization and the ideals it invokes. Finally, the chapter looks at the historical and
contemporary relations between the ideal of civilization and markets, paying
particular attention to the notion that markets play a civilizing role in and
between societies.

The ideal of civilization
In recent years the terms ‘civilization’ and ‘civilizations’ have regained some of
their lost prominence as tools for describing and explaining the workings of various
fields of the social sciences. Both of these terms continue to be interpreted and
applied in a variety of manners and different contexts; or, in some cases, misin-
terpreted and misapplied. Throughout its history the ideal of civilization has
been imbued with a normative component, whereby self-governing socio-political
collectives – civilized society – are established as the standard to which less civi-
lized societies should aspire if they are to join the ranks of the civilized ‘family of
nations’. This is an aspect that is often overlooked or goes unacknowledged in
the contemporary – and sometimes confused – use of both terms. Also unac-
knowledged in many recent appeals to ‘civilization’ are the consequences that
stem from its promotion as ‘ideal type’: to be an uncivilized society is to be a less
than fully sovereign society, which brings with it the increased likelihood of
external intervention by fully sovereign, civilized societies. And this is precisely
what this book is about: how modern states are intervened in, either directly or
indirectly, through modern market-based standards of civilization.

The first task here is to give a brief review of the circumstances under which the
word civilization entered into French, English, and German usage. These languages
are the most significant for a number of reasons, not the least of which is that
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they are the three languages that dominated European diplomacy in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries when civilization entered European thought. The signifi-
cance of civilization as both a word and an idea, and the key role the three
prominent Western European languages played in shaping both, are captured in
Emile Benveniste’s statement: ‘The whole history of modern thought and the prin-
cipal intellectual achievements in the western world are connected with the creation
and handling of a few dozen essential words which are all the common posses-
sion of the western European languages’ (Benveniste 1971: 289). Civilization is
one of the words.

For much of the twentieth century, a century in which two world wars, the
Great Depression, and the Holocaust all served to undermine the very idea of
civilization, it seemed as though it was more the case that it was one of those
words. Despite this, the middle years of the century did produce a number of
comprehensive studies of the rise and fall of major civilizations. The 1980s
also saw the publishing of a major study on the standard of civilization in
international society (Gong 1984), but this too was a largely historical study
and by century’s end these styles of investigation had become scarce. One of
the contemporary works that has captured imaginations in the revival of ‘civiliza-
tion studies’ as a legitimate or worthwhile field of study is Samuel Huntington’s
‘clash of civilizations’ thesis (Huntington 1993, 1996). The airing of this thesis
and the post-Cold War-cum-war on terrorism international political climate into
which it was born has generated extensive and ongoing debates that have
helped to re-popularize the term civilization(s); nowhere is this more so than in
the study of international politics. Despite being a noted contributor to this
revival, Huntington offers an oversimplified history and definition of the term,
stating that the ‘idea of civilization was developed by eighteenth-century French
thinkers as the opposite of “barbarism”’. Simply put, ‘To be civilized was good, to
be uncivilized was bad.’ Huntington does acknowledge that out of its origins
evolved a distinction between the usages of civilization in the singular and
‘civilizations in the plural’. But this development is also oversimplified to the
point that the arrival of the latter merely marks the ‘renunciation of a civilization
defined as an ideal, or rather as the ideal’ (Huntington 1993: 40–1). The study
of the plural variant, or ‘civilizations as fact’, however, is not as readily divorced
from a concern with ‘civilization as ideal’ as Huntington suggests. Rather, as
Fernand Braudel notes, the triumph of one over the other ‘does not spell disaster’
for it, because out of necessity they are tied together in ‘dialogue’ (Braudel
1980: 213).

French origins

In late eighteenth-century France, the term civilization was imbued with a plurality
of meanings. Serving as something of a ‘synthetic’ or ‘unifying concept’, civilization
was used to describe both a process through which individual human beings and
nations became civilized, and the cumulative outcome of that process. As Jean
Starobinski states, ‘The crucial part is that the use of the term, civilization, to describe
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both the fundamental process of history and the end result of that process estab-
lished an antithesis between civilization and a hypothetical primordial  state
(whether it be called nature, savagery, or barbarism)’ (Starobinski 1993: 5;
emphasis in original).

Apart from the distinction between civilization as process and the condition
resulting from that process, there is a further distinction between civilization as
‘fact’ and civilization as ‘value’ or ‘ideal’. In the former sense it is largely a descrip-
tive term used to identify what are thought to be quantifiable values held in
common by a distinct group of peoples. In the latter sense civilization is a
‘normative concept on the basis of which it was possible to discriminate the civi-
lized from the uncivilized’ (Starobinski 1993: 7–8). What is elsewhere described
as civilization as fact is referred to by Lucien Febvre as its ‘ethnographic’ usage:

In the first case civilization simply refers to all the features that can be
observed in the collective life of one human group, embracing their mate-
rial, intellectual, moral and political life and, there is unfortunately no other
word for it, their social life. It has been suggested that this should be called
the ‘ethnographical’ conception of civilization. It does not imply any value
judgement on the detail or the overall pattern of the facets examined.
Neither does it have any bearing on the individual in the group taken sepa-
rately, or their personal reactions or individual behaviour. It is above all a
conception which refers to a group.

(Febvre 1973: 220)

But even this definition is more than just descriptive. It too has an (unacknowl-
edged) normative component. Civilization is not usually used to describe the
collective life of just any group, as culture sometimes is; rather it is reserved for
collectives that demonstrate a degree of co-operation, urbanization, and organi-
zation. This normative assumption is evident in the fact that Febvre’s
ethnographic markers all relate, either directly or indirectly, to a group’s socio-
political organization. Following this ‘ethnographic’ account of civilization
Febvre gives a definition of civilization as an ideal or value:

In the second case, when we are talking about the progress, failures, great-
ness and weakness of civilization we do have a value judgement in mind. We
have the idea that the civilization we are talking about – ours – is itself
something great and beautiful; something too which is nobler, more
comfortable and better, both morally and materially speaking, than
anything outside it – savagery, barbarity or semi-civilization. Finally, we are
confident that such civilization, in which we participate, which we propa-
gate, benefit from and popularize, bestows on us all a certain value, prestige,
and dignity. For it is a collective asset enjoyed by all civilized societies. It is
also an individual privilege which each of us proudly boasts that he
possesses.

(Febvre 1973: 220)
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Clearly, the former usage is used to describe distinctive civilizations across time
and place, while the latter signifies a benchmark for the civilization – that is, it
represents the ideal of civilization – by which all other societies or collectives are
compared to and measured against. While the former have been subject to much
comparative historical analysis, it is the conception of civilization as ideal that is
more the concern here. The reason for focusing on the value-laden dimension of
civilization begins to reveal itself when looking into further accounts of civiliza-
tion, such as that of Comte de Volney’s in Éclaircissements sur les États-Unis,
published in 1803 after his travels in the United States. Reflecting the general
principles of social contract theory, but, just as importantly here, the criteria of
requiring a capacity for self-government, Volney wrote:

By civilization we should understand an assembly of the men in a town, that
is to say in an enclosure of dwellings equipped with a common defence
system to protect themselves from pillage from outside and disorder within . . .
the assembly implied the concepts of voluntary consent by the members,
maintenance of their right to security, personal freedom and property: . . .
thus civilization is nothing other than a social condition for the preservation
and protection of persons and property etc.

(quoted in Febvre 1973: 252)

The demand for a nation or people to have the capacity to organize into a co-
operative society with the capacity for self-government is central to the very idea
of civilization. The identification of different collectives as civilizations on the basis
of their capacity for social co-operation and self-government has really only
served to distinguish them from other human collectives. Noteworthy is that it is
not just about a people organizing and governing in any fashion that counts.
Rather, it is about governing in accordance with certain standards – first set by
Europe and later by the West more generally – that determines a society’s
approximation to the idealized standard of civilization.

English origins

Adam Ferguson’s declaration in An Essay on the History of Civil Society that ‘Not
only the individual advances from infancy to manhood, but the species itself from
rudeness to civilization’ (Ferguson 1966: 1) is thought to be the first use of ‘civi-
lization’ in English. As Duncan Forbes states in his introduction to the 1966
edition of the Essay, what Ferguson was looking for was a ‘true criterion of civi-
lization’ (1966: xx). And as Ferguson clearly states in the Principles of Moral and

Political Science, that criterion was some degree of socio-political organization. He
writes in the Principles that:

success of commercial arts . . . requires a certain order to be preserved by
those who practice them, and implies a certain security of the person and
property, to which we give the name civilization, although this distinction,
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both in the nature of the thing, and derivation of the word, belongs rather
to the effects of law and political establishment, on the forms of society,
than to any state merely of lucrative possession or wealth.

(Ferguson 1975, Vol. I: 252)

From these passages and from the general theme of Ferguson’s Essay it is
apparent that, like the French, he too uses the term civilization to describe both a
process and a condition.

As indicated by both Volney’s and Ferguson’s respective accounts of civiliza-
tion, it becomes increasingly the case that socio-political-legal organization is
inherently and inextricably linked to the ideal of civilization. An example of
this is John Stuart Mill’s essay of 1836 titled ‘Civilization’. Mill, like others
before him, notes that ‘The word civilization . . . is a word of double
meaning’, sometimes standing ‘for human improvement in general, and sometimes
for certain kinds of improvement in particular’ (Mill 1962: 51). For the purposes
of his essay, however, Mill is referring to civilization as an ideal condition, or
what he calls ‘civilization in the narrow sense: not that in which it is synony-
mous with improvement, but that in which it is the direct converse or contrary of
rudeness or barbarism’. And he is not talking here just about the condition of
the individual, but ‘the best characteristics of Man and Society’ (Mill 1962:
51–2).

The presence, or otherwise, of the institutions of society that facilitate gover-
nance in accordance with established (Western) European traditions was widely
believed to be a hallmark of the makings of, or potential for, civilization. Mill
was representative of this belief in his assertion that ‘In savage life there is
little or no law, or administration of justice; no systematic employment of the
collective strength of society, to protect individuals against injury from one
another.’ Despite the fact that similar institutions performed similar functions
in the non-European world, the absence of institutions that resembled those of
the ‘civilized’ nations of Europe meant that much of the world beyond its
borders was deemed by ‘civilized’ Europe to fall short of meeting Mill’s neces-
sary ‘ingredients of civilization’. For as Mill stated, ‘We accordingly call a people
civilized, where the arrangements of society, for protecting the persons and prop-
erty of its members, are sufficiently perfect to maintain peace among them’ (Mill
1962: 52–3).

The requirement of a capacity for socio-political organization and the role of
society are reaffirmed in Mill’s declaration that ‘There is not a more accurate test
of the progress of civilization than the progress of the power of co-operation.’ For
it was widely held that ‘It is only civilized beings who can combine’, and ‘none
but civilized nations have ever been capable of forming an alliance’, whereas
savages on the other hand are characterized by an ‘incapacity of organized
combination’. The reasoning behind this belief was that ‘All combination is
compromise: it is the sacrifice of some portion of individual will, for a common
purpose’, and as such it was argued that ‘the whole course of advancing civiliza-
tion is a series of such training’ (Mill 1962: 55–6).
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For Mill, civilization was marked by the ‘sufficient knowledge of the arts of
life’; the ‘diffusion of property and intelligence’; the ‘sufficient security of prop-
erty and person’; and the ‘power of co-operation’ in society so as to ‘render the
progressive increase of wealth and population possible’ (Mill 1962: 53–7). But the
maintenance of civilization did not come cheaply, for Adam Smith argued that
increase in wealth and population was in fact a prerequisite for the discharge of
the ‘first duty of the sovereign’ of civilized societies, that of protecting the society
from external ‘violence and injustice’. And according to Smith it was ‘only by
means of a standing army . . . that the civilization of any country can be perpet-
uated’, an exercise that becomes increasingly expensive the larger a society grows
and the more a ‘society advances in civilization’ (Smith 1910, Vol. II: 196–7).
Here we have the makings of a concept of market civilization; based on the
notion that those who can self-organize politically and not be a burden on others –
including the defense of property rights and contracts – are able to create contin-
uous growth.

German origins: Kultur versus Zivilisation

While the evolution of the word civilization ran along roughly parallel lines of
thought in French and English, in German language and usage Zivilisation stood
for something quite different and was altogether subordinate to the concept of
Kultur. While still useful, Zivilisation is a term of ‘second rank’ that really only
deals with superficialities such as external appearances; Kultur on the other hand
is a term that is said to be representative of Germany’s self-understanding of
national pride and sense of achievement – its sense of being. Furthermore, the
French and English conceptions of civilization generally refer to political, social,
economic, religious, scientific, and/or moral issues; the German term Kultur on
the other hand is essentially reserved for expounding intellectual, artistic, and
religious facts or values. Moreover, the German concept of Kultur is inclined to
include a distinct divide between these more valued concerns on the one side,
and subordinate political, social, and economic issues on the other (Elias 2000;
Schäfer 2001).

Some of the reasons behind the distinctions between the French/English
concept of civilization and its German counterpart Kultur have been set out by
Norbert Elias in The Civilizing Process. In short, Elias argues that the differences
are attributable to the contrasting roles played by the respective intellectual
classes that gave birth to and shaped the meanings of the concepts. In France, for
instance, the concept of civilization – and French civilization itself – was born at
court and in Paris cafés where it took shape amidst ongoing intellectual exchanges
between a politicized and politically engaged French intelligentsia. In contrast,
German Kultur was generated by a more widely dispersed, less interactive middle-
class German intelligentsia that Elias describes as ‘far removed from political
activity, scarcely thinking in political terms and only tentatively in national ones,
whose legitimation consists primarily in its intellectual, scientific or artistic accom-

plishments’ (Elias 2000: 10; emphasis in original). Given the late development and
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tenuous unity of the German state, the intellectual middle class was highly indi-
vidualized and said to be ‘floating in the air to some extent’, distinctly different
from the ‘closed circle’ or ‘society’ that was the French court. The space it occu-
pied was das rein Geistige (the purely spiritual), where a preoccupation with
scholarship and the development of the mind or intellect (Bildung) was both a
refuge and source of pride. Politics, commerce, and the economy on the other
hand were peripheral concerns in which there was little scope or prospect for
engagement (Elias 2000: 24).

In speaking of a time long before the word civilization had come into being,
in 1958 the German historian G. Kuhn characterized the victory of the barbarian
hordes of Germany over the armies of Imperial Rome as ‘the victory of peas-
ants over warriors, of country over town, of culture over civilization’ (quoted in
Braudel 1980: 182). But according to Victor Hugo, even when the ‘barbarism’ of
German Kultur defeated the ‘light’ that was French civilization, it still lost out
because of what it was not. Addressing the French National Assembly in 1871
following defeat in the Franco-Prussian War at the hands of Germany, Hugo
proclaimed:

And while the victorious nation, Germany, the slave horde, will bend its
brow beneath its heavy helmet, France, the sublime vanquished nation, will
wear the crown of a sovereign people.

And civilization, once again set face to face with barbarism, will seek its
way between these two nations, one of which has been the light of Europe,
and the other of which will be the night.

(quoted in Starobinski 1993: 20–1)

The key point here is Hugo’s proclamation that, despite its defeat, the French
nation was still considered superior to a less than unified Germany precisely
because, unlike Germany up to that point, it was, and had long been, a
sovereign, centrally and self-governed nation. As stated, a nation’s capacity for
socio-political organization and self-government, and hence its claims to
sovereignty, have a significant bearing on whether or not it is said to be ‘civilized’,
thus meeting a requisite standard of civilization.

Standards of civilization
Arising in good measure out of the normative nature of the ideal of civilization,
not so long ago it was thought that our world was reasonably neatly divided
between ‘savage’, ‘barbarian’, and ‘civilized’ peoples. For instance, in 1877 in the
opening pages of Ancient Society, Lewis Henry Morgan wrote, ‘It can now be
asserted upon convincing evidence that savagery preceded barbarism in all tribes
of mankind, as barbarism is known to have preceded civilization’ (Morgan 1964
[1877]: 5). And that the ‘three distinct conditions are connected with each other
in a natural as well as necessary sequence of progress’. Morgan also maintained
that ‘The idea of property has undergone a similar growth and development.
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Commencing at zero in savagery, the passion for the possession of property, as
the representative of accumulated subsistence, has now become dominant over
the human mind in civilized races’ (Morgan 1964 [1877]: 11).

The distinction drawn between ‘civilized’ and ‘barbarous’ states led to what
became known as the system of capitulations or the right of extraterritoriality. As
the Italian jurist Pasquale Fiore pointed out,

The object of the Capitulations is to determine and to regulate the relations
between civilized and uncivilized states, as regards the exercise of their
respective sovereign rights with respect to the citizens of civilized states who
reside in the countries where Capitulations are in force.

(Fiore 1918: 362; see also Part 2 of John M. Hobson in this volume)

That is, Europeans residing in ‘uncivilized’ states.
Another consequence of, or perhaps more accurately a major component of, the

legal distinction between ‘civilized’ and ‘uncivilized’ peoples is what Georg
Schwarzenberger termed the ‘standard of civilisation in international law’ (1955); or
what Gerrit Gong later called ‘the standard of “civilization” in international society’
(1984). Operating during the European colonial period, the standard of civilization
was a legal mechanism designed to set the benchmark for the ascent of non-
European states to the ranks of the civilized ‘Family of Nations’, and, with it, their
full recognition under international law. Reflecting the requirement of a capacity
for self-government, Schwarzenberger summarizes the legal standard as follows:

The test whether a State was civilised and, thus, entitled to full recognition as
an international personality was, as a rule, merely whether its government
was sufficiently stable to undertake binding commitments under interna-
tional law and whether it was able and willing to protect adequately the life,
liberty and property of foreigners.

(Schwarzenberger 1955: 220)

Naturally, the protection afforded to ‘foreigners’ was limited to citizens of civi-
lized states; that is, Europeans.

In his study of the standard of civilization, Gong expounds a more extensive
set of criteria for determining whether a state is civilized or not. In order to be
deemed civilized a state had to conform to the following requirements:

1. a ‘civilized’ state guarantees basic rights (i.e., life, dignity, and property;
freedom of travel, commerce, and religion), especially those of foreign
nationals;

2. a ‘civilized’ state exists as an organized political bureaucracy with some
efficiency in running the state machinery, and with some capacity to
organize for self-defense;

3. a ‘civilized’ state adheres to generally accepted international law, including
the laws of war; it also maintains a domestic system of courts, codes,
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and published laws which guarantee legal justice for all within its juris-
diction, foreigners and native citizens alike;

4. a ‘civilized state’ fulfills the obligations of the international systems by
maintaining adequate and permanent avenues for diplomatic interchange
and communication.

The standard of ‘civilization’ also included a more subjective requirement:

5. a ‘civilized’ state by and large conforms to the accepted norms and
practices of the ‘civilized’ international society, e.g., suttee, polygamy,
and slavery were considered ‘uncivilized’ and therefore unacceptable.

(Gong 1984: 14–15)

The legal standard became redundant upon the settlement of the Second
World War. In large part the abrogation of the laws of war as witnessed by the
nature of the totalitarian aggression perpetrated by members of the thought-to-be
‘civilized’ world put paid to maintaining a legal distinction. The principle was
further undermined by the use of nuclear weapons and the subsequent evolution of
the concept of mutually assured destruction. Even prior to the Second World
War, leading jurists recognized that adhering to a standard of civilization was
something of a political and legal anachronism. For example, Hersh Lauterpacht
declared, ‘Modern international law knows of no distinction, for the purposes of
recognition, between civilized and uncivilized States or between States within and
outside the international community of civilized States’ (Lauterpacht 1947: 31).
Commenting on this development, Schwarzenberger misses the irony in his
statement that ‘At this point doctrine reaches the other extreme. The standard of
civilisation has vanished, and States are supposed to be under a legal duty to
recognise even non-civilised States and their governments’ (Schwarzenberger1955:
227).

As this passage suggests, while the legal standard of civilization might have
been superseded in the annals of international law, that is not to say that some-
thing similar did not continue to serve the same purpose in the conduct of
international politics. As Martin Wight noted, during the Cold War the states
system remained ‘divided still concentrically between the world city and the
world rural district’. And out of this two tiered states system came ‘One of the
unwritten understandings of the Cold War . . . that the peace of Europe shall be
warily preserved while the struggle is pursued for influence and position
throughout the Third World’ (Wight 1977: 125).

Since Wight made these observations, the collapse of communism and the
break-up of the Soviet Union have brought the Cold War to an end. Never-
theless, the notion that there exists a hierarchy of states has outlived the Cold
War and has its fair share of adherents. Whilst it is interpreted and described in
a range of ways, its ‘key theme is that disparities in capability are reflected, more
or less formally, in the [membership and] decision making of the society of
states’ (Clark 1989: 2).
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In his account of the classical standard of civilization, Gong points to the
possibility that ‘at least two possible successors may have arisen as new standards
in contemporary international society’. The first is a ‘standard of non-discrimination
or standard of human rights’ (Gong 1984: 90–3). The second is a ‘standard of
modernity’, and takes two possible forms: one ‘vindicates the nineteenth-century
assumption that the laws of science, being universal, undergirded a rational
cosmology which would bring the “blessings of civilization” to all’. Its primary
significance is related in terms of the ‘standard of living’ and ‘quality of life’ that
can be achieved universally via the application of science and technology to
issues of health, nutrition, and general well-being. The other shape it might take
is in the guise of a ‘contemporary cosmopolitan culture’ reflecting the ‘shared
values, moral norms, and experiences’ given popular expression in terms like the
‘global village’ and ‘global city’ (Gong 1984: 92–3). But, like Wight, Gong made
these observations in the midst of a world divided by the tensions of the Cold
War – there was no agreement on universally shared values and norms, let alone
experiences. On the contrary, the Cold War divide engendered an environment
that inhibited the formation of a universal international society based on shared
ideological values and norms that some advocated. Rather, given the opposing
camps desperation to woo allies at virtually any cost and willingness to bring
them into the fold regardless of the nature of the regime, the Cold War made for
some odd alliances of convenience. But as noted, the end of the Cold War was
seen by many in the West as a triumphant turning point that ushered in a ‘new
world order’ in which capitalist liberal democracy had defeated all-comers. Post-
Cold War international politics are now conducted in an environment in which
the concepts of individual rights, participation in government, and unhindered
access to the goods and services available in the marketplace, are widely thought
to be the universal aspirational norm.

The ‘triumph of the West’, or, possibly as significantly, the triumphalism of
the now dominant West, has allowed it to set the agenda in terms of defining a
‘standard of civilization’ for the twenty-first century. Mehdi Mozaffari makes the
point that the ‘role of formulating’ and setting the principles which constitute the
standard of civilization ‘is incumbent upon the predominant civilization’. Thus,
in the present era the ‘global standard of civilization is therefore defined –
primarily – by the dominant Western civilization, which happens to be democratic’,
liberal, and economically globalized (Mozaffari 2001: 253–4). In essence then, it
is argued that a variation of the ‘might equals right’ or realist brand of logic
prevails; seeing it is the West that dominates, it is the West that sets the standard.

Markets as civilizers
John Darwin makes the pertinent point that ‘So long as colonialism was identified
with the task of “civilization” – the diffusion of civility – commerce must be its
Doppelgänger’ (Darwin 2000: 325). On this general point, commerce and economic
interdependence have long been seen as having a civilizing effect on both discreet
political communities, and neighboring societies with which they interact.
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Around the time of Christ, Philo of Alexandria argued that commerce was an
expression of the ‘natural desire to maintain a social relationship’, while the first-
century historian Lucius Annaeus Florus claimed, ‘If you destroy commerce, you
sunder the alliance which binds together the human race’ (cited in Pagden 2000:
8). In the eighteenth century Montesquieu testified that ‘Commerce is a cure for
the most destructive [of] prejudices’ and serves to ‘unite nations’ (1949 [1748]:
316). More recently, David Ricardo stressed that ‘Under a system of perfectly
free commerce’ between nations, the ‘pursuit of individual advantage is
admirably connected with the universal good of the whole’; thus, ‘it diffuses
general benefit, and binds together by one common tie of interest and inter-
course, the universal society of nations throughout the civilized world’ (Ricardo
1891: 114). The link between commerce and peace is an important idea that still
has considerable influence in the pursuit of a peaceful international political
order based on Immanuel Kant’s claim that the ‘spirit of commerce’ is ‘incom-
patible with war’, and ‘sooner or later’ just such a spirit ‘gains the upper hand in
every state’. Why? Because despite other uncertainties, ‘the power of money is
perhaps the most dependable of all the powers (means) included under the state
power’. Therefore, given that trade is said to be beneficial to all contracting
parties, in the name of continuing economic prosperity, ‘states see themselves
forced, without any moral urge, to promote honourable peace and by mediation
to prevent war wherever it threatens to break out’ (Kant 1963 [1795]: 114).

More recently, the link between commerce, democracy, and peace has been
outlined in terms of pacific ‘democratic values’ arising from the ‘norms of contract
that are endemic in prosperous market socioeconomies’ (Mosseau 2000: 473).
Aspects of this argument are not too dissimilar from ideas outlined by Elias in
his account of the civilizing of domestic society. In The Civilizing Process Elias
writes of the expanding ‘web of human relationships’ and ‘the lengthening of
the chains of social action and interdependence’, such that ‘more and more
people must attune their conduct to that of others’ (Elias 2000: 445–8). This is
essentially the same argument to that used by democratic peace theorists who
extrapolate these same principles to the global arena. They maintain that states
with a complex web of interdependent relations of trade and foreign investment,
states that are also constrained in the range of actions at their disposal in their
international relations by domestic popular public opinion, are more likely to
seek peaceful mediation, negotiation, or compromise over the resort to the threat
or use of violent force. In short, capitalist democratic states are said to have too
much to lose by resorting to violent and expensive conflicts. While this theory
has its committed adherents, democratic polities are not necessarily inherently
peaceful when it comes to dealing with non-democratic societies. Furthermore,
as a counterpoint to the general argument that commerce promotes interdepen-
dence and therefore reduces the likelihood of recourse to war, one need only
recall that the Spanish used infractions of their supposed right to trade as a justi-
fication for waging war against the Amerindians of the New World.

The issue of economic development brings us to David Fidler’s promotion of
an economically liberal standard of civilization that also incorporates a conflation
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of human rights-democracy-cum-economically globalized liberal modernity. The
direction that Fidler sees the standard as heading toward, if not already at, is
what he refers to as a ‘standard of liberal, globalized civilization’ (Fidler 2000:
389). This standard comes about by what he identifies as parallel or concurrent
‘standards of civilization and globalization’. While the ‘historical contexts’ of the
classical standard of civilization and the new standard of globalization might be
‘dramatically different’, he claims that ‘the substance of the two standards is not’.
Just as the classical ‘standard of civilization required the creation and mainte-
nance of certain conditions that would allow Westerners to conduct commerce
and trade safely and effectively in non-Western countries’, so does the standard of
globalization. Fidler suggests the ‘standards of civilization and globalization
share the central objective of improving the conditions of economic interaction
between the West and the rest’ (Fidler 2000: 400). Furthermore, Fidler sees the
classical standard and the standard of globalization as sharing the same origins: the
former reflecting the norms of European civilization of an earlier era, the latter
reflecting ‘the norms of the same civilization now expanded beyond the confines
of Europe and North America’ (Fidler 2000: 401).

In a nutshell, Fidler contends that the ‘confluence of the standards of civiliza-
tion and globalization at the end of the twentieth century produces the
composite standard of liberal, globalized, civilization’. The defining characteristics of
the new standard of civilization are:

(1) respect for basic civil and political human rights; (2) respect for the impor-
tance of civil society in domestic and international politics; (3) commitment
to democratic governance; (4) commitment to the ‘rule of law’ domesti-
cally and internationally; (5) commitment to free market economics
domestically and free trade and investment internationally; and (6) commit-
ment to developing and applying science and technology to political, legal,
economic, and social challenges.

(Fidler 2000: 409)

The commitment to economic liberalism and the application of science and
technology to virtually all facets of social policy have become a cornerstone of
international public policy. They are promoted in various intergovernmental
forums and by the key international financial and trade institutions, such as the
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the Bank for International
Settlements, and the World Trade Organization (WTO). But not only are they
promoted by these institutions and regimes, membership or participation in most
of them actually requires the adoption of and commitment to such policy
measures. In this regard these organizations all play key roles in setting and
enforcing international standards of civilization as they relate to areas such as
governmental transparency and corruption, fiscal and monetary policy, trade,
and arbitration and dispute settlement, just to name a few (some of which are the
focus of following chapters). Particularly since the financial crises that hit Asia,
Latin America, and Russia in the mid- to late 1990s, and lingered on into the
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following century, a kind of ‘standard of financial modernity’ now regulates
actors and transactions in the international financial system. The primary objec-
tive of the standard is to guarantee offshore investments and property, including
against nationalization or expropriation, through the quarantining of domestic
operations against corruption and arbitrary interference by promoting trans-
parency and the free exchange of information. As with other standards, the
standard of financial modernity distinguishes between what are routinely
referred to as ‘developed economies’, ‘emerging economies’, and ‘non-market
economies’ in the contemporary international financial system. Gong describes
the function of the ‘standard of financial modernity’ thus: if states wish to
attract trade and foreign investment, or maintain credit, then to be full members
of the modern financial and trading system they ‘must adapt and adhere to a
new standard increasingly ensconced in the international system’ (Gong 1998).

Taking China’s recent accession to the WTO as an example of the workings
of the system, before being granted membership China had to make concessions
on a raft of what were once largely sovereign domestic economic policy issues.
Just a few being: anti-dumping and countervailing measures; industrial policy,
including subsidies; judicial review, uniform administration, and transparency;
product-specific safeguards; quantitative import restrictions, including prohibi-
tions and quotas; sanitary and phytosanitary measures; trade-related aspects of
intellectual property rights; and transitional review mechanisms.

It is not a straightforward process; there are a lot of hoops to jump through
before a country can be said to measure up to the requisite standards of
economic and market civilization. In a similar manner, international credit
rating agencies such as Standard and Poor’s, and Moody’s play a significant role
in setting internationally accepted standards of economic governance. Some
ratings agencies even issue country sovereign ratings; a poor rating or a rating
downgrade can have a significant impact on a country’s capacity to attract
foreign direct investment or source commercial loans (see Leonard Seabrooke’s
chapter in this volume). At the same time, matters of economics and trade
cannot be divorced from other arenas of societal activity. As Anthony Pagden
notes, ‘the world economy, which has come to constitute a new kind of human
environment’, is also a creation of Western cosmopolitan culture, therefore,
‘belonging to that environment demands signing up to its political and social
values as well’. Furthermore, it is difficult to separate it from its imperial moor-
ings when one considers that ‘the entire development project’, as carried out by
the West in the ‘underdeveloped’ non-Western world, continues to be motivated by
the notions of ‘humanity’ and ‘benevolence’ that were in large part justifications
for the civilizing missions of old (Pagden 1998: 14).

Along similar lines to Fidler, Mozaffari argues that ‘the rise of a “global stan-
dard of civilization” reflects the transformation of the world’ that is currently
taking place as part of the ‘ongoing process of globalization’. He further claims
that ‘globalization has considerably reduced the differences between various
[competing] world visions’ (Mozaffari 2001: 247–51). Globalization is said to
have prompted a ‘global convergence’ in the nature of states, which in turn
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impacts on the nature of ‘inter-state relations’. This convergence, he contends, is
a result of shifts in the ‘orientation of states’, whereby contemporary state orien-
tation is said to be shifting in the general ‘direction of capitalism and liberalism’.
Mozaffari acknowledges that not all ‘countries share the same ideas and values’;
however, he insists ‘it is undeniable that the gap between different world visions is
now as narrow as it has ever been historically’, as non-Western states begin to
‘internalize’ Western values and norms. To this end, he asserts that the dual
‘pillars of our current mega-civilization remain unchallenged’; that is, ‘adherence
to liberalism and capitalism (in all their variety and nuance) . . . are on the
increase’. As a result of this ‘convergence’, Mozaffari concludes that if

we accept globalization as a fact and an inescapable reality, and if we accept
that in a single global world, multiple, concurrent and contradictory civiliza-
tions cannot coexist, then we have to acknowledge the existence, or at least
the emergence, of a global civilization.

(Mozaffari 2001: 250–1)

In a nutshell, ‘capitalism and liberalism = global civilization’ (Mozaffari 2001: 259).
As to whether we have to accept these premises, let alone the conclusion, is highly

questionable, but herein lies the general problem. In offering this interpretation,
Mozaffari either does not realize or does not think it necessary to point out that
the range of cultural and ideological points of view are not necessarily coming
together as such. Rather, it is the case that one pole remains firmly planted while
others are being drawn or coaxed toward it. The foundations of the case for a
global civilization are rather shaky given that, in reviewing the historical process
of globalization and its impact on international law, Mozaffari concludes that
‘since the beginning of the Renaissance, and particularly after the Peace of
Westphalia in 1648, only European civilization has succeeded in producing a set
of norms and creating various institutions and organizations with a global/
universal scope and dimension’. By contrast, he claims that the ‘old civilizations’ –
which presumably means archaic or pre-modern civilizations, for they continue
to survive – ‘be they Chinese, Islamic, Indian and so on’ have failed to make ‘any
successful attempts at elaborating an alternative “international law”’. In an effort
to explain his conclusions, Mozaffari attributes the non-Western world’s ‘weak
contribution to the improvement and correction of dominant norms’ to the
overall ‘lack of democracy and the weakness of civil society’ (Mozaffari 2001:
257–8). But this criticism seems to be little more than Western triumphalism of
the worst kind and a rehashing of the might-equals-right logic when it comes to
setting norms and standards. And it also does not explain the implication that
Western-style democracy and civil society are supposed to have been contributing
factors to the establishment of international law, particularly given that the foun-
dations of modern international law are rooted in a Europe in which democracy
was largely unknown and civil society nascent at best (cf. Bowden 2005).

The general nature of the problem for non-Western societies in their endeavor
to measure up to contemporary standards of market civilization is captured in
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Paul Ricoeur’s question: ‘In order to get onto the road toward modernization, is it
necessary to jettison the old cultural past which has been the raison d’être of a
nation?’ The problem is generally one of ‘unearth[ing] a country’s profound
personality’, a personality that for many has been suppressed and denied under
the yolk of colonialism by the imposition of a foreign personality. For non-
Western peoples or states, arising out of this situation is a paradox Ricoeur
explains thus:

[O]n the one hand, it has to root itself in the soil of its past, forge a national
spirit, and unfurl this spiritual and cultural revindication before the colo-
nialist’s personality. But in order to take part in modern civilization, it is
necessary at the same time to take part in scientific, technical, and political
rationality, something which very often requires the pure and simple
abandon of a whole cultural past. It is a fact: every culture cannot sustain
and absorb the shock of modern civilization. There is the paradox: how to
become modern and to return to sources; how to revive an old, dormant
civilization and take part in universal civilization.

(Ricoeur 1965: 277)

But are non-Western states permitted to pursue an alternative development path
even if they wish to? Do not global standards of market civilization effectively
prevent them from doing so? The limitations on their options (and the nature of
the threat) are explicit in Fidler’s insistence that the ‘Western standard of civiliza-
tion prevailed in the clash of civilizations because the Western countries were the
builders of the new international society and exercised their superior power to
ensure that the society was built in their image’ (Fidler 2000: 406). Today that
image is one of a society increasingly economically globalized and committed to
‘free’ markets and ‘free’ trade. The following chapters will give us a better indication
of how states conform to and resist the pressures of globalizing and universal-
izing market standards of civilization in a range of key sectors and international
institutions.
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The entire Western world, it now seems, is intent on spreading democracy across
the globe. Many Western states have established agencies specifically devoted to
the promotion of representative government elsewhere, the American National
Endowment for Democracy being the largest and best-known example. This
objective, albeit tempered by other policy considerations, has long been a central
plank of US foreign policy (Robinson 1996). It has even been cited, after the
event, as a rationalization for the American and British invasion of Iraq in 2003.
The European Union insists that all candidates for membership must satisfy its
standards of democracy and human rights. Democracy is also promoted by the
United Nations (UN), and it is seen by international financial institutions and
the major development agencies as an integral part of good governance. The
emerging global order of market civilization thus appears to involve a global
standard of citizenship and democracy, and of the individual liberties that they
require. Yet critics present this emerging order in a very different light. Stephen
Gill writes of a disciplinary neo-liberalism that grants ‘privileged rights of citi-
zenship and recognition to corporate capital and large investors’ (Gill 1998: 23).
Walden Bello (1994) argues that we are witnessing the colonization – the recolo-
nization in many cases – of much of the non-Western world. Michael Hardt and
Antonio Negri make a closely related claim. ‘Empire’, they tell us, ‘is material-
izing before our very eyes. . . . It is a decentered and deterritorializing apparatus
of rule that progressively incorporates the entire global realm’ (Hardt and Negri
2000: xi, xii).

The emerging international order is seen, then, both as an order of citizen-
ship and democracy and as an order of domination, a novel version of
imperialism. There is much to be said for both perceptions and therefore, also,
much to be said against them. To focus only on the former is to ignore the realities
of Western exploitation, yet to focus only on the latter is to deny the commitment
of the international agencies and the major Western powers to the expansion of
democracy and human rights. Anthony Pagden’s discussion of the links between
the modern discourse of good governance and Enlightenment conceptions of
world order suggests a way in which these seemingly opposed perceptions might
be brought together and even, to some degree, reconciled. Pagden notes that the
discourse of ‘good governance’ is most commonly associated with development
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within post-colonial states. Yet it can also be seen as advancing a vision of inter-
national order that involves ‘not only states, but also non-statal and avowedly
non-political bodies, particularly the international financial agencies and multi-
national corporations’ (Pagden 1998: 7). Here, the government that takes place
within states and the government of the international arena are seen as inti-
mately connected, as they have been throughout the modern period. If we are to
grasp how a global standard of citizenship and democracy can also be seen as a
standard of domination, we should take both levels of government into
account. My discussion of this point leads, first, to a brief history of the modern
system of states, second, to an account of liberalism as a project of government
emerging within that system, and, third, to an examination of how this project
has responded to twentieth-century changes in the system of states. This last
issue brings us, finally, to the contemporary standard of citizenship and democ-
racy.

Citizenship in the system of states
If citizenship is a matter of relations between individuals and the state to which
they belong and between these individuals themselves, it is also one of the
markers used by states in their attempts to regulate the movement of people
within and across their borders. Citizenship operates within states, but it is
central also to an international regime that divides humanity into the citizens of
numerous states and assigns to states the right and the obligation to manage their
own internal affairs, including the regulation of entry and exit. The most imme-
diately disturbing effect of this arrangement is that states are encouraged to look
after their own and to be correspondingly less concerned about the condition of
those whose citizenship lies elsewhere. The UN Declaration of Human Rights,
for example, claims to be universal in scope, but it places responsibility for the
implementation of the rights it identifies squarely on the states in which individ-
uals have their citizenship, leaving other states with only limited responsibilities
in this respect. States that manifestly fail to satisfy their obligations to manage
their own internal affairs are often seen as posing a threat to other states and
therefore as being legitimate objects of outside intervention.

To understand the place of citizenship, and later of democracy, within this
supra-national regime, it is useful to begin with a brief history of the modern
states system. The 1648 Peace of Westphalia and other agreements that brought
the Thirty Years War to an end are conventionally taken to mark the emergence
of a new European order of independent sovereign states (see Held 1995;
Inayatullah and Blaney 2004; Keene 2002; Schmitt 1996; and Walker 1993).
Political arrangements designed to pacify warring religious communities replaced
conditions in which populations were subject to a variety of overlapping and
conflicting sources of authority into conditions in which states were acknowl-
edged as having the primary responsibility for the government of the populations
within their territories. Three features of this states system are particularly
important for our understanding of later developments. First, the sovereignty of
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a state is a function of its recognition as a state by other members of the
system of states (Bierstecker and Weber 1995). This relational understanding of
sovereignty is in marked contrast to the contractarian view set out by Thomas
Hobbes, John Locke and Jean-Jacques Rousseau in the early modern period and
again, more recently, by John Rawls. Contract theory invites us to think of states
as if they had arisen out of formal or informal agreements amongst numerous
individuals, who then became citizens of the states resulting from those agreements.
This perspective suggests that sovereignty is essentially a matter of the internal
relations between a state and its citizens on the one hand and of the capacity of a
state to defend itself on the other. It also suggests that, in contrast to the order
imposed by an overarching authority within a state, the system of relations
between states is one of anarchy or disorder (Bull 1977).

Second, effective government within the member states of the Westphalian
system is predicated on political conditions secured by the system itself. The prin-
ciple of non-interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign state, for example,
served as part of this regime of pacification by restricting the rights of supporters
of one religion from intervening in the religious affairs of other participating
states. At least for its more successful members, the European system of states
secured a degree of freedom from outside interference without which it would
hardly have been possible for them to practice and develop modern arts of
governing the populations under their control. Finally, the Westphalian states
system was, at least in its early stages, specifically European, covering territories
and populations in parts of Europe by means of treaties and understandings
between participating states. It imposed few constraints on states’ interference in
the affairs of those who inhabited territories not covered by these agreements
and in which no truly sovereign states were thought to exist (Schmitt, 1996). States
experienced little difficulty in deploying natural law and the Roman jus gentium to
secure what they saw as lawful grounds for territorial expansion elsewhere (see
Locke 1988 [1698]; Vitoria 1995 [1557]; and the discussions in Armitage 2004
and Anghie 1996 for influential early examples of such tendentious reasoning).

This last feature of the European states system allows us to identify two funda-
mental stages in the spread of that system to other parts of the world. First,
European imperial adventures brought new territories and populations into the
remit of the Westphalian system (Strang 1995). This, together with the use by
Western states of a discriminatory ‘standard of civilization’ in their dealings with
non-state entities and states (China, Japan, Russia, the Ottoman Empire, Thailand)
that were not accepted as full members of the system of states (Gong, 1984),
eventually resulted in the subordination of the greater part of humanity to direct
or indirect rule by Western states. Imperial domination was the form in which the
European states system first became global in scope. It divided humanity in a
number of ways, one of which was the distinction between those who were citi-
zens (of Western states) and those who were not.

This process of incorporating non-European populations into the European
system of states was followed, first in the Americas and, somewhat later else-
where, by the widespread achievement or imposition of independent statehood.
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This is the second stage in the globalization of the European states system. It
expanded the membership of the system of states, and established a new way of
bringing non-Western populations under the rule of the states system (Seth
2000). The state, Hardt and Negri insist, ‘is the poisoned gift of national libera-
tion’ (Hardt and Negri 2000: 135). Non-European populations now found
themselves governed both by modern states of their own and by the overarching
system of states within which their own independent states had been incorpo-
rated. This is the point at which citizenship, if not yet democracy, became an
almost universal human condition.

To say that a state is sovereign is to say that it is subject to no legal superior. In
this sense, the members of the international states system engage with each other as
equals. Yet, as with other regimes of government that operate with no controlling
center – we might think, for example, of the workings of an established market or
of civil society – some members are clearly far more equal than others. Many
sovereign states in Francophone Africa and Central Asia are dominated by what
was once the imperial power. Others remain highly dependent on external assis-
tance, having inherited poorly developed infrastructures along with governmental
agencies and practices originally designed to serve a system of rule by outsiders.
This condition leaves them vulnerable to regulation by international financial
agencies that are clearly dominated by Western interests. Recently established
states have been recognized as members of the international system of states, but
few have been admitted to its more exclusive inner circle. Most are subject to
updated versions of the European ‘standard of civilization’ that require them
to demonstrate their fitness to participate in various international arrangements
(the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and its successor, the World
Trade Organization (WTO), providing the most obvious examples) and leave
them vulnerable to the risk of intervention by other states (see Bowden 2004a).

Liberalism as a governmental project
Liberalism is often regarded as a normative political doctrine or ideology organized
around a commitment to individual liberty, and especially to protecting that
liberty against the state. One important limitation of this view is suggested by the
observation that the subject peoples of European imperial possessions experienced
liberal government as authoritarian rule. The liberal ideal may be for the state to
rule over, and to rule through, the free activities of autonomous individuals, but
liberals have traditionally taken the view that substantial parts of humanity do
not, as a matter of fact, possess the minimal capacities for autonomous action
that would enable them to be governed in this way. This tension between liberal
ideal and liberal practice often involved a significant degree of hypocrisy, as
many commentators have noted (Said, 1992; Guha 1997). Yet it was also a
matter of liberal attempts to deal with a reality that, in their view, did not satisfy
the conditions required for the operation of their preferred form of rule
(Hindess 2001).
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This disjunction between liberal ideal and practical reality suggested to liberal
political reason, first, that populations may be ranked according to their level of
improvement and, second, that the less improved were in need of reform. Some
people, the more cultivated inhabitants of civilized states, were seen as approxi-
mating the desired condition of individual autonomy, and the remainder as being
still some way from that condition. The project of reform suggested by this
perception is the civilizing mission of government, a project of improving, by force if
necessary, the condition and the character of subject populations. (In a well-
known passage John Stuart Mill argues that ‘even personal slavery, by giving a
commencement to industrial life, and enforcing it as an exclusive occupation of
the most numerous portion of the community, may accelerate the transition to a
better freedom than that of fighting and rapine’ (Mill 1977 [1865]: 394–5). Mill’s
point is not so much to endorse the practice of slavery – to which he was in fact
opposed – as to emphasize how far some people had to go before they could be
ready for individual liberty.) While the civilizing mission did not appear as a distinct
budget item in imperial administration, it nevertheless served as a major organizing
principle of imperial rule (see, for example Conklin 1997). Together with closely
related imperial practices of divide and rule, it generated systematic patterns of
discrimination between populations and sub-populations within them on the basis
of what was thought to be their existing level of civilization or ‘improvement’.

The move from direct imperial rule to independence left the liberal ranking of
populations more or less in place, but it radically transformed the conditions
under which the liberal project of improvement could be pursued. However,
before turning to the consequences of that change, we need to consider a second
important respect in which standard accounts of liberalism should be corrected. I
began this section by noting that liberalism is often seen as a normative political
doctrine or ideology. Yet, as Michel Foucault and others have argued, it can also
be seen as a project of government concerned with addressing the severely prac-
tical problems involved in the government of states and their populations. This
latter perception has been elaborated by the ‘governmentality’ school of social
analysis, whose work has resulted in many valuable explorations of the diverse
ways in which individual choice and self-regulation have been deployed as instru-
ments of liberal government (e.g. Burchell et al. 1991; Barry et al. 1996; Dean
1999; Rose 1999). However, as my earlier remarks in this section may have
suggested, this focus on the liberal government of freedom offers an unduly
restricted account of the productive capacities of liberal political reason.
Nevertheless, without denying the importance of liberal authoritarianism, it is its
governmental use of liberty that I wish to focus on here.

Many observers have noted that the image of the market as a realm in which
the activities of numerous individuals may be regulated and co-ordinated without
direction from a single controlling center occupies an important place in liberal
political thought. This image suggests first that individuals are governed in part
by the reactions of others with whom they interact and that, at least among more
civilized peoples, their interactions can normally be expected to take a peaceful
form. This view suggests, in turn, that, while the promotion of suitable forms of
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free interaction may be an effective way of governing civilized populations, it may
not be so successful in other cases. The market shows, second, that interaction with
others can influence the internal standards that individuals use to regulate their own
behavior – their sense of good and bad conduct, of what is acceptable or unaccept-
able in particular contexts, and so on. Market interaction can be seen, in other
words, as a powerful instrument of civilization, inculcating such virtues as prudence,
diligence, punctuality, self-control, etc. (Hirschman 1978; Holmes 1995). It
follows that, if only market-friendly forms of property can be set securely in place,
then market interaction itself may function as a means of improving the character
of less civilized peoples. ‘Light taxes and good laws’, James Mill insisted in his
History of British India, ‘nothing more is wanted for national and individual pros-
perity all over the globe’ (Mill 1975: 578). Authoritarian state intervention to reform
property relations, and thus enable widespread market interaction to take off, has
sometimes been seen as a liberal move towards a situation in which individuals may
be governed through their free interactions.

The ideal image of the market, in effect, provides liberal political reason with a
model of the governmental uses of freedom. Foucault observes that the market
plays ‘the role of a “test”, a locus of privileged experience where one can identify
the effects of excessive governmentality’ (Foucault 1997: 76). Foucault’s own
account of liberalism and the governmentality accounts that have followed his lead
have focused on the rationality of the government of the state, and of the popu-
lation and territory over which the state claims authority, and they have accordingly
pitched their analysis of the governmental usage of markets at this intra-state level.
However, this liberal perception of the governmental utility of markets relates to
the conduct of states as much as it does to that of human individuals (Howard
1978; Burchell and Linklater 1996). Liberals have seen international trade in
goods and services as promoting the wealth of nations but also, and perhaps more
importantly, they have regarded it as a decentralized means of regulating the
conduct of states. The same applies, of course, to trade in financial instruments. It
is well known that the freedom of action of national governments is often severely
constrained by international financial markets but it is not sufficiently recognized
that these markets have been promoted, as a matter of deliberate policy, by a
number of powerful states and supra-national agencies (Helleiner 1994).

This last point brings us back to my earlier observation that liberalism should
be seen as a governmental project, developing initially within the conditions
provided by the European system of states. If the Westphalian system addressed
the problem of pacifying warring populations by assigning those populations to
the exclusive rule of discrete sovereign states, this did not entirely resolve and
may even have exacerbated the related problem of pacifying rulers themselves.
Indeed, the problem of civilizing states was a major concern of eighteenth-
century political thought, and it has remained a central theme in liberal
discussions of international order ever since. In this respect, Rawls’s (1999) account
of liberalism as primarily a matter of intra-state relations, which presents liberal
discussion of international order as a derivative, secondary development, is
seriously misleading. Liberalism is more properly seen as a positive project of
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government, concerned with governing the larger human population covered by
the system of states. It has addressed this problem not only by incorporating
humanity within the modern system of states, as the regimes of modern imperi-
alism and post-colonial independence have each done in their own way, but also
by using market interactions and other devices to civilize and to regulate the
conduct of states themselves and the particular populations under their authority.

A standard of citizenship and democracy
How does this sketch of the liberal project of government relate to the contem-
porary standard of citizenship and democracy? I began this chapter by noting
that, in order to understand the place of citizenship and democracy in the
modern world, it is necessary to locate them as elements within a supra-national
governmental regime. I then suggested that the sovereignty of states should be
seen as an artifact of the system of states, and thus that it is misleading to regard
states as constituted essentially on the basis of formal or informal agreements
among their citizens. This means that the government of a state is never simply a
matter of internal relations between the state and its own citizens or subjects,
however democratic it might appear to be.

The suggestion that modern democratic states are not really controlled by
their citizens is hardly new. Many commentators have argued that the institutions
of representative government ensure that citizens play a strictly circumscribed
role in the government of the state to which they belong (Hindess 2000). This is
the substantive empirical foundation of the ‘realist’ theory of democracy, one of
the most influential doctrines in twentieth-century political science (the classic
account is Schumpeter 1976; Sartori 1987 presents a forceful recent variation).
Modern democracies, realism tells us, are governed by a combination of elected
officials and professional state bureaucracies. At most, the people decide who is to
rule, not the substantive policies that their government is to pursue. The signifi-
cance of this account for the liberal project of government lies in its suggestion
that democracy, in the predominant modern sense of the term, brings together
three different sources of political legitimacy: the charismatic element of leader-
ship, participation in the appointment of elected officials, and the rationality of
professional bureaucracy. The second is expected to promote among participants
a sense of responsibility for the decisions made by their leaders, even if their
influence on those decisions is actually very small. The third seems to ensure that
the state is administered by suitably qualified personnel and its practices
governed by the relevant expertise, thus providing a kind of quality assurance.

What most distinguishes democracy from other regimes, on this view, is not so
much the overall sense of legitimacy that it promotes as its capacity, in Talcott
Parsons’s words, to mediate ‘consensus in [the exercise of power] by particular
persons and groups, and in the formation of particular binding policy decisions’
(Parsons 1967: 516). It thus secures for the detailed activities of the state and its
various functionaries a level of acceptance and compliance that non-democratic
regimes are simply unable to match. It is this supposed capacity of modern
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democracy, not its rhetorical gestures towards popular control, that particularly
appeals to the development agencies and financial institutions involved in
promoting ‘good governance’ in the developing world, just as it does to those
engaged in the government of Western states themselves. In both cases democ-
racy is now thought to provide the most effective means of ensuring that the
people will ‘own’, or at least that they will not actively resist, the package of
political and economic reforms that their governments choose or are required to
implement. The language of ‘ownership’ now plays an important part in devel-
opment discourse (see Jacqueline Best and Leonard Seabrooke chapters in this
volume). Joseph Stiglitz, then Vice-President of the World Bank, described the
Bank’s proposed Comprehensive Development Framework as involving ‘a new
set of relationships, not only between the Bank and the country, but within the
country itself. . . . Central is the notion that the country (not just the government)
must be in the driver’s seat’ (Stiglitz 1999: 22–3; see also the discussion in
Cammack 2004). Several commentators (e.g. Williams 1998; Jayasuriya 2000)
have suggested that the promotion of democracy may expose these political and
economic reforms to popular resistance. The potential is certainly there, but its
significance is tempered by the strictly circumscribed role that this form of
democracy allows to citizens.

The fact that the conduct of contemporary states is subject to significant
external constraints is not in itself a cause for concern – quite the contrary in
fact. What should concern us, rather, is the grossly unequal character of the
international order from which these constraints derive. All contemporary states,
even the most powerful, are subject to a variety of international conventions,
treaties, and a developing framework of international law on the one hand and
the ‘civilizing’ effects of international trade on the other. Yet a clear majority of
the new states that emerged from the end of empire, along with many non-Western
states that had never been colonized, are also subject to the more specific regulatory
mechanisms of the international development regime. Some of these states (with
help from their powerful friends) have played the development game successfully
while others have tried to play by radically different rules, usually with unhappy
results, but most have fallen somewhere between these extremes.

The condition of citizenship and democracy in post-colonial states is also seri-
ously constrained by governmental institutions and practices inherited from the
colonial period, most of which were predicated on a view of the subject population
as considerably less civilized than their rulers. While members of the political/
administrative class in all modern states are likely to be tempted by such a view
of the people they govern, it was more pronounced, and more freely expressed,
in the case of imperial rule. This involved a clear distinction between citizens
and subjects, and a systematic development of what eventually became known,
in the case of Britain’s African possessions, as indirect rule: that is, of a practice
of government that worked through institutions that relied on what were thought
to be indigenous customs and structures of authority (on British rule see Lugard
1923; on Western imperial administration more generally see Malinowski 1929;
Mamdani 1996). Precisely because they were, at least in intention, based on
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indigenous practices, the detailed character of these ersatz governmental
arrangements varied from one population to another. Yet their overall effect was to
institutionalize what Mahmood Mamdani (1996) has called a regime of ‘decen-
tralized despotism’ that promoted localized authoritarian rule within different
sections of the population and reinforced, or even created, communal divisions.
One of the most striking legacies of indirect rule in many post-colonial successor
states is the continuing presence of a set of governmental routines and practices that
seriously undercut what might seem to be the common condition of citizenship.

Starting from T.H. Marshall’s (1950) pioneering discussion, the sociological
theory of citizenship has routinely described it as involving three sets of rights:
the civil rights to liberty and equality before the law; the political right to vote and
to participate in the political process; and the social right to participate fully in a
way of life that is shared by the citizens as a whole. Marshall argued that the state
had a responsibility to ensure that these rights are in fact secured for all citizens.
A closely related claim informs the aspirations set out in the UN Declaration of
Human Rights – which might, in fact, be regarded as a declaration in favor of a
universal right to citizenship. The import of Mamdani’s argument, then, is that,
while independence displaces the colonial distinction between citizen and subject,
the legacy of indirect rule nevertheless continues to subvert many of the civil and
political rights of citizenship.

With regard to social rights in particular, Marshall, followed by many social
policy analysts, argued that the role of the state’s social policy was to ensure that
citizens were not in fact excluded from participation in the life of their society by
reason of poverty, ill-health, or lack of education (see Bulmer and Rees 1996).
While this sociological literature focuses on the prosperous states of the OECD, it
is worth noting here since its insistence on the role of the state in securing the
social rights of citizenship serves to mark another significant difference between
citizenship in these states and citizenship elsewhere. Social rights are compara-
tively well developed in most Western states, although they are now under
considerable neo-liberal pressure, but in the majority of other states they have
barely had a chance to develop.

Another imperial legacy concerns the liberal ranking of populations, noted
earlier, and thus of the need for a civilizing mission to bring about the improve-
ment of the less advanced. While many of its practices have been adapted by
post-colonial successor states, this mission can no longer be pursued in its familiar
imperial guise. Instead, the liberal project of improvement is now pursued by two
very different parties, with both overlapping and competing visions of what it
might involve. It is pursued first, as it was in the colonial period, by significant
minorities in the ex-imperial domains themselves, many of whom are also
concerned to reaffirm (and thus to reinvent) elements of their own cultural
heritage. The formation of such liberal minorities was one of the intended effects
of imperial rule but, as Homi K. Bhabha (1994) observes, the mimicry that it
involves invariably cuts both ways: while it serves the purposes of the colonial
power in some respects it works against them in others. The affirmation of their
own tradition – of Asian values, for example – by members of such minorities is
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also a kind of mimicry, and one that can be no less ambiguous in its effects. Like
Western colonial officials before them, members of such liberal minorities can be
expected to combine a civilized distaste for the dirty work of governing their less
advanced compatriots with a reluctant acknowledgment of its necessity. But,
since they have also taken over governmental functions that would once have
been performed by officers of the imperial state, they do so under radically
different circumstances. On the one hand, because of their local connections,
the rulers and public officials of the successor states tend to be seen (and perhaps
to see each other) as more vulnerable to corruption even than Western officials
had been during the colonial period (Rose-Ackerman 1999). On the other, the
positive affirmation of non-Western values provides them with a local, culturally
specific variant of the patronizing liberal view that the people of these domains
lack the capacity to govern themselves.

The liberal project of improvement is also pursued by Western states themselves
working through a more distant set of indirect means: national and international
aid programs that assist, advise, and constrain the conduct of post-colonial
states; international financial institutions; and that fundamental liberal instru-
ment of civilization, the market – including the internal markets of multinational
corporations. In fact, the use of markets in regulating the conduct of states and in
the conduct of government within them has become increasingly prominent as we
move further away from the decolonizations of the mid-twentieth century. In
liberal eyes, as noted earlier, the market appears to perform a variety of desirable
functions: not only in promoting prosperity overall but also in regulating the
conduct of states and fostering civilized attitudes and patterns of conduct among
both their rulers and their inhabitants.

Where it could once rely on the decentralized despotism of indirect rule over
the subjects of Western imperial possessions, liberal political reason now has no
alternative but to treat those who it sees as most in need of improvement as
autonomous agents. The old imperial divisions between citizens, subjects, and
non-citizen others has been displaced by the post-imperial globalization of citi-
zenship, and indirect rule within imperial possessions superseded by an even less
direct form of decentralized rule, in which the inhabitants of post-colonial
successor states are governed through sovereign states of their own. This is not to
say that the new form of indirect rule is likely to be more successful than its
imperial predecessors in imposing its will on target populations. My point, rather,
is that it provides the global political context in which the promotion of ‘good
governance’ has to be understood. Good governance is now seen as involving
democracy, in the sense not only that the governments of states are expected to
be minimally responsive to the wishes of their citizens but also that the citizens
are expected to own, or at least to go along with, the policies of their govern-
ment. Yet it is also seen as ensuring that the freedom of action of these
governments, and therefore the ability of their citizens to determine what those
actions will be, is severely constrained by internal and international markets.

These last points bring us, finally, to the modern standard of citizenship and
democracy. I noted earlier that the image of the market as a means of regulating
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and co-ordinating the activities of numerous actors without direction from a single
controlling center has always played a central role in liberal political thought. If
there is a common thread linking the many late twentieth-century projects of
neo-liberal reform, within particular states and in the international arena, it lies
in the attempt to introduce market and quasi-market arrangements into areas of
social life that had hitherto been organized in other ways: the corporatization
and privatization of state agencies, the promotion of competition and individual
choice in health, education, and other areas of what Marshall regarded as the
proper sphere of social policy, the use of financial markets (and credit-rating
agencies) to regulate the conduct of states, etc. These developments have striking
consequences for both the political and the social aspects of citizenship: the political
rights (such as they are) may remain but their scope is restricted as market regula-
tion takes over from direct regulation by state agencies and the judgment of the
market is brought to bear on the conduct of states, while the social rights of citi-
zenship (where they exist) are pared back as provision through the market
replaces provision directly or indirectly through the state.

It seems, in fact, that the advance of citizenship and democracy in the post-
colonial world is to be secured under neo-liberal political conditions. Neo-liberal
policies have become increasingly familiar to the populations of Western states in
recent years, and this process will be intensified if the proposed constitution of
the European Union is ratified by its members (led in part, almost paradoxically,
by so-called ‘New Europe’; the ‘Baltic Tigers’ in particular). There are interesting
parallels between the rise of neo-liberalism and the associated collapse of social
democracy in Western states and developments in post-colonial successor states
(Low 1996). Both have gone some way down the path of privatization and corpo-
ratization, and both are subject to regulation by the international system of
states, but the latter are subject to the further rigors of the international develop-
ment regime. With regard to both the social rights of citizenship and the
subordination of democracy to external constraint, through the implementation
of global standards of market civilization, then, the neo-liberal project has
advanced further in other parts of the world than it has in the West itself.
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The debate about standards of civilization tends to treat states as ontological
givens of the international system. Such standards imply a framework of action,
consistent with international law, whereby states prove their eligibility to be
considered a legitimate member of international society. Only those states that
abide by the standards of civilization are deemed worthy of such membership. Any
other state remains outside the boundaries of international society, and its existence
as a state is qualified by insiders through the use of a variety of prefixes, such as
‘pariah’, ‘predatory’, or ‘rogue’. The debate about standards of civilization there-
fore reifies a particular type of state as the ideal, and passes judgment on other
states relative to their attempts to meet this ideal. A deliberate process of ‘othering’
takes place, such that the standards of civilization are determined by those who
deem themselves already to be civilized, and these standards are then used as a
mechanism by which to induce reform from those who organize their societies
on a different basis. From the perspective of ‘the civilized’, they are an invitation
for those ‘not like us’ to become ever more ‘like us’.

There is an important economic dimension to contemporary standards of
civilization. As the underlying theme of this volume suggests, these are, specifi-
cally, standards of market civilization. It is not enough for a state simply to affirm
political principles that are enshrined in international law. For full status as a
member of international society today, a state must assert its willingness to
engage economically with others in a non-discriminatory manner, protecting and
enhancing the development of a potentially global sphere of private property
rights. It must provide a rule of law that defends the value of foreign-owned
assets, it must commodify its labor force to make workers attractive to overseas
investors, and it must accept that the circulation of goods within the economy is
determined by market power and not state decree. In short, given contemporary
standards of market civilization, a civilized nation has to be a trading nation,
fully immersed in and reflecting the traditions of a commercial society.

Within modern ideologies of everyday life, trade is no longer merely an
economic phenomenon. It is also assumed to be a mechanism for introducing
and normalizing the values on which a good society is constructed. Membership
of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and, therefore, membership of an
international market economy, is considered a necessary prerequisite for entry
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into the club of civilized states (see Jillian Cohen and Geoffrey A. Pigman’s chap-
ters in this volume). A liberal trading environment is assumed to inculcate states
with behavioral characteristics that are suitable, not only for success within
commercial society, but also for a civilized life. A knock-on effect is assumed to
operate, whereby values socialized through the economy are transferred into the
political arena, subsequently coming to set the terms of the relationship between
the state and the individual.

This, then, is the starting point for my discussion in this chapter. My aim is to
situate contemporary debates about standards of market civilization within the
context of much older debates, those associated with the classical tradition of polit-
ical economy. More precisely, I use the work of the most influential of the classical
political economists, Adam Smith, in order to shed a different light on what we
understand by standards of market civilization. Re-read from a Smithian
perspective, there are a number of obvious ironies in the contemporary debate.

For a start, the contemporary debate about standards of market civilization
locates the discussion squarely at the level of the state. It is the state that is social-
ized, through the commercial way of life, to treat the individual in a just and
prudent manner. In other words, the existence of a market society is taken as a
given; at the very least, the formation of a commercial way of life precedes the
process through which states are socialized in line with standards of market civi-
lization. It is then the task of the state to demonstrate that it can act according to
those standards in its treatment of the individual. For Smith, the line of causation
is entirely reversed. The existence of a market society cannot be assumed a
priori. Neither is it solely the context in which the state learns to act in a civilized
manner toward the individual. Instead, the market society, as well as the
commercial way of life that sustains such a society, is the product of interactions
between individuals who are already conscious of the need to treat one another in
a civil and equitable fashion. Market society does not create just individuals. For
Smith, just individuals create market society. Moreover, in Smith’s world, the
state has little, almost no, role to play in that process, except perhaps in providing
the basic education through which the individual learns to distinguish between a
just and an unjust action. Indeed, the ‘man of prudence’, whom Smith holds in
the highest regard (Fitzgibbons 1995: 58–74), forsakes public life for more
virtuous employment (Smith 1982 [1759]: VI.i.1-16). Acting on behalf of the
state is considered an unnecessary diversion from more meaningful and more
useful activities that serve to sustain the commercial way of life.

In order to show how Smith reverses the line of causation evident in the
contemporary debate about standards of market civilization, the chapter
proceeds in three stages. In section one, I focus on Smith’s account of the way in
which individual actions propel the development of commercial society. I high-
light the potential contradiction between Smith’s obvious disdain for overt
displays of material wealth and his view that the attempt to satisfy increasingly
conspicuous consumption desires was the motive force for the commercial society
he so admired. In section two, I focus on the mechanism through which the
individual learns to temper what he called their imaginary wants, so that they
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may act with propriety and civility. Smith posits the existence of an ‘impartial
spectator’ as an innate part of the self, who regulates behavior and imposes self-
command. In section three, I focus on Smith’s assertion of the stoic principles on
which self-command rests. Smith’s standards of market civilization arise very
much from within the self, which stands in stark contrast to attempts to impose
contemporary standards of market civilization through the development
programs of international institutions. I conclude by reviewing this contrast, in
particular in relation to the World Bank, suggesting that contemporary standards
of market civilization are, from a Smithian perspective at least, an illusion.

My case is constructed on an assessment of the major themes of Smith’s The

Theory of Moral Sentiments. Perhaps understandably given the current dominance
of both market-based institutions and market ideology, most people today focus
their analysis of Smith on The Wealth of Nations, choosing to leave The Theory of

Moral Sentiments unread. To my mind, this is a mistake. For a start, the popular
conception of The Wealth of Nations is that it represents a populist defense of the
market economy. However, as this was no part of Smith’s intention, the popular
conception demonstrates the superficial nature of most readings of The Wealth of

Nations. It not only fails to adequately reflect the text, which actually reveals
Smith to have anything but a utopian image of social life constructed on market
norms. It is also entirely inattentive to his broader system of thought, which at all
times emphasizes the moral dimension of economic life. It is this that constitutes
the focus of The Theory of Moral Sentiments and, as a consequence, the content of
The Wealth of Nations simply cannot be understood unless it is within the context
of the arguments contained in The Theory of Moral Sentiments. If one is interested
in Smith’s most profound commentary on the moral dimension of economic life,
then one must turn to his analysis in The Theory of Moral Sentiments.

Smith on the individual within market society
Adam Smith is widely acknowledged as the most influential theorist of the moral
basis of market society. His The Theory of Moral Sentiments, published in its first
edition almost twenty years before The Wealth of Nations, provides a systematic
attempt to explain the moral bonds on which the commercial way of life is pred-
icated. Smith’s analysis is part description and part aspiration. His focus moves
between the society that he sees around him and a more idealized view of the
society that he believes could be created. Smith’s concerns for understanding
the condition of man – and it is the autonomous male who features throughout the
book as the moral agent under study (see Justman 1993) – exhibits similar shifts.
At times, man is presented with his faults laid bare: it is a dispassionate analysis
of what happens when the individual fails to meet the standards of propriety
that the good society demands. At other times, Smith concentrates on the state of
man when he is cleansed of his faults: it then becomes an impassioned plea for
society to model itself on the pristine individual.

Smith works simultaneously with three different conceptions of man: the man
who acts, and whose actions are readily observable; what he calls ‘the man within
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the breast’, who operates as the conscience for the man who acts; and the ideal-
ized man, he that the man who acts could be if he becomes the perfect
embodiment of the ‘man within the breast’. Smith has a complex conception of
the self, in which the individual subject is a contingent combination of these
three different ‘men’. It is this individual, who is in effect three ‘men’ at once, that
Smith attempts to understand in relation to the developing market society of his
day. The individuals who drive the market society through their consumption do
so through their choice of actions, but equally those actions are restrained by the
activation of each individual’s conscience and their sense of the pristine subject
they could become. The three elements of the individual subject place Smithian
man in a potentially contradictory situation whenever he contemplates action.
Such contradictions are evident throughout Smith’s analysis of the individual
within market society.

According to Smith, everyday life is dogged by the false perception that
personal acquisitiveness, as an end in itself, is meaningful, worthwhile, even noble
(Hill 2001: 21). It is within our capacity to see gratuitous wealth, and, much more
so, displays thereof, as frivolous utility. However, the normal inclination of the
mind is not to do so, but to fall under the spell of imagining what it must be like
to have possession of those things that are currently out of reach (Verburg 2000:
36–7). Immediately, then, we are introduced to two of Smith’s three states of
manhood. On the one hand, we have the man who acts, the actual man, who
strives to emulate those with riches for no reason other than acquisitiveness for its
own sake. On the other hand, that man always has the potential to become the
idealized version of himself, such that he sees acquisitiveness for what it really is:
the vain pursuit of the unattainable masquerading as a short-cut to happiness.

In order to juxtapose those two states of manhood, Smith tells the tale of the
‘poor man’s son’. In doing so, he challenges much that is fundamental to the
operation of commercial society, such as the worth of the possessions that partici-
pation in the commercial way of life allows the individual to enjoy. The poor
man’s son is the man who would be rich, but the man who would be rich is one
who must first disable that other man, the one ‘within the breast’, who urges
restraint when faced with the false promise of superficial possessions. It is only in
the absence of ‘the man within the breast’ that: ‘He [the poor man’s son] is
enchanted with the distant idea of this felicity [i.e. the comfort of richness that
facilitates conspicuous consumption]’ (Smith 1982 [1759]: IV.1.8). ‘It appears’,
Smith continues, ‘like the life of some superior rank of beings, and, in order to
arrive at it, he devotes himself for ever to the pursuit of wealth and greatness’
(Smith 1982 [1759]: IV.1.8). In time, however, the poor man’s son comes to
realize that this pursuit is ill-founded. It requires sacrifice: of the body (through a
life of toil devoted to someone else’s advantage – Smith 1998 [1776]: 429); of the
spirit (through the subjection of the self to the ‘mental mutilation’ of the division
of labor – Smith 1998 [1776]: 435); and of the mind (through subordinating
virtue to the desire for wealth – Smith 1982 [1759]: VI.i.3). Yet, the material
rewards that accrue to the poor man’s son for all this sacrifice are finally revealed
to him as ‘mere trinkets’. ‘He thinks [before he begins his quest for wealth] if he
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had attained all these, he would sit still contentedly, and be quiet, enjoying
himself in the thought of the happiness and tranquillity of his situation’ (1982
[1759]: IV.1.8). It is only once his quest is complete that he discovers that it was a
mirage all along. In the meantime, he is depicted by Smith as a man who has
sold his soul by prioritizing the pursuit of wealth over the pursuit of virtue.

It is difficult not to read into this tale the conclusion that, for Smith, the poor
man’s son should have remained poor. As Louis Schneider suggests, Smith saw
no virtue in personal wealth per se: ‘He writes readily of “the sober and industrious
poor”, but he has no parallel phrase suggestive of sympathy or compassion for
the rich’ (Schneider 1979: 57). Smith’s concern is that the only way open for the
poor man’s son to leave his poverty behind is for him to dismiss from his pres-
ence ‘the man within the breast’. The man who adapts his role within a market
society, in order to chase the riches that such a society makes possible, is a man
who denies himself fundamental elements of his own being. He can only ever be
a fraction of the man that he has it within himself to become. He is destined to
give himself to ‘the most unrelenting industry’ (Smith 1982 [1759]: IV.1.8), but
all to achieve entirely empty goals.

Interestingly, for Smith, the attainment of such goals renders the male of
market society increasingly effeminate. He works hard so that he may be able to
adopt characteristics that, to Smith’s mind, take him further away from being the
idealized man that he might otherwise be. The man who enjoys the successes of
market society does so by adorning himself and his home with goods that were
in essence no different from those that earlier eighteenth-century critics had
pointed to as evidence of the unseemliness of women’s conspicuous consump-
tion. The derision that Smith reserves for ‘the frivolous accomplishments of that
impertinent and foolish thing called a man of fashion’ (Smith 1982 [1759]:
I.iii.3.6) surfaces in his description of those accomplishments: he calls them
‘baubles’, ‘trinkets’, ‘trifles’, and ‘toys’. As Stewart Justman suggests, all such
descriptions are designed to highlight the effeminacy of the modern man, made
manifest in the poor man’s son, who cannot resist the temptations of a market
society. ‘The reader of The Theory of Moral Sentiments finds . . . that the men of
commercial society are impelled by the faulty reason and wandering desire, the
vanity and love of ornament that moralists of all persuasions censured in
women’ (Justman 1993: 4).

The cautionary elements of the tale of the poor man’s son take on a whole
new dimension when it is realized that, for Smith, the poor man’s son is no
exception, differentiated from the rest of society by the singularity of his lifestyle
choice. He is the archetypal subject of a commercial way of life. Indeed, in the
absence of such people, continuously in thrall to the possibility of satisfying ever
expanding consumption desires, the commercial way of life would be a non-starter.
Throughout all of Smith’s economic writings, consumption is the sole end of
investing in both fixed and circulating capitals (Jeck 1994: 557–8). For Smith, the
growth of commerce and the growth of luxury are indivisible (Skinner 1993:
30). A market society stimulates imaginary wants, because without such wants
there is nothing in which to embed the institutional support structure for that
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society (Baum 1996: 48). Smith’s ‘man of fashion’ may be an object of disdain
when viewed as an individual. However, the commercial way of life that drew
Smith’s admiration is wholly conditional upon the presence of multiple men of
fashion.

Smith’s cautionary tale of the poor man’s son therefore turns into an equally
cautionary tale for those who today would impose market society as a new stan-
dard of civilization. Reading The Theory of Moral Sentiments, we are confronted
with Smith’s concerns for the type of person we might become if we follow the
most basic acquisitive tenets of market society. Perhaps more importantly, Smith
laments the type of person that we are destined not to become if we allow
ourselves to be enveloped by the alluring images and the limitless wants of the
commercial way of life. Smith’s idealized man, who remains in pristine condition
as the perfect embodiment of ‘the man within the breast’, is not by necessity a
participant within market society. Market society, with its spectacle of riches and
its constant appeal to desires that might be satisfied, has a potentially corrupting
influence on the individual and on the way in which human subjects understand
their relationships with other people.

One constant theme running through Smith’s work is the fallibility of the indi-
vidual. For him, the most potent symbol of that fallibility was the desire to flatter
oneself by supposing that one had more in common with the fortunate than the
unfortunate (Smith 1982 [1759]: I.iii.3.1–8). While this corruption of the self
arises in conjunction with a particular stage of economic development, it is not
determined at the level of the economic. The self is corrupted from within, as it
is an act of will to use the imagination to identify oneself in aspiration with the
wealthiest members of society. Obsessive admiration for wealth was indeed a
constant feature of the world that Smith observed around him and, as a conse-
quence of that obsession, he complained that the virtuous sentiments were
considered secondary to those that led merely to self-aggrandizement (West 1976:
112–16; Peil 1999: 103–6). A corrupted society emerges from this corruption of
the individual – but, then again, so does a vibrant and dynamic economy (see
Mlada Bukovansky and Peter Larmour’s chapters in this volume). The struggle to
emulate the wealthy is a manifestation of the desire for esteem; if we esteem the
wealthy, we too can expect to be the recipients of similar esteem when we reach
that state of life. Such struggles are based on attempts to accumulate wealth, and
the accumulationist logic thus set in motion in turn provides the momentum for
market society (Levine 1998: 41–2).

Hence, we come to the paradox with which Smith wrestled throughout The

Theory of Moral Sentiments. In seeking to stipulate the moral basis of a functioning
market society, Smith begins with the premise that the commercial way of life
operates most smoothly in the presence of his idealized man – in other words,
when it is populated by individuals in a pristine condition, each concerned to
treat all others with nothing but propriety and respect. However, this cannot
explain how the market society becomes a way of life in the first place. Its origins
are intimately linked to the factors that provide its economic dynamism, and
these in turn serve to normalize an accumulationist logic. Yet, this is the very
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same logic that is rooted in the demise of the pristine individual and the
tendency to submit to the spectacle of a lifestyle of conspicuous consumption.
The reproduction of the commercial way of life requires that one of Smith’s
three states of manhood be dominant (the idealized man), but the source of that
way of life requires that another be dominant (the actual man, with all his faults
and false desires). This leaves Smith in something of a quandary. In the following
section I review his attempt to think his way out of the paradox he presents.

The impartial spectator and the condition of market society
Smith’s dilemma is to explain how the man who provides the motive force for
market society, with all his faults embodied in his desire for morally worthless
material possessions, can be turned into the idealized man who enables market
society to become a self-perpetuating entity, but who has no such faults. He
suggests that the potential to effect such a change lies in the relationship between
the man without and the man within. Throughout his reflections on the moral
basis of market society, Smith alludes to the presence of the ‘man within the
breast’. In many ways, this is the key metaphorical device in Smith’s theory of
human agency. The man without is a manifestation of innate human fallibility.
As such, he is prone to act in a manner that the man within would not condone,
by giving in to the temptations of the selfish passions. For Smith, however, the
true exercise of agency comes only when the individual acts as an autonomous
moral agent, and this in turn requires the man within to impose himself on the
man without. The ‘man within the breast’ is the conscience of the human agent.

The man without is able to take on the persona of the man within through
his capacity to temporarily leave himself to see his experiences as others would
view them (Smith 1982 [1759]: I.i.4.6–7). Smithian man does not live alone.
Indeed, he cannot even comprehend what it truly means to be a man unless he is
in the company of others (Smith 1982 [1759]: II.iii.2.1). On more than one
occasion, Smith refers to life lived in ‘some solitary state’. However, such refer-
ences are prefixed by the clauses, ‘were it possible’ and ‘if it was possible’,
showing that he believed that living life alone was a purely hypothetical state of
being (Smith 1982 [1759]: III.i.3; IV.2.12). For Smith, the essence of the indi-
vidual’s social existence lies in the ability of that individual to imaginatively
reconstruct the sentiments of other people. Smith calls this ‘fellow-feeling’ or
‘sympathy’: ‘As we have no immediate experience of what other men feel, we
can form no idea of the manner in which they are affected, but by conceiving
what we ourselves should feel in the like situation’ (Smith 1982 [1759]: I.i.1.2).

These social bonds, activated through the complex process of always being
ourselves but always having the capacity to use our feelings to imagine how
others are impacted upon by the life that they lead, are set within the context of
continuous attempts by individuals to display their moral worth by acting
conscionably. As such, the social bonds that tie people together, out of which
society forms, are also the moral bonds that create the good society. ‘Fellow-
feeling’, and the process through which individuals temporarily leave themselves
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to experience the sentiments of other people, is therefore the bedrock of the
functioning market society.

For Smith, the reproduction of a market society cannot precede the constitution
of the individual as a moral agent who acts with propriety. As a consequence,
market society cannot be used as a civilizing force designed to create such indi-
viduals. The individual comes first, and it is out of particular types of individuals
that market society arises as a self-perpetuating entity. To suggest that this
happens the other way around is, from a Smithian perspective at least, very much
to put the cart before the horse. Moreover, according to Smith, the social bonds
out of which a functioning market order is produced are a distinctly localized
phenomenon. To talk, as international institutions routinely do today, of a global

market as a civilizing force is therefore to commit a double fallacy. The scope of
‘fellow-feeling’ has spatial limits and so, also, does the constitution of the moral
agent who acts with propriety (Smith 1982 [1759]: III.3.4; VI.ii.1.16–17). The
‘man within the breast’ may impose himself fully to regulate behavior in circum-
stances in which the effects of that behavior are condensed within local-level
community life. But he is likely to be quietened when social relations stretch
across space and leave the intimacy of local surroundings.

Smith argues that we perceive the full social significance of events with much
greater clarity when the implications of actions are manifest within our midst. In
other words, we see things much better when we have direct experience of
observing them than when that experience is relayed to us by others (Levy 1995:
302). In the absence of direct observation, we are likely to be a distinctly partial
spectator of events. We see them through our own perspective only, and we fail to
imaginatively reconstruct events through the perspective – and the emotions – of
other people. We thus fail to act upon the moral principles on which the good
and civilized society is founded. In Smith’s words, ‘The propriety of our moral
sentiments is never so apt to be corrupted, as when the indulgent and partial
spectator is at hand’ (Smith 1982 [1759]: III.3.41).

The pristine state of man is much harder to achieve in circumstances in which
social relations are played out at a distance, because the relative anonymity of
those relations is an impediment to the ‘other-directed’ action that Smith
believed was the basis of market order (Fusfeld 2002: 24). Given the tendency for
current conditions of globalization to be conceptualized as ‘action at a distance’
(see Giddens 1991; Scholte 2000), this should be a chastening conclusion for
those who would seek to build contemporary standards of civilization on a global
market. From a Smithian perspective, the existence of a global market makes
social relations anonymous to such an extent that it is likely to undermine the
moral basis of market order. It induces the distinctly partial observation of events
that are of concern to unknown others and, as a consequence, it elicits activities
that are the antithesis of a civilized society.

In order to correct the self-serving characteristics of the partial spectator,
Smith posits the existence of an impartial spectator within every one of us. It is
the impartial spectator who acts as the ‘man within the breast’, and it is the
impartial spectator who is activated every time we temporarily leave ourselves to
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judge the propriety of our sentiments. The impartial spectator will not approve
of individually motivated actions unless those actions also serve to promote the
wider ends of society (West 1976: 116). Smithian man therefore carries society
within himself (Schneider 1979: 58). He internalizes an image of the good
society, under the restraining influence of the impartial spectator, in order to ensure
that he lives within the bounds of acceptable social behavior. As the whole of
society is never physically present to witness and pass judgment on an indi-
vidual’s intentions, the impartial spectator acts as a substitute for society by doing
so (Justman 1993: 86).

The partial spectator is therefore juxtaposed with the impartial spectator: the
fallibility of man is balanced by restraint of the selfish passions. Such restraint,
when it comes from within, is called ‘self-command’ by Smith. As David D.
Raphael and Alec L. Macfie suggest, command of the self dominates the whole
of the Smithian notion of virtue (in Smith 1982: 6). Smith prioritizes the virtues
of acting justly, because it is justice that represents ‘the main pillar that upholds
the whole edifice [of] the great, the immense fabric of human society’ (Smith
1982 [1759]: II.ii.3.4). Justice requires restraint (Verburg 2000: 25), and it falls to
the impartial spectator to issue the edicts of self-command so as to preserve the
basis of society. The impartial spectator thus demands what Andrew Skinner
calls ‘a certain mediocrity of expression’ (Skinner 1979: 51), in the absence of
which the very maintenance of society is placed in jeopardy. Yet, the motive
force for the commercial way of life is precisely to dispense with the mediocrity
of expression, especially when such expression takes the form of the trappings of
wealth. The question remains, then, of the extent to which the impartial spectator
is present within, even compatible with, the modern commercial way of life.

It is certainly true that the impartial spectator sets exacting standards of
conduct for Smithian man. Smith talks openly of the ‘prodigious effort’ that is
required before the man without begins to pass the tests of moderation set by the
man within (Smith 1982 [1759]: I.iii.1.6). At the instigation of the impartial
spectator, we may well attempt the imaginative transposition of place with other
people, such that we become, in effect, the observers of our own behavior
(Campbell and Skinner 1982: 104). However, before we can change places with
the impartial spectator itself, there must be a perfect symmetry of intention
between partial actor and impartial spectator. The partial actor must in fact be
cleansed of all aspects of partiality, in order to appear in the pristine state of
manhood.

Smith does not comment on whether the promptings of the impartial spec-
tator should be seen as attempts either to impose courses of action that we would
anyway wish to follow, or to repress our natural inclinations in the interests of a
worthier cause. For him, the issue is not whether it is human nature to be origi-
nally benevolent or originally selfish (Rizvi 2002: 247). Rather, it is from the
urgings of our conscience that we derive our incentives to act in a particular way.
In turn, our conscience, when it appears to us as the impartial spectator, is a
substitute for society. As such, the standard against which we measure our conduct
is the aggregation of the influences upon us that arise from within society.
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Adopting a Smithian perspective on the question of global standards of
market civilization, the next task is to assess the extent to which the influences
that arise from contemporary global consumer society are compatible with
Smith’s conception of a civilized way of life. Much has been written recently, in
the context of discussions of consumer lifestyles, of the subjugation of individual
identity to the consumption of the brand (see, for instance, Klein 2000; Hertz
2001). The global advertising industry is big business in its own right, and it both
spends and makes huge amounts of money seeking to create and sustain the
imaginary wants that propel the global economy. What Smith termed the ‘decep-
tion’ and ‘vanity’ of worthless desires (Smith 1982 [1759]: IV.1.9) is a principal
driver of economic globalization. Moreover, in the attempt to satisfy such desires,
Smith believed that an essential element of the self had to be sacrificed, which
would lead subsequently to the loss of moral autonomy and the corruption of the
good society (Smith 1982 [1759]: I.iii.3.1). Smith’s standards for civility within
market society therefore look very different from what is currently being offered
as new standards of market civilization. I examine this difference in the following
section, contrasting World Bank strategies for integrating developing countries
into the global economy with the Smithian ideal.

Embedding standards of market civilization: the stoic
tradition versus the World Bank
Smith did not expect the influences of society to always lead to conduct that is
consistent with the standards of propriety. Indeed, society can disarm the impar-
tial spectator by legitimating forms of behavior that are solely self-serving: how
else would the ‘deception’ and ‘vanity’ that drive the commercial way of life be
established as common character traits? He suggests that unseemly behavior
arises most often when it is possible to point to other people engaging in exactly
the same sort of behavior. Other people’s indiscretions are a convenient excuse
for placing the impartial spectator at arm’s length. As Smith puts it, ‘Such a
thing, we hear men every day saying, is commonly done, and they seem to think
this a sufficient apology for what, in itself, is the most unjust and unreasonable
conduct’ (Smith 1982 [1759]: V.2.15). The impartial spectator has little, if any,
comeback in such circumstances. It is a representative of society, a substitute for
society. As such, if society legitimates certain forms of behavior by failing to censure
those who engage in them, the promptings of the impartial spectator are effec-
tively deactivated. Turning to the specific issue at hand, if society is willing to
condone lifestyles based on the most conspicuous forms of global consumerism,
then it is difficult to see how global standards of market civilization could
conform to Smithian standards of moral propriety.

Another mechanism is necessary, then, in addition to the existence of the
impartial spectator, if we are to explain how civil standards of conduct become
the norm. Without such a mechanism, Smith’s theory of human agency collapses
on the potential for society to disarm the impartial spectator. The irony of such a
situation is clear. For, the impartial spectator only exists in the first place as a
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reminder to the individual that his or her interests are less important than those
of society as a whole. As such, the individual is stripped of virtue when the
impartial spectator is disarmed. However, Smith’s whole purpose in The Theory of

Moral Sentiments is to explain ‘wherein does virtue consist’ (Smith 1982 [1759]:
VII.i.2). He therefore requires some means of instilling virtue back into the
human agent.

He does this through appeal to the traditions of stoic philosophy, whereby the
interests of the individual are clearly subordinate to the interests of society. As
such, the will of the individual is to be used to act upon the precepts of self-
command, in order to ensure that the interests of society are prioritized. It is
from stoic philosophy that Smith takes the argument, not only that self-command
is virtuous itself, but also that it is the basis of all other virtues (Smith 1982
[1759]: VI.iii.11).

However, the intimation from much of Smith’s work suggests that we should
not expect Smithian man to evolve into the pristine stoic. Stoicism teaches
restraint, but to such an extent as to endanger the dynamism of the commercial
way of life. A key principle of stoic philosophy is deference to established social
hierarchies (West 1976: 107–9) and, in this way, Smith writes in not altogether
condemnatory terms of ‘[o]ur obsequiousness to our superiors’ (Smith 1982
[1759]: I.ii.2.3), as a means of protecting the ‘distinction of ranks’. However, the
commercial way of life requires not so much deference to established social hier-
archies, but a desire to emulate the acquisitiveness of the higher ranks in order to
subvert those hierarchies and to change station.

The pristine stoic acts with resolve to preserve the dignity that is embedded
within established forms of living. In so far as Smithian man can be made to
resemble the pristine stoic, he cannot bring himself to think of the pursuit of
wealth as a good thing in its own terms, because the successful pursuit of wealth
undermines established forms of living (Song 1997: 33). Stoicism exorcises
desires, then, but the vitality of the commercial way of life depends entirely
upon expanding desires to incorporate the false wants of material possessions.
Smithian man may have to learn how to be virtuous, but market society, which
itself relies on the existence of such virtue for its stability, appears to be a poor
learning environment for stoic principles.

This returns the argument to the tensions embedded within market society,
which once again causes us to question whether Smith is ever fully able to
demonstrate how the moral basis of market society is regulated in line with stan-
dards of civility. Another explanation seems to be required, beyond the
dissemination of stoic principles, if it is to be shown how Smithian man becomes
sufficiently civil for life within a stable commercial society. In what is perhaps a
somewhat circular manner, Smith locates that explanation in commerce itself.
This suggestion was not novel to The Theory of Moral Sentiments. As long ago as
1630, Baptist Goodall declared that, in the modern world, ‘traffick [by which he
meant trade] breeds affection’ (cited in Landa 1980: 212). Moreover, neither was
this view unique to the modern world, as similar intimations can be traced all the
way back to the first century AD. Smith extended such themes, whereby Smithian
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man is developed through the social effects of engaging in trade. The commercial
way of life may be adorned with essentially meaningless material possessions,
which persuade Smithian man to luxuriate in the trappings of ‘taste’ and
‘fashion’ (Smith 1982 [1759]: V.1.4). But the act of commerce makes him more
interdependent and, as a consequence, also more sociable and attentive to the
needs of others. As Ralph Lindgren argues, ‘One of the principal reasons Smith
favored the expansion of commerce was that by exposing men to the constant
scrutiny of his neighbors [the] habit of subordinating the impulse of passion to
the sentiments of others would be enhanced’ (Lindgren 1973: 107). The benign
effects of mutual dependence therefore introduce civilizing dynamics into the
learning environment that Smithian man inhabits. By learning the commercial
way of life, Smithian man may not come to embody the pristine stoic, but he
does learn a certain civility.

Let me now bring the argument up to date, by way of a contemporary
comparison. The current activities of the World Bank also serve to promote a
commercial way of life, but there are important differences between this and what
Smith had in mind in relation to the same issue. For the World Bank, incorpora-
tion into a global trading structure is treated very much as an end in itself, rather
than as a means of introducing civility into the relationship between individuals.
Indeed, within World Bank progams, individuals are actively encouraged to forsake
the interdependence of a civilized society, so that they may understand them-
selves as being competitively aligned one against another (see André Broome’s
chapter in this volume). The commercial way of life today is set within a markedly
different ideological context from that of Adam Smith’s day (Fitzgibbons 1995:
69–70). Smith assumed that market society had to be populated with individuals
whose first instinct was towards civil co-operation and mutual sympathy. In
Justman’s words, ‘the commercial way of life improves men by polishing their
manners and winning them away from uncivil passions. Trade smooths away the
roughness of men as pebbles shaken in a bag lose their “sharp angles”’ (Justman
1993: 45). By contrast, World Bank progams today attempt to put that roughness
back. At the very least, they seek to toughen people up, to instill within them a
survivalist instinct that enables them to withstand the rigors of global competition.

One of the most controversial of all World Bank activities is its attempt to
refashion individual rationalities through its development progams. It is a stan-
dard position within the academic literature that the international institutions
have long attempted to model all development strategies on the particular experi-
ence of Western industrialization (see, for instance, Mehmet 1999). The World
Bank has pushed ahead with its reform proposals, whilst ignoring potential prob-
lems relating to the embeddedness of the new economic activities it is seeking
to institutionalize. It continues to emphasize the cognitive practices that it deems to
have been essential to the process of Western industrialization. In particular, it
has tried to instill a utility-maximizing mindset within the developing world
(Williams 1999).

However, this is fundamentally to misread the dynamics of Western industrial-
ization – certainly if Smith’s account of that process is anything to go by.
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Smithian man, with his concern for protecting the moral basis of the market
society, has been turned by the World Bank into ‘economic man’, whose sole
concern is for his own material position. This represents a conscious effort to
make people think of themselves first and foremost as individuals: not as people
who make a contribution on behalf of society to the economy, but as people who
act on their own behalf to take rewards from the economy. It is only once individ-
uals have been reconstituted in their own minds in this way, and it is only once
they have had their subject–object relationship with the economy redefined in
this way, that it is possible for them to display the character traits of a utility-
maximizing agent.

But what will this do for the maintenance of market society as a stable way of
life? Smith argued that the unseemly scramble for personal gain was a threat to
market society, because it replaced the civilized and the prudent individual with
the conceited and the vain. He refers to ‘place’, by which he means social
standing founded upon personal gain, as ‘the cause of all the tumult and bustle,
all the rapine and injustice, which avarice and ambition have introduced into this
world’ (Smith 1982 [1759]: I.iii.2.8). Yet, to covet ‘place’ is precisely the char-
acter trait that World Bank progams have attempted to establish in developing
countries.

To this end, let me finish by drawing a direct comparison between Smithian
standards of civility and World Bank attempts to impose global standards of
market civilization. I have no reason to presume that World Bank officials are
anything other than genuine in their stated intentions to bring both new sources
of wealth and accompanying levels of civilization to less developed countries.
However, their attempts to do so look to be entirely self-defeating from a
Smithian perspective. For a start, Smith’s standard of civility is founded directly
upon encouraging the ‘man within the breast’ to exert influence over the man
who acts within the context of society. Yet, World Bank progams seek positively
to constrain the ‘man within the breast’, at least to the extent that the man who
acts is being persuaded to act on a purely individualistic basis, with little or no
regard for society as a whole. Whilst the ‘man within the breast’ reminds individ-
uals to be aware of the needs of those around them, World Bank-inspired
education reforms are designed to make individuals treat those around them as
potential competitors. World Bank progams therefore act upon the individual in
order to deactivate the ‘man within the breast’, thus operating in defiance of
Smithian standards of civility.

World Bank progams are set within a normative context that provides a
largely unthinking endorsement of market ideology. There is no link here with
the work of Smith, except perhaps via the most superficial and selective reading
of The Wealth of Nations. For Smith, the test of whether a society conformed to
the market ideal lay in the extent to which the members of that society were an
active embodiment of their own impartial spectators. For the World Bank, by
contrast, the test of whether a society conforms to the market ideal reduces to
how much of the World Bank’s own preferred institutional framework that
society has managed to put in place.
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It is as if there is a checklist of regulatory measures that can simply be ticked
off as evidence of progress toward a global standard of market civilization: the
more that can be ticked off, the closer the society comes to being civilized. Under
the terms of current World Bank progams, such measures include the presence of
regulatory institutions founded upon the defense of private property rights, expo-
sure of the capital account to the disciplining effects of international financial
flows, the attempt to subject all clashes of economic interest to contractual reso-
lution within private markets, as well as membership of the WTO and other
formal guarantors that international law is to be respected. Nowhere in World
Bank progams is there any recognition that standards of market civilization
might in any way reflect, let alone be built upon, the moral constitution of the
individual market actor. If this is to be believed, then standards of market civi-
lization are apparently capable of being parachuted onto society from the
outside, rather than being anything that grows organically from within the indi-
vidual members of that society.

The World Bank conception of standards of market civilization therefore
turns Adam Smith’s view of the world on its head. For Smith, it is the moral
constitution of the individual that is at the heart of a civilized way of life. For the
World Bank, on the other hand, the moral constitution of the individual is not an
issue: it is a government’s willingness to construct the formal institutions of a
market economy that determine whether or not it meets the standards of civiliza-
tion. World Bank officials may be completely genuine in their conviction that
exposure to global markets acts as a civilizing force for individuals. However,
from a Smithian perspective, this is to view the problem entirely the wrong way
around. It is the individual that is ontologically prior according to Smith, for the
fairly obvious reason that the individual is formed before the market.

Conclusion
The recent history of World Bank progams suggests that they have been self-
defeating; they have failed in their own narrow terms of bringing growth to the
developing world. But maybe we should not be too surprised by this. From a
Smithian perspective, it is impossible simply to impose standards of market civi-
lization from the ‘outside’, unless the ‘man within the breast’ has first fully
inculcated the human agent with the moral standards of propriety deemed
necessary for life within market society.

Contemporary standards of market civilization tend to be presented as if they
refer solely to the economic conditions by which a state must abide if it is to be
treated as civilized by other states. There is rich irony when Adam Smith is
enlisted, as the court philosopher of market society, to lend intellectual legitimacy
to such a view. When the World Bank expresses the lineage of its development
progams in terms of Smithian economics (on which, see Williams 1999), we have
little choice but to ask which Smith it is talking about. For the Adam Smith who
wrote The Theory of Moral Sentiments was as aware as anyone that the ability to main-
tain a stable market society was not solely, even mostly, a matter of economics.
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Nowhere in Smith’s preferred method of explanation is there a categorical
distinction between economic and moral questions. The political economy of
Smith is the practical application of moral philosophy (Dow et al. 1997).
Contemporary standards of market civilization may have their legitimating
ideology in free-market economics but, set in this context, such legitimation
counts for little in the absence of prior philosophical reflection about the type of
individual who is to inhabit the market system. For Smith, the individual had to
be able to resist the superficial trappings of material gain, in order to respond to
the promptings of the impartial spectator. Yet, the particular type of free-market
economics that legitimates today’s market system positively thrives upon the
superficiality and instant gratification of consumer culture. As such, it is set up
deliberately to distance the impartial spectator from the immediacy of human
judgment. Adam Smith was ever the optimist when it came to the issue of
human nature. However, from a Smithian perspective, it is difficult to be simi-
larly optimistic about the likely success of current attempts to impose standards
of market civilization.
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This chapter argues that the United States, like its British predecessor, has invoked
a racist imperial project that seeks to promote a ‘superior’ Anglo-Saxon identity
in the world. In contrast to mainstream materialist analyses of Anglo-Saxon
imperialism or hegemony (e.g. Gilpin 1987; Cox 1987; Wallerstein 1984), I produce
a culturalist approach. My claim is that in the last two centuries imperial Great
Power politics and the modern global economy (MGE) have been constructed by
Western racism. Radical materialist analysis assumes that to the extent that
racism is important it is merely epiphenomenal to both the MGE and hegemony.
But I argue that racism constitutes not so much the ‘superstructure’ of the MGE
but enters the very ‘base’ or foundation that informs its reproduction – as it does
with respect to the practice of hegemony in the world economy.

The main conceptual avenue into my approach lies with the racist notion of
the ‘market standard of civilization’. This concept complements but is not
reducible to the notion of the standard of civilization, which formed the base of
international law prior to 1945. While most scholars recognize that the standard
was founded on racism, nevertheless because the standard was dropped from
international law after the Second World War, so it is assumed that racism no
longer informs either Great Power politics or the reproduction of the MGE (e.g.
Gong 1984). By contrast, I argue that the racist market standard continued on
down to the present day informing the basis of the American ‘civilizing mission’.

The chapter is divided into three parts. Part 1 analyzes the construction of
the racist discourse that in turn led to the market standard of civilization which
lay at the base of the British civilizing mission. Part 2 examines how the standard
was applied through British imperialism, while Part 3 reveals the continuity of
racist power politics after 1945 as the imperialist market standard has been
applied by the United States.

1 The racist origins of the imperial market standard of
civilization, 1700–1850
The racist origins of British imperialism and the global economy

Today we often imagine the MGE as comprising three worlds: the First World
(the Northern Core), the Second World (the communist/post-communist semi-
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periphery), and the Third World (the Southern periphery). And for some, it is
allegedly in the nature of global capitalism that the Northern winners expand
and develop at the expense of the Southern losers (e.g. Wallerstein 1984).
Accordingly, it is assumed that only when capitalism ends will the unequal distri-
bution of economic resources be redressed. Here I suggest that the three worlds
of the MGE are not simply a product of capitalism but are also significantly
informed by Western racist power politics. That is, the MGE comprises a funda-
mental cultural or civilizational East–West divide rather than a pure economic

North–South divide. Taken to its logical extreme, this suggests that were we to get
rid of racism, capitalism might be truly civilized for the betterment of global
humanity.

The notion of the First, Second, and Third Worlds first emerged, albeit in
informal terms, during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as the British
invented a kind of ‘civilizational league table’ (see Table 5.1).

This classification derived from a series of racist ideas that were invented in
Europe after 1700/1750. Racism takes two forms: implicit and explicit. Explicit
(or Scientific) racism emerged in Britain after 1840, and locates difference
according to genetic characteristics (see below). Beginning during the
Enlightenment after 1700, implicit racism locates difference through environ-
ment and institutions. It might also be called cultural racism. Regarding the
importance of climate/environment, thinkers such as Montesquieu and William
Falconer argued that those peoples who live in temperate climates are inevitably
hard-working and are characterized by an ‘increased activity of the brain’.
Conversely those living in arid climates are naturally phlegmatic or lazy. As
Philip Curtin aptly noted: ‘the conclusion is [that] . . . in Falconer’s opinion, the
best possible balance of human qualities is to be found near the northern edge of
the temperate zone – in short in Britain’ (Curtin 1964: 65–6). In this conception
the whites lived in the most temperate zone (First World), the blacks in the most
arid (Third World), with the yellows lying in between (Second World). More
significantly, implicit racism emphasizes institutional difference. This focus rested
in turn on two imaginary theoretical constructs: the Peter Pan theory of the East
and the theory of Oriental Despotism.

The theory of Oriental Despotism asserted that Europe represented
‘advanced civilization’ because it supposedly had superior rational and liberal
political institutions. It asserted that Europe was the birthplace of democracy,
which in turn led to the rise of a strong civil society and the flourishing indi-
vidual, whose rational economic actions propelled Europe through to advanced
capitalism. Conversely, Asia was dismissed as the home of despotic states, which
stifled the emergence of a strong civil society and thereby prevented the develop-
ment of the rational individual. Accordingly, all economic progress was choked
by the tentacles of the despotic state, thereby ‘explaining’ why Asia was back-
ward and governed only by regressive cycles of stagnation. This was an
imaginary construct because Europe only became democratic in the twentieth
century and Eastern states had long enabled considerable economic progress
(Hobson 2004).
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This idea was complemented by the construction of the Peter Pan theory of
the East. This theory gave rise to various binary categories, which were dreamed
up in order to differentiate the West from the East. Thus the West was imagined
as: inventive, proactive, scientific, disciplined, self-controlled, practical, mind-
oriented, independent, and paternal. This was indeed an imaginary construction
given that between 500–1850 the West had been significantly dependent upon
the superior Eastern technologies and ideas that had diffused across the global
economy (Hobson 2004). By contrast, the East was imagined as the West’s inferior
opposite Other: imitative, passive, superstitious, lazy, spontaneous, exotic, body-
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Table 5.1: Inventing the civilizational league table and the three worlds of modern 
capitalism

Civilizational 
classification

‘Civilized’
(Premier league and 
Division 1) the First 

World

‘Barbaric’
(Division 2) the 
Second World

‘Savage’
(Division 3) the 
Third World

Corresponding Countries Britain in the Premier 
League; Western 
Europe in Division 1

E.g., Ottoman 
Empire, Japan, 
China, Siam

E.g., Africa, 
Australia and New 
Zealand

Racial Colour White Yellow Black
Temperament Disciplined/

Hard-Working
Melancholic/Rigid Phlegmatic/Lax

Climatic Character Cold and Wet Arid and Tropical High Aridity
Human Character Christian Pagan Atheistic/Pagan
Theory of Oriental 

Despotism

Liberal-democracy,
Freedom,
Individualism, 
Rationality

Despotism, Slavery,
Collectivism,
Irrationality

Despotism or
Absence of
Government, 
Collectivism/
Tribalism, 
Irrationality

Peter Pan Theory Paternal/Masculine,
Independent,
Innovative, Rational

Adolescent/
Feminine, Imitative,
Irrational

Child-like,
Dependent,
Imitative or
Indifferent,
Irrational

Social Legitimating

Principles

The British as the
Chosen People or
Master-Race

The Fallen People Natural ‘Man’ in the
State of Nature

Political Legitimating

Principles

Sovereign (Bordered
Populated Space)

Non-sovereign/
Indirect Imperial
Rule (Borderless
Populated Space)

Terra Nullius/
Direct Colonial
Rule (Vacant- or
Waste-Space)

Resulting
civilizational status

Normal Deviant Deviant



oriented, dependent, and adolescent or child-like. And for precisely the same
reason this too was no less an imaginary construct. More specifically, the Third
World was imagined as that of black child-like savagery, while the Second World
was conceived as yellow adolescent barbarism. Importantly, the discourse of East
and West was synonymous with the patriarchal discourse. Thus we could replace
the terms West and East with ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ respectively, and end
up with precisely the same set of binary opposites.

Enlightenment thinking placed all peoples along a mental continuum.
Western man was privileged as fully rational in a mental and mature sense,
whereas Eastern ‘man’ was irrational – i.e. immature and psychically undevel-
oped. Thus:

given the [assumption of the] psychic unity of mankind, non-Europeans
could of course be brought to adulthood, to rationality, to modernity,
through a set of learning experiences. (The phrase ‘colonial tutelage’ was a
signature of the doctrine, and this conception is encountered in most history
and geography textbooks of the time.)

(Blaut 1993: 96)

Indeed, the depiction of the West as a rational and paternal man juxtaposed
against the East as an irrational and helpless child/adolescent was crucial in
promoting the idea of the imperial civilizing mission as a moral duty. For it was
axiomatic that only the paternal West could and should emancipate or redeem
the child-like East, much like a father sees it as his duty to raise his child.
Moreover, depicting the East as a seductive and exotic woman constituted a
further drive for the patriarchal West to achieve imperial conquest, penetration,
control and gratification.

Nowhere was the link between the Peter Pan theory, the theory of Oriental
Despotism, and imperialism more clearly represented than in Rudyard Kipling’s
famous 1899 poem, ‘The White Man’s Burden’. For it was there that he
described the Eastern peoples as ‘half-devil and half-child’. The burden consti-
tuted a moral duty to ‘relieve the sickness’ of Eastern depravity and deprivation.
Nevertheless it was also a burden given that the imperialists should expect no
gratitude for their services to mankind. Rather the ‘reward’, Kipling warned his
American audience, would be nothing more than: ‘The blame of those ye better,
The hate of those ye guard’.

Finally, a further important factor in the rise of implicit racism was the
Protestant revival that occurred in Britain in the late eighteenth century.

Missionaries, possibly more than members of other branches of the colonial
establishment, aimed at the radical transformation of indigenous society. . . .
They therefore sought, whether consciously or unconsciously, the destruc-
tion of pre-colonial societies and their replacement by new . . . societies in
the image of Europe.

(Christopher 1984: 83)
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Indeed, once they had settled in various parts of the empire the missionaries
‘pressed vigorously for government intervention to facilitate the civilizing mission’
(Abernethy 2000: 222). For in addition to racism, ‘the harsh contempt for the
Chinese [and others] . . . was a product of missionary Protestantism and the disgust
it could barely conceal for civilizations other than that of the West’ (Edwardes
1971: 110). In general, Protestantism was a vital ideational component in
prompting imperialism because it furnished the British with the self-conception
of Britons as the Chosen People. This was epitomized in William Blake’s famous
poem ‘Jerusalem’, which instructed the British to never cease until they had ‘built
Jerusalem in England’s green and pleasant land’ (Colley 1992: 29–30). Thus from
the conception of the British as God’s Chosen People it was but a short step to
view imperialism and the Anglicization of the world as Britain’s Manifest Destiny.

By the 1840s implicit racism was complemented by the emergence of explicit
or scientific racism. Books such as Robert Knox’s The Races of Man, Benjamin
Kidd’s Social Evolution or Benjamin Disraeli’s novel, Tancred, constructed a tripar-
tite hierarchical division or civilizational scale of races based on skin colour:
white, yellow and black. And scientific racism was blended with implicit racism to
form the foundation of the idea of the moral necessity of imperialism conceived
of as a ‘civilizing mission’. This concoction found its expression in countless state-
ments issued by prominent politicians and imperial bureaucrats. Typical was
Joseph Chamberlain:

I believe in this race, the greatest governing race the world has ever seen; in
this Anglo-Saxon race, so proud, so tenacious, self-confident and determined,
this race which neither climate nor change can degenerate, which will infal-
libly be the predominant force of future history and universal civilization.

(cited in Hobson 2004: 237)

And Lord Curzon exclaimed that ‘In empire, we have found not merely the key
to glory and wealth, but the call to duty, and the means of service to mankind’
(cited in Thornton 1966: 72).

Constructing the imperial ‘market standard of civilization’:
containment versus cultural conversion

The result of the civilizational league table was the notion that the White Europeans
were ‘normal’, the Easterners ‘deviant’. And what made imperialism inevitable
was that in this construction the British could not tolerate the Other either for the
so-called despotic threat that it posed, or the deviance that it displayed. Accordingly,
having constructed the Eastern Other as a deviant threat to Western identity, it
had to be punished and disciplined through imperialism (Said 1991). Importantly,
the place that the backward peoples occupied on the imaginary scale of civiliza-
tion dictated the ‘imperial form’ that would be applied. Some Division Three
countries, notably Australia, were branded with the legal concept of ‘terra nullius’.
The lands of the savages were thought of as empty or waste spaces that had to be
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filled up by, or converted to, Western practices that accorded with advanced civi-
lization. As Lord Carnarvon put it, ‘the mission of England’ invoked ‘a spirit of
adventure to fill up waste places of the Earth’ (cited in Hyam 1976: 105). It was
as if the savage peoples did not exist and were therefore discounted as the owners
of the land that they occupied. Accordingly this mental deterritorialization meant
that sovereignty could not be granted and that full formal-colonial takeover was
entirely appropriate. By contrast, although the yellow barbaric peoples were unde-
serving of colonial rule, their countries were thought of as ‘borderless spaces’ that
would be transcended through informal imperialism in order to ‘correct’ or discipline
the yellow ‘recalcitrants’ along Western lines.

But there was a logical contradiction in the discourse of empire. For while the
civilizing mission entailed the means for imposing cultural conversion (i.e. converting
Eastern societies along Western lines in order to ‘raise them up’), nevertheless
this went hand-in-hand with containment, which sought to ‘keep the backward
peoples down’. There were two reasons for this. First, the ultimate rationale for
cultural conversion was to eradicate the identity threat that the Other posed so
that the British Self could feel superior. But in order to remain superior it was
vital that the Other be prevented from reaching the level of British economic
power since that would enable the East to pose a challenge to British supremacy
(hence containment). Moreover, an identity gap had to be preserved so as to
maintain Britain’s sense of superiority. Or put differently, imperialism was designed
to both civilize the Other (or reduce the Eastern Other to the Western Self) while
simultaneously fixing the East as an eternal Other. And second, both strategies
entailed the repression of the East. For while cultural conversion was sold or
imagined as helping the East, it was in fact a strategy of ethnocide through which
the target group’s culture would be undermined or obliterated. Moreover,
viewing the Eastern peoples as so decidedly inferior meant that they could be
utilized or exploited to service the economic needs of the British given that they
did not enjoy ‘human rights’. Put differently, had the British viewed them as equals
(i.e. as civilized human beings) in the first place, the civilizing mission might not
have occurred.

Racism was enshrined in the notion of the ‘market standard of civilization’
that in turn was the measure against which all civilizations would be judged.
Those that failed to meet the standard would be converted along Western liberal
lines. Hence the standard directly implied cultural conversion. Accordingly, the
colonies were to be granted liberal capitalism, a rational bureaucratic state, the
rule of law and rational-legal systems (Gong 1984). Only once this had all been
achieved could they finally be granted civilized status and hence sovereignty.
One of the key disciplinary strategies was the imposition of free trade. For it was
allegedly a ‘civilizing process’ because free trade would supposedly ensure that
the Eastern peoples intensively develop their economies through specialization,
individualistic self-help and hard work – the leitmotif of advanced civilization.
The next section examines how the twin strategies of cultural conversion and
containment that lay at the base of the racist market standard of civilization
played out in terms of British imperial free trade policy.
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2 The British civilizing mission: disciplining and punishing
the East
Nowhere was the racist contradiction of British imperialism clearer than in the
imperial policy of free trade. For while the policy was sold as a means of raising
the Eastern economies up through cultural conversion, it simultaneously served
to hold them down through containment. The clearest example of this was found
in the case of India. In the seventeenth century the British economy had been
heavily reliant upon superior imported Indian cotton textile manufactures (the
Indian textile industry was the global leader). But by imposing free trade in India
while relying on protectionism at home the situation was reversed, with the
British textile industry coming to lead the world while the Indian industry was
undermined or de-industrialized.

The hypocritical treatment of India was striking. Having held the Indian
cotton manufacturing industry down with one boot (through very high domestic
British tariffs), the other boot kicked British manufactures into India unimpeded.
It was one of the most unfair free kicks the British awarded themselves. Thus
while in the seventeenth century the British economy was a net importer of Indian
textiles, by 1873 no less than 40–45 per cent of all British cotton textile exports
went to India. And by the mid-nineteenth century India had been transformed
into a raw cotton supplier for the Lancashire industry, which in turn exported
the finished product back to India. In short, the social cost of the advancement of
the British textiles industry was the de-industrialization of the Indian industry
(Dutt 1943). As one nineteenth-century Briton, Horace Wilson, explained:

Had not such prohibitory duties and decrees existed, the mills of Paisley and
of Manchester would have been stopped. . . . They were created by the
sacrifice of the Indian manufacturer. . . . The foreign manufacturer
employed the arm of political injustice to keep down and ultimately strangle
a competitor with whom he could not have contended on equal terms.

(cited in Fryer 1988: 12)

Much the same story applied to the iron industry in which India had been one of
the world’s foremost producers. And as Friedrich List pointed out, this ‘free’
trading relationship between Britain and India ultimately constituted one of
‘unequal exchange’ in that it condemned the latter to rely on an agricultural/raw
materials stage of production, thereby stymieing its industrial developmental
prospects. Put differently, the policy of free trade in effect constituted a strategy
whereby the British ‘kicked away the ladder’ in order to contain or hold down the
Eastern economies (List 1885: 189, 368; Chang 2002). But contra List this strategy
was not designed to maintain Britain’s lead over other Continental countries,
given that successive British governments did little to promote or maintain
European free trade throughout the nineteenth century (Hobson 2002). It was
rather designed to maintain Britain’s lead over the Eastern economies since the
British imposed free trade only outside of Europe.
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While the Indian situation was the most extreme example, largely because the
Indian iron/steel and cotton textile industries had been the leading global
sectors, a similar situation played out in many other colonies. List’s concept of
unequal exchange applied to all the colonies, in so far as they were reorganized
so as to supply raw materials and agricultural goods to feed British industrializa-
tion. As Alec Hargreaves aptly noted of the European colonies, despite the
rationale for cultural conversion (the ‘civilizing mission’) the British

did not, however, produce carbon copies of Europe’s industrial economies. On
the contrary, the colonies remained predominantly agricultural. They were
to support, but not to compete with, Europe’s industrial system by supplying
foodstuffs and raw materials and providing markets for manufactured goods.

(Hargreaves 1982: 167)

But there were a number of further racist double standards that underpinned
British imperial free-trade policy. Within the Division Two countries free trade
was spread through the imposition of Unequal Treaties. These allegedly constituted
the vehicle through which the British would spread the ‘gift of civilization’. They
were ‘granted’ to many ‘non-Western’ countries including Brazil (1810), China
(1842–60), Japan (1858), Siam (between 1824–55), Persia (1836, 1857), and the
Ottoman Empire (1838, 1861). In each case, the country was stripped of tariff
autonomy and tariffs were limited to a maximum of 5 per cent. The first racist
double standard here is that, during the so-called free-trade era of the mid-
nineteenth century, European states were subject to ‘reciprocity-treaties’ that were
freely negotiated between ‘contracting partners’. This clearly contrasted with the
‘Open Door’ treaties that were imposed upon the East. Moreover, British indiffer-
ence to proactively spreading free trade across Europe contrasted starkly to her
forceful imposition of free trade in the ‘non-White’ world. And more generally,
Britain’s passive military posture vis-à-vis Continental Europe after 1815
contrasted no less strikingly with Britain’s frequent recourse to violence in the
East (Hobson 2002: 307–14).

A second racist double standard here was that while the European economies
industrialized through tariff protectionism – indeed Britain industrialized on the
back of an average tariff of 32 per cent between 1700–1850 – the Eastern
economies were forced to move straight to free trade or near free trade. Note
that it would be only as late as 1980 when Western countries would finally match
the levels of free trade that were imposed on the East in the nineteenth century.
And many Eastern economies had lower tariffs than those found in the mid-
nineteenth century heyday of European ‘free trade’. Naturally this served to
contain the Eastern economies because in contrast to the actual experience of
Britain (and Europe more generally) it denied them the chance of building up
their infant industries.

For all this, though, yet more contradictions or racist double standards emerged
through imperial free trade. It is especially important to note here that the impo-
sition of the Unequal Treaties was based not on a purely economic rationale but
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was also a means to undermine the cultural autonomy of many Eastern states
and societies. And often the negative cultural impact was more onerous than that
of economic containment. China provides an excellent example. The Opium
Wars and subsequent imposed treaties proved to be a wedge to open China up to
Britain’s cultural assault on her identity.

There were three basic aspects concerning the negative cultural and political
impact of British imperialism in China. First, through the Unequal Treaties,
Chinese political autonomy was fundamentally assaulted by the enforcement at
gunpoint of ‘extraterritoriality’ – the notion that all foreign residents, not just
foreign diplomats, may live in China but would be subject only to their own
Western laws. To this end a number of ‘Concessions’ were established (i.e. areas
of land designated for foreigners who were subject to British law). And this was
justified through European/Western international law because China was assessed
as uncivilized and was, therefore, unworthy of sovereignty. As the Duke of Argyll
declared at the time of the Second Opium War:

It is supreme nonsense to talk as if we were bound to the Chinese by the
same rules which regulate international relations in Europe. . . . It would be
madness to be bound on our side by that code with a barbarous people, to
whom it is unknown, and if known, would not be followed.

(cited in Hyam 1976: 66)

Here it is also noteworthy that extraterritoriality was enforced against the
Ottoman Empire, Thailand and many other countries, on the basis that they too
failed to pass the ‘civilization test’.

Second, Chinese sovereignty was assaulted through the Unequal Treaties by
the British policy of forcing the Chinese into accepting foreign administration of
key bureaucratic agencies such as the Postal Services, Imperial Maritime
Customs (IMC) and taxing agencies (e.g. the Gabelle or salt tax). In particular, in
1863 Robert Hart became Head of the IMC, thereby amounting to a full British
takeover. Clearly, the inability of the Chinese government to set its own foreign
trade or tax policy constituted a major affront to its sovereignty and autonomy.

The third affront to Chinese cultural autonomy lay in the British insistence
upon the abolition of the kowtow in 1873. While this had no economic conse-
quences, of all the demands that the British made this was the most humiliating and
consequential. Its effect was to shatter the whole social and discursive structure
upon which the Chinese state and society had been founded, given that its legiti-
macy had historically rested on the practice of the kowtow, especially as conducted
by foreign emissaries from ‘vassal states’. Moreover, cultural humiliation was
effected in a whole variety of ways, perhaps the most notorious example being
when the British erected signs outside the Recreation Ground in Shanghai (now
Huangpu Park) stating: ‘No dogs or Chinese allowed’. One can only imagine
how the British would have reacted had the Chinese taken over St James’s Park
(just down the road from Buckingham Palace) only to erect signs stating: ‘No dogs
or Britons allowed’.
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All in all, imperial free trade was only in part about strengthening the British
economy at the expense of the Eastern economies. Most importantly it enabled
the British to convert the cultures of Eastern societies along Western lines. And
what lay at the base of this strategy was the disciplinary power of the racist market
standard of civilization to which all Eastern economies were forced to conform.

3 The American civilizing mission: disciplining and
punishing the East
American identity and the continuity of the racist market standard
of civilization

It is assumed that the post-1945 world came to be founded on an entirely new set
of principles. Human rights would replace racism, the racist legal concept of the
standard of civilization was replaced by the international law of co-operation,
and colonialism was terminated. Furthermore, the beggar-thy-neighbour politics
that had destroyed the League of Nations would be prevented by a new set of
multilateral institutions, especially the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). And all of this would be
held in place by the benign actions of the US hegemon or the Pax Americana. But
despite this commonly received view, the post-1945 era has in many crucial respects
demonstrated a remarkable degree of continuity with the old racist-colonial era.

To the extent that others have noted a certain continuity between the Pax

Britannica and the Pax Americana (especially Marxists and realists), this is usually
ascribed to materialist factors: that the US and Britain have been the leading
global capitalist great powers (e.g. Wallerstein 1984; Cox 1987; Gilpin 1987).
Here I suggest that the continuity derives at least as much from their similar
national identities. Both have been dominated by the Anglo-Saxon race, both
embraced Protestantism, and both defined themselves negatively against a ‘deviant’
‘non-white’ race. But for a variety of reasons, the American identity became a
more extreme version. How so?

First and foremost, Puritanism was a more extreme form of Protestantism.
Second, for the white Puritan settlers, America signified a place of spiritual renewal.
America was to be created as an ideal New England, free from the corruption of
the mother country. Third, the settlers were confronted by what they perceived
to be a wholly alien environment, which exacerbated the need to define their
identity in markedly exclusive terms (Zuckerman 1987). And their Puritan reli-
gion was especially significant here. As Richard Drinnon notes:

By movement through space, this transplanted Puritanism had become the
one true faith, and with no one – or no one recognizable – either above or
below them, the emigrant middling men had become the only true men. . . .
Hence, while the English Puritan version of the Protestant ethic was harshly
intolerant, the New English variant was more so.

(Drinnon 1980: 32)
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Finally, the Americans became imbued with a sense that they were the Chosen
People, whose ideological conquest of the world was but their Manifest Destiny
(Horsman 1981).

This all culminated in an American sense of exceptionalism, endangerment,
encirclement and hence paranoia and eternal vigilance against the Other
(Campbell 1992: Ch. 5), which in turn promoted an identity based on ‘regenera-
tion through violence’ (Slotkin 1973). This entailed not just a war with the Native
Indian Other, but, above all, the subsequent construction and reconstruction of
new enemies that could be repressed and defeated in order to reproduce
American identity. In this way, with the completion of the Indian wars by the late
nineteenth century and the ‘winning of the Western frontier’, so the Americans
turned to the Final Frontier – the winning of the world. This entailed overseas
expansion and the implementation of the American civilizing mission.

By thus taking up the duty of ‘regeneration and civilization’, America could
perform the noble work of teaching inferiors to appreciate the blessings they
already enjoyed but were inclined to overlook. In turn, that would prepare
them for the better days to follow under America’s benevolent leadership.

(Williams 1972: 60)

Directly reminiscent of the countless statements issued by Britain’s imperial advo-
cates, President Theodore Roosevelt laid down the racist formula of the White
Man’s Burden that would guide all subsequent US administrations: that it is
America’s ‘duty toward the people living in barbarism to see that they are freed
from their chains, and we can free them only by destroying barbarism itself ’
(cited in Williams 1972: 63). Indeed this idea has recurred time and again,
finding its latest expression in George W. Bush’s ‘war on terror’ particularly as it
is applied in the Middle East (see Bowden 2002).

As with the British civilizing mission, so the American was no less founded on
the same contradiction – between ‘raising the barbarians up’ (cultural conversion)
and ‘keeping them down’ (containment). Again as William Appleman Williams
(1972: 67) put it, the essence of the American global mission was firstly to wrench
non-Western powers ‘out of their neo-feudal . . . condition into the industrial era’
(i.e. cultural conversion), but simultaneously ‘to stop or stabilize such changes at a
point favourable to American interests’ (i.e. containment). Such a contradiction
ensured that, like the British, so the American Mission would be based on a series
of double standards.

Ultimately, the central prong of US foreign policy – like the British before it –
has been the construction of external threats or scares, which constitute vital
discursive vehicles that ‘justify’ the containment and cultural conversion of the
Other in order to maintain ‘superior’ American identity (Campbell 1992). And,
like those of the British before them, these strategies were based fundamentally
on the ‘market standard of civilization’ (see also Bowden 2004c). Indeed the
concomitant construction of the three worlds of capitalism that began with the
British has remained an almost identical feature of the post-1945 world. Thus
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the modern (post-1945) ‘First World’ represents advanced civilization because it
is scientific/rational, individualistic and liberal/democratic, while the savage
‘Third World’ is posited as such owing to its allegedly unscientific/irrational,
collectivist and despotic properties – a view that finds its clearest expression in
modernization theory (Rostow 1961). And once more, the collectivist/totali-
tarian ‘Second World’ (i.e. communism/post-communism) represents ‘barbarism’.
Accordingly, the continuity of the market standard after 1945 has constituted
the vital discursive vehicle to justify America’s racist imperial project of the
cultural conversion and containment of the non-Western Other. To demonstrate
this I draw on two main examples: the Third World debt crisis and US–Japan
relations.

Imposing the market standard of civilization: constructing the Third
World debt crisis

Materialist analyses assume that the 1982 Third World debt crisis was an objective

fact: that debt levels as a proportion of exports or gross domestic product (GDP)
had reached levels that could no longer be serviced. But what this misses is the
discursive political process that constructs or defines a crisis in the first place.
Surely, though, a ‘crisis is a crisis is a crisis?’ materialists might well reply. But
consider the following example. Had unemployment levels risen to as much as 7
per cent of the total workforce in the 1950s, this would have been viewed as a
major crisis of capitalism, and would have stimulated Keynesian governments to
engage in ‘crisis management’. But after 1980, Western neo-liberal governments
not only saw such levels as normal but also viewed them as necessary in order to
discipline labour. Accordingly, no political response was necessary. In other
words, a crisis is constructed according to the identity or political ideology of the
particular agent and can be manipulated to suit its particular political interests.
How then and why was the 1982 debt crisis constructed?

At this time, the IMF – the US government’s international disciplinary
weapon of choice – had been eclipsed by the ending of the fixed exchange rate
system in 1973 (see Michael Oliver’s chapter in this volume). The US govern-
ment sought to replace the ‘lax’ Eurocurrency markets with the more punitive
IMF that, of course, attaches harsh conditionality clauses to its lending. Mexico’s
announcement of its debt crisis in August 1982 provided the opportunity for the
US government to reintroduce the punitive IMF into the heart of the interna-
tional financial system, which would then contain and impose cultural conversion
in the Third World (see Jacqueline Best and Leonard Seabrooke’s chapters in
this volume). Within one year the IMF was intervening in forty-seven countries
and imposing ‘structural adjustment programs’, which entailed the implementa-
tion of neo-liberal economic reforms. While the IMF claimed to be an apolitical
instrument, which sought merely to impose neutral technocratic measures that
would solve the crisis, nevertheless the result of the cultural conversion strategies
was the exacerbation rather than the alleviation of the debt crisis (i.e. contain-
ment). As Gregory Fossedal put it:
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The currency devaluations drive up prices just as consumers are suffering
reduced benefits and workers reduced wages. Resulting inflation creates
Third World bracket gallop into high tax brackets that stifle entrepreneur-
ship and growth. And the slowdown in economic activity deprives the
government of revenues and exports, the provision of which the IMF sought
in the first place. Any number of studies, including some by the IMF itself,
have found that its programs tend to worsen, not improve, the national
economies to which its mercantilist, budget-obsessed models are applied.

(Fossedal 1989: 207)

Proof of this lies in the fact that within three years alone Third World debt rock-
eted from $391 billion to $454 billion. If the US and IMF had been serious
about solving the crisis they would have changed course at this point in the face
of a deluge of testimonies made by many within the West and by the debtors
themselves – that austerity was not working. But despite this the subsequent
Baker plan imposed an even more severe neo-liberal program of cultural conver-
sion. And while this enhanced the dissemination of Western civilizational
practices (cultural conversion), its net effect again was further containment: by
1987 Third World debt had escalated to $528 billion.

Despite US rhetoric there was an alternative to IMF conditionality, cultural
conversion and containment – most notably the Brandt Commission’s Common

Crisis, North South – which suggested a detailed alternative policy agenda as early
as 1983 (Brandt Commission 1983: 50–100). But this was ignored because it did
not mesh with objectives of the US civilizing mission. Clearly then the crisis had
been politically constructed so that the US could punish the ‘barbaric’ Third
World for its ‘deviancy’.

Imposing the market standard of civilization: disciplining and
punishing the Japanese Other

Why did the harmonious post-1945 US–Japan relationship take a turn for the
worse during the 1980s? The traditional materialist account explains this in
terms of an ever-rising US trade deficit that was caused by unfair Japanese
trading practices. By the mid-1980s a fully fledged Yellow Scare acted as a
spectre that terrified America. But the rising US trade deficit was a red herring
because since the early 1990s – when the Yellow Scare died out – the trade
deficits with Japan deepened. What made Japan seem so scary was that an Asian
power with a different identity appeared to be challenging the supremacy of
American liberal individualism. Japan had an economically proactive state and a
relatively collectivist social structure, which stood in sharp contrast to the
American way. Ezra Vogel captured the problem well as early as 1979:

To expect Americans, who are accustomed to thinking of their nation as
number one, to acknowledge that in many areas its supremacy has been
lost to an Asian nation and to learn from that nation is to ask a good deal.
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Americans are peculiarly receptive to any explanation of Japan’s
economic performance which avoids acknowledging Japan’s superior competi-
tiveness. . . . It is disquieting to admit that the Japanese have beaten us in
economic competition because of their superior planning, organization, and
effort.

(Vogel 1979: 225–6)

But rather than rectifying problems with the US economy, the Reagan govern-
ment preferred to construct Japan as the latest Eastern threat to justify imposing
cultural conversion and containment strategies in order to eradicate the Japanese
threat and thereby reaffirm the ‘superiority’ of American values.

That this analysis betrayed a racist attitude is revealed by several points. The
claim that the US trade deficits were caused by Japanese export surpluses is
belied by the fact that 60 per cent of the US deficits were caused by the
European Union. And no one was blaming the Europeans. Moreover, as Daniel
Burstein noted of the prevailing Japan-bashing mood of 1987:

Those bashing the hardest didn’t stop long to explain why the United States
was running a staggering trade deficit with nearly all its trading partners, not
just the Japanese. If Japan’s markets were as hermetically sealed as the
bashers claimed, how could the Japanese import nearly $30b worth of
American products annually – more than any other country besides
Canada? Clearly, fundamental problems other than Japanese ‘unfairness’ lay
at the heart of lost American competitiveness, but the unfairness issue
provided a much more expedient political focus.

(Burstein 1988: 85, 136)

Indeed Japan’s low import ratio (7 per cent of GDP) was comparable to
America’s (10 per cent), as was Japan’s low export ratio (9.5 per cent compared
to America’s 7 per cent). But listening to American rhetoric, one could be
forgiven for thinking that Japan’s exports were as massive as America’s imports.

All in all, if there was a failing in the rise of Japan it was in its timing. For it
came at a time when Americans perceived that their country was in decline and
under threat. And like the New York Stock Exchange after a fall, the Americans
were desperate to ‘feel good again’. Constructing the Japanese threat as but the
latest ‘scare’ could not have been more fortuitous. For it would enable the US
government to deflect the weaknesses of the American economy on the one
hand (i.e. scapegoat the Japanese), and simultaneously justify the imposition of
cultural conversion and containment strategies on the other so as to punish the
latest deviant Eastern Other. In such ways has American identity been main-
tained. How was this achieved?

Through the 1980s US governments beat the Japanese over the head with an
extremely aggressive liberalization stick (i.e. cultural conversion), in order to
open up their closed (i.e. protected) trading and financial systems on the one
hand, and imposed a series of containment strategies on the other, all of which
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were designed to stall the Japanese rocket in mid-air. Ryutaro Komiya and
Motoshige Itoh’s words here are apt:

Usually trade negotiations between two countries take the form of give-and-
take, but in these negotiations, which have been going on almost
continuously from 1976, the subject matter has been simply how much and
how soon Japan would make concessions, with the United States offering
little if anything in exchange.

(Komiya and Itoh 1988: 202–3)

The first containment strategy took the form of a ‘liberal double standard’.
While the leitmotif of US government economic policy is that the market and not
governments must determine the allocation of supply, in the ‘besieged’ industries
the US turned protectionist against Japan. A staggering 30 per cent of Japanese
imports were subject to what are euphemistically known as Voluntary Export
Restraints (though these were coercively imposed). Most of the VERs were
applied to cars. But this immediately led to ‘economic blowback’ as the Japanese
relocated their companies within American borders and then imported Japanese
car parts that, of course, led to further pressures on the US trade balance. The
Americans then forced the Japanese to lower their tariff barriers. By 1984
Japanese tariffs on industrial goods were lower than American rates and there
were fewer Japanese industrial quotas than in America (Komiya and Itoh 1988:
190–3). And yet the trade deficit continued to mount.

At this point the Americans targeted Japan’s closed financial system as the
scapegoat for their domestic production weaknesses. The background to this lay
with the rapid rise of US public debt. The notoriously low US savings rate meant
that the Reagan government had to look abroad for the necessary funds to pay
for its rearmament program and the excesses of the wary US taxpayer. The
government chose to lean heavily on Japan in order to extract the necessary
funds. The stick used was the 1984 Yen–Dollar Agreement. First, this would force
open the Japanese financial system so as to channel Japanese funds into US trea-
sury bonds; and second, it would help strengthen the yen in order to provide
relief for the US trade deficit.

But as with most of the punitive disciplinary measures, the result was for the
Americans a mixed blessing. While they benefited from a mass Japanese buy-up
of US treasury bonds, economic blowback ensued through a weaker yen and the
massive exportation of Japanese capital abroad. Almost overnight Japanese banks
stormed into the Top Ten global leader table that, in challenging US financial
supremacy in the world, caused yet another body-blow to the wounded American
psyche.

As the trade deficit escalated further, the Americans charged that Japan’s
‘unfair advantage’ was conferred by its undervalued currency. In order to weaken
the dollar and revalue the yen, the Americans pushed through the 1985 Plaza
Accord in which the Japanese agreed (under coercive pressure) to revalue by
selling dollars while the Americans sold dollars and bought yen. But while the
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dollar halved in value against the yen within three years, the deficit continued to
mount and, worse still, the high yen led to the Japanese buy-up of American real
estate, much to the chagrin of Americans. And when the Japanese bought the
Rockefeller Center, this served only to exacerbate the Yellow-bashing mood
(though no one in America seemed to mind when in 1988 the British bought up
400 American companies and spent almost three times more than the Japanese).

A similar over-reaction with racist overtones accompanied the Japanese
purchase of Columbia Pictures. As Shintaro Ishihara noted, ‘Newsweek said of
Sony’s $3.4 billion purchase of Columbia Pictures that, “this time the Japanese
hadn’t just snapped up another building; they had bought a piece of America’s
soul”’, to which he rhetorically replied, ‘But who put it up for sale?’ (Ishihara
1991: 89). Another example of this racist double standard was revealed in 1987
when the Japanese firm Fujitsu tried to acquire an 80 per cent stake in the
American company Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation (which was a large
supplier of computer chips for the US military). In the ensuing American uproar
the Japanese diplomatically withdrew their offer. But the double standard lay in
the fact that the Japanese were not trying to buy an ‘American’ company –
Fujitsu was only trying to acquire the 80 per cent stake held by the French
company, Schlumberger.

Interestingly, the language of the American analysis of the Japanese ‘financial
invasion’ really gave the racist game away. Japanese intermediaries were thought
of as invoking a ‘termite strategy’ by targeting ‘vulnerable financial houses in the
West’ (Wright and Paul 1987: 98). The Japanese were not animals who had to be
smoked out of their dens (as were the Native Indians before them and the
Islamic terrorists after them), but were cunning ‘insects’ who ‘gnawed’ away at
the foundations of the American financial and industrial structure. Exactly the
same discursive weaponry had been deployed to marginalize so-called ‘commu-
nist sympathisers’ within America after 1945, who were described as ‘moral
termites from within’ (Billy Graham), or a ‘force of traitorous communists,
constantly gnawing away like termites at the very foundation of society’ (J. Edgar
Hoover). And as Leonard Seabrooke notes: ‘reminiscent of wartime propa-
ganda, racist depictions of buck-toothed Japanese appeared in business
publications and stereotypes of Japanese efficiency, diligence, and cunning were
used to explain, poorly, Japan’s financial status’ (Seabrooke 2001: 140–1). The
lesson was clear: the ‘shifty slanty-eyed’ Japanese could not be trusted and had to
be contained – even though the ‘financial invasion’ was only made possible by
American ‘invitation’.

The Americans then set out to contain Japan’s financial power by hobbling
the competitiveness of its banks through the 1988 Basle Accord (Seabrooke
2001: 136–40). Japanese bank profitability immediately plummeted, and
commercial and industrial loans dropped by some 25 per cent below their fore-
cast level. By then, cultural conversion and containment had done their job. And
so with the Japanese economy entering long-term recession in 1991, the ideolog-
ical war had been won, thereby reaffirming the ‘superiority’ of American
identity.
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Thus it is clear that the Americans needed the ‘Yellow Scare’ in order to
justify the punishment of Japan so as to reproduce ‘superior’ liberal individualism
at home. That the emphasis on ‘unfair’ Japanese trading policy betrayed a racist
construct is borne out by the fact that during the 1990s, at the time when the
Japanese scare disappeared, the US deficits deepened. So while the Americans
complained bitterly in the 1980s over the trade deficits, American complaints
about the higher deficits in the 1990s were striking only for their absence. For, by
then, the discursive function of the Yellow Scare had blipped off the US political
radar screen.

Conclusion
Through the examples of the debt crisis and post-1980 US–Japan relations I
have sought to show how the market standard of civilization as the discursive
weapon of the American civilizing mission has operated. Other examples that
could have been used are the Asian financial crisis of 1997, or the operations of
US multinational enterprises or the imposition of free trade – especially under
the World Trade Organization. But I hope to have provided sufficient evidence to
reveal the continuity of the racist discourse of the market standard of civilization
that has underpinned the British and American civilizing missions in the last two
centuries. In the process I hope to have revealed the racist underpinnings of the
modern global economy.
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6 Civilizing the bad
Ethical problems with neo-liberal
approaches to corruption

Mlada Bukovansky

The proposition that free markets exert a civilizing influence on human society
has proven remarkably durable over the past three centuries. Despite critical
rumblings about social justice and income inequality, economic modernization
has remained a touchstone for those claiming to live in a ‘civilized’ society, and
free-market capitalism is widely considered today to be the primary driver of
modernization. Buttressed by the support and example of successful and domi-
nant economic powers in the global economy, most prominently the United
States, the message emanating from powerful national capitals and international
economic institutions today is that open markets and the pursuit of economic
self-interest by individuals and firms provide a solid foundation not only for a
society’s collective prosperity, but also for its political development. Pursuit of
private interest also yields good public outcomes.

Despite such faith in the civilizing effects of markets, neo-liberal thinkers and
policy analysts increasingly argue that markets need to be supplemented by
‘good governance’; this insight has been accompanied by a focus on corruption
as an impediment to the proper functioning of markets. Just as free-market
ideology appears victorious against discredited alternatives ranging from
communism to European socialism to state-led economic development, more
and more policy experts and commentators are touting ‘good governance’ as a
necessary ingredient to successful economic modernization. Greed may be good,
but it is apparently not good enough. Market failure and the tendency of public
goods to be undersupplied forces neo-liberals to attend to institutions. Corrupt
government has generated a demand for ‘good’ institutions.

One might observe that neo-liberal theory continues to embrace the views
articulated by thinkers such as Adam Smith and David Hume in the eighteenth
century. For Hume, the pursuit of profit through market exchange drew people
into peaceful relationships, allowed them to learn each other’s manners and
customs, and tempered those manners and customs with the habits necessary for
conducting business. The behavior appropriate to market society was a welcome
contrast to the aristocratic habits of military power struggle and status competi-
tion (Hume 1985 [1777]: 93–5). Hume further argued, against the traditional
republican belief that commerce and luxury produced inferior, effeminate
soldiers, that the luxury brought by commerce has a civilizing effect on public



life without thereby endangering the love of liberty and willingness to defend
one’s country (Hume 1985 [1777]: 272–4; Pocock 1975). Satisfying private
interest through commerce was also in the public interest, in Hume’s view.

Despite the commonalities, however, Hume’s theoretical orientation was
very different from that of today’s neo-liberals at least in one important respect:
he had to argue against the prominent republican notion that commercial
activity was corrosive because it distracted citizens from the pursuit of the public
good. Hume’s liberalism had a critical thrust that today’s hegemonic neo-liberal
theory lacks. Hume attempted to deploy the language of civic humanism to
buttress his arguments about the civilizing virtues of a commercial society. Civic
humanist (or republican) discourse, in the words of Istvan Hont and Michael
Ignatieff, ‘lamented the attenuation of martial virtue and the absorption in
private self-interest of commercial peoples, exemplified in their delegation of
martial functions to standing armies’ (Hont and Ignatieff 1983: 7). Hume and his
contemporary, Adam Smith, engaged in a critical dialogue with their republican
interlocutors; this engagement led them to deploy substantive notions of public
good drawn from the civic humanist tradition (Hont and Ignatieff 1983; Pocock
1975). They needed to respond to the challenges posed by republican insistence on
the necessity of civic virtue, or public-mindedness, for the preservation of the
liberty of a polity. In today’s language, self-determination rather than accumula-
tion of wealth was the republican preoccupation, and the latter was thought to
endanger the capacity to sustain the former. Hume and Smith had to argue that
this was not the case: accumulation of wealth could also enhance preservation of
liberty.

By contrast, neo-liberal discourse today rarely articulates substantive ethical
arguments about why corruption should be curbed, because that would be
outside the scope of the scientific, rationalist methodology that informs most neo-
liberal studies of corruption. Although the ‘good’ in good governance is
presumably an ethical construct, neo-liberalism offers little guidance as to the
content of this good, how it might be decided upon, and by whom.
Consequently, the meaning of ‘good governance’ is quite thin in the neo-liberal
approach, and is primarily centered around governments’ acquiescence to inte-
gration into a global market economy. This entails, for developing countries at
least, the imposition of severe limitations on governments’ discretionary power,
and the concomitant expansion of the regulatory power of international institu-
tions, such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Trade
Organization (WTO), which are themselves committed to liberalization and inte-
gration into the global market economy (see Wade 2003). Such a value system is
a far cry from the self-determination or preservation of liberty held dear by civic
humanists.

In this chapter, I argue that although notions of corruption and its opposite,
good (or civilized) governance, have irreducibly ethical connotations, neo-liberal
discourse is ill-equipped to confront these ethical dimensions because it takes the
ends of modernity as given. An alternative discourse on corruption might well
correct some of the critical omissions of neo-liberal anti-corruption discourse.
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The building blocks of such an alternative may be found in the civic humanist,
or republican, tradition of political thought (Pettit 1997). Republican discourse
offers richer and more normative notions of political agency, institutions, and
public good than are available in neo-liberal discourse. It also offers more in the
way of a self-determined notion of public good, and in a highly heterogeneous
international system this may render its contributions particularly salient, though
also problematic and somewhat unsettling.

Corruption is now bad
In the last decade, international organizations from the United Nations to the
World Bank to the IMF have increasingly publicized their concerns about polit-
ical corruption, commonly defined as the use of public office for private gain, or
the illegitimate purchase by private actors of political consideration (see Peter
Larmour’s chapter in this book), primarily as a negative influence on economic
development but also as the source of a host of other ills ranging from loss of
democratic legitimacy to terrorism (for example Ashcroft 2003). The corruption
issue has catapulted from the margins of academic and policy discourse to a
position as one of the central problems facing transition economies and the
developing world today. Moreover, international organizations and donor states,
as well as students of economic and political development, are increasingly
inclined to suggest that correcting the problem of corruption requires multilateral
solutions and direct external pressure on sovereign governments (Mauro 2004).

This solidifying consensus raises a host of questions. Why has corruption moved
from being a tacitly accepted, if unsavory, part of international transactions, to
being considered a primary villain for underdevelopment and a host of other
ills? Why does Samuel Huntington’s assertion that corruption is an inevitable –
and perhaps even a desirable – part of the process of economic and political
modernization no longer bear the stamp of conventional wisdom (Huntington
1987)?

The international realm has traditionally been viewed as highly permissive
with respect to bribery and other transactions that would be deemed corrupt in a
domestic context. Only twenty years ago it was considered perfectly acceptable –
and in many states tax deductible – to bribe ‘foreigners’ if not one’s own
nationals. Today, although such activities still routinely occur, they are no longer
openly, publicly justifiable (Noonan 1984: 652–5). This aligns with a more
general trend: the growth of a comprehensive governance agenda within inter-
national institutions and across a broader swath of non-governmental and
trans-governmental networks, wherein the structure and implementation of
domestic institutions and laws within sovereign states is increasingly subjected to
external pressure to align with norms that have essentially become the new
global standards of civilization (as presumed, for example, in Slaughter 1997).
This holds true for the problem of corruption as well as for other governance
projects such as democratization and advancement of human rights (Donnelly
1998; Bowden 2004a).
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A perusal of major news sources will reveal plenty of corruption scandals in the
advanced industrialized states, and within international organizations themselves,
but, significantly, most international anti-corruption campaigns emanating from
international organizations and aid donor governments are targeted at the devel-
oping world. Less developed countries are generally perceived as being far more
corrupt than industrialized states, according to such indices as the Corruption
Perceptions Index put out by Transparency International (www.transparency.org)
(see Larmour chapter). In the past decade, charges that a country’s development
suffers because of corruption have become a widespread and routine way of
addressing the ‘development gap’ between North and South. Despite sporadic
attempts to restrain multinational corporations by prohibiting them from bribing
foreign public officials, the bulk of multilateral anti-corruption rhetoric and
policy is directed at the developing world, and at the transition economies of the
former Soviet bloc.

The focus on ‘transitioning’ and developing countries invites the observa-
tion that current anti-corruption rhetoric represents an extension of wealthy
country and corporate efforts to expand and solidify the institutional foundations
for a global market economy. It also constitutes something of a departure from
previous regimes geared toward this same end. The key point on which the anti-
corruption discourse diverges from existing trade and monetary regimes is in its
relatively explicit acknowledgment that a successful market economy requires
moral underpinnings. But the normative character of anti-corruption discourse is in
tension with the predominantly rationalist, technical, and instrumental justifi-
cations for open markets that have long dominated the academic and
institutional discourse on international political economy. Blaming economic
problems on corruption rather than, say, inappropriate tariff structures, unavoid-
ably leads to the observation that individuals in authority are behaving badly, and
that they need to behave better – with an eye toward the public good rather than
their own personal or sectarian advantage – to ameliorate the problem. Evoking,
however obliquely, the moral requirements for a liberalizing international
economy also extends the neo-liberal institutionalist focus on transparency, sepa-
ration of powers, and government accountability beyond the realm of
institutional solutions technically conceived, and into the realm of ethical mores
such as fairness and equality before the law (see Matthew Watson’s chapter in this
volume).

Despite its moral undertones, the bulk of contemporary anti-corruption
discourse deploys the language and methodologies of economics and rational
choice theory to render diagnostic assessments of the plight of the corrupt and
less developed, and to develop ‘cures’ based on these forms of analysis (see
Hopkin 2002). Advances in incorporating the study of institutions into analyses
of economic growth and development, represented by the ‘new institutional
economics’, have led to greater and more refined treatment of variables previ-
ously excluded from economic studies of development. Yet the analytical
framework has not changed in one important respect: it is a framework where
self-interested agents respond to a set of incentives in their environment,
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yielding either positive (wealth- and utility-enhancing) or negative (wealth-
and utility-detracting) outcomes. Public policies aim to manipulate the incen-
tive structures such self-interested actors face in order to achieve positive
collective outcomes or at least minimize negative ones. Corruption control
thus becomes a technical matter of effectively manipulating incentive struc-
tures.

While technical-instrumental approaches to the problem of corruption
undoubtedly have merit, they fail to address a deeper set of conceptual issues,
and they present an ethical problem. Advocating changes in incentive struc-
tures without addressing problems of political agency is likely to be an exercise
in futility. It is well and good to ask that a country’s tax collection system be
reformed, but who is empowered to do the reforming? What forms of political
authority are we advocating when we argue that incentive structures must be
changed to limit corruption opportunities? Who are the authoritative agents,
and what makes them legitimate? The liberal-rationalist approaches to corrup-
tion allow such questions to be evaded, because the ends of modernity,
particularly economic growth and a governing structure that maximizes indi-
vidual rights, are now taken as given and unproblematic (Euben 1989);
neo-liberalism no longer needs to give a substantive account of political
authority and public good.

Furthermore, the liberal-rationalist approach to corruption has not gone far
enough in acknowledging the normative content of institutions; such content
cannot be fully captured if we treat institutions simply as incentive structures
that are part of the external environment faced by individual agents. To address
the corruption issue, we need to deploy a notion of institutions that recognizes
their capacity to be internalized, as normative, cultural structures, by social
agents. This would give us a richer and more normative concept of political
agency as motivation to act in accordance with internally held values rather than
simply out of narrow self-interest. A richer concept of institutions, including the
institutions and norms of modern market society, would also recognize their
historical and sociological contingency.

We can also identify an ethical problem in the liberal-rationalist approach to
corruption, because it implicitly advocates the external imposition of essentially
modern, Western standards of civilization on societies that are not fully partici-
pating in defining those standards. As Robert Wade has put it, the neo-liberal
agenda ‘constitutes a shrinkage not only of development space, but also of “self-
determination” space’ (Wade 2003: 622). This problem needs to be faced not
only for moral reasons but also for pragmatic ones as well; arguably the moral
reasons partly constitute the pragmatic reasons. Externally imposed standards of
civilization will lack legitimacy unless they are embraced and internalized by the
culture on which they are imposed. Legitimacy of a law or standard is at least in
part an ethical problem; a standard must be embraced as ‘right’ or ‘fair’ by a
social actor to be considered legitimate. Standards that lack legitimacy (the
ethical problem) are less likely than legitimate standards to be effectively
enforced (the pragmatic problem).
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Economic and institutional rationales in anti-corruption
discourse
Although ethical terms and references to good governance are peppered
throughout the key anti-corruption documents put out by institutions such as the
United Nations (UN), the IMF, the World Bank, and the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (Bukovansky 2005), in those
institutions, as in contemporary academic discourse, the dominant rationale for the
anti-corruption consensus has been economic, and to a lesser extent institutional
(deploying a ‘thin’ conception of institutions as incentive structures), rather than
normative. Many prominent theorists working in the rational choice tradition
assert a complementarity between institutional effectiveness and economic
performance (Davis and Trebilcock 1999; Keefer 2004; Rose-Ackerman 1978,
1999). Corrupt institutions are bad for the economy, in this view.

The consensus in recent economic studies is that corruption hurts economic
growth because it siphons off resources and discourages foreign investment, and/
or because corrupt elites finance public projects in order to maximize their
opportunities for monopoly rents rather than encourage sustainable growth
(Shleifer and Vishny 1993; Rose-Ackerman 1999; Mauro 1995, 1997, 2004;
Tanzi and Davoodi 1998; Ades and Di Tella 1997; Kaufmann 1997). Although
many studies of corruption have focused on its effects on foreign direct investment
(FDI), and although debate continues among economists as to the harmful or
beneficial effects of FDI (see Kapstein 2002), economic growth remains the primary
measure of development, and more open markets are widely seen as the best way
to achieve such growth. In the neo-liberal anti-corruption discourse governing
institutions are evaluated primarily on their ability to deliver and sustain economic
prosperity conceived of as growth in gross domestic product (GDP), although to
be fair income inequality often emerges as an important secondary concern
(Husted 1999; Keefer 2004).

That said, the discourse supporting a world economy of relatively open
markets has always included some discussion of institutional and even normative
underpinnings (Best 2003b). After 1945 the consensus amongst American and West
European elites was that international institutional arrangements were required
to sustain a liberal trading order while allowing states to pursue social welfare poli-
cies – the ‘embedded liberalism’ compromise (Ruggie 1982). The international
economic regimes underpinned by the IMF, World Bank, and General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) emanated from, reflected, and were supported by
the domestic structural conditions and values prevailing in the Western, industri-
alized states (see also Geoffrey A. Pigman’s chapter in this volume).

The embedded liberalism compromise was not originally meant to be applied
to the ‘Third World’ (Ruggie 1982), nor to the communist countries. After decol-
onization and the refocusing of IMF and World Bank lending on the developing
world, the context in which these institutions operated changed radically, and
with the recent wave of liberalization in the former Soviet bloc it has changed
again. Thus, international institutional mechanisms for currency stabilization and
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structural adjustment lending no longer seem entirely adequate in a context of
diverse levels of development and institutional heterogeneity amongst the states
that are the main targets of IMF and World Bank lending. But although the
means may have been adjusted somewhat to take account of the changed
theater of operation, the broad ends of these institutions have remained fairly
constant: liberalization and economic growth.

Because of the institutional heterogeneity faced by multilateral organizations
initially created to deal with a more homogeneous group of states, the economic
rationale for curbing corruption is now almost always buttressed by an institu-
tional rationale (Rose-Ackerman 1999; Klitgaard 1988). In this sense, the
anti-corruption consensus may be seen as an aspect of the broader governance –
and civilizational – agenda that has emerged within the IMF and World Bank.
But that agenda retains from its economic origins a technical-instrumental
approach to institutions derived from the methodologies and techniques of
economic analysis (see Jacqueline Best’s chapter in this volume).

A wealth of literature has emerged in the past decade or so that applies the
techniques of rational choice and quantitative methods to identify correlations
and causal links between various ‘governance’ variables and outcomes such as
economic growth or income inequality. This literature is critically, but sympa-
thetically, reviewed by Philip Keefer, who notes that the most robust finding of
the economic literature on governance is that secure property rights lead to more
economic growth, while insecure property rights result in slower growth (Keefer
2004). Other studies isolate factors such as credibility of bureaucratic perfor-
mance, voice, and accountability, though Keefer notes that these studies are
more likely to face methodological problems (such as endogeneity and direction
of causality), and thus present less robust findings than does the security of prop-
erty rights hypothesis. Keefer concludes that much work needs to be done in
disaggregating the concept of governance in order to refine tests of specific
effects of discrete governance variables on economic growth.

It is worth noting here the inversion that has occurred since Hume’s day. Rather
than having to defend the argument that economic growth produces beneficial
public outcomes (this is now a given), today’s rational choice theorists writing on
corruption are attempting to determine which public structures and policies are
likely to promote economic growth. Where in the eighteenth century the economy
was still in the service of the polity, the polity is now in the service of the economy.

In the policy domain, the economic approach to curbing corruption has more
often than not led to recommendations geared toward cutting the size and scope
of the public sector (Khan 2002). This is particularly true with respect to privati-
zation and dismantling of state-owned enterprises. But some have argued that
cutting the public sector can just as easily inhibit as encourage the development
of democratic institutions of governance (Khan 2002; Hopkin 2002).
International financial institutions and big aid donor states may want less
corruption, but by advocating smaller government they are not doing much to
contribute to – and may inadvertently be undercutting – the positive develop-
ment of good government.
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The idea that less government is better government can also be derived
from an earlier strain of economic and political science literature that was more
sanguine about corruption. Prior to the anti-corruption consensus, corruption
was frequently seen as a way for multinational corporations to gain a foothold in
developing country markets. Samuel Huntington’s observations that corruption is
a necessary part of modernization invite the conclusion that modernization and
corruption might be complementary, rather than contradictory (Huntington
1987). Scholars who adopted this approach have argued (and a minority still do
argue) that some forms of corruption may not necessarily be a bad thing; corrupt
practices cut red tape and facilitate the smoother operation of markets, especially
where governments are not subject to checks and balances, accountability, and
transparency, and where they hold disproportionate power over state resources.
Thus corruption could help rather than hurt development by allowing investors
to elude inefficient laws and deny greedy officials the proceeds of legal but
onerous tax revenues (substituting illegal but presumably smaller side-payments) (Lui
1996; Cheung 1996). Ironically, much of the pro-corruption literature actually
dovetails nicely with the market-friendly notion that less government is better
government, since corruption involves bypassing the inefficient public sector. Be
that as it may, it is no longer in vogue to be pro-corruption.

Despite the plethora of economic studies of governance and institutions, in
their methodological individualism and rationalism such studies do not leave
much room for the possibility that politics could be an ethical endeavor grounded
in commitment to a substantive public good. In an article first published in the
1960s, Joseph Nye defined corruption as follows: ‘Corruption is behavior which
deviates from the formal duties of a public role because of private-regarding
(personal, close family, private clique) pecuniary or status gains; or violates rules
against the exercise of certain types of private-regarding influence’ (Nye 1967:
419). The liberal-rationalist discourse relies on a boundary between private
interest and public good to define corruption. But the ‘public good’ has little
substantive content, and thus lacks the positive normative appeal that would
serve as a source of motivation. Since all rational actors are motivated by self-
interest, how we determine whether or not a selfish act was corrupt depends
ultimately on whether it broke a law. A corporate campaign contribution can be
distinguished from a bribe only by reference to a law. The law is treated as an
exogenous constraint on individual behavior.

But anti-corruption laws vary widely in different societies. Distinguishing
between a gift and a bribe requires thick cultural knowledge of the particular
society in question (Offer 1997). Further, many of the societies at which the new
anti-corruption discourse is aimed do not have clear-cut rules delimiting the
boundary between public good and private interest in specific transactions such
as hiring family or using a government post to generate extra private income;
judging such societies as ‘corrupt’ means deploying Western standards of civiliza-
tion, which are not necessarily the standards of the societies to which they are
being applied.
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As Peter Euben has pointed out in a critique, Nye’s discussion of the costs and
benefits of corruption for ‘development’ carries with it an implicit normative
judgment about the desirability of modernization. ‘A good society is a modern-
izing one; a corrupt society is one that inhibits “development.” But because the
ends of modernity are regarded as inevitable, impersonal, and/or rational, they
cannot themselves be the subject of rational dispute or “subjective” prescrip-
tions’ (Euben 1989: 244). The dominant values of modernity become reified. In
the anti-corruption discourse, and in the governance discourse more generally,
this often boils down to valorizing economic growth – measured in terms of
GDP – as the end toward which public officials must strive. This not only
inhibits critical political debate over the ends of the political community, but also
leaves little room for agency as the conscious, willed reproduction of those values
in daily life, and the moral self-restraint that this would imply.

These two problems – the reification of dominant (liberal) values and the
neglect of moral and political agency – are at the heart of the elisions and omis-
sions of the liberal-rationalist modes of anti-corruption discourse. Confronting
these problems means bringing politics back into the discourse in such a way that it is
not treated simply as a market-distorting or externality alleviating exogenous
constraint, but rather as a process entailing the production of, and struggle over,
collective identities and goals – the coercive and consensual process by which
political communities are constructed and maintained (see also Barry Hindess’s
chapter in this volume). Only by confronting this process and its irreducibly
political, normative, and contestable contours can we come to an understanding
of corruption as something more than a transgression of arbitrary or exoge-
nously imposed rules.

By linking the problem of corruption to the problem of underdevelopment,
advanced industrial countries implicitly and unjustifiably claim the moral high
ground for themselves, and ascribe to the ‘developing world’ the status of the
moral reprobate while simultaneously making vague and possibly unworkable
governance demands on developing countries. Further, by advocating pressure
from outside as a primary mechanism for curbing corruption, we deny the
capacity and agency of the actors in developing countries to determine for them-
selves the contours of political authority and the distinctions between public
good and private interests, between gifts and bribes, between legitimate and ille-
gitimate patronage. This may arguably be appropriate in some cases from a
purely practical standpoint (as in so-called ‘failed states’), though I believe further
discussion is warranted even on this point. But as a matter of principle, and
given that the economic framework of global capitalism is interwoven with a
political framework of self-determination and formal sovereign equality, it may
be worthwhile to develop anti-corruption discourse in such a way as to leave the
question of the proper goal of political and even economic development open to
discussion and critique, rather than treating it as a given. Otherwise, global stan-
dards of market civilization threaten to do away with self-determination, liberty,
and real political agency.
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Finally, pitching the anti-corruption discourse as a diagnosis for underdevelop-
ment also absolves those living in liberal capitalist states from scrutinizing their
own polities in terms of a discourse of corruption. But there is a long history in
political thought of engaging in just such scrutiny (Arendt 1958; Habermas 1989;
Shumer 1979), and, as the lobby for campaign finance reform in the US shows,
for example, there is little reason to believe that critical scrutiny of the health of
the modern liberal polity is no longer warranted.

Clarifying the moral and political dimensions of anti-
corruption discourse
While there may be a number of institutional ways to check corrupt behavior,
anti-corruption efforts ultimately require an image of ‘good governance’ that
carries enough moral weight to motivate people, since ultimately public-minded
behavior by individual human beings – usually the focus is on public officials, but
clearly key private actors (as in the discourse on corporate governance) and
community leaders of all sorts may be involved as well – is part and parcel of
good governance. Although Susan Rose-Ackerman is an economist firmly
grounded in the rational choice tradition, even she concludes her systematic
discussion of the political economy of corruption by noting that, ‘institutional
incentives cannot be expected to substitute entirely for morality’ (Rose-Ackerman
1978: 218). Nor, presumably, are consistently moral outcomes in the public
sphere to be derived entirely from narrowly self-interested behavior.

Despite the fact that moral signifiers have seeped into international treaties
(OECD 1997), the scholarly discourse has lagged behind in explicating the
moral rationales underlying the anti-corruption consensus. This may be due to a
preference for rational choice and quantitative methods in generating studies
of corruption. To sustain the trappings of scientific methodology, most contem-
porary studies of corruption, whether articulated by way of formal economic
models, rational choice theory, or new institutional economics, reify as institu-
tional constraints or incentives the very values that should, in any successful
anti-corruption effort, be internalized by powerful political actors and the politi-
cally aware publics that scrutinize their behavior. Institutions are not just
constraints in the external environment faced by political actors; where they are
most legitimate, their norms have been internalized by those who believe in
their legitimacy and who allow their actions to be guided by such norms not
out of fear of punishment but rather out of belief in their veracity. The subjec-
tive and intersubjective dimensions of values such as liberty, public-mindedness,
fairness, transparency, accountability, and public trust are what render them
potent and capable of motivating behavior. Furthermore, the ability of political
actors to articulate and contest the meaning and interpretation of concepts such
as the ‘public good’ suggests that political struggle is an irreducible element of
defining corruption and its counterpart, a healthy polity that pursues the
common good rather than being hijacked for more narrowly clientelistic or self-
interested ends.
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What if we ground anti-corruption discourse not only in the ‘scientific’ liberal
discourse concerned with economic growth via the spread of capitalism, but also
(or alternatively) in the republican discourse of political liberty and civic virtue
(Pettit 1997)? Might this offer us a more substantive language by which to discuss
self-determination, the meaning of public good, and to address questions of
political agency? Without pushing the idea that Niccolo Machiavelli can save the
developing world, there are nevertheless some good reasons to evoke republican
concepts in the anti-corruption discourse; there are also limits to such evocations.

Republican – in contrast to neo-liberal – discourse suggests that the definition
of corruption I gave at the outset of this chapter (use of public office for private
gain) does not fully communicate the sense in which corruption can be thought
of as a danger to the political community. Corruption is a term that, according
to Quentin Skinner, ‘the republican theorists habitually use to denote our natural
tendency to ignore the claims of our community as soon as they seem to conflict
with the pursuit of our own immediate advantage’ (Skinner 1990: 304). The
problem with this, from the point of view of republican theorists, is that such
pursuit of ‘immediate advantage’ can lead a community to ruin. The ruin or
corruption of a political community entails a loss of liberty, and a slide into
dependency. In Machiavelli’s Discourses, which states the republican position
clearly and forcefully, a free state is one in which people legislate for themselves,
with an eye toward the good of the community as a whole. By contrast, the
corrupt state has lost its liberty and is in a state of dependency and bondage:
either it is dependent upon a foreign power, or in bondage to a tyrant or a
governing party that rules tyrannically only for its own advantage, or it may be
subject to the brief anarchic rule of the mob (Machiavelli 1950: I xvi). None of
these corrupt forms of rule is stable or secure.

In contrast to the often asocial individualism of liberal discourse (as represented
by Thomas Hobbes’s view of human nature), republican theorists deploy an
Aristotelian notion of human nature as essentially social and political. Because
human beings are social, they value the group to which they belong. But the group
is often in danger, either from external threat or internal usurpations of power.
Maintaining the group as a free, non-dependent (self-determining, in our parlance)
political community demands the exercise of civic virtue. However it is defined,
civic virtue entails behavior on the part of leaders and citizens that is geared
toward maintaining a thriving and free political community. To do so, people
must restrain their more narrowly selfish passions. Such sacrifice is worthwhile
because it ensures that citizens will be able to live in liberty, and this includes secu-
rity of their possessions and families (Pettit 1997; Skinner 1978: Chs 4–5).

Civic virtue is thus a moral concept entailing moral behavior, but such
morality is also in the long-term self-interest of the citizen. According to Skinner:

Belief in the idea of ‘human flourishing’ and its accompanying vision of
social freedom arises at a far deeper level than that of mere ideological
debate. It arises as an attempt to answer one of the central questions in
moral philosophy, the question of whether it is rational to be moral. The
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suggested answer is that it is in fact rational, the reason being that we have
an interest in morality, the reason for this in turn being the fact that we are
moral agents committed by our very natures to certain normative ends.

(Skinner 1990: 297–8)

Those normative ends derive from the value individuals place on the community.
Rather than juxtaposing the requirements of moral behavior and the necessities
of politics, as Machiavelli is commonly accused of doing, Skinner demonstrates
that Machiavelli instead advocates a different sort of morality – different from the
Christian virtues that dominated the moral discourse of his day – for those engaged
in politics (Skinner 1978: 135). Such moral impetus ultimately springs from love
of one’s country, the patria of the Renaissance humanists (Skinner 1978).

Unlike earlier republican theorists, those of Machiavelli’s time, and especially
Machiavelli himself, were not optimistic about the capacity of human beings to
sustain civic virtue based on love of country. As Machiavelli notes:

men act rightly only upon compulsion; but from the moment that they have
the option and liberty to commit wrong with impunity, then they never fail to
carry confusion and disorder everywhere. It is this that has caused it to be
said that poverty and hunger make men industrious, and that the law makes
men good.

(Machiavelli 1950: I iii)

Like Machiavelli, liberal rationalist discourse frequently places the burden of
‘making men good’ on institutional incentives. But unlike Machiavelli, current
neo-liberal discourse has a very thin notion of institutions; it does not see them as
organic entities capable of being either healthy or corrupt, according to the char-
acter and abilities of the human agents who govern them.

Republican evocations of the rule of law, the love of liberty, and the notion
that arbitrary power must be restrained (most often through a ‘mixed constitu-
tion’ or, in more modern parlance, a system of checks and balances), all
resonate with the contemporary discourse on governance of which the anti-
corruption consensus is a part. But in so far as that discourse has remained
dominated by a liberal, individualist rationalism, it fails to adequately articulate
and fully explore the necessity of moral and political agency in the pursuit of
collective good.

The articulation of a specifically political morality grounded in the love of
country, of liberty, and of self-government, and the linking of such morality to
the creation and maintenance of good institutions, are two contributions that
republican political thought brings to the discourse on corruption and gover-
nance. For Machiavelli, as already noted, corruption was the core manifestation
of the loss of liberty to dependency on either a foreign power or internal faction,
as well as the symptom of institutions and laws that no longer worked to preserve
the republic – either because they were once good but were no longer appro-
priate to the circumstances of a particular state, or because they were corrupt to
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begin with, or because citizens and leaders did not use the institutions effectively
(Machiavelli 1950: I xvi–xviii).

Republican discourse leaves open this latter possibility of good institutions
lacking any ‘life’ to them – that is, lacking good people to make them work.
Again, however elaborate and detailed the debate may be on proper institutional
and legal structure and form, republican discourse sustains an emphasis on
human moral and political agency, where the terms ‘moral’ and ‘political’ may
be construed as complementary rather than contradictory concepts. Here the differ-
ence between republicanism and the liberal discourse is stark, because the latter
discourse for the most part adopts a Hobbesian view of man as naturally selfish
(which the republicans do not deny) and asocial (which the republicans vehemently
deny). It is worth noting that contemporary realism’s tendency to tout both Hobbes
and Machiavelli as founding fathers totally obscures this important distinction
between them, and that Hobbes belongs much more to the liberal tradition than
most contemporary international relations theorists allow.

Corruption in republican discourse can also connote a structural condition, a
sickness of the polity that at worst can mean its destruction as a cohesive whole,
or a ‘loss of identity and definition’ (Euben 1989: 222). Euben points out that
one of the most exemplary historical cases of a polity that has become corrupt to
the point of disintegration is Thucydides’ account of the civil war in Corcyra;
the term used in describing this disintegration is stasis:

Under such conditions religion, family, and morality become instruments in
their own destruction. Oaths are temporary strategies adopted only when
one is outmaneuvered or outmanned by an opponent. . . . Morality and
justice are rhetorical diversions which disguise secret hatreds and excuse
private revenge. . . . Since everyone is a potential enemy, isolation is the only
guarantee against surprise attack. In the beginning of civil war, men killed
their enemies with the assistance of their party. But as the stasis intensified
the number of potential enemies increased and the number of possible
friends decreased until the only trustworthy friend was oneself and the only
safe party was a party of one.

(Euben 1989: 225)

It does not require a huge stretch of the imagination to apply this picture of a
totally corrupted polity to some of the areas that have been and continue to be
devastated by civil wars in our time. Corruption in republican discourse thus
connotes loss of liberty, self-determination, and identity as a political entity; the
corrupt state may break down, first into warring factions, and then warring indi-
viduals; it is not unlike the Hobbesian ‘state of nature’, or ‘war of all against all’.

The republican discourse thus offers a richer and more resonant conception
of corruption than does liberal-rationalist discourse. Richer, in its conception of
institutions as organic entities whose norms are capable of being internalized,
and that are capable of evoking emotional attachment and moral commitment,
rather than merely exogenous incentive structures channeling the activity of
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narrowly self-interested actors. Corruption means that the institutions consti-
tuting the political community have decayed and no longer provide liberty and
security. More resonant, in that it evokes the human capacity for moral agency in
civic life. Corrupt people, and corrupt leaders, have neglected that dimension of
action in favor of more narrowly selfish ends. But republicanism, no matter how
cynical about the possibilities of getting human beings to do good for their
community, still holds forth that possibility as a ground for moral action.

There are however limits to what republicanism can offer the anti-corruption
discourse, and some accompanying dangers as well. The discourse is not conducive
to the use of scientific and quantitative methods of analysis. It has little to offer in
the way of systematically identifying variables that might be tweaked to make
governance more effective. This is a limit, but not necessarily a weakness.
Republican discourse can be thought of not so much as a science but as a
language through which substantive political concerns may be critically debated.
Rather than offering diagnoses, it offers fuel for debate and communicative
action. Some of the other limits of republican discourse are more problematic.
Grounding political morality in a love of country can be seen as antithetical to
the development of a cosmopolitan morality that is dear to the normative liber-
alism of Immanuel Kant and his successors (cf. Bowden 2004a). Machiavelli’s
advice to leaders does not include an ethic of caring about what happens to those
who live outside the polity, except in so far as they may pose a threat (in which
case they need to be neutralized somehow). Despite his preference for a repub-
lican form of government, Machiavelli was not above advocating violence and
princely rule to correct the problem of corruption in certain situations. And
finally, republicanism is often deeply cynical about the possibility that good, non-
corrupt governance can actually be realized.

This latter problem was to some extent addressed by the Federalists in the US,
who sought to overcome the weaknesses of human nature by constructing institu-
tions that would assure the survival of republican values without requiring the
active deployment of republican virtues (Shklar 1990; Onuf and Onuf 1993).
But that turning point in republican thought is what also fueled the liberal
conception of institutions as exogenous constraints on selfish human behavior – a
conception I have argued neglects the normative, motivational appeal of a more
organic conception of institutions, one that recognizes their capacity to be inter-
nalized as motivators of moral and political (i.e. civic-minded) human action.
Philip Pettit (1997) makes a strong argument for republican values centered on love
of liberty, or the desire not to be dominated; such values make governing institu-
tions ‘good’ in the sense that they inspire moral belief in the value of the political
community. However one articulates the value of political community – and the
danger that an exclusivist, virulent nationalism would be one such articulation –
in the absence of such a normative motivation, moral behavior can only be
induced by the exogenously constraining institutions. This in turn leads to the
age-old question of who will construct such institutions where they do not exist
already. And that is precisely the problem repeatedly faced in the anti-corruption
discourse and the broader governance agenda in international political economy.
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Rather than treating this problem as a technical one in need of institutional
engineering by experts enshrined in multilateral institutions, we could instead
consider it a political problem subject to reasoned public debate and discourse
among those who have the greatest stake in it.

Conclusion
The emergence of corruption as a core issue in the global governance agenda
raises important questions of political agency and moral action in politics, but up
to this point these questions have been obscured by the technical-instrumental
approach to institutions and the rationalist economic methods deployed in the
prevailing liberal discourse constituting the anti-corruption consensus. Rather
than assume that the ends of modernity can be bequeathed to the developing
world and transition economies of the former communist countries via their
unmediated integration into the global market economy, the anti-corruption
discourse would benefit from an injection of alternative modes of deliberating
about what corruption actually means, and what needs to be done to engage
leaders and citizens in deliberation about the substance of the public good, and
the pursuit of collective ends. That such pursuit involves some self-restraint and
sacrifice cannot be plausibly denied. The motivation for such sacrifice must be
normative and come from within individuals and societies. Normative motiva-
tions in pursuit of the public good are the result of moral commitments by
human beings, commitments grounded in a devotion to one’s political commu-
nity.

At the outset of this chapter I noted that because Adam Smith and David
Hume were engaged in dialogue with republican theorists who prioritized civic
virtue above private interest, they developed complex and substantive notions of
public good. The idea of public good has in the centuries since been hollowed
out to the point where it is empty of content. Neo-liberal rationalism is a
primary culprit in this evisceration. It might therefore be fruitful to bring a crit-
ical dialogue back into the mainstream discourse. A republican challenge to
neo-liberal discursive hegemony is one way, though certainly not the only way,
to inject a more critical strain into our thinking about corruption and good
governance in world politics.

The practical conclusion of this line of argument, one which bears further
study, is that externally imposed governance standards will have less legitimacy,
and hence less capacity to motivate actors to follow them, than will standards
that are deliberated and agreed upon by the political community in question.
Self-determination needs to be brought back into the discourse of development
and modernity in a meaningful way. From this perspective, the grassroots work
promoted by Transparency International in setting up local chapters devoted to
addressing the problem of corruption is more likely to be effective than is the
imposition of conditionality attached to IMF or World Bank loans (see Larmour
chapter). That is not to say that conditionality per se is bad or unnecessary, but
that conditionality geared toward altering governance structures faces difficult
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practical challenges of agency and implementation, as well as the ethical pitfalls
discussed in this chapter.

The republican legacy of the concept of corruption reminds us that public
discourse about public good is a crucial aspect of politics, and that such discur-
sive engagement is an important human resource. This holds true not only for
‘developing’ but also for ‘developed’ countries. According to republican defini-
tions of corruption, not even the ‘developed’ world is in a good position to claim
that its polities are healthy and vital rather than corrupt. It may be worth
injecting the concerns and language of republicanism into the anti-corruption
discourse so that the problem of good governance becomes once more amenable
to communication, deliberation, and debate rather than technical prescription
handed down by social scientists as though it were a cure to all that ails the
‘developing world’. Although greed and selfishness may be constants, they are not
all there is to politics; self-determination and the desire not to be dominated are
surely more plausible as motivating public norms than are the constraints and
conditionality of exogenously imposed standards of civilization and ‘good gover-
nance’.
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Part II

Contemporary cases





7 Civilizing techniques
Transparency International and the
spread of anti-corruption

Peter Larmour

Transparency International (TI) is an international non-governmental organiza-
tion (NGO) founded in 1993 to combat corruption in international business
activities. This chapter looks at TI as an agent and critic of ‘market civilization’,
paying particular attention to some of the techniques it has developed: the publi-
cation of an annual ‘Corruption Perceptions Index’; the posting of a ‘Source
Book’ on the web; the development of Business Principles for Countering
Bribery; and the franchising of ‘National Chapters’. Civilization may be a coer-
cive process, and the chapter is particularly concerned with the kinds of power
deployed in these techniques. It analyzes them as examples of ‘policy transfer’
and as the results of processes of mimicry and professionalization that lead to
‘institutional isomorphism’, and draws some conclusions about the spread of
civilization.

In the absence of central authority, global standards may emerge indirectly,
through processes such as emulation, conditionality or peer review. Adherence to
standards may be required from those seeking membership of a club, like the
European Union (EU) or the Commonwealth. Non-government actors may
propose new standards or monitor their adoption. This chapter considers the
example of the creation and promotion of global standards of civilization as
they pertain to corruption and anti-corruption as outlined by TI. It will demon-
strate how TI’s standards are set, exported, and adopted, and how its techniques
work, particularly the role of different kinds of power, and other social processes.

Transparency International
TI’s founders considered several names for it, including ‘International Business
Monitor’, before settling on ‘Transparency International’. The initiative came
from Peter Eigen, a World Bank official who had become disillusioned by the
Bank’s reluctance to confront corruption in projects it funded in Africa. Eigen
became the first Chairman, and Jeremy Pope, who had been a senior official in the
Commonwealth secretariat, became Managing Director. Other founding members
included former ministers from developing countries, a retired businessman, a
development economist, and an American ‘global security expert’ (www.michael-
hershman.us). They looked for funding from the Ford Foundation, and lobbied



at the World Economic Forum at Davos, Switzerland. Thus, they inserted them-
selves into the global architecture of ‘market civilization’. Their strategy was to
persuade rather than confront, and to create public, private, and NGO coalitions
against corruption.

Their immediate concern was with international corruption, particularly the
way Western firms bribed officials and politicians in developing countries, while
international organizations kept silent about it. They had evidence in a book
published by a supporter, a retired businessman named George Moody Stuart,
which listed dollar amounts exporters typically paid to bribe ministers and senior
officials (1997). He called this ‘grand corruption’ to distinguish it from the petty
corruption of underpaid junior officials accepting bribes to do their jobs. TI was
keen to deflate what it saw as Western claims to moral superiority in matters of
corruption. It was also critical of the prevailing international relativism that had
excused corruption in developing countries as ‘the way things were done over
there’ (Transparency International 2005).

TI currently defines itself on its website as a ‘global non government organi-
zation’. One of its founding fathers saw its early manifestations as more sui generis,
personal, and opportunistic than an ‘NGO’. It was a ‘ginger group’ (Transparency
International 2005: 2) rather than the bureaucratic organization its Berlin
Secretariat has since become. TI also now describes itself as both a ‘movement’ and
a ‘coalition’ (Sampson in press, and for the literature on international movements
see Eschle and Stammers 2004). From another perspective, watching its annual
general meetings, TI also sometimes looks depressingly like the intergovern-
mental organizations some of its founders came from, with their national
delegations, regional groupings, caucusing, appeals to points of order, and rifts
between North and South. Its Secretariat is distinct from its National Chapters,
many of which reproduce the insider-ish, non-confrontational style of its
founders (De Sousa forthcoming).

While constitutionally TI’s Berlin Secretariat is a German NGO, it is financed
overwhelmingly by governments. Its 2004 audit report listed and grouped
donors: 79 per cent of the total €5.7 million came from government agencies (the
largest being the European Community (EC), followed by the Finnish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, then the German ministry for development co-operation, and
then USAID). Only 5.5 per cent came from corporate donors, the largest being
Sovereign Asset Management, Norsk Hydro, Shell, Anglo American, and
Deutsche Bank. The rest came from various foundations and multilateral devel-
opment organizations. TI’s National Chapters find their own sources of funding,
though TI occasionally provides seed money, and TI Germany provides a grant
to the Secretariat.

TI was very successful in creating awareness of corruption within the interna-
tional system in the 1990s. It has expanded its original definition of ‘corruption’
from ‘the use of public office for private gain’ to include ‘the misuse of entrusted
power for private benefit’. Its new definition aims to capture corruption within
parts of the public sector that were privatized in the 1990s, and the private sector
more generally. TI also takes a greater interest in political corruption, acknowl-
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edging differences between popular concerns and the worries of foreign
investors. It is going through generational changes as its founding fathers step
aside, as Eigen seems to be doing, or secede, like Pope and Fredrik Galtung have
done. They have founded a new organization called TIRI (the governance-
access-learning network) claiming it is part of a ‘third phase’ of anti-corruption
activity, regaining some of the amateur enthusiasm of the first. Meanwhile, in
2003 TI adopted a more expansive mission to ‘create change towards a world
free of corruption’.

TI can be seen as both an instrument of market civilization and a setter of
standards of market civilization, promoting principles of transparency and a
level playing field between domestic and foreign companies. It can also be char-
acterized as a critic, nagging governments to outlaw the bribery of foreign officials.
Or it may be something in between, ‘embodying its contradictions’. An ambivalent
relationship with business and government is not unusual among contemporary
NGOs and their activist officials or members. Their roles seem to be expanding
as a side-effect of the rhetorical attack on states as ‘rent seeking’, ‘predatory’, or
‘failing’. Certainties about ‘left’ and ‘right’, and the values of professions, are
undermined by neo-liberal rhetoric about competition, choice, and clients. Tasks
that governments used to perform are now being contracted out to the non-
government sector. The personal political beliefs of its officials – in TI Berlin, for
example, they seem to be mostly of the ‘social market’ kind – do not necessarily
square with its doctrine, or with the ideologies of its financial supporters. TI’s
strategy of engagement and coalition-building predispose it to doctrinal fuzzi-
ness and compromise. In these ways it is rather like a political party.

Rather than trying to pin it down, this chapter asks how it works: what are
some of the techniques it uses to promote the values it espouses, and what kinds
of power are deployed in them? It is based on interviews with TI officials and
documents available on its websites. I analyze some of TI’s techniques in terms
of ‘institutional isomorphism’ and ‘policy transfer’. The first idea comes from
the sociology of institutions, particularly the recognition that states were surpris-
ingly similar in form, in spite of huge differences in their size and wealth. The
second, logically a sub-set of the first, comes from political scientists, attentive to
the way that the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) countries were increasingly borrowing ideas about economic and social
policy from each other. But first I look at the ‘civilization’ side of market civiliza-
tion, and its relationship to corruption.

Civilization and civilizing projects
The word ‘civilization’ does not appear on TI’s website, and its officials would
likely reject it as undiplomatic, and redolent of colonialism. Brett Bowden
(2004a) found that the idea of a ‘standard of civilization’, distinguishing civilized
from uncivilized states, fell into disuse and disrepute after the Second World War.
However, he finds it, and ideas like it, to have revived in the triumph of the West
after the end of the Cold War, and in Western projects to promote democracy
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or prevent state failure in what used to be called the third or developing world.
Anti-corruption has become an integral part of many of these ‘good governance’
projects, and many of TI’s National Chapters have benefited from them.

Civilization can refer to a particular entity (‘European civilization’), to some-
thing more generic (‘market civilization’), or to a process (‘becoming civilized’).
Ferdinand Braudel (1980) characterized civilizations as loosely bounded ‘culture
areas’, engaged in continual exporting and borrowing of cultural goods, like the
design of houses, recipes, and technologies. Nineteenth-century Japan, for example,
deliberately borrowed institutional forms from the West (Westney 1987). Japanese
business practices were copied by Western companies in the 1970s and 1980s. But
civilizations also engaged in refusals, deliberate or implicit. They rejected ideas or
reforms from abroad. Contemporary China, for example, is borrowing Western
business practices, but rejecting Western democratic institutions. Japanese busi-
ness practices have become less admired as the Japanese economy has stagnated
in the 1990s. Renault now revives the ailing Nissan car company.

Braudel’s approach would allow that behavior regarded as corrupt in one civi-
lization might be acceptable in another. That kind of relativism dominated the
international discourse about corruption until the 1990s. TI, however, is sternly
opposed to it. Its ‘Source Book’ of best practice talks about the ‘myth of culture’
to reject ‘cultural’ defenses against charges of corruption (Pope 1996).

Braudel’s account and the examples of China, Japan, and the West suggest
a rough equality between particular civilizations, and the capacity to borrow and
refuse. Often, though, the process is less symmetrical. ‘Civilizing missions’ are
usually associated with European colonialism but Stephen Harrell writes about
China’s policies towards its minorities as ‘civilizing projects’ in which the civi-
lizing center believes it is helping the peripheral people it dominates ‘to attain
or at least approach the superior cultural, religious, and moral qualities of the
centre itself ’ (Harrell 1995: 4). Those superior moral qualities might include the
absence of corruption. Civilizing projects were distinguished from outright
conquest and subjugation by their ideology (‘we are here to help’). They
differed among themselves according to the degree of complicity among those
being civilized. Conquest and attempts to civilize might also run together
(‘winning hearts and minds’ in Vietnam). Civilizing projects might follow mili-
tary success, for example de-Nazification after the Allied defeat of Germany in
1945. Anti-corruption might become part of a civilizing mission when it is
attached to loan conditions, or enforced by police or military intervention.

Norbert Elias (2000) saw civilization as a more general process: the spread of
social constraint enforcing self-restraint. He linked it to the increasing differentia-
tion and interdependence of modern societies, where people had to take more
account of others, and the monopolization of power by modern states that
created ‘pacified social spaces’. Warriors became courtiers. Just as violence was
relegated to the barracks, other bodily functions like spitting were suppressed or
screened off from public view. Civilized people were expected to show more self-
control and kindness and less volatility and cruelty. There came more occasions
to feel shame and embarrassment. Upper-class etiquette spread to the lower
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classes, and this process was recapitulated as ‘the West’ assimilated colonial elites
and peoples. The process of civilization, as Elias had seen in Germany, was not
irreversible. Nor was it planned, rather emerging as the unintended consequence
of individual actions.

Elias’s view helps us think about corruption and anti-corruption in more
personal and physical terms. Corruption is often seen as something that happened
before, but that we now feel ashamed about (see also Mlada Bukovansky’s
chapter in this volume). Practices that were once carried out openly – buying votes,
promoting your nephew – are now carried out secretly, behind a screen of equality
and impersonality, and would generate embarrassment if revealed. And as Elias
described the civilizing process, the temptations and pressure of corruption are
first felt most strongly within an elite, though elite values eventually permeate
through the rest of the society as ‘alien restraint’ gives way to ‘self-restraint’.
The process is linked to the monopolization of force by the state. It is also
reversible, as civilized societies might revert to corruption. This reversion might
be particularly relevant in the circumstances of ‘weak’ or ‘failing’ states where
many of TI’s chapters in developing countries operate.

Institutional isomorphism
The emergence of ‘global standards’ is part of a more general process that soci-
ologists Paul J. DiMaggio and Walter W. Powell (1983) call ‘institutional
isomorphism’: the tendency of institutions to look the same, wherever they are
(see also André Broome’s and Leonard Seabrooke’s chapters in this volume). The
engines of this process, they say, are coercion, mimesis (copying of prestigious
models), and professionalization. TI is involved in promoting isomorphism in
several ways. Its Corruption Perceptions Index encourages countries to compare
themselves with each other, and emulate those with a higher ranking. TI assem-
bles and promulgates ‘best practice’, through its Source Book on the web. It
works with another NGO to formulate a voluntary code of practice for busi-
nesses. It also replicates itself in eighty-five National Chapters, and is trying to
enforce similar standards of accountability on them.

The Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI)

TI’s CPI purports to rank countries according to perceptions of their corruption.
It does not claim to assess the underlying rate. The perceptions are those of busi-
nessmen, journalists, academics, investment analysts, and risk assessors, which
have already been surveyed by other organizations. So the CPI is a kind of poll
of polls, if you will (Lambsdorff 2004). It is TI’s signature product, but many of
its officials and the National Chapters remain deeply uneasy about its method-
ology and impact. It started as an experiment, leaked to the German
newsmagazine Der Spiegel, forcing TI’s leadership to decide whether or not to
disavow or embrace it (Lundberg 2002).
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Ranking is a classic piece of indirect governance. By naming and shaming it is
meant to encourage governments to improve their performance. They are not
forced to do it. But if they do not, they will face embarrassment and loss of invest-
ment (the Malaysian government is said to have reacted at first with hostility to,
and then engagement with, TI to see what it should do to improve its ranking).

The methodological arguments about the index, whether it imperfectly
reflects reality, or elaborately constructs it, are part of a long-running debate in
the social sciences between positivists and constructionists (my own instincts are
for the latter). The main criticisms of its impact are that it reinforces preju-
dices, and fails to reflect improvements when they have taken place (Sik 2002;
Galtung 2006). One TI official described it as a kind of ‘bait and switch’ – it
attracted media attention that might then be pointed to more creditable activities.

The Source Book

The Source Book is a mixture of argument, exhortation, and statements of best
practice (Pope 1996). Its length, continuing evolution, and multiple influences
make it difficult to summarize. The central idea is of a ‘National Integrity
System’ (NIS), described as ‘an holistic approach to transparency and account-
ability and embracing a range of accountability “pillars”, democratic, judicial,
media and civil society’ (Transparency International 2005). The categories of the
Source Book have provided the framework for surveys of National Integrity
Systems that are intended to capture national differences and opportunities for
reform, about which the CPI is silent.

The idea of a ‘system’ counters the idea that anti-corruption is the responsi-
bility of a single agency. It embodies the idea (from Montesquieu, James
Madison, and the US Constitution) that potentially corrupt institutions might
provide checks and balances against the excesses of each other, and remove the
need for a presumably incorruptible sovereign to rule over them all. TI would
draw civil society and the private sector into this structure of mutual supervision.
The NIS is also systemic in TI’s tactical sense of avoiding criticisms of individ-
uals. It connects easily with the new institutional approach to corruption now
influential in the World Bank. One of TI’s founders commends Pope, its
author, for being an institutionalist before that became fashionable among aid
agencies.

Bryane Michael criticizes systemic approaches, including TI’s, for committing
the ‘functionalist fallacy’ (Michael 2004: 1070), which is the assumption that
because a trait, or role, or organization exists, it serves some useful higher purpose.
Certainly, institutions do not necessarily work either as they are supposed to, or
together, for any particular purpose. The language of the Source Book shifts
between description and exhortation, and subsequent studies of NISs expect to
find a gap between the formal system, and what actually happens (Doig and
McIvor 2003; Larmour and Barcham 2004). Explanations for that gap tend to
step outside the institutionalist framework, for example into something more
personal and evanescent called ‘political will’.
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The Source Book has been translated into many languages – versions in
Albanian, Brazilian, Romanian, Serbian, Spanish, and French are on the web. TI
is also concerned to adapt it to particular legal, cultural, and religious traditions. Yet
there is often a tension between ‘best practice’ and ‘best fit’. In one project to adapt
the Source Book, local advisers are concerned that the translation should retain
fidelity to Pope’s original. Here the authority of authorship encourages standard-
ization.

Business principles for combating bribery

TI’s efforts to develop business principles are particularly interesting for argu-
ments about ‘market civilization’. Corruption is a fuzzy ‘standard of civilization’.
We do not know how much corruption there ‘really is’, and the CPI relies on a
treadmill of reputations that always puts someone at the bottom.

The International Organization for Standardization has not yet produced an
international standard for anti-corruption. However, it is working on proposals
for a voluntary standard on ‘social responsibility’ that will ‘promote and main-
tain greater transparency and fairness in organizations’ and draw on sources
including TI’s ‘Business Principles for Countering Bribery’ (International
Organization for Standardization 2005). The latter were devised by a committee
including representatives of large international companies, some from transition
and developing countries, chaired by TI and Social Accountability International,
which is a US NGO dedicated to creating a standard to ‘improv[ing] workplaces
and combat sweatshops’ (www.ceepa.org). The document they produced is
intended to ‘provide practical guidance for countering bribery, creating a level
playing field and providing a long-term business advantage’. It sets out as the
main principle, that ‘the enterprise shall prohibit bribery in any form, whether
direct or indirect’, then provides advice about how a firm should implement this
principle, for example in dealings with subsidiaries, agents, and clients.

Franchising National Chapters

TI’s founders were initially reluctant to create or recognize national TI groups,
but were persuaded by arguments that an anti-corruption movement would have
to address day-to-day corruption concerns if it was to mobilize support for its
founding preoccupation with international business transactions. Now TI has
recognized over eighty-five National Chapters, but relationships between them
and the Secretariat in Berlin often seem strained. A long-running issue has been
the constitutional equality that National Chapters have with the members of the
founders’ ad hoc network of influential individuals. There has been annual
tension as TI releases its CPI, and National Chapters have to take criticism from
national governments that rate badly.

TI Berlin does not fund National Chapters, beyond occasional seeding grants.
Only one of the National Chapters – TI Germany – funds TI’s Secretariat in
Berlin. In fact chapters might be competing for funds from donors who might
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prefer to fund activities in developing countries. Instead, TI Berlin has often had
to adjudicate between local groups, or individuals vying to take on what has
become an increasingly valuable brand name, ‘Transparency International’. Its
task has become one of brand management – ensuring that particular National
Chapters, or people acting in its name, do not tarnish its reputation, and have
some local accountability. It is now rolling out a program of re-accreditation.
Already one troubled chapter, in Hungary, has decided to give up its franchise.
Part of the strength of the brand comes from the CPI.

Coercion
DiMaggio and Powell’s first engine of isomorphism was ‘coercion’. Similarly,
David P. Dolowitz and David Marsh (2000) scaled what they called ‘policy
transfer’ along a dimension running from voluntary adoption at one end, through
to imposition by military defeat on the other. In between were processes such as
conditionality, whereby someone agrees to do something they would rather not in
exchange for a loan or membership of an international organization. Harrell’s
idea of the civilizing project might fit somewhere in the middle of this scale:
something less than voluntary, often involving complicity, but perhaps falling
short of outright conquest.

For these authors, much then depends on what is meant by ‘coercion’ or ‘power’
more generally. TI, as an NGO, does not have direct access to power in Stephen
Lukes’s first sense of A getting B to do something they would not otherwise want
to do (Lukes 1974). However, it may get its pet ideas attached to conditionality
frameworks imposed by donors as conditions for loans or access to membership
of valued clubs. Thus, for example, TI may find itself designing or monitoring
anti-corruption strategies for countries wanting to borrow from the World Bank,
or accede to the EU. Here it is piggybacking on the power of others.

However, Lukes (1974) went on to identify two other dimensions of power at
which TI, and other NGOs, are adept. The second was the power to set
agendas – to determine what issues were important, and what issues were not. TI
has had startling success in getting ‘corruption’ onto the agendas of international
organizations like the World Bank and the OECD. And the anti-corruption move-
ment has also influenced national governments in their dealings with developing
countries. Australia, for example, now looks at its neighbors through the lens of
‘corruption’, and the recent tsunami relief effort was precisely designed to avoid
money going through a corrupt central government. The trouble with agenda
setting is not so much what gets on it (attention to corruption being important)
but what thereby gets squeezed off (corruption may not be the only important
thing, and attention devoted to corruption has an opportunity cost).

Lukes’s third dimension of power was ideology – the ability to affect hearts
and minds – reflected in training and propaganda, but the more effective the less
visibly it was exercised. Here again TI and its chapters devote effort to ‘awareness
raising’ but the effort is sometimes paradoxical. Unlike say HIV/AIDS or global
warming, ‘corruption’ is something most people are acutely aware of, though they
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may disagree about what counts as instances of it. ‘Corruption’ is a regular
feature of newspaper comment, and a regular explanation available to victors in
an election, or a successful coup d’état (‘we got rid of our corrupt predecessors’).
So much so that the 1990s anti-corruption movement in the formerly socialist
countries of Eastern Europe have been accused of hyping the problem up (Krastev
2004). Martin Tisne and Daniel Smilov found anti-corruption rhetoric had been
used to get support for reform, but lack of visible results was ‘fuelling public
distrust in government and the democratic political process, and creating a fertile
ground for unconstructive populist critics of reform’ (Tisne and Smilov 2004: 14).

Lukes’s three dimensions do not exhaust understandings of power and the
way an NGO like TI may deploy or enact it. Here I briefly consider three more.
Stephen Gill’s (1995) article on ‘market civilization’ draws on Antonio Gramsci’s
writings about ‘hegemonic ideas’, sustaining economic power, and the role of
intellectuals in promoting those ideas. He writes of a global crisis of authority in
which a transnational free enterprise system, centered on the Group of Seven
(G7), struggles to manage and contain opposition to it. The system is a mixture
of public, private, and other non-governmental actors. It is ‘supremacist’ rather
than ‘hegemonic’, i.e. it is not necessarily winning. TI fits this picture: it is funded
by business, NGOs, and governments (overwhelmingly the latter), and its
strategy is to create coalitions between these three sectors.

Alain Desrosieres’s (1998) history of statistics describes the controversies around
statistical comparisons of unemployment, inflation growth, and poverty. The
controversy over measuring corruption is only a more recent example. In this
‘politics of large numbers’ the objectification of data was linked to the growing
power and reach of states (Desrosieres 1998). TI’s CPI is part of a line of
indices, from the World Bank and the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), that are linked to the growing influence of international organizations.

Barry Hindess (2004a) also draws on Michel Foucault for his emphasis on the
dispersed and de-centered character of power in a liberal regime that relies on
inculcating responsibility and self-management. (It is rather like Elias’s idea of
civilization as ‘the social constraint towards self-constraint’ described above.)
Hindess’s paper on TI (Hindess 2004b) questions the direct, instrumental effec-
tiveness of TI’s non-confrontational anti-corruption strategies, but sees the attack
on corruption performing an indirect, latent function of inculcating values that
suit liberal regimes of self-management.

Mimesis
The second engine of institutional isomorphism is irrational mimicry. Faced with
uncertainty, Di Maggio and Powell argued, organizations would copy the forms of
prestigious others. A good example is the ‘Westminster’ constitution, which has
been emulated around the world. Corruption involves high degrees of uncer-
tainty that creates fertile ground for irrational copying. There are disagreements
about what counts as corruption, and about what causes it. Corrupt acts often
take place in secret. Governments uncertain about what to do about corruption
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often turn to the model of Hong Kong’s Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC). Its three-pronged approach (prevention, prosecution, and
education) has been mimicked in very different circumstances in Australia and
Korea. TI has replicated itself, and the involvement of international organizations
in anti-corruption activity has tended to produce national action plans that look
remarkably like each other. However, Michael’s analysis of the evolution of the anti-
corruption industry suggests that, over time, a process of natural selection will
lead to more international variety as locally appropriate plans and organizations
survive, and inappropriate ones falter and become extinct (Michael 2004: 1080).

Professionalization
TI has an ambiguous relationship with the third source of isomorphism that
DiMaggio and Powell identified with the professionalization of work. Overseas
training, foreign consultancy, or expatriate workers are a powerful source of stan-
dardized models of ‘best practice’. They might also produce a stream of ‘solutions
looking for problems’: well-intended ideas, familiar to their proponents, but irrel-
evant to the local problems they are called upon to solve (Larmour 2005).
Historically, the most promiscuous borrowers have been lawyers (Watson 1974).
Much of TI’s international success has been in the field of international legal
conventions. Economists in the World Bank or Asian Development Bank, and
accountants in international firms like KPMG, now also promote best practice.
Some political scientists are involved in the transfer of electoral systems, and TI has
also promoted electoral system reform in Papua New Guinea (Larmour 2003).

However, TI’s Berlin Secretariat does not make a strong claim to professional
expertise in fields traditionally associated with corruption – law, police, or justice.
It does not hire ex-policemen or jurists, though these professions are better repre-
sented in some National Chapters. Nor, as a matter of policy, does it engage in
consultancy work. Instead its professional skills lie in the promotion or dissemination
of ideas in other ways: through lobbying, websites, and the media. Its early member-
ship was a loose network of influential people who had ready access to world leaders
and power-brokers. Expertise, when needed, was drawn in ad hoc. However TIRI –
the ‘governance-access-learning network’ founded in 2003 as a breakaway from
TI – proposes closer involvement in the training of specific professions, like
judges, which would have the effect of homogenizing anti-corruption practices.

TI’s expertise in networking is expressed in its doctrine of ‘coalition building’
and demonstrated in the global conferences it organizes, described by Steven
Sampson (in press). It trades on the networks its founders brought with them –
Eigen’s relationship with the World Bank’s network was initially confrontational,
until James Wolfensohn took over as the Bank’s President. Pope drew on his back-
ground in the Commonwealth, the quintessential network, with its copying of the
prestigious Westminster model, and its dissemination of best practice through
professional networks. TI’s networks have now expanded and become more
autonomous of their original individual sponsors. Networking is flexible, oppor-
tunistic, and light on administrative overheads. But it is also unaccountable,
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self-selecting, and open to the kind of nepotism and patron–client relationships that
an anti-corruption NGO is meant to oppose. There is a weird institutional
isomorphism between the corrupt networks – dependent on face-to-face
contacts, trust, and a shared background – and the anti-corruption networks
opposed to them.

Evaluation
TI has had some success in achieving institutional isomorphism, or policy
transfer. It has certainly raised awareness of corruption among international
agencies. Naming and shaming in the CPI has encouraged some governments,
particularly Malaysia’s, to address corruption issues. The Source Book is widely
quoted, and used in training courses. Donor countries such as the UK and
Australia have commissioned studies comparing developing countries against the
template of a ‘national integrity system’ set out in TI’s Source Book (Doig and
McIvor 2003; Larmour and Barcham 2004). The next step might be for donors
to encourage or insist that they conform more closely to that standard. TI’s
website does not yet claim any successes in the adoption of its business princi-
ples. Whether isomorphism or transfer will, in fact, lead to reductions in
corruption is another, more complex, issue beyond the scope of this chapter.

Conclusions: TI and the spread of civilization
So what can a study of TI tell us about the spread of global standards of civi-
lization, particularly market civilization? First we need to disentangle TI’s
techniques from the particular cause – ‘anti-corruption’ – that it has espoused.
None of the techniques for achieving isomorphism is limited or specific to ‘corrup-
tion’ as such. For example, an NGO devoted to environmental protection might
easily produce a ranking of countries according to expert perceptions of the
degree to which they protect their environment; produce assessments of countries’
‘National Protection Systems’; and devise business principles for protecting the
environment. It could network and franchise national groups of ‘Protection
International’. It could be promoting anything; and indeed many of TI’s officials
and techniques could be promoting other good works, or have been doing so at
other points in their careers (the new General Manager, for example, comes
from Oxfam, and Galtung, who left to form TIRI, joined from another NGO).
As we have seen, few of TI’s Berlin Secretariat staff have any particular expertise
in corruption, and its prevention, though such professionals play a greater role in
some National Chapters. The professional skills evident at TI’s Secretariat are in
publicity, lobbying, running conferences and workshops, fund raising, informa-
tion dissemination and websites, and the drafting of legislation. This is not to
belittle these skills, but to point to their centrality to TI’s purposes, and to their
relevance to the promotion of other global standards.

Second, TI as an NGO can not force anyone or any country to do things they
do not want to do, but its techniques are not completely innocent or absent of
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‘power’ in several broader senses, particularly agenda setting, and the disciplinary
power expressed in indices. That, as Foucault argued, might simply be part of life –
all our relationships, he suggested, are saturated with power and resistance. But it
does then raise questions of responsibility, accountability and internal democracy,
expressed, for example, in the long-running debate about whether early indi-
vidual contributors to the movement should continue to have voting equality with
chapters claiming to stand for nation states. More broadly, processes of democra-
tization need to take place within NGOs as much as governments or businesses.

Third, we do not yet know much about what Braudel called ‘refusals’. TI’s
earliest opponent was the World Bank. Its legal department opposed financial
support for TI on the grounds that it might be involving itself in defamation. TI’s
website describes how World Bank opposition came when TI proposed that
companies sign ‘integrity pacts’ before being qualified to bid for projects: ‘We were
told it was anti-competitive bidding . . . and an attempt to introduce it in Nepal was
blocked by an edict from Washington to the Finance Ministry in Kathmandu’
(Transparency International 2005: 2). Relations between TI and the Bank became
smoother after Wolfensohn took over the reins at the latter. However, Steve
Sampson (in press) notices that no one speaks for corruption, in the way that the
environmental movement must engage with pro-development lobbies. There are,
he says, ‘no pro-corruption forces’. Refusal is typically identified with politicians
and the absence of ‘political will’ or reflected in ‘problems of implementation’.

Fourth, the flow of anti-corruption ideas has not simply been from the center
to the periphery, as the model of a civilizing project suggests. The model for the
ICAC, often commended by TI, for example, comes from colonial Hong Kong in
the 1970s. Integrity pacts are being developed most thoroughly in Latin America.
Civilizing and applying standards of market civilization might mean moving
ideas around the periphery as well as exporting prestigious models from the
center. Or there might be a persistent double standard within ‘civilization’ –
perhaps an anteroom where aspirants to civilization are told ‘you need anti-
corruption agencies that those of us in the heartland can get away without’. That
is, we will tell you what standard of market civilization that you must measure up
to but we might not necessarily conform to it ourselves.

Fifth, TI’s history says something about the resurgent legitimacy of ‘national’
units of activity, in a purportedly globalized world. TI began in the thin air of inter-
national organizations and many of its founders were international civil servants,
but they had to choose a national base (in Berlin) and to allow the creation of
National Chapters. TI Berlin is largely funded by national governments. They also
decided to play with nationalist fire, in the release of the CPI, which is supposed
to harness volatile emotions of national pride and shame to reform. Now
National Chapters claim the legitimacy of their national particularity, not any
process of election (they were, after all, chosen by TI Berlin). The TI Secretariat
diffidently describes itself on its website as the ‘servant’ of the National Chapters.
Everyone, the founders, the new management, the breakaway TIRI, defers to the
legitimacy of the National Chapters and the idea that the ‘real work’ of anti-
corruption must and should take place at the national level.
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8 Civilizing international
monetary systems
Michael J. Oliver

One key demonstration that a state can conform to a global standard of market
civilization is through its engagement with the international monetary system
(IMS). How a state maintains and, in particular, defends its currency provides
other states and private market actors with a clear indication of its capacity for
socio-political self-management. An IMS can be understood as a ‘set of arrange-
ment, rules, practices and institutions under which payments are made and
received for transactions carried out across national boundaries’ (Solomon 1982:
5). This definition suggests order, structure, fairness, procedure, best practice,
and other watchwords, which have become synonymous with demonstrating a
capacity for ‘civilized’ self-management. The IMS has evolved to a considerable
extent over the last 150 years and this chapter is a historical appraisal, rather
than a contemporary account, of the distinguishing features of the different
monetary systems. In essence, there have been three systems.

The first was the Gold Standard, which lasted from roughly the 1870s until
the outbreak of the First World War. Reconstituted in a modified form during
the 1920s, it had broken down by the mid-1930s. The Gold Standard embraced
economic liberalism and accomplished its goals ‘in an automatic fashion via the
activity of self-regulating markets with a minimum of discretionary government
involvement in the monetary sector’ (Helleiner 2003: 214–15). Self-regulation in
international monetary relations reflected ‘civility’ among tightly knit social
networks within the dominant economic powers (see Seabrooke in this volume).

The second was the Bretton Woods regime, which most historians generally
date as having existed between 1944 and the early 1970s. The Bretton Woods
system is seen by many academics as the standard with which to judge all other
monetary systems. It is revered largely because its system of fixed but adjustable
exchange rates, administered by the International Monetary Fund (IMF),
brought stability to the international monetary system after the interwar prob-
lems of confidence, liquidity, and adjustment. However, as Barry Eichengreen
(1996: 7) points out, the Bretton Woods system is an aberration in the history of
exchange rate regimes. It was a product of international negotiation, but, more
commonly, monetary agreements have arisen ‘out of the individual choices of
countries constrained by the prior decisions of their neighbors and, more generally,
by the inheritance of history’.



Finally, the period since 1973 has been the era of floating exchange rates.
Floating rates did exist in the 1920s – before the inception of the gold exchange
standard and after its demise in the 1930s – but they were a transitory affair and
it is only in the last thirty years that floating rates have become widespread glob-
ally. It is true that there have been a variety of regional currency arrangements
since 1973 (e.g. the European Monetary System), attempts made to fix the
currency of small nations to larger states (e.g. the African Financial Community)
and a recent attempt to introduce a single global currency and global central
bank by 2024, but these are of second-order importance.

This chapter assesses how private and public agents have imposed civility in
international monetary relations over the last 150 years. It explores why the
‘market solutions’ of the Gold Standard were replaced by a belief after 1944 that
national governments should work with a supra-national institution (the IMF) to
bring civility to the IMS. Under the Bretton Woods framework, co-operation
between members was desirable in order to stabilize exchange rates, to regulate
capital flows, and to guarantee that international obligations did not override
domestic policy objectives. Due to a combination of factors, the tenets of Bretton
Woods were challenged by the early 1970s but the introduction of floating
exchange rates in 1973 did not herald a return to the ruinous nature and impasse
of the interwar system. Moreover, financial markets began to impose their own
discipline on states that failed in their capacity for economic self-management in
the 1980s and 1990s. Not measuring up to the global standard of market civiliza-
tion in monetary affairs imposes significant costs on such wayward states and
provides incentive for them to conform. While the power and influence of finan-
cial markets have been criticized, this chapter concludes that history shows us
that the only way to extend civility across nations and to stabilize the IMS is
through market solutions, bolstered by effective supra-national institutions.

The Gold Standard and the interwar years
As Beth Simmons (2000: 575) has recently reminded us, the existence of the
Gold Standard owed nothing to international legal agreements and its legal basis
was enshrined in national laws. It is true that this ‘decentralized system of regula-
tory harmonization’ was not always a smooth and self-adjusting mechanism, but
many of the strengths of the pre-1914 international monetary situation have not
been replicated since (Bordo 1981). Indeed, the 1880–1914 period combined the
remarkable trinity of international capital mobility, stable exchange rates, and fewer
convertibility crises, at least among the core states (Britain, France, and Germany).
This was achieved without recourse to supra-national institutions, bi-annual confer-
ences between heads of state, or continuous government interference, and was
the result of involved co-operation among banks on an unparalleled scale (Bordo
2003).

This co-operation worked out under what has become known as the ‘rules of
the game’ (Keynes in Moggridge 1972: 259). The rules did not constitute a
formal code of conduct written in tablets of stone; rather they were ‘a set of
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crude signals and signposts’ by which central banks were guided in formulating
policy (League of Nations 1944: 67; McKinnon 1993: 3). The rules included
maintaining convertibility at a fixed mint parity; absence of restrictions on the
import and export of gold; gold backing for the currency; inter-bank co-operation
in liquidity crises; and the contingent rule that, in the event of convertibility being
suspended, it would be restored at the original mint parity as soon as possible
(McKinnon 1993: 4). For practical purposes the chief operating maxim was that
central banks should reinforce rather than counteract or sterilize the effects of
reserve flows (gold and foreign exchange) on their money supplies, by which
process the adjustment in payments imbalances would be speeded up through
changes in prices and incomes in both gold-receiving and gold-losing states.

While these arrangements might not have provided heaven on earth, there
were remarkably few financial crises among the core states between 1880–1914.
Categorizing the distribution of crises according to ‘industrial’ or ‘emerging’
market, shows that three-quarters of all pre-1914 crises were confined to the
Gold Standard periphery, while, during the interwar years, three-quarters of the
observed crises were to be found among the Gold Standard core states.

As Eichengreen and Michael D. Bordo (2003: 71) have argued, banking crises
pre-1914 did not undermine the confidence in the currency in the states that
were at the core of the Gold Standard. Banks would suspend the convertibility of
deposits into currency, currency would go to a premium and foreign capital
flowed in to arbitrage the difference, provided the state remained on the Gold
Standard. Civility under the Gold Standard required a commitment to
constantly signaling financial rectitude (low fiscal deficits, stable money growth,
and low inflation) to provide what Bordo and Hugh Rockoff (1996) have
described as a ‘good housekeeping seal of approval’. In turn, credibility and
commitment were linked to international co-operation as central banks in
England, France, Germany, Russia, and the US stood prepared to extend loans
and ship gold to one another in times of distress (Eichengreen 1992: 31). The
success of the system depended of course on a wide range of other factors that
included the relative ease with which adjustments could be made, the steadfast
commitment to ‘regime-preserving cooperation’ (Eichengreen 2004: 12), and the
powerful influence of the Bank of England. The whole process was also facili-
tated by the fact that the costs involved could to some extent be shifted
elsewhere, either on to the domestic economy or from core states to the
periphery.

The pre-1914 Gold Standard was not restored after the First World War. In
its place the Gold Exchange Standard operated, sandwiched in between two
periods of ‘managed fiduciary money’ (Bordo 1981). Few had realized that the
economic landscape would change so dramatically after 1914 and that the
cornerstone of international economic policy, the Gold Exchange Standard,
would be the prime culprit of the chaos. The Gold Exchange Standard was
based on principles developed at the Genoa conference in 1922 (Eichengreen
1989: 263). Due to worries about the lack of gold reserves, states held their
legally required reserves wholly or partly in the foreign exchange of a key
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currency (sterling and dollars) that were convertible. The private sector was
discouraged from holding gold.

Why did the interwar system fail whereas the Gold Standard had worked
prior to 1914? A major source of weakness of the post-war standard arose out of
the stabilization process itself. Stabilization was a piecemeal and un-co-ordinated
process extending over several years, carried out unilaterally by each state as and
when it thought fit. Insufficient attention was paid to the shifts in relative costs
and prices since 1914, and the somewhat haphazard choice of exchange rates,
influenced in some cases by short-term capital movements and questions of
prestige, meant that many states ended up with the wrong parities. The post-war
standard started out from a point of serious disequilibrium. In essence, however,
the post-war standard suffered because the three elements that were present pre-
1914, namely adjustment, liquidity, and confidence, were not all present after
1914.

The adjustment problem arose from the moment that states adopted their new
parities. These were regarded as sacrosanct, in much the same way as those
under the pre-war system had been, so that they were reluctant to adjust them
even when they were seen to be incorrect. The choice of wrong parity rates
tended to magnify balance of payments problems and so the system was called
upon to make adjustments on a scale far greater than previously and for which it
was never designed, and at a time when, for various reasons, the adjustment
mechanism operated less smoothly than previously (Redmond 1992: 358–9). Few
states were prepared to sacrifice completely the stability of their domestic
economies for the sake of external equilibrium. Those with overvalued exchange
rates were reluctant or unable to make full adjustment to their domestic
economies, while surplus states were unwilling to meet the former halfway.
Within core states the rise of social movements with a very different conception
of what market civilization should be providing them also provided a constraint
on governments, as Winston Churchill’s unhappy experience with trying to main-
tain ‘strong sterling’ in 1925 and the consequent General Strike of 1926
demonstrated.

Furthermore a confidence problem arose as there were sudden shifts among
key currencies and between key currencies and gold. Gold Exchange Standard
states built up their exchange reserve holdings through short-term claims on key
currencies, notably sterling and the dollar. The accommodation of large holdings
of foreign claims put a severe strain on the central money markets and increased
market volatility. The potential for gold hoarding made matters worse as many
states regarded the Gold Exchange Standard as a sort of halfway house on the
way to the resumption of a full Gold Standard (Aldcroft and Oliver 1998: 35–6).

Perhaps the Gold Exchange Standard would have worked in more propitious
circumstances, but during the interwar years international monetary relations
were at best strained and, at worst, disastrous. To be sure, there was more
evidence of co-operation among the major monetary centers than pre-war
(Walter 1991: 134) and, for most of the 1920s, inter-bank co-operation, acting
largely independently of governments, had predominated. However, it did not
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always work smoothly. The need for co-operation was especially important given
sterling’s weakened position, which required the support of New York and Paris
in times of strain. The alternative was for one of the two centers to assume lead-
ership in managing the system. In the event neither of these conditions was
satisfied (Kindleberger 1973).

In the 1930s, national domestic policies determined by politicians intervened
to weaken the power of central banks. Patricia Clavin has demonstrated how the
priority of national economic policies effectively scuppered co-operative bank
efforts at the World Economic Conference in the summer of 1933 and she
singles out Britain who ‘was not prepared to do any clubbing at the conference’
(Clavin 1991: 513; 1992: 282, 310–11). Further efforts at co-operation three
years later, when attempts were made to secure the alignment of some of the
major currencies (the so-called Tripartite Agreement), had very limited success
(Aldcroft and Oliver 1998: 82–4). In short, the central banks, constrained by
national policies, political rivalries, mutual distrust, and conceptual differences
about the role of the state in market civilization, hindered a return to a pre-war
global standard.

The Bretton Woods years
The Second World War galvanized policy-makers in the US and the UK to
consider how to strengthen the international economy in general and the IMS in
particular for when the hostilities ceased. One of the most undesirable conse-
quences of the Gold Standard was for some states to accumulate surpluses on
their balance of payments and others a deficit. When a state had a balance of
payments deficit it was required to reduce its domestic money base. John
Maynard Keynes in particular wished to avoid the deflation associated with this
adjustment mechanism that would produce a decline in national income and a
rise in unemployment. In his original plan for an International Clearing Union
(ICU), those states with a balance of payments surplus would provide credits to
the deficit states through the clearing union. This was deemed unacceptable to
the US (the state with the largest surplus). Instead, the US economist Harry
Dexter White proposed the establishment of an International Stabilization Fund
and an International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The former
would maintain stable exchange rates and provide finance for deficit states and
thereby prevent members from having to deflate their economy and the interna-
tional economy. The latter would provide credits for post-war reconstruction and
long-term loans for development, and became known as the World Bank (see
also Broome in this volume).

The discussions in the early 1940s were not confined to the US and the UK,
and also involved the Soviet Union, the People’s Republic of China, the free
French, and a number of Commonwealth states. In1944 it was agreed that an
International Monetary Fund (IMF) should be established. At the Bretton Woods
conference, which determined the new formal global standard for market civi-
lization, White presided over a commission on the setting up of the IMF while
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Keynes took responsibility for the World Bank (US Department of State 1948).
At the end of the conference, Keynes announced that

We, the delegates of this Conference, Mr. President, have been trying to
accomplish something very difficult to accomplish. . . . It has been our task
to find a common measure, a common standard, a common rule acceptable
to each and not irksome to any.

(Keynes 1980: 103)

Keynes’s statement of achievement, broadly speaking, contained three main
features.

First, every member of the IMF had to establish a par value for its currency
and to maintain it within a 1 percent margin on either side of the declared par
value. Although currencies were treated equally in the articles, Article IV defined
the linchpin of the system as either gold or the US dollar (the fixed price of gold
was $35 per ounce). As the US was the only state that pegged its currency in
terms of gold, all other states would fix their parities in terms of dollars and
would intervene to monitor their exchange rates within 1 percent of parity with the
dollar. In the event of a ‘fundamental disequilibrium’ with the balance of payments,
the parity could be changed only if the fund member had consulted with other
members (Article IV Section 5). The phrase fundamental disequilibrium was
never defined and later proved to be a source of contention amongst some
members. The escape clause differed from that of the Gold Standard because states
were not expected at a later date to return their currencies to the original parity.

Second, under Article VIII members were expected to make their currencies
convertible for current account transactions but were allowed a three-year transi-
tional period to achieve this (Article XIV). Capital controls were allowed (Article
VI Section 3) and members had to avoid discriminatory currency and multiple
currency arrangements.

Third, the IMF could help finance members with short- or medium-term
payments difficulties and issue sanctions against states with large surpluses. The
rights of members to draw on the Fund, along with their contributions and
voting powers, were based on members’ quotas. The world share the member
state had according to national income, international trade, and international
reserves decided each quota. The quota would be paid by gold or US dollars (25
percent) and the member’s own currency (75 percent). While members could
draw on their quotas at will, stringent conditions were attached to further
borrowing beyond the existing allotments. At the outset, the total fund was set at
$8.8 billion and could be raised every five years by a majority vote.

The contrast with the interwar years, when there was a ‘largely unsuccessful
groping toward some form or organization regulation of monetary affairs’ (Dam
1982: 50), was enormous. As Harold James (1996: 57) remarks, the Bretton
Woods conference was the first to establish an institutional and legal framework,
which guaranteed co-operation between states and required them to curtail their
sovereignty for the sake of co-operation. It was not just in spirit alone that members
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were expected to observe the Articles of Agreement and it was required that they
would also follow the letter of the law. Unfortunately, it took some time before
Article VIII was satisfied, and, in the absence of convertibility, the essence of the
Bretton Woods Agreement was put into cold storage.

By the early 1960s, a majority of IMF members had undertaken current
account convertibility but there were still tight controls on the movement of
capital. From its inception, there was a desire that the IMF would substitute
private capital inflows and not complement them. The view expressed by the US
Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau at the Bretton Woods conference, that
the IMF and World Bank would ‘drive . . . the usurious money lenders from the
temple of international finance’ (Gardner 1980: xix), was absorbed into official
thinking amongst members for several decades. This new conception of, and
desire for, monetary stability underpinned the view that market civilization
should avoid its ruin. Accordingly, the role of the IMF in this era is that it was
primarily concerned with surveillance of the exchange rate system and provision
of temporary finance to manage current account deficits, a role it has now
outgrown (see Best in this volume).

The growth in the Euromarket during the 1960s circumvented capital
controls and, with the blessing of the US and British government, the market
flourished (Seabrooke 2001: 61–6). As James (1996: 180) notes, banking in
Eurodollars increased the international money supply and put it on collision
course with the attempts made by national monetary authorities and the IMF to
control the international money supply. Crucially, with greater resources now
available to transfer money, it was only a matter of time before a new informal
global standard of market civilization would impact currency markets and
render fixed exchange rates meaningless.

Aside from the re-emergence of global finance, the other threat to the inter-
national monetary consensus was, ironically, the Bretton Woods system itself.
During the 1950s, the system had evolved into a fixed exchange rate gold dollar
standard and in the following decade the monetary authorities of member states
became more unwilling to accept changes in parities. The IMF was cautious
about giving states the option to alter exchange rates and, after 1964, its Annual

Report did not mention the possibility of parity changes. As John Williamson
(1977: 6) noted this meant that exchange rate changes were ‘relegated to the
status of confessions that the adjustment process had failed’, despite the IMF
having formal powers to make members adjust their rates (Gold 1988: 48). A
move to floating exchange rates was recognized by core states as inevitable
(Hamilton and Oliver 2006).

While floating rates threatened the surveillance processes inherent within the
fixed exchange rate regime, they did offer several advantages including parity
adjustment through a market mechanism, the cessation of exchange control, and
greater flexibility in monetary policy. By the mid-1960s, there was a recognition
that the IMS needed to be made more flexible although it was not until 1969
that the UK and the US undertook serious discussions on wider margins for
currency fluctuations and crawling peg systems (Oliver et al. 2006). Harold James
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(1995: 770) perceptively notes that, while the currency chaos of the early 1970s is
seen as reflecting too much discretion in the system, it was in effect a cry to
return to increased monetary management. Rather than international monetary
management, however, with floating exchange rates states could take up the
option of domestic monetary control. A new global standard therefore emerged on
an assertion of domestic autonomy with market pressure.

Conflict and co-operation, 1973–89
The key issue for the IMF in the aftermath of the move to floating rates was to
try to establish rules for a system that made rules difficult to implement. The IMF
was now called upon to play the role of headmaster in a school of unruly pupils
who refuse to sit still, become easily distracted and irritable with each other, and
have considerable difficulty in behaving harmoniously. There was some success,
however, and, between 1973 and 1976, discussions took place among members of
the IMF to amend the Articles of Agreement. This prompted the Second
Amendment, approved in 1978, which had at its core the acceptance that
members should ‘promote a stable system of exchange rates’. The wording was a
result of the insistence by the US that floating exchange rates should now be de

jure (James 1996: 271). Under the ‘managed float’ IMF members agreed to accept
the principles that the exchange rate should not be manipulated in order to
prevent a balance of payments adjustment or to gain an unfair advantage over
other states.

The IMF did not always have to take the lead in the 1970s and 1980s, and, on
occasions, several of the world’s key states behaved like enlightened pupils and
tried to sort out disputes between themselves. For example, intense diplomatic
discussions outside the remit of the IMF evolved from the ‘Library Group’
meeting of March 1973 between the US, French, German, and British finance
ministers and their deputies, which became the Group of Five (G5) ministers at
Rambouillet in November 1975, and which from 1986 became the Group of
Seven (G7). Compared to the 1960s, there were far fewer meetings of the Group
of Ten (G10) in the 1970s. Aside from the establishment of the G5, this was also
in part due to the divisions between the major industrial members on the ques-
tions of international monetary reform. The formation of the Committee of
Twenty (C20) and then the Interim Committee also enabled key international
monetary decisions to take place in a ‘politically more acceptable forum’ than the
G10 (de Vries 1985a: 977).

The one major sticking point among members at the time of the move to
widespread floating was the problem of capital flows. On the eve of floating,
‘capital mobility had developed to the point where the Bundesbank could take in
well over $1 billion in an hour when the market had come to expect that another
parity change was impending’ (Williamson 1977: 50). The C20’s Committee of
Deputies studied the problem of capital flows in depth but, although Western
Europe and Japan strongly supported co-operative controls, the US was very
reluctant to embrace co-operative initiatives and successfully destroyed all
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attempts at co-operation (Helleiner 1994: 108–9). Instead, the US was keen to
move the international financial system onto a more liberal footing and managed
to have Article IV-I amended to reflect that capital flows were now included in
the framework of the ‘essential purpose of the international monetary system’
along with the exchange of goods and services among states (De Vries 1985b:
381–2).

As Eric Helleiner (1994: 111) has discussed, the attitude of the US reflected a
new financial liberalism toward foreign economic policy that also extended into
the domestic arena. In this approach, ‘global finance’ would replace the ‘publicly
managed’ Bretton Woods order (i.e. private capital flows would replace govern-
ment flows). With the relative size of the US economy, the role of the dollar as a
vehicle currency, the prominence of US financial institutions, and the attractive-
ness of the US financial market, the US was able to ‘change the range of choices
open to others’ (Strange 1988: 31; see also Seabrooke 2001).

Although the IMF had endorsed floating rates, it did not intend to allow
national economic policies to go unchecked and sought new ways of surveil-
lance. The new Article IV stated that the Fund ‘shall exercise firm surveillance
over the exchange rate policies of members, and shall adopt specific principles
for the guidance of all members with respect to these policies’. It was decided at
an Executive Board meeting in April 1977 that surveillance would be made
‘within the framework of a comprehensive analysis of the general economic situ-
ation and economic policy strategy of the member’ (James 1995: 773). As the
fourth part of the IMF’s official history shows, surveillance was hindered from
the beginning because it lacked clearly defined objectives or standards. The
essential difficulty was striking the right balance between procedures that were
both even-handed and firm, and when ‘wielding a club was not always compat-
ible with being part of a club’ (Boughton 2001: 42). The detailed account of the
surveillance process discussed in James M. Boughton illustrates several other
shortcomings, for instance the gaps in the timing of some of the consultations
(the Executive Board did not hold a review of the Mexican economy from
March 1980 until July 1982, a few weeks before the debt crisis hit) and the reluc-
tance to ‘name and shame’ a member if the conduct of economic policy did not
meet IMF approval and the member was not borrowing IMF funds. The two
‘special’ Article IV consultations on the Swedish devaluation in 1982 and the
undervaluation of the Korean won in 1987 prompted complaints by other IMF
members that general procedures were not being applied. The IMF’s creation of
a more ‘one size fits all’ policy framework, however, has received scorn from
critics as too rigid (see Best in this volume).

James (1995: 774) notes that the provisions of Article IV with regard to exchange
rate policy represented ‘more of a pious code filled with a hope of liberalization
than a serious attempt to change countries’ policies by specific intervention by the
IMF’, but there was a wider problem with the entire process that became apparent
in the 1980s. Without any special powers to enforce its policy advice, the only way
the Fund could wield influence was through persuasion (Fund management and
staff to state authorities), peer pressure (state to state in the forum of the Fund),
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and through publicity (Fund to the public) (Boughton and Lateef 1995). In
theory, surveillance was applied to policies undertaken ‘for balance of payments
purposes’ but exchange rates are dominated by domestic macroeconomic policy,
which are outside the remit of the IMF’s authority. In the early 1980s, the
macroeconomic policies of the US caused a great deal of consternation for the
IMF and the latter in particular really tested the limits of co-operation.

By the early 1980s, the United States had shifted decisively away from the aegis
of co-operation. It was quickly made apparent to the rest of the world that America
intended to form its domestic policy with little regard to the repercussions on the
international community (see also John M. Hobson in this volume). In April 1981,
the United States Treasury announced that it was no longer going to intervene in
the foreign exchange market to stabilize the dollar, except on extraordinary occa-
sions. As the US administration was following a mixture of loose fiscal policy and
moderate monetary policy this raised real interest rates and attracted capital, placing
upward pressure on the dollar that made the US less competitive. Another flash-
point was the size of the US budget deficit, which frequently provoked very
heated discussions between the US Treasury Secretary and his foreign counter-
parts (Volcker and Gyohten 1992: 183). The US denied that there existed any
link between the budget deficit, the strong dollar, and the growing trade deficit.
In these sorts of circumstance, the limits of surveillance were sorely exposed.

There are three reasons to suggest that between 1985 and 1989 a transition
occurred in the IMS that marked a transformation in market civilization that
provided clear incentives for all states in the system to conform to a global stan-
dard. First, leaving the exchange rate to be determined purely by market forces
no longer appeared an option among the developed states (in so far as it ever
had), even for the pro-monetarist Thatcher government. At one point in January
1985, the pound was almost trading for a dollar and the monetary authorities
decided that they would have to intervene to prop it up. The legacy of this episode
was that some in the Thatcher government began to move away from monetary
targets to an exchange rate target (Oliver 1997). If this most pro-free market of
governments had indicated that the game was up, what hope for the rest?

Second, during Ronald Reagan’s second term the US Treasury proved to be
‘less doctrinaire’ due to concerns about the impact of the high dollar on
American business and industry (Lawson 1992: 475). Greater co-operation was
required to solve international monetary problems and, accordingly, in 1985, the
G5 Finance Ministers committed themselves to intervention in the foreign
exchange markets when it was considered necessary. The most famous of these
are the Plaza Accord of 1985 and Louvre Accord of 1987, both of which sought
to revalue the dollar against the deutschmark and the yen.

Third, there were several new initiatives to address the resource issues of
developing states. The slow recovery from the international debt crisis prompted
officials in creditor states to develop new approaches (see also Seabrooke in this
volume). These included more generous financing terms from commercial and
regional banks along with the World Bank, as well as the IMF creation of a
Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF) for developing states. SAF was built on the
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principle of the Trust Fund, established ten years earlier, but now lending would be
given on concessional terms and provided for structural adjustment. Applicants
had to submit three-year adjustment programs to address macroeconomic and
structural problems, which prevented balance of payments adjustment and
economic growth. SAF was joined a year later by the Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Facility, to provide low-cost financing to the poorest developing states.
The IMF’s ambitious programs sought to provide borrowing member states with
greater stability in the IMS.

The contemporary global standard in monetary affairs
The 1990s witnessed an intense debate about regional currency areas, the role of
the IMF, and the growth of international financial markets, inter alia. These
debates were largely propelled by the financial crises in Europe, Mexico, Brazil,
Asia, and Russia (Oliver 2006). By the end of the decade, this had prompted
several studies and numerous calls to reform the international financial architec-
ture (e.g. Eichengreen 1999; Armijo 2002; International Financial Institution
Advisory Commission 2000). In a thought-provoking analysis, André Cartapanis
and Michel Herland (2002) have asked whether the lack of theoretical consensus
over the dysfunction of financial markets in the 1990s, which led to a closer
working compromise between the neo-Keynesians and neo-liberals, might be
‘Keynes’s revenge’. So far, it is not.

For one thing, the turmoil in the international financial markets during the
1990s, especially in the developing states, is a product of increased liberalization
in capital accounts (Ahluwalia 1999). The costs of integrating into global finan-
cial markets and accessing international capital flows are greater volatility and
instability, but this has not led to the closing down of emerging capital markets
(see Seabrooke in this volume). Emerging markets have grown more cautious
since the crises and the IMF has been afforded a far greater role in stabilizing
and fostering capital flows (Bordo et al. 2004), but there has been no interna-
tional agreement to restrict capital flows. The market provided a solution to one
threat to systematic stability by reducing leverage in the international financial
system after 1998. This was achieved by banks curtailing the amount of credit
that they made available to hedge funds (Eichengreen and Park 2002).
Concomitantly, floating exchange rates have also replaced fixed exchange rates
in most of the developing states that suffered from financial crises which has
been described as one of the most significant reforms of the international finan-
cial architecture by Eichengreen (2005). As a consequence of financial crises a
plethora of new standards and institutions have been created within global
capital markets (see Seabrooke in this volume).

Conclusions
Too often in current discussion on reforming the financial architecture, the
lessons of history are ignored, avoided, or forgotten. This chapter has investigated
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the global standards of market civilization of the IMS through a historical frame-
work and has not dwelt at length on contemporary issues. It should be stressed,
however, that much of what is perceived as contemporary has deeper roots and
so it is with the recent discussions on reform of the IMS.

The far-reaching changes to the IMS, enshrined in the Articles of Agreements
at Bretton Woods in 1944, grew from the dissatisfaction with the interwar mone-
tary system, which was a bastardized form of the Gold Standard. Although the
Bretton Woods regime was an international agreement, brokered to benefit all of
its members equally, the IMF was relatively ineffectual at penalizing those states
that broke the rules. To be sure, members would incur the wrath of the IMF and
were obliged to follow its directions if they sought resources from the Fund. Yet
the system was flexible enough to allow states to go unpunished when they
violated the rules of the system. As capital was liberalized in the 1960s, the IMF
was only partially successful at regulating developments in the IMS effectively.
The IMF was not redundant at the start of the floating era but was forced to
rethink its role as markets came to play a more significant role in globalizing
finance (see Jacqueline Best’s chapter in this volume). By the 1990s, the IMF was
reacting to crises ex post rather than preventing them in the first place. It is not
surprising that, at the start of the twenty-first century, there is common ground
between some laissez-faire liberalizers and anti-globalizers on the need to abolish
the IMF and the World Bank (Armijo 2001: 382).

This chapter has not argued that market solutions are the elixir for civilizing
the IMS but history has shown that it is chimerical to believe that neo-liberalism
can be suppressed. As Maurice Obstfeld has pertinently noted:

Postwar experience has been characterized by a growing acceptance of
economic openness. Compared to the world of the late nineteenth century
gold standard, however, we increasingly reside in broadly democratic soci-
eties in which voters hold their governments accountable for providing
economic stability and social safety nets. These imperatives sometimes seem
to clash with the reality of openness. Despite periodic crises, global financial
integration holds significant benefits and probably is in any case, impossible
to stop – short of a second great depression or third world war. The chal-
lenge for national and international policymakers is to maintain an
economic and political milieu in which the trend of increasing economic
integration can continue.

(Obstfeld 1998: 28)

In the contemporary IMS there is a danger similar to the halfway house of the
1920s, that states must choose between allowing the market to civilize them or
they can attempt to civilize the international system, as seen above, at their own
peril. In monetary affairs the civilizing effects of the market are producing a
global standard to which states must, and should, conform to ensure their own
growth and prosperity.
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After the dissolution of the USSR in 1991 and the emergence of the former
Soviet Republics as sovereign independent states, Central Asian governments
publicly adopted the objective of moving towards a market economy with the
assistance of international organizations. Among other recommendations for key
economic changes, both the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) emphasized the importance of reforming labor institutions in the former
Soviet republics. Formal labor institutions play a crucial role in determining a
country’s economic performance and living standards, and can influence the
level of public support for top-down structural changes to a country’s economy.
In Central Asia, the World Bank took a lead role in assisting states to construct
new labor institutions, advising governments on what kind of formal labor insti-
tutions they should develop and what normative aims they should attempt to
achieve through labor policy.

When taken at face value, the World Bank’s objectives in Central Asia aimed
to provide financial support and expert advice to governments as they made the
shift from central planning to market capitalism. One can nonetheless draw
comparisons between the World Bank’s efforts to develop a particular form of
economic life in Central Asia, and both European imperialist conceptions of
undertaking a civilizing mission to enlighten ‘uncivilized’ peoples during the
colonial era and Soviet ‘developmental imperialism’ in Central Asia following
the Russian revolution (Pomeranz 2005). This chapter examines the World
Bank’s promotion of ‘global standards of market civilization’ in Central Asia,
which defined the appropriate labor institutions and practices for states to adopt.
The notion of global standards of market civilization raises questions about
whether the Bank aims to universalize ‘market civilization’ as a set of ideal types
with which to judge governments’ policies and as a way of transforming the
formal institutions and patterns of behavior in particular societies.

Like ‘classical’ theories of modernization and institutional convergence
during the 1950s, the idea that governments should build institutions to regulate
economic activities within their countries according to global standards determined
by outsiders equates the definition of a ‘modern’ economy with a hypothetical
template drawn from the particular experiences of Western economies. Against
this view, scholars working in the emergent ‘multiple modernities’ approach
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argue that, while Western patterns of modernization may continue to be a global
reference point for many non-Western societies, economic and social change in
modernizing societies is a process that has been characterized by the ‘continual
constitution and reconstitution of a multiplicity of cultural programs’. The basic
insight here is that modernization and Westernization are not synonymous, and
that this plurality of changing cultural programs involves reconstructing a wide
range of institutional and ideological patterns (Eisenstadt 2000). Through the
promotion of global ‘best practice’ standards, however, the IMF and the World
Bank classify institutions that do not correspond with the civilized market ideal as
inferior forms of economic organization that governments need to reform (cf.
Sachsenmaier 2002: 58). One can criticize such homogenizing standards on a
variety of normative grounds, but this chapter aims to show how the World
Bank’s attempts to ‘civilize’ Central Asian labor systems actually proceeded in
practice. I take this approach in order to supplement theoretical critiques of the
World Bank’s ‘civilizing’ role in supporting economic transformation. These
frequently start and end with sophisticated deconstructions of the World Bank’s
normative agenda, ignoring how ‘small-scale’ everyday practices on the ground
are able to influence macro-outcomes (Liu 2003), including whether or how the
Bank’s agenda is implemented in different domestic contexts.

To advance the shift to a market-oriented system during the 1990s, the World
Bank encouraged post-Soviet states to adopt the same kinds of labor institutions
based on an ‘ideal’ template (i.e. institutional isomorphism). This involved
attempts to set common premises and standards for countries’ formal institutions,
which the Bank expected would help to change existing patterns of economic
behavior and shape new patterns of action in accordance with market norms (on
institutional isomorphism see DiMaggio and Powell 1983). To understand
Central Asian responses to the World Bank’s efforts to promote institutional
isomorphism, I draw on an institutional approach that suggests that to success-
fully produce institutional change and the transfer of external policy ideas,
governments must translate international ideas about formal institutions into
domestic contexts (Kjær and Pedersen 2001). For comparisons across a large
number of countries, considering the transfer of policy ideas as a process of
generic diffusion (without significant modification of these ideas in each context)
may be an appropriate approach to identify common patterns of change at the
macro-level (Brooks 2005). I argue, however, that when investigating externally
supported institutional change in a small number of cases, a context-specific
translation approach is a more useful way of understanding the ambiguities and
complexities of the World Bank’s influence over this process.

Economic institutions take the form of both legally defined formal structures
and accepted informal patterns of social behavior. This chapter focuses on the
formal legal reforms the World Bank wanted the governments of Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan to implement to their existing labor practices and
institutions, but also discusses how people in these countries adapted existing
practices to resist their governments’ attempts to implement reforms. The aim
here is not to put forward a different set of ideal labor policies that the World
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Bank should have promoted in Central Asia. Rather, the aim is to examine how
people responded to the institutional reforms the Bank did promote, both at an
elite level and at the level of workers’ and managers’ everyday activities on the
shop floor.

This chapter argues that when governments attempt to modify World Bank-
supported institutional reforms through a process of translation, this constrains
and distorts the Bank’s attempts to create institutional isomorphism because it
provides greater opportunities for people to contest formal legal changes through
their everyday economic practices. I begin with a brief discussion of the
economic and social context that Central Asian governments faced upon inde-
pendence in 1991. I then examine the kinds of policies the World Bank wanted
Central Asian states to adopt with regard to labor practices. Following this, I
provide an overview of Central Asian responses to the World Bank’s preferred
labor reforms, and discuss their implications for the Bank’s efforts to promote
institutional isomorphism. I conclude by evaluating the World Bank’s record on
labor reforms in Central Asia against the concept of global standards of market
civilization.

The post-Soviet context in Central Asia
The countries of Central Asia each faced a number of severe economic shocks
in the early 1990s, including large declines in economic output, the emergence of
high unemployment, and hyperinflation. A significant difference facing the
Central Asian republics in comparison with the countries of East Central
Europe was that no mass social movements existed that demanded independent
statehood (Luong 2001: 105). Rather, a series of events resulted in the dissolution
of the Soviet Union at the end of 1991 and the establishment of the Central
Asian republics as independent states almost by default. Following independence,
each of these governments began to apply for membership of international
organizations such as the World Bank in order to access external financial
support.

For its part, the World Bank had developed economic models and an organi-
zational culture that were geared to dealing primarily with governments that had
greater experience with market institutions. In addition, Kathleen Collins’s
research suggests that some characteristics of Central Asian societies constrained
the efforts of international actors such as the World Bank to build new formal
institutions. Collins argues that Central Asian clans (informal social organiza-
tions) have maintained collective identities in the region that are distinct from
national, ethnic, and economic cleavages, based on actual or metaphorical
kinship ties. Clans function as stable non-state support networks, which reproduce
a range of reciprocal behavioral norms, including mutual assistance among clan
members for social, political, or economic advancement. These established social
groups were previously able to use Soviet institutions to advance their own goals,
and since independence in 1991 they have limited the impact of legal institu-
tional reforms by resisting formal changes outright, inhibiting the development
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of states’ administrative capacities, and using state resources to support their own
informal networks (Collins 2004).

On the one hand, because of the lack of experience with a market economy, it
appears reasonable to expect that the World Bank would have a relatively higher
degree of influence in shaping the transformation of the Central Asian countries.
On the other hand, the path-dependent effects of economic and institutional
legacies from the Soviet period, as well as the contestation of economic and polit-
ical changes by strong informal social organizations in these countries, might
suggest that to be effective the Bank’s proposed reforms would have to be
adapted to incorporate particular local conditions. In the event, after gaining
membership of the World Bank during 1992, the new Central Asian states
responded in varying ways to the Bank’s policy reform proposals.

The World Bank and labor systems
Formal labor market institutions include agencies such as ministries of labor,
departments of employment, and employment services, which share responsibility
for the design and implementation of labor policies. These may include laws to
regulate the activities of firms, employee–employer relationships, workplace
conditions, and assistance to the unemployed. Labor policies can also include
minimum-wage and employment protection legislation that regulates how and
when managers can dismiss workers, as well as laws that govern the activities of
labor unions (Cazes 2002: 3). Using a basic typology to classify forms of labor
market regulation, policies that focus on the supply of labor (which may be ‘active’
or ‘passive’ policies) differ from those that focus on influencing the demand for
labor. Labor supply policies target individuals who are already unemployed as a
social group. Active labor supply policies aim to assist people to find new employ-
ment, whereas passive policies simply provide a basic level of financial assistance.
In contrast, demand-focused labor policies encourage enterprises to retain or
recruit workers (Verme 1998: 10–11). While scholars sometimes treat labor
systems and social protection policy in advanced industrial economies as distinct
areas of study, Central Asian states inherited institutional systems that tightly
combined employment and social protection objectives.

What labor policies does the World Bank want governments to adopt?

The World Bank wants labor reform in ‘transition’ economies in order to ratio-
nalize the distribution of human resources through the creation of an efficient
labor market. From the Bank’s perspective, this will enable workers to adjust to
the new circumstances economic change entails. The World Bank’s main objec-
tive with regard to labor reform is that governments should allow markets to set
wages, according to supply and demand. From the World Bank’s perspective, the
Soviet state maintained inefficient and overstaffed public enterprises. The World
Bank wanted governments to adopt labor reforms that would stimulate the real-
location of labor from overstaffed, low-productivity enterprises to enterprises that
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are more cost-efficient. The Bank recognized that public sector job shedding
would be a key feature of economic change in former communist countries, and
estimated that the bulk of the resulting unemployment would be a temporary
phenomenon while new labor market mechanisms took root. To achieve the shift
to a market-based labor system after the Soviet system collapsed, the key areas of
reform that the World Bank encouraged governments to adopt included:

1 Privatizing state enterprises and reforming the wage system to enable wages
to reflect productivity, which would involve eliminating state guarantees of
employment security and income security.

2 Removing direct and indirect restrictions on labor mobility, such as priva-
tizing non-wage benefits and housing.

3 Redesigning the techniques and objectives of social protection, including
eliminating universal subsidies and establishing targeted social assistance
systems.

Establishing employment and wage flexibility

While the Soviet economy had a long-established norm of guaranteed lifelong
full-time employment for most men and women of working age, the World Bank
recommended that states immediately remove the guarantee of employment to
rationalize and shed staff from public enterprises. The key goal the World Bank
hoped to achieve by advising governments to abolish employment security was to
devolve the responsibility for employment from the state to individual workers
and employers, thus redefining and circumscribing the state’s existing role (see
also Barry Hindess’s chapter in this volume). The Bank identified the core
employment responsibilities that post-communist governments should assume as:

1 Shaping an economic environment conducive to private sector job creation.
2 Providing a minimum social safety net to assist people who were unable to

find jobs and for those on very low incomes.
3 Accumulating information about labor market changes to inform future

policy design.

To cope with the new problem of unemployment created by the elimination of
employment security, the World Bank assisted governments to create employ-
ment services that would target the ‘supply’ of unemployed workers through
both active and passive programs, including the provision of cash benefits,
retraining programs, and assistance with job placement. World Bank programs
in Central Asia aimed to develop the administrative capacity to register and pay
the unemployed, to redeploy workers from public enterprises to the private
sector, and to identify key problems in the labor market and to develop policy
solutions. To aid the implementation of these formal changes, the World Bank
assisted post-communist governments to build their institutional capacity to
supervise labor developments. This included support to ministries of labor and
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employment services to develop computerized systems to collect, analyze, and
disseminate labor market statistics, and assistance to create occupational classifi-
cation systems that would enhance the ability of agencies to monitor changes as
labor markets developed (Dar and Tzannatos 1999: 5, 27–8).

In the Soviet system, the state determined wage rates and maintained more
egalitarian wage rates across the economy as a whole than in most capitalist labor
markets. To help achieve the goal of reorienting responsibility for employment
from the state to individuals, the Bank encouraged governments to reduce their
responsibility for income security from setting pay rates to establishing a
minimum floor for wages, allowing enterprises to determine each worker’s pay
rate above that level. The Bank considered that greater wage dispersion would
heighten individual employees’ incentives to work more productively, and would
allow the owners and managers of enterprises to reward employees’ different
levels of skill and experience. From the Bank’s perspective, therefore, increasing
income inequality was both an inevitable and an advantageous component of the
shift to a market system (World Bank 1995a: 104, 110).

Creating a mobile workforce

Many of the World Bank’s proposed labor reforms for former communist
governments aimed to redefine the functions of enterprises in order to establish
greater labor mobility. Specifically, this involved reforms to break the existing link
between social services and employment. Under the Soviet system non-wage
social benefits were widely available, and managers often used non-monetary
‘fringe’ benefits as a way of rewarding particular employees (Namazie 2003a: 4).
Workers’ non-wage benefits covered a wide range of services, and could include
access to housing, health services, child care, educational facilities, sanatorium
visits, vacation homes, children’s summer camps, sport and cultural facilities, and
subsidized canteens. In Kazakhstan, for example, the Bank estimated that these
‘in-kind’ benefits comprised more than 40 per cent of total compensation to
workers in 1992 (World Bank 1995b: 2, 5). While the World Bank noted that such
benefits had helped to establish a large degree of income security for workers
under the Soviet system, it viewed this ‘social welfare’ function of enterprises as
imposing inefficient administrative and financial costs on firms. The Bank also
argued that when non-wage benefits were available to all workers in an enterprise
this prevented the establishment of a strong link between employees’ rewards and
individual work effort, and discouraged labor mobility because of the connection
between job stability and access to benefits (World Bank 1994a: 1–2).

The World Bank therefore recommended that governments monetize social
services, and establish uniform standards for service provision within each city. The
Bank suggested that states could rationalize the provision of social services either
through transferring the ownership, management, and provision of non-wage
social benefits from enterprises to local governments and private companies, or
through calculating the cash value of benefits and negotiating performance
contracts with enterprises for the continued provision of services (World Bank
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1994c: 18–20). In addition to changes to these constraints on labor mobility, the
World Bank wanted governments to remove the propiska system of regional perma-
nent residence permits from job eligibility criteria and to privatize housing.

Managing social risk

The third core area of labor reform the World Bank wanted Central Asian
governments to adopt involved the creation of new methods to manage the
social risks of unemployment and poverty. These embodied very different norma-
tive principles about legitimate government functions vis-à-vis firms, and aimed to
demarcate state responsibilities for regulating labor practices from state responsi-
bilities for providing social assistance. The World Bank wanted governments to
remove implicit or explicit subsidies to enterprises and universal consumer goods
subsidies, and to establish a clear distinction between social insurance, based on a
link between individual contributions and benefits, and social assistance to the most
vulnerable groups.

From the World Bank’s perspective, while consumer subsidies may alleviate
inequalities in the distribution of wealth they risk undermining the efficient func-
tioning of markets because they distort price signals, can cause people to
over-consume subsidized goods, and are a significant drain on government
budgets. The World Bank therefore advised governments to shift from universal
consumer goods subsidies to targeted systems of financial transfers to the poor.
The Bank’s main objectives were to make the system more cost-efficient through
lessening the fiscal cost to the state and more effective by enhancing the delivery
of assistance to the poor. Furthermore, the state previously underwrote workers’
employment security by extending large subsidies to enterprises, either in the
form of subsidized credit at negative real interest rates or through the subsidization
of key inputs such as energy. The World Bank wanted governments to change
these credit practices in order to enhance financial intermediation, to impose hard
budget constraints on firms, and to impose greater financial transparency on
firms’ balance sheets and on government budgets. The Bank wanted markets to
determine credit allocation rather than governments, based on standardized
assessments of firm creditworthiness such as the ability to service debt. With
regard to energy subsidies, the Bank recommended that governments liberalize
price controls to allow energy prices to reflect production costs or their trade value
(World Bank 1994d: ii–vii).

While the Soviet system did not distinguish between social insurance and
social assistance benefits, the World Bank encouraged governments to establish a
distinction between, on the one hand, unemployment benefits, pensions, and
sickness benefits (social insurance) and, on the other hand, family allowances,
maternity benefits, and consumer subsidies (social assistance). Like other
reforms, the Bank wanted these changes to social protection methods in order to
redefine the role of the state in the economy. For example, the Bank suggested
that, while the state should provide targeted social assistance funded from
general revenues, social insurance benefits should become self-financing and
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could involve private enterprises (World Bank 1994a: 57). The World Bank
emphasized that governments should target social assistance at the poor. This
required establishing new techniques for identifying poor households, and devel-
oping a hypothetical minimum subsistence level so that policy-makers could
estimate an effective level of social assistance (World Bank 1994a: 54). To
complement this approach to social assistance, the Bank advised governments to
rationalize the ‘insurance’ component of their social protection systems in order
to make social insurance benefits self-financing; that is, to link the benefits people
can access over time (whether unemployment, sickness, or pension payments) to
the previous payment of individual contributions (World Bank 1994b: 21). As
with other Bank-supported changes, therefore, the underlying objectives of the
Bank’s recommended social insurance reforms included rationalizing and
increasing the transparency of government expenditures, as well as devolving
responsibility for economic choices from states to individuals (see also Matthew
Watson’s chapter in this volume).

Central Asian responses to the World Bank’s reforms and the
limits of institutional isomorphism
Despite similarities in the institutional legacies they inherited from the Soviet
Union, Central Asian states adopted different economic policy trajectories during
the 1990s to respond to their post-independence challenges (Pomfret and
Anderson 2001). These responses appear to reflect in part policy-makers’
strategic development of distinctive reform programs, as well as ad hoc responses
to their different immediate social, economic, and political problems. Despite the
World Bank’s efforts to promote a high degree of institutional isomorphism for
the regulation of labor practices in Central Asia as outlined above, in pursuit of
their own interests and in response to their country’s immediate priorities and
circumstances Central Asian policy-makers engaged in a process of translation to
produce institutional change. That is, policy-makers recombined Soviet-era insti-
tutional forms and practices in Central Asia (which in turn developed from a
hybrid of both pre-Soviet and Soviet institutions) with elements of new institu-
tional ideas and practices advocated by external international actors (Luong
2004). When policy-makers attempt to translate institutional change into
domestic contexts, this process of modifying external ideas about institutional
change involves domestic contestation that can alter the form of institutions and
the practices that eventually develop. Although institutional translation occurred
in each of these three countries as policy-makers responded to new economic
challenges after independence, the degree of continuity with existing institutional
forms and the fashion in which governments recombined them with new institu-
tional ideas was different in each context. Kyrgyzstan came closest in the region
to adopting a World Bank-‘friendly’ range of institutional changes, followed
closely by Kazakhstan. Uzbekistan resisted much international advice, adopting
some formal institutional changes while attempting to maintain an extensive role
for the state in managing economic change.
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Kazakhstan

At independence, Kazakhstan inherited favorable export opportunities due to a
rich endowment of raw resources including oil, gas, and minerals. The Kazakh
government moved quickly in some areas to establish an institutional environ-
ment for a market economy, while moving in a more ad hoc fashion towards
creating the institutional parameters for a flexible labor market. In January 1992,
for example, the government liberalized the bulk of prices from administrative
controls (approximately 80 per cent of wholesale prices and 90 per cent of
consumer prices); a measure that by World Bank estimates resulted in a 1,600
per cent rise in prices from December 1991 to December 1992. Hyperinflation
in Kazakhstan and the other former Soviet republics affected labor practices
because it increased the relative value of workers’ non-monetary benefits, which
offered some protection to people as their cash incomes rapidly declined and the
effectiveness of minimum wage rates dissipated (World Bank 1993c: 14–15). In
response to continuing economic contraction and hyperinflation in 1993 (when
inflation averaged 1,400 per cent), the Kazakh government tightened remaining
price regulations. Using an indirect system to influence prices through state
procurement, anti-monopoly pricing, and directed credit practices, the govern-
ment influenced an estimated 40 per cent of economic activity, aiming to protect
public welfare during rapid economic change. Many managers notionally
retained workers on payrolls to allow them continued access to non-wage bene-
fits and to enable cash-strapped enterprises to avoid high redundancy payouts.

The government thus responded to the economic crisis with methods that
were already familiar to policy-makers, shifting back to the pursuit of output and
employment maintenance objectives at the expense of monetary stabilization
and structural adjustment aims. This involved demand-based labor policies,
including allocating credit through the central bank to alleviate firms’ cash flow
problems and providing implicit consumer subsidies to maintain household
incomes (Verme 1998: 25). The World Bank argues that these practices were
counterproductive because, by enabling significant wealth-transfers to groups
that had privileged access to rationed goods and other administrative controls,
they stimulated rent-seeking activities and contributed to the growth of an
informal economy (World Bank 1994c: 2–8). Despite these substantial costs, this
early contestation of the World Bank’s preferred reforms by the government,
workers, and managers arguably alleviated some of the extreme deprivation that
people faced because of the lack of a functioning social safety net. Government
employment figures suggest that aggregate employment declined by 13 per cent
from 1990–6 compared with a 40 per cent decline in economic output during
that period, although these figures do not include a potentially large number of
unemployed workers who chose not to register with the Employment Service
(Verme 1998: 18–23).

In the second half of the 1990s, the Kazakh government moved closer to the
World Bank’s preferred standards of labor regulation, supported by Bank reform
programs. After 1993, the government began to remove methods that aimed at job
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creation, job security, and income maintenance through demand-based policies
and the provision of non-wage benefits through enterprises (Verme 1998: 31–2).
Moreover, the government’s privatization of public enterprises greatly reduced
public employment, which declined from 86.6 per cent in 1990 to 34.6 per cent in
1996 (Verme 2000: 699). Nevertheless, workers continued to contest the attempt
to establish unemployment as an inevitable fact of economic life in Kazakhstan,
using ‘hidden’ practices that included taking unpaid vacation or accepting very
low wages for part-time work. These practices allowed many people to remain
formally employed, which diminished their cash incomes but enabled continued
access to some non-wage social services. Such methods also allowed workers who
were unfamiliar with the personal embarrassment and decline in status associated
with unemployment to avoid some of this social stigma, and to avoid relying on
government unemployment benefits that were set at inadequate levels given rapid
increases in the cost of living (World Bank 1995c).

In terms of social protection, Kazakhstan has been the regional leader in
adopting the World Bank’s preferred reforms in some areas. For example, the
Pension Reform Act in 1998 established a new pension system that included both
public and private components, and within two years contributions to private
funds had increased to 45 per cent of total contributions (Alam and Banerji
2000: 11). Nevertheless, the high number of workers involved in the informal
labor sector suggests that the scope of the government’s formal institutions may
exclude many people. Many people in Central Asia have sought income from
‘informal’ work in order to supplement low or non-existent wages. Informal work
can include income-generating activities that are entirely separate from formal
employment agreements and conditions, and additional income-generating activ-
ities that may take place within a formal employment setting (Namazie 2003b).
Under Kazakhstan’s new pension system, the government calculates benefits based
on people’s individual social insurance contributions through their place of formal
employment. The system therefore excludes many workers who retired after 1998
but did not meet the eligibility criteria due to their reliance on informal labor activ-
ities (World Bank 2004: 14, 44). For some people, social transfers provided
through family or clan networks may have alleviated this gap between the aims of
the government’s formal institutional changes and people’s individual circumstances.
For example, the World Bank estimated that private transfers in Kazakhstan in
1998 were more than double the amount of all government financial transfers
excluding pensions (World Bank 1998: 26). International non-governmental orga-
nizations, religious organizations, and charities provided some of this support,
but this indicates the significant role that clans in Kazakhstan have played in
mediating the effects of the government’s formal institutional reforms.

The Kyrgyz Republic

The Kyrgyz Republic faced severe economic constraints following independence,
including few exportable raw resources and economic shocks caused by trade
disruptions and the end of financial transfers from Moscow. The Kyrgyz govern-
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ment moved relatively quickly to change its institutional environment, with the
aim of encouraging the development of a flexible labor market. In the early
1990s, however, the government encouraged enterprises to maintain existing
relative pay differences among workers, who continued to participate directly in
enterprise wage decisions. Kyrgyz policy-makers also continued to maintain the
propiska system, which restricted the geographical area where individuals could
work, and labor legislation adopted in 1991 retained formal guarantees of
employment for some social groups, such as youth, single mothers and mothers
with a large number of dependent children, workers close to the pension age,
invalids, and others (World Bank 1993b: 98–101).

This approach to maintaining the demand for labor altered within a few years
of independence, when the Kyrgyz government proceeded to introduce a greater
range of the formal reforms promoted by the World Bank. This included both
administrative reforms to change the functions, technical methods, and organiza-
tional cultures of state agencies responsible for labor regulation, and specific formal
policy changes. Key labor policy shifts included allowing enterprises to set wage
rates, some easing of legal restrictions on labor movement, privatizing housing,
targeting social assistance benefits, separating social assistance support from social
insurance, imposing hard credit constraints on enterprises to facilitate financial
transparency and labor turnover, and introducing cost-recovery measures to
workers’ non-wage benefits and training programs (World Bank 1994b).

Like Kazakhstan, the privatization of enterprises rapidly reduced the govern-
ment’s direct role in managing employment, with public employment declining
from 74 per cent in 1991 to 27.5 per cent in 1996. Combined with rising unem-
ployment, underemployment, and the growth of a low-wage informal sector, the
‘downsizing’ of the state’s role quickly increased the dispersion of wage rates
(Vladimir and Heinrich 1999: 9). While the government adopted many of the
World Bank’s preferred labor reforms throughout the 1990s, however, a large
implementation gap developed between the legal changes the World Bank
achieved and actual labor practices. Although the government dismantled most
of the protections of the Soviet system and replaced many of these with labor
institutions and policies based on the Bank’s preferred standards, for many
people the new labor institutions were mostly paper constructions that provided
limited substantive assistance. These formal changes perhaps impeded rather
than aided the Bank’s efforts to construct an efficient and effective labor market.
According to the Kyrgyz Poverty Monitoring Survey, for example, 50 per cent of
workers in the Kyrgyz Republic in 1998 did not have a written employment
contract. While Kyrgyz labor legislation prohibits employment without a written
contract, this figure suggests the pervasiveness of informal employment in the
economy, and highlights the large number of people who do not have guaran-
teed access to paid vacation, sick leave, and other rights and protections specified
in current labor legislation (Bernabè and Kolev 2003: 26–7).

From within the World Bank, the Operations Evaluation Department (OED),
the Bank’s formally independent unit for the assessment of its activities, has
concluded that Bank staff in the 1990s sometimes designed reform programs
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and made recommendations for Kyrgyzstan based on existing economic reform
templates from other countries. This included transplanting reform models from
East Central Europe and Russia without taking into account the significance of
Kyrgyzstan’s particular circumstances, or the country’s existing formal and
informal institutions. The OED suggests that the Bank’s use of a standard
template for Kyrgyzstan contributed to the expectations of Bank staff that labor
changes would develop in a similar fashion to countries in Eastern Europe. This
led staff to assume that straightforward changes in formal policies would change
people’s economic behavior in the fashion desired by the Bank. Moreover, the
OED notes the path-dependent effect of the Bank’s initial assumptions and
predictions, and points out that during the 1990s Bank staff were reluctant to
acknowledge that the government often could not implement formal economic
reforms on the shop floor. According to the OED, this implementation gap
resulted in part from the Bank’s lack of understanding about the country’s extant
economic and social processes. While the OED suggests that the World Bank
itself could have done little to establish effective new institutions and to change
people’s behavioral patterns, this highlights the limits of the Bank’s capacity to
diffuse homogenous formal institutions. To get around this problem, the OED
recommends that the World Bank’s future approach should attempt to take
greater account of the influence of clan politics in the Kyrgyz Republic, which
has undermined the government’s ability to implement top-down structural
changes, and to build reforms where possible upon existing formal and informal
institutions (World Bank Operations Evaluation Department 2001: 15–20).

Uzbekistan

Uzbekistan also faced similar challenges to its neighbors as policy-makers attempted
to construct a stable national economy. Because Uzbekistan’s economy depends
largely on cotton exports, however, rising world cotton prices in the first half of
the 1990s provided the new state with immediate export revenues that were
totally lacking in Kyrgyzstan, while the time it took to develop Kazakhstan’s oil
sector put the Uzbek government in an initially more favorable position (Pomfret
and Anderson 2001: 187–8). In comparison with the governments of Kyrgyzstan
and Kazakhstan, the Uzbek government also made greater use of Soviet-influ-
enced administrative measures, with the aim of maintaining economic and social
stability. For example, in conjunction with the doubling of state-controlled prices
in 1993, the government increased wage and benefit rates by 150 per cent in an
effort to maintain their value (Pomfret 1995: 70). Although the World Bank esti-
mated that real average wages declined by 47 per cent from 1991 to 1993, in
contrast to both the Kyrgyz Republic and Kazakhstan the Uzbek government
resisted the World Bank’s recommendations to liberalize wage-setting, and restricted
the increase of wage differentials in the early 1990s (World Bank 1993a: 103).

Uzbekistan nonetheless adopted some of the formal changes advocated by the
World Bank. The Uzbek government moved quickly to privatize housing, trans-
ferring approximately 85 per cent of all state ownership titles to housing occupants
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at the end of 1993, changes the Bank expected would encourage labor mobility
and labor shedding by public enterprises (World Bank 1994d: 3–4). Furthermore,
the 1992 Law on Employment of the Population formally eliminated state guaran-
tees of employment, and established an employment service and other agencies to
deliver unemployment benefits and to finance retraining schemes. Despite these
changes, registered unemployment only accounted for 0.5 per cent of the labor
force at the end of 1993, because enterprises preferred to use underemployment
practices such as placing employees on unpaid leave and shorter work shifts. The
government also maintained most elements of the Soviet pension system during
the 1990s (IMF 1998: 91), and developed demand-based labor policies and strict
employment protection legislation against the Bank’s advice. Although it is difficult
to estimate aggregate public employment levels in Uzbekistan with confidence,
from similar levels of public employment in 1990–1 to Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan, public employment has decreased more gradually in Uzbekistan
during the first half of the 1990s. Estimates by the Bank, for example, suggest
that the share of state employment declined by only 3.4 per cent in 1992 and a
further 2 per cent in 1993. While informal labor activities also increased in
Uzbekistan following independence, this did not appear to increase to the same
extent as in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan (World Bank 1994a: 20–3).

One of the Uzbek government’s stated objectives throughout the 1990s was
to avoid high registered unemployment, which policy-makers associated with the
possibility of widespread social instability. To maintain employment levels, the
state translated formal institutional changes that the government had previously
adopted with the World Bank’s advice to achieve labor policies that conflicted
with the Bank’s preferred standards. For example, in addition to providing
benefit payments and helping people find employment vacancies, the functions
of Uzbekistan’s employment service included measures aimed at creating new jobs
(through allocating low-interest loans to enterprises that took on new employees),
financial support to promote the growth of small and medium enterprises, finance
for public works programs, and placing unemployed workers on training schemes
with state guarantees of a future job (World Bank 1994a: 26–33).

Because of the government’s approach, Uzbekistan’s relations with interna-
tional organizations such as the IMF and the World Bank were difficult during
the 1990s. While the government increasingly adopted World Bank-‘friendly’
reforms during 1994–6, relations with both the IMF and the Bank worsened at
the end of 1996 following the introduction of a range of policy changes in
response to a decline in export revenues as the trade price of cotton dropped
(Pomfret and Anderson 2001: 189). These changes included new price controls
on food, higher import tariffs, and the establishment of a complex system of
multiple exchange rates (World Bank 1999: 4, 9). In addition to other aims, the
government intended these policy shifts to promote export-oriented industries
that could create new jobs, as well as to sustain household living standards.
While emphasizing the economic costs of these arrangements, the World Bank
acknowledged that the government’s multiple currency practices and associated
measures did contribute to supporting household welfare (World Bank 1999: 19,
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21, 24). During the latter half of the 1990s, Uzbek policy-makers continued
either to resist the Bank’s preferred reforms outright or to adapt them to meet
objectives that the Bank opposed. While the Uzbek experience in the decade
following independence indicates that member states can sometimes continue to
contest the World Bank’s preferred institutional and policy changes over a
sustained period, for Uzbekistan this approach was not without substantial
economic, social, and political costs. These costs include exploitative labor condi-
tions in the cotton industry in Uzbekistan, a decline and withdrawal of some
foreign direct investment following the introduction of multiple currency prac-
tices in 1996, less financial support from international organizations compared
with other former Soviet republics, and increasing public discontent with the
government’s approach to economic reform (Hopf 2002a). Nevertheless, the
difficulty of distinguishing the effects of Uzbekistan’s post-Soviet economic poli-
cies from the economic consequences of the country’s initial circumstances at
independence (see Taube and Zettelmeyer 1998) makes it hard to determine with
confidence whether the costs of formally resisting the World Bank’s reforms were
greater or less than the likely costs of compliance.

Conclusion
The World Bank’s role in the process of post-communist change in Central Asia
has been to communicate ‘global’ ideas to national political elites about appro-
priate economic practices. The Bank’s efforts to promote institutional isomorphism
aimed to change people’s everyday behavior, in accordance with global standards
of market civilization about labor practices. This chapter suggests that although
pressure from an international actor such as the World Bank can influence
policy-makers to adopt the formal shells of new economic institutions, when
governments attempt to translate change into domestic contexts people are able
to use existing informal institutions and practices to resist formal changes (see
also Peter Larmour’s chapter in this volume). This is not to suggest that the
ability of states to resist the World Bank’s proposed reforms necessarily promotes
the social good, a priori. Individual governments and social groups may regard
global standards of market civilization as inappropriate because the attempt to
impose changes in behavior from outside through institutional isomorphism neglects
the differences of particular social contexts (see also Peter Larmour and Leonard
Seabrooke’s chapters in this volume). From this perspective, external attempts to
promote institutional isomorphism may therefore have adverse effects on the
development of indigenous institutions to manage social change. To look at the
idea of standards of market civilization another way, however, some social groups
may desire institutions that conform to external standards as a way of civilizing
their own governments. Like the idea of modernization in general, global stan-
dards of market civilization concerning labor practices potentially offer the promise
of great advantages to societies, in terms of increased living standards, greater
social and geographical mobility, and rules that limit the power of economic and
political elites over people’s everyday lives (cf. Sachsenmaier 2002: 46–7).
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During the first half of the 1990s, the World Bank expected that getting
governments to establish its preferred formal institutional standards would auto-
matically translate into behavioral change on the part of policy-makers,
managers and employees in the workplace, and workers who were made redun-
dant. Through removing some of the previous constraints imposed on
established informal institutions by the Soviet system, however, the Bank’s
proposed formal changes may have functioned to bolster the informal social
institutions that people used to contest the direction of economic change (Cooley
2000: 35). On the one hand, informal social institutions in Central Asia highlight
some of the limits of the Bank’s attempts to promote institutional isomorphism
through formal institutional change. The World Bank designed institutions for
Central Asia that were informed by ideas about human rationality as inherently
individualistic, regardless of social and historical context, under the presumption
that eliminating the formal institutions of the Soviet system would create an
institutional space in which market structures could take root and change
everyday economic practices (see also Matthew Watson’s chapter in this volume).
This ignored the importance of contemporary forms of social organization in
Central Asia that are rooted in very different normative ideals and obligations,
and embody a distinct form of political contestation that groups used to block or
modify top-down changes (see also Collins 2004). On the other hand, the Uzbek
experience points to the limits within which states can continue to contest global
normative standards, limits that key international organizations and their domi-
nant member states define. The government of Uzbekistan was certainly
successful in using the Bank’s formal institutional changes to pursue its own labor
objectives, but this process generated public discontent and involved large polit-
ical and economic costs, including a decline in international support for
Uzbekistan’s economic reforms.

This chapter has suggested that Central Asian governments during the 1990s
sometimes used existing institutions and practices to translate the implementa-
tion of the World Bank’s labor reforms, a process that enabled people to contest
some of the core elements of top-down change through their everyday lives in the
workplace. Workers and managers adapted practices that had developed under
the Soviet system as a way of responding to their new circumstances. Whether the
Bank’s reforms would have created the conditions for increasing living standards
and economic efficiency over time – if governments had been able to implement
them – becomes a moot point for people on the ground when they face extreme
economic hardship and uncertainty. By struggling to maintain access to non-
wage benefits as their cash incomes declined, people were able to alleviate some
of the negative effects of unprecedented economic crises and rapidly changing
institutional environments, and were therefore able to contest the implementation
of formal economic changes that failed to provide for their immediate needs.
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Empire does not think differences in absolute terms; it poses racial differences
never as a difference of nature but always as a difference of degree, never as
necessary but always as accidental.

(Hardt and Negri 2000: 194)

‘Civilization’ has become a powerful and even dangerous word in international
politics. Samuel Huntington’s Clash of Civilizations conjures up images of ancient
and implacable cultural differences (Huntington 1996). George W. Bush’s appeal
to ‘civilized nations’ to join in the war on terror conveys a more singular notion of
civilization while contrasting it with depictions of savagery and barbarism (Bush
2001, 2002). Such appeals to civilization evoke the rattle of distant sabers and
the rumble of war. They depict a world divided.

Yet the language of civilization has also begun to appear in a rather different
context and in a more hopeful tone. Recent statements by representatives of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) have invoked the idea of civilization in their
discussion of the goals of financial reform. In the aftermath of a decade of
financial crises, IMF-backed proposals for reform promise to both civilize the
market and spread the civilizing powers of globalization more widely. Here the
emphasis is not on entrenched differences but rather on the possibility of over-
coming them – of bringing the benefits of a civilized world economy to all.

These recent interventions present us with two very different conceptions of
civilization. In Huntington’s conservative and pessimistic vision, civilizations are
particular and exclusive. The IMF, on the other hand, invokes a more liberal and
optimistic conception of civilization that is both inclusive and universal. Civilization
is a word that contains profound tensions, gesturing to the past and the future,
invoking universality and profound difference, inclusion and exclusion, war and
peace, fulfillment and exploitation. The dark and light sides of the idea of civi-
lization have always coexisted uneasily in our vocabulary and in our politics.
Many uses of the concept, moreover, draw on both simultaneously. Bush’s
universalist appeal to a community of civilized nations, for example, depends for
its clarity on its exclusion of those who would support the terrorists. Even the
most universalist and optimistic conceptions of civilization must ultimately come
to terms with the problem of the uncivilized.

10 Civilizing through transparency
The International Monetary Fund
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Such ambiguities in the theory and practice of civilization have a long history.
Over the past centuries both lofty ideals and naked interests have been wrapped
in a language of civilization that has been at turns liberal and conservative,
inclusive and exclusive, universalist and particularist. By the nineteenth century,
the idea of civilization had been refined into a central tenet of international
law: the standards of civilization. These standards sought to codify the criteria
for membership in the ‘family of nations’ – the privileged circle of those who could
enjoy the advantages of international law. They thus justified the inclusion of
certain states, the exclusion of others, and the imposition of unequal treaties that
guaranteed ‘civilized’ states certain privileges in their dealing with those deemed
less civilized. The standards of civilization were born of both a liberal univer-
salist faith in the civilizing force of free trade and a more exclusive and
conservative belief in the essential inequality of different cultures and races.
They expressed the ideals of an era and codified the interests of European states.
These standards thus defined an idea of civilization that drew on both its dark
and light aspects.

This chapter examines contemporary parallels with the concept of ‘standards
of civilization’. By returning to this earlier moment in the history of interna-
tional politics, I seek to shed some light on the idea of civilization today.
Specifically, I seek to understand what role this potent idea plays in recent IMF
proposals for international financial reform. Together with the World Bank, the
Fund has recently begun to introduce a wide range of universal standards in the
areas of finance and macroeconomic management. These standards seek to
define ‘good’ economic behavior in a broad range of different areas. The fact
that they are being justified in the name of ‘civilizing globalization’ suggests,
though, that they are more than that – that they may in fact constitute a new
definition of standards of civilization.

What could the centuries-old discourse of ‘standards of civilization’ tell us
about financial governance today? I will suggest that, in spite of important
differences, significant parallels do exist between then and now, both in the ideas
and the interests that have helped to shape the concept of civilization. A philo-
sophical commitment to the civilizing role of a free-market economy plays a
crucial role in both nineteenth-century and current conceptions of civilization.
At the same time, both conceptions rely on a particular moral appeal to both
civilizers and those who are to be civilized. Both discourses appear within the
context of a globalizing world economy and help to foster the progress of global-
ization. Finally, both appeals to civilization bear the marks of power, working to
the advantage of certain political interests and to the disadvantage of others.

This chapter begins by discussing the IMF’s recent talk of ‘civilizing global-
ization’ in the context of proposals for reforming the international financial
architecture, focusing in particular on the development of universal standards for
good financial governance. I then explore the parallels and discontinuities
between the past and the present. Ultimately, I will argue, recent proposals for
international financial reform do in fact constitute an effort to impose a new set
of standards of civilization. Moreover, the parallels between nineteenth-century
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and contemporary ideas of civilization should be of some concern. This study
suggests that the dark and light conceptions of civilization are not as separate as
they first seem in current debates. While we may have long ago formally rejected
as racist the distinctions between savage and civilized that underpinned nine-
teenth-century standards of civilization, such implicit moral hierarchies continue
to haunt current conceptions of economic civilization.

Civilizing globalization
While they were a creature of the nineteenth century, the standards of civiliza-
tion did survive well into the twentieth century in various forms. After the First
World War, the League of Nations set conditions on the recognition of certain
states. Various treaties also ensured that states like Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Austria, and Hungary protected minorities and guaranteed foreigners’ freedom
of transit and commerce (Hall 1924: 61–3). Thus, over time, more nations were
included in the family of nations, if often with conditions attached. At the same
time, extraterritorial provisions were gradually weakened in Siam, Turkey, and
elsewhere. While China appealed to have its extraterritorial provisions lifted in
the 1920s, the unequal treaty was only finally abrogated in 1942 after the bombing
of Pearl Harbor (Hall 1924: 61; Gong 1984: 161). In fact, it was the experience
of the Second World War that finally signaled the decline of the idea of stan-
dards of civilization. In the aftermath of the war, the growing global movement
for decolonization condemned the standards as Eurocentric and imperialist.
Meanwhile, Europeans were forced to come to terms with their own capacity for
inhumanity. The Holocaust, the bombing of Dresden, Hiroshima and Nagasaki:
all raised serious doubts about the West’s claim to civilizational superiority. The
language of standards of civilization thus slipped out of our political vocabulary.

Has the idea of standards of civilization been resurrected today? Jack
Donnelly has suggested that its clearest modern equivalent is the movement for
human rights. He suggests that the exclusive concept of civilization central to
nineteenth-century standards has given way to a more inclusive and positive
conception (Donnelly 1998). While the parallels that Donnelly points out are
persuasive, they only tell part of the story. The nineteenth-century standards of
civilization possessed a very important economic dimension, both in their
conception and in their implementation. If we are to look for contemporary
parallels, we should therefore pay some attention to economic ideas and policies
to see whether the idea of standards of civilization has re-emerged.

In fact, we can find a parallel concept in contemporary debates about the
reform of international economic governance. In the aftermath of the financial
crises of the past decade, financial leaders, policy-makers, and scholars have all
sought to develop a plan for reforming the international financial system. For
their part, the IMF’s representatives have developed a program that hinges on
the introduction of new international standards with which all states should
comply. The reappearance of the idea of universal standards has been discussed
elsewhere (Eichengreen 1999; Kenen 2001; Gong 2002). What has not been
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noted, however, is the extent to which this return to standards has been framed
explicitly in civilizational terms. In different ways, several of the major IMF
figures have turned to the language of civilization to characterize and justify the
proposed changes to the financial governance.

We can find the most comprehensive vision of standards of civilization in the
speeches of Michel Camdessus. It was Camdessus who, towards the end of his
tenure as Managing Director of the IMF, first championed the idea of universal
standards. In a series of speeches and press conferences in 1998 and 1999,
Camdessus presented these standards in the language of civilization, calling on
the international community to help in the task of ‘civilizing globalization’
(Camdessus 1999c). What is the idea of civilization implicit in his vision for a
reformed financial system? At one level, it is an international conception. Thus
Camdessus calls on states ‘to do at a world level what each of our countries has
done during the last century: to establish order, discipline, and civilization, if I
may say so, in the working of our domestic markets’ (Camdessus 1998). The
international economy must become a ‘civilized environment’ to enable the free
and secure flow of goods and capital around the world. The single most impor-
tant strategy for achieving this civilized global market, moreover, is the
introduction of ‘universally accepted rules and standards’ (Camdessus 1999c).

What are these new standards that provide the hallmarks of a ‘civilized’
economy? In the words of the most recently retired Managing Director, Horst
Köhler, they define ‘sound economic and financial policies and corporate gover-
nance’ (Köhler 2001). Together with the World Bank, the Fund has so far developed
standards to cover twelve different areas of economic governance, ranging from
accounting practices through banking regulation to guidelines for fiscal and
monetary policy (IMF 2000, 2001). The development of these specific standards
is embedded in a broader discussion of what have variously been called the
‘basic principles’ of good economic governance or ‘good housekeeping prac-
tices’, which include a much wider range of political economic norms (Larsen
2002; Goldstein 1999). These advocates for financial reform paint a very
detailed picture of the kind of national economy that they would like to create: it
will be tough on inflation, maintain a floating exchange rate, move aggressively
on trade and financial liberalization, and, above all, limit the role of the state in
the economy (Larsen 2002; Goldstein 1999; Eichengreen 1999). This, it appears,
is the contemporary model of a civilized economy.

To these concrete standards, contributors to this discussion often add a more
subjective dimension, pointing to the need to change the culture of finance.
Thus both US Federal Reserve Board Chairman, Alan Greenspan, and
Camdessus contrast the bad old days of ‘crony capitalism’ when governments
retained close relationships with financial institutions and corporations, and the
new era of universal, standardized rules and practices (Greenspan 1998;
Camdessus 1999a). In spite of the fact that crony capitalism is alive and well in
the Anglo-Saxon world, this term is consistently used to characterize a particular
economic culture – the Asian model of capitalism that involves a much more
central economic role for the state than is standard in either Britain or the
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United States. (See Surowiecki 2002; Evans 1989; Singh 1999; Wade and
Veneroso 1998. See also John M. Hobson’s chapter in this volume.) This appeal
to an international strategy for civilizing the global market thus appears to have a
particularly Western inflection. Moreover, it becomes clear on closer examination
that the Fund’s attempts to civilize the global economy actually require civilizing
certain particular national economies. In a comment on the progress made to date,
Camdessus suggests, ‘what we are seeing in many countries, is an improvement in
governance, and the establishment of transparent, arm’s length relationships
among governments, corporations, and financial institutions, as are typical of
mature, dare I say, civilized markets’ (Camdessus 1999b, emphasis added). It is thus
not only the international environment that must be civilized, but also, crucially,
certain immature and uncivilized national economies who retain a too-close rela-
tionship between the state and the economy. What is the model they should use?
This is clearly set out in the universal standards that, in Camdessus’s words,
‘build on and offer the potential to globalize the standards that exist within the
most advanced nations’ (Camdessus 1999c, emphasis added).

A return to standards of civilization?
These recent statements suggest uncanny echoes of a much earlier attempt to civi-
lize the global economic and political order. Yet, such resonances do not in
themselves adequately establish the parallels between then and now. If we are to
understand the similarities and differences between these two appeals to the stan-
dards of civilization, we need to take a closer look at the context within which the
contemporary discourse has emerged.

The intellectual context

The intellectual context within which nineteenth-century standards of civiliza-
tion emerged combined several very different strands of thought. Chief among
them was a liberal economic belief in civilizing effects of trade that drew inspira-
tion from Montesquieu’s suggestion that ‘Commerce . . . polishes and softens
(adoucit) barbarian ways as we can see every day’ (cited in Hirschman 1978: 60). A
second influential intellectual current was the conservative moral conviction that
the existence of a hierarchy of civilizations created for the civilized states a moral
responsibility to treat empire as ‘a sacred trust’ that was not to be abused (Pagden
2001). These liberal and conservative ideas combined with a new positivist certi-
tude regarding the scientific laws of the world, be they economic, legal, or racial
(Alexandrowicz 1973; Hall 1924; Lorimer 1883; Foucault 1970). This was a
conception of civilization whose imaginative power was not diminished by its
internal tensions – as inclusive and exclusive, historical and essentialist, light and
dark conceptions of civilization all helped shape the standards of civilization.

In spite of the many years that separate us from the nineteenth century, we
are nonetheless very much its intellectual heirs. It should not therefore come as a
surprise that there are important parallels in the philosophical strands that
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inform the idea of civilization then and now. One of the most obvious of these is
the central role of liberal political thought and laissez-faire economic theory and
practice. While the nineteenth-century faith in the value of free-market
economics took a serious beating during the Great Depression and the early
post-war years, it has regained much of its former glory in economic and polit-
ical circles in the past two decades (Best 2005, 2003a). Adam Smith and David
Ricardo are once again the first names in a canon of economic theory that
represents the discipline as a gradual refinement of the insight into the value of
free-market society (see also Mlada Bukovansky’s and Matthew Watson’s chap-
ters in this volume).

At the heart of contemporary new-classical economic theory is a conviction
in the benefits of liberalizing economic relations – of significantly reducing
national controls on international trade, finance, and investment (Best 2003a;
Grabel 2000). In international finance, this conviction takes the form of a belief
in the universal gains to be achieved by liberalizing finance, and thus eliminating
controls over the movement of capital around the world (Eatwell 1997). While
recent IMF proposals to reform financial governance have sought to mitigate
some of the more destabilizing effects of this process, the liberalization of
finance still remains the cornerstone of their vision of international economic
governance and their efforts to implement it through the development of inter-
national standards. A belief in the social as well as economic value of a
free-market society links past and present conceptions of the standards of civi-
lization. Fund proposals not only seek to civilize the global economy but also to
use the process of globalization as a tool for spreading civilization, echoing the
Enlightenment commitment to the civilizing power of commerce.

I have used the terms ‘conviction’ and ‘belief ’ to characterize the current
dominant approach to laissez-faire economics. I have done so deliberately, in
order to both highlight the strength of the attachment and to underline its moral
dimension. I have pointed elsewhere to the increasingly explicit moral character
of the debate on financial governance (Best 2003b). Here, I will simply empha-
size the idea of civilization implicit in those moral arguments. Köhler was the most
expansive in his articulation of the moral vision of the Fund, which he has
outlined in numerous speeches (Köhler 2002, 2003c, 2003b, 2003a). In describing
the ethical principles that he believes should shape global financial governance,
Köhler emphasizes two central concepts: solidarity and self-responsibility. The
duty of solidarity, he suggests, obliges affluent states to help those less fortunate
by increasing development assistance and reducing trade barriers. The duty of
self-responsibility, on the other hand, obliges poor states to take ownership of
their own recovery and reform (see Barry Hindess’s chapter in this volume).

These are clearly very different moral duties from those of noblesse oblige and
obedience invoked by nineteenth-century moralists. The idea of self-responsi-
bility emphasizes the capacity of underdeveloped nations to reform their own
economies, whereas the nineteenth-century concept of a ‘sacred trust’ assumed
that only advanced nations could initiate the process of civilization. Yet a whiff
of paternalism still lingers around the Fund’s idea of global ethics. For while
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poor nations bear responsibility for self-improvement, they are not necessarily
trusted with the power to determine the nature of this reform. Theirs is the task
of implementing the universal standards of a civilized economy. The responsi-
bility for defining those standards still rests primarily with ‘the most advanced
nations’ (Camdessus 1999c). I began this chapter with a quote from Hardt and
Negri on the ways in which contemporary global politics ‘poses racial differences
never as a difference of nature but always as a difference of degree, never as
necessary but always as accidental’ (Hardt and Negri 2000: 194). The same logic
is at work in new standards of civilization: a state’s place on the ladder of civiliza-
tion may be accidental rather than inevitable, but its economic values and
practices are still judged and treated accordingly.

Just as laissez-faire liberalism and moral conviction form part of the intellectual
context of both nineteenth-century and contemporary versions of the standards
of civilization, so too does scientific positivism. The twentieth century witnessed
the entrenchment of positivist epistemology in the social sciences. Nowhere was
that trend more evident than in the field of economics. While positivist
economics, with its assumption of the law-like regularity of the economy and of
the rationality of the economic agent, provides the foundation for all Fund poli-
cies it has found a particular expression in the articulation of universal standards
in the idea of transparency. In Camdessus’s words, ‘There is a strong consensus
for making transparency the “golden rule” of the new international financial
system’ (Camdessus 1999c). In the past few years, the term transparency has
become ubiquitous in international financial circles where it is defined as
adequate information. The cause of the recent financial crises, particularly the
Asian crisis, it is argued, was a lack of transparency. Crony capitalism, impene-
trably complex economic practices, insufficient surveillance, and poor data
combined to starve the markets of adequate information, a failing that was ulti-
mately punished with financial crisis.

Transparency is a positivist concept par excellence. It assumes that knowledge
can be rendered transparent – stripped of all interpretive ambiguity, cultural
context, and uncertainty. The ideal of transparency reflects two related kinds of
positivist conviction: it reveals a faith in the perfect representability of all
economic and political truths; at the same time, it demonstrates a kind of market
fundamentalism which assumes that the market itself will be capable of accu-
rately processing all such information. Together, these two assumptions promise a
world in which perfect information combines with an efficient market to produce
optimal global economic conditions. The promise of transparency and the goal
of universal standards are intimately connected. The possibility of transparent
knowledge ensures that international standards can be unambiguously defined
and measured. In turn, many of these standards seek to ensure greater political
economic transparency – by imposing uniform standards of fiscal, monetary,
banking, and accounting practice.

While the contemporary conception of universal standards thus shares with
the nineteenth century a profoundly positivist worldview, it does not share that
era’s scientific justifications of racial inequality. The positivism of transparent
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economics assumes the equal rationality of all economic agents regardless of
their origins. All are equally capable of functioning in a civilized economic envi-
ronment; the problem of incivility lies with faulty institutions rather than with a
failure of human nature. Yet, while the Fund thus rejects an essentialist concep-
tion of economic civilization, it nonetheless does buy into a kind of civilizational
hierarchy. Fund representatives assume that there is only one form of economic
civilization and one path for reaching it. Different forms of political economic
organization are thus defined as earlier stages in a process of civilization rather
than as different political choices (Eichengreen 1999; cf. Best 2003b).

The fact that this conception of economic civilization represents a kind of
cultural hierarchy is concealed in part by the appeal to the universal value of
transparency. Yet transparency is not an absolute concept. It is always partial and
incomplete, relative and relational (Best 2005: Ch. 6). And it depends on specific
contexts of communication and conventions of understanding. In this case a few
major states have decided the conventions upon which to build a more trans-
parent form of communication, and have based them on Western economic
norms and practices. In spite of their historical and cultural specificity, these
standards are represented as universally valid. Yet they impose an unequal
burden on economies, requiring some to conform to the norms of others, some-
times at great cost in financial and political terms. Such costs, if they are
acknowledged at all, are justified as necessary for the progress towards a
universal goal – membership in that most charmed of circles, the ‘club of coun-
tries with mature financial systems’ (Eichengreen 1999: 50).

The intellectual context in which contemporary economic standards have
evolved thus reveals some provocative parallels with the nineteenth century.
Then and now we find a combination of free-market idealism, a certain moral
conservatism, and a claim to authority based on scientific positivism. Linking
them all is a conception of civilization that combines an appeal to universality
and a hierarchy of differences.

The practical context

Perhaps the most striking parallel in the practical contexts within which the two
standards of civilization emerged is the fact that both eras were in the thrall of
globalization. In the nineteenth century, the British Empire relied on the stan-
dards of civilization to both impose and legitimize its interests, as formal
imperialism was increasingly supplemented by an informal empire built on ‘free-
trade imperialism’ (Wood 1983; Robinson and Gallagher 1981). The combined
logic of civilization and empire was no more evident than in the Treaty of
Nanking of 1842, signed after the Opium War, which the British fought in order
to gain access to Chinese markets, and justified in the language of civilization.
Writing shortly after the signing of the Treaty of Nanking, Lord Palmerston
noted: ‘There is no doubt that this event, which will form an epoch in the
progress of the civilization of the human races, must be attended with the most
important advantages to the commercial interests of England’ (cited in
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Greenberg 1969: 214–15). Of course, the form that economic globalization took
then and now is different: the British Empire cast a long shadow over the nine-
teenth century’s economic expansion. Yet the processes of informal empire that
emerged in the nineteenth century do share certain concrete similarities with
contemporary forces for globalization. Both have sought to legitimize globaliza-
tion by linking globalization to the idea of civilization.

In practical terms, the introduction of universal standards has provided
considerable support for the current process of economic globalization. The
standards themselves help to both widen and deepen the integration of the global
economy. Like their nineteenth-century precursors, these standards facilitate
international trade and investment by making ‘advanced’ economic rules and
practices the norm. The current appeal to universal standards can also be under-
stood as a response to some of the difficulties that the process of economic
globalization has encountered, both technical and political. The financial crisis of
the 1990s posed serious technical challenges to the goal of economic globaliza-
tion: large-scale financial instability is anathema to the global spread of
investment and trade. The new international standards are intended to signifi-
cantly reduce instability by clarifying existing rules, creating new ones, and
imposing them consistently around the world.

At the same time, these universal standards – and the moral discourse within
which they are presented – are designed to respond to the critics of globalization
and financial liberalization (such as Germain 2000; Eatwell and Taylor 2000;
Michie and Smith 1999; Scholte and Schnabel 2002; Stiglitz 2002). These new
standards, it is argued, will alleviate the difficulties that developing and emerging
economies have encountered in their efforts to liberalize finance – most notably
the massive financial crises that they have faced. The problem, Fund representa-
tives suggest, lies not with the process of liberalization itself, but rather with the
weakness of the underlying domestic institutions and practices. By civilizing glob-
alization through the introduction of new rules and standards, poorer countries
will now also be able to enjoy the benefits of globalization (cf. Leonard
Seabrooke’s chapter in this volume).

Like their nineteenth-century counterparts, these standards work to support,
to stabilize, and to justify the progress of a particular model of economic global-
ization. In doing so, they also work to advance certain interests over others. The
interests aligned behind the current push for financial liberalization may not be
as starkly evident as those who sought the expansion of the British Empire in the
nineteenth century. Nonetheless, despite claims to the contrary, there is consider-
able evidence to suggest that some have benefited far more than others from the
process of globalization. In his analysis of the impact of financial liberalization
on developing economies, John Eatwell concludes that poorer countries have
witnessed few of the beneficial capital inflows that were promised, while suffering
from the deflationary bias and instability caused by financial liberalization
(Eatwell 1997; Williamson and Mahar 1998). The former World Bank Chief
Economist, Joseph Stiglitz, suggests that the current emphasis on liberalization
not only disadvantages less developed economies but also actively serves the
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interests of the international financial community – rather than of the global
economy as a whole (Stiglitz 2002: Ch. 8). Some would argue in response that
the current move to reform international financial governance – including the
development of international standards – is designed precisely to mitigate such
inequalities by creating a ‘level playing field’ with clear rules and regulations.

Yet such arguments hinge on the assumption that these standards are politi-
cally neutral, thus begging the question of the role of power in this new pursuit
of a civilized global economy. We have certainly come a long way from the gunboat
diplomacy of the nineteenth century when unequal treaties were the normal
means of imposing the standards of civilization. These new international
economic standards have been designed and introduced by an international
organization, not a collection of imperialist states. They are also voluntary
codes: a country may gain certain advantages by following them but is not
formally penalized for not doing so. The brutality of power exercised a century
ago in the imposition of standards of civilization is not evident today. Yet, paral-
lels do still exist. For when we take a closer look at the international politics of the
nineteenth century, it becomes clear that power imbalances often took on subtler
forms.

The informal imperialism of nineteenth-century Britain relied in part on the
asymmetries of economic interdependence: a state’s dependence on British loans
or on access to their markets could just as easily provide leverage as the formali-
ties of an unequal treaty (Robinson and Gallagher 1981: xix). Furthermore, even
in the cases where treaties did play a crucial role, they were often only implicitly
unequal (see also John M. Hobson’s chapter in this volume). As Donnelly points
out, Article I of the Treaty of Nanking granted equal rights to British citizens in
China and Chinese citizens in Britain. ‘China’s profound lack of interest in
obtaining such rights’, he notes, ‘was conveniently overlooked, and extraterritori-
ality was justified by appeals to “reciprocal” enjoyment of “universal” minimum
standards of legal fairness’ (Donnelly 1998: 7).

Similar claims today regarding the reciprocity of the international financial
system and the fairness of the new standards should also be treated with a
measure of caution. While the ideal of a level playing field is a noble one, in this
instance it is rather misleading. The many different economies that make up the
global order are certainly not equal. The vast discrepancies that divide the poorest
from the richest have created structural inequalities in which deteriorating terms
of trade, chronic poverty, and escalating debt increase the asymmetries of inter-
dependence. Such countries often have little real freedom to choose or refuse to
follow ‘voluntary’ codes. Such subtler forms of power are also reinforced by
more blunt tools of coercion. Increasingly, the conditions for IMF funding
include requirements to reform domestic institutions along the lines proposed by
the international standards. There has also been some talk of late within the
Fund and World Bank of making the adoption of standards mandatory, which
would further blur the line between power and persuasion. For example, recent
negotiations for standby agreements with Ecuador, Ghana, and Brazil have
included references to demonstrating compliance with Reports on the Observance
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of Standards and Codes (ROSCs). Rodrigo de Rato, the new Managing Director
of the IMF, has also suggested that the Fund consider linking a country’s access
to Fund resources to their adherence to standards and codes (Rato 2004;
Schneider 2003). However level the playing field may appear, some states have
set the rules of the game, while others are being required to adapt to them.

By examining the contemporary call for international financial standards in
the light of what we know of the nineteenth-century appeal for standards of civi-
lization, we are better able to understand both the intellectual and the practical
logics at work today. Much has clearly changed between then and now. The
moral character of the argument for standards has dropped its overt paternalism,
while the idea of scientific racism has been rejected (cf. John M. Hobson’s chapter
in this volume). The role of power in the imposition of universal standards has
also altered, relying more on subtle and systemic imbalances. Yet, the presence of
these few differences makes the parallels all the more striking. Both attempts to
define standards of civilization have been driven by a liberal political economic
vision that equates free-market globalization with civilization. Both ideas of civiliza-
tion have also contained an important illiberal dimension that assumes the superior
capacity of certain Western nations to define, impose, and measure the standards
of civilization.

Conclusion
In a recent press briefing, the current IMF Deputy Managing Director, Anne
Krueger, reveals her conception of the link between globalization and civilization
when she suggests that she is bewildered by some of the critics of globalization,
given its clear and universal benefits:

And I guess, on the one hand, those who really want to claim that they
would like to stay with their ancient or their old culture and civilization and
old standards of living and old standards of illness and illiteracy, et cetera,
that’s their choice. But that’s not what most of the people in the world are
choosing, and in that sense, what worries me mostly is that there are people
who say they are anti-poverty, et cetera, who also say they’re anti-globalization.

(Krueger 2001)

While the word civilization only appears once in this passage, the concept actu-
ally figures twice, in different forms: once understood as particular, traditional
cultures that resist the progressive force of globalization and once as a more
universal force of progress that is synonymous with globalization. The Fund’s
vision of international economic governance promises the second more universal
concept of civilization, but ultimately relies on the first as a foil – not unlike their
nineteenth-century predecessors.

Krueger’s remark is a response to a question about the clash of globalizations
thesis. In fact, one could read the Fund’s turn to the language of civilization as an
attempt to respond to Huntington: their more optimistic and universalist appeal to
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the civilizing power of globalization ultimately seeks to trump Huntington’s
particularlistic civilizations. Yet, as Krueger’s remarks reveal, the Fund also relies
on a Huntingtonian conception of traditional civilizations as a way of explaining
resistance to globalization. The fact that she can only understand dissent and
debate by identifying them with ‘backwards’ civilizations and does not envision a
central role for them in the construction of a new global civilization is cause for
concern.

Civilization remains a dangerous concept. I initially invoked its danger in the
introduction to this chapter in the context of Huntington’s pessimistic concep-
tion of a clash of civilizations. Yet this danger is all the more pressing in the
context of the IMF’s more optimistic vision of a unifying global civilization
because its optimism conceals its darker side. Those who seek to introduce these
new economic standards reject the racist essentialism of the nineteenth century
for a conception of economic civilization to which all can aspire. Yet they have
introduced a different kind of fundamentalism through their insistence on a
singular and absolute model of economic civilization. In their vision of a more
civilized global economy, Fund representatives have also rejected the exclusive-
ness of the earlier approach to standards of civilization, promising instead the
possibility of a universal civilization built on the progressive force of economic
globalization. Yet contemporary economic standards remain gate-keeping mech-
anisms, separating the civilized from the uncivilized and placing them in a
hierarchy of evolution. Inclusion, meanwhile, is deferred into the future for those
who are too low on the ladder of progress and therefore have yet to qualify for
membership. The Fund’s universalist conception of civilization is still haunted
by the problem of the uncivilized. We are witnessing a return to the idea of stan-
dards of civilization in the form of a call to civilize the global economy. Yet, if
we have learned anything from the experiences of the nineteenth century, it is
that such claims to civilize should be made very cautiously, if at all.
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The use of a ‘standard of civilization’, a preferred form of socio-political organi-
zation, in global capital markets presents both constraints and opportunities for
creditors and borrowers. When imposed, civilizing standards may change how a
borrower would prefer to conduct their affairs. Creditors, after all, do not have
the time and money to check every little detail and want clear performance
benchmarks in economic life. At the same time, borrowers may present them-
selves as conforming to a civilizing standard to access capital and give themselves
a greater capacity to conduct their own affairs. As long as they stay within the
parameters of legitimate financial practice, the ‘groove’, creditors may well allow
borrowers room for change in self-determined ways.

During the last two periods of intense financial globalization in the late
nineteenth/early twentieth centuries and the late twentieth/early twenty-first
centuries, global standards of market civilization have firmly been in place. The
character of these standards, however, has differed according to domestic polit-
ical relations in the dominant financial powers of the day. Such relations, in turn,
provided the context for investment from Western powers to ‘emerging market
economies’ (EMEs), those states with a low- or middle-income economy and
low-investible market capitalization relative to gross domestic product (GDP)
(Mosley 2003b: 103–4). This chapter maps out the historical and conceptual
terrain concerning civilizing ideas about the legitimacy of financial practices
within global capital markets, and investigates the relations between Western
‘civilizers’ and EMEs during the last two periods of financial globlalization.

The chapter proceeds as follows: its first aim is to establish the historical
context for the concept of civilization and its relationship to creditors and
borrowers in both the public and private realms. Particularly relevant here is the
importance of moral conduct in assessments of creditworthiness. The transition
from community to individual assessments in creditworthiness over the last
century, I argue, is analogous to the transition from assessments of clusters of
like-states to independent sovereign states. The second task is to outline the
domestic sources of civilizing ideas in the ‘international rentier economy’ of
1880 to 1915, particularly the importance of intense social connections for inter-
national investment that sustained an explicit standard of civilization. From
there the third aim of the chapter is to discuss the domestic sources of civilizing
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ideas in what I call the ‘international creditor economy’ of 1970 to 2005,
emphasizing the importance of financial ‘disintermediation’ to the increased
surveillance of sovereign states and the role of credit-rating agencies (CRAs).
Finally, I reflect on the rationalization of legitimate financial practices in global
capital markets and what agency EMEs have in conforming to the contemporary
standard of market civilization.

Civilizing ideas in capital markets: a historical sketch
For a state, firm, township, or individual to access capital it must successfully
signal to a creditor that repayment can be made without much of a fuss. Equally
so, the creditor must be satisfied with how the borrower’s ability to repay has
been calculated according to the rationalization of finance practices of the day.
There are strong incentives for the borrower to demonstrate that it has met stan-
dards of organization and self-control to pass this test. The borrower must
represent itself as rational and predictable, for the opposite will only increase the
creditor’s concern about repayment and lead to a refusal of access to capital or
the imposition of a premium on the price of a loan to compensate for the
increased risk. Above all, the borrower must present itself as civil in the sense of
being capable of self-control, in being recognized as a legitimate authority
among peers, and through a demonstrated commitment to laws of sustained,
orderly conduct. In short, a borrower requires civilization to sustain capital
inflows and avoid the incivility of default. This link between demonstrating a
capacity for civilization and access to capital has always been the case and, for
this reason, ideas of the state as civilizer of the market or the market as civilizer
of the state are of interest to the historical development of global capital markets.

According to Max Weber, one defining aspect of the civilizations of Antiquity
was the state’s incapacity to convert hoards of precious metals into debt instru-
ments to allow the flourishing of a capital market (Weber 1998: 45). Centralized
monarchical systems in Antiquity preferred to tax their own populations rather
than create credit from existing stores of value (precious metals, booty). They
also placed caps on the capacity to make private profits to maintain an arm’s
length relationship with, and control over, private financiers. In contrast, Roman
and Hellenic city states often taxed their domestic population to pay private
financiers who effectively held them in debt bondage to extract higher profits
(Weber 1998: 61–4, 211, 244).

In an attempt to tackle this problem, city states in the medieval period, such
as Genoa and Florence, obliged their propertied class to invest in interest-free
public debt. This did not, however, give states the upper hand. In the Genoese
case power over taxing and governing the economy was ceded to creditors in the
late fourteenth century upon default of repayment for funds lent for war-making.
Creditors – in this case of the Bank of San Giorgio – were also able to use
economic coercion to secure property rights more so than among political elites
(Greif 2006: Ch. 8). Private credit relations engendered a civilizing process by
mitigating conflict and providing more stable ground for the enforcement of
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contracts. Private markets, not the state, brought more civility to the growth of
capital markets.

Prior to the building of legal and economic institutions that we identify as the
modern state, most access to credit was city and township based, and private
authority over them was commonplace. Credit relations were typically held
within what Avner Greif refers to as a ‘community responsibility system’, within
which the incentive to default on a loan was low as the costs to creditworthiness
of the community were high (Greif 2006: Ch. 10). In Western Europe default on a
loan to a foreign creditor would commonly mean that the community was obliged
to repay the creditor and then seek its own means of extracting the lost funds
from the borrower. Private actors were in the driving seat in assessing the credit-
worthiness of borrowers according to their capacity to behave in a civilized manner.

Community rather than individual obligations in assessments of creditworthi-
ness also extended to the creation of fairs for the exchange of debt instruments
(mainly bills of exchange), such as the famous Champagne fairs of the thirteenth
century. At such fairs communities rather than individuals would be represented,
with the threat of default resulting in the potential for a community to be discred-
ited, banned, or physically punished (Greif 2006: Ch. 10). In Continental Europe
this led to an enforcement situation that we would associate today with the
behavior of organized criminal gangs, with creditors hiring ‘hit men’ in the form
of mercenary armies to enforce debt repayment from another community. Such
criminal-type behavior provided the foundation for the modern state (Tilly 1992).

In the English case the state rather than private actors sought to provide the
standard of civilized conduct within financial markets. The English state asserted
itself during the late thirteenth century by officially abolishing the capacity of
debtors to extract rents from a community and encouraging the development of
an individual-based contract system adjudicated by a central state administration.
This change to a system we would identify as more modern, however, was hardly
automatic and evolved over centuries. Moral conduct was still strongly associated
with creditworthiness at a community level. Craig Muldrew’s work (1998)
demonstrates that within England between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries
there was intense pressure upon communities to conform to a standard of moral
conduct. Such pressure led neighbors to pull each other into line for bad behavior,
and to an explosion of literature on the moral decay associated with indebted-
ness, drunkenness, and other social sins, to curb impediments to creditworthiness.

Similar dynamics also occurred with foreign lending. Capital mobility within
Europe increased greatly and the (now quarterly) international fairs provided means
for creditors to not only settle bills of exchange but also to gather information on
borrowers. This increased market integration permitted long-term loans to be
made according to international rather than local interest rates, which also
opened up space for outrage at usury within capital markets (Goldthwaite 1998:
497–9). The rise of Antwerp as the premier financial center with deep and liquid
secondary capital markets for public debt also increased the intensity and volume
of trading and raised questions about creditworthiness assessments being made
by close personal networks (such as the House of Fuggers) where usury was ratio-
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nalized as legitimate financial practice and not morally unacceptable (Germain
1997: 36–9). As Amsterdam took over as the world’s principal financial center in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, usury was seen as an unfair practice
(similar dynamics were present in Islamic societies and their prohibition of usury
as ‘riba’). Financial relations should not be, according to this new rationalization,
based on gambling but on moral and rational standards. As with the develop-
ment of double-entry bookkeeping, which was held by Weber and others as a
key to modern capitalism, one could find self-improvement through order and
civility in finance (Carruthers and Espeland 1991: 41; Weber 1976: 76). Within
capital markets the new mix of morality and rationalization could provide the
foundations for a ‘universalisation and intensification of world credit practices’
(Langley 2002: 45). This new frame for legitimate financial practice grounded
civility in the moral self (see also Matthew Watson’s chapter in this volume).

Control over capital markets, but not a monopoly over civility, was still in
private hands and distanced from the state. One group in particular who lived
off their private investments in public debts, ‘rentiers’, had gained in economic
and political prominence (Germain 1997: 42–3). This situation was prominent
not only in Amsterdam but also in London and was important in preventing the
extension of credit, and the deepening of capital markets, beyond personal, if
internationalized, networks within the finance capitals. For credit to be extended
a new set of legitimating financial practices was required and needed to be
supported by the state.

As signaled above, in the English case the state was the market civilizer. The
creation of the Bank of England (BoE) in the late seventeenth century sought to
‘connect savers and the English Treasury’ and greatly expand the state’s capacity
for war-making without falling captive to private financial interests (Quinn 1997:
411–13, 427). This followed the desire to develop a financial system that would
make credit creation ‘less dependent on individual morality’ (Muldrew 1998:
329). Such freedom permitted the formation of a deeper capital base and
allowed the City of London to become the world’s principal financial center.
Other than providing a clearing house for bills of exchange (which also occurred
in the European financial capitals like Amsterdam, Paris, and, to a lesser extent,
Berlin), London was unique in its capacity for borrowers to access capital for
long-term private and government debt in EMEs (Germain 1997: 52). And with
increased English political and economic prowess came a new need for a stan-
dard of civilization in global capital markets that reflected domestic political
wrangling over ideas about both the meaning of civilization and how the English
state should regulate financial relations at home and abroad.

Civilizing ideas in the international rentier economy
One significant source of England’s international financial power was the
growth of provincial joint-stock banks during the nineteenth century that drew
deposits not only from the upper classes but also the middle classes (Seabrooke
2006: Ch. 3). The deepening of capital markets was also largely dependent on
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industry during this period. During the late nineteenth century the Great
Depression of 1873–96 sparked a significant change in the English financial
system that was accompanied by a new government policy (by W.E. Gladstone)
that sought to curb public expenditure and limit the power of rentiers who lived
off government debt (Ingham 1984: 130, 234–5). Both factors led to a movement
to concentrate capital in London by drawing it from provincial joint-stock banks.
This trend increased during the 1880s and 1890s, leading to ‘the breakdown of
what had been for more than three decades, an efficient national market’ and the
establishment of an ‘international rentier economy’ (Davis and Gallman 2001:
890; Mann 1993: 292). This breakdown coincided with the development of
intense personal networks among rentiers for creditworthiness assessment, the
rise of imperialist ‘finance capitalism’, and an explicit standard of civilization
concerning EMEs.

A key place to discuss which EMEs were creditworthy was gentlemen’s clubs,
whose membership ballooned during the 1880s and 1890s, the same period when
rentier-type foreign investments into EMEs increased (Taddei 1999: 23).
Consider, for example, the personal networks required for investment in the
Argentine Canal Company, and the scandal that followed, which are detailed in
Oscar Wilde’s An Ideal Husband. While discussing personal creditworthiness
related to the investment, Mrs Cheveley comments to Sir Robert Chiltern: ‘My
dear Sir Robert, you are a man of the world, and you have your price, I suppose.
Everybody has nowadays. The drawback is that most people are so dreadfully
expensive’ (Wilde 1993: 33). Georg Simmel also noticed this trend towards
increasingly personal and gentleman-based networks of creditworthiness within
England (Simmel 1978: 479).

Within such networks the key civilizing idea at play was one of development
and modernization in EMEs through a paternalist/colonist arm’s length rentier-
type investment. At its extreme, the attitude here was that while ‘savages’ or
barbarians knew the immediacy of their economic desperation more than any
‘civilized’ person, they trapped themselves in their magics and irrationalities, and
were unable to embrace capitalism and its ‘rational orders’ (Weber 1988: 449–
50). The maintenance of an idea about who conformed to a standard of civiliza-
tion and who did not – through a ranking of peoples and their capacity for
socio-political self-organization – could therefore be justified (see also Brett
Bowden’s and John M. Hobson’s chapters in this volume). The same applied for
colonialism, whose ‘watchword’, as Norbert Elias famously commented, was
‘civilization’ (Elias 2000: 431).

The idea of an explicit standard of civilization provided a clear distinction on
who qualified for protection under international law among a circle of civilized
states, and who could be coerced, as seen in the proliferation of unequal treaties
(see Jacqueline Best’s, Brett Bowden’s, and John M. Hobson’s chapters in this
volume). Moreover, the notion that arm’s length investment was part of a ‘civi-
lizing mission’ provided a moral justification for the use of coercion backed by
public authorities should default occur. According to this logic, default provided a
key indicator of a failing to provide socio-political self-organization, a failure to
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meet a standard of civilization that invited further intervention from European
states on a moral quest to civilize.

While rentiers and others who frequented gentlemen’s clubs preferred arm’s
length investments, they were certainly busy making deals. London-based invest-
ment ballooned during the period between 1890 and 1913, and by the eve of the
First World War 44 per cent of global investment was made through the City of
London (Fishlow 1985: 394), and one-third of British wealth was now being
invested abroad (compared to 17 per cent in 1870; see O’Rourke and
Williamson 1999: 208). Of this, the lion’s share went to EMEs that, for the
period, included states like Argentina, Australia, Denmark, Italy, Japan, Spain,
and the United States (see Bordo et al. 1999: 51, n. 57). In fact during this period
EMEs were receiving 63 per cent of global foreign direct investment, while in
the last quarter of the twentieth century they received only 28 per cent (Baldwin
and Martin 1999: 20). English portfolio investment went overwhelmingly into
moderate-to-high-risk debt securities within EMEs and was heavily concentrated
in government debt and heavy industries such as railways, mining, and metal-
lurgy (Bordo et al. 1998: 17). In addition to investment in colonial territories and
the US, which accounted for 44.8 per cent of investment in 1913–14, Asia and
Africa received 25.9 per cent of investment and Latin America 20.1 per cent
(Mosley 2003b: 255). A most popular and profitable investment – as Mr Wilde
suggested – was in financing infrastructure projects in Argentina.

During this period of financial globalization, financial crises were infrequent
but severe. Crises in Argentina in 1890 and the US in 1893 were worse than
EMEs hit by the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s (discussed below), with
negative growth rates compared to the pre-crisis year of, respectively, 14 per cent
and 24 per cent (Bordo et al. 1999: 53–4). Given that the stakes were high,
rentiers and institutions in the City of London sought to protect their investment
by two mechanisms increasing their power of surveillance over existing and
potential borrowers. The first mechanism was through the formation of the
Corporation for Foreign Bondholders (CFB) that was initially founded in 1868
but which received a big push from the English government when foreign invest-
ment boomed. From the 1870s, this creditor association negotiated with EME
governments, such as Turkey, Peru, Mexico, and Argentina, with positive results
in, according to the CFB’s own reports, ‘enlightened countries’ (Mauro and
Yafeh 2003: 9). Much of this success was from a growing surveillance capacity,
whereby officers in borrowing countries would send back financial and political
data to London to inform investors of the political and economic situation. Such
surveillance gave EMEs strong encouragement to demonstrate their capacity for
self-organization, particularly as recalcitrant borrowing states could be ‘black-
listed’ by the CFB from international borrowing (Kelly 1998: 31–6, 42). Clearly
the CFB strategy had an effect. For example, Venezuela which had threatened
default in 1902 was praised in 1908 as a model to their Latin American neigh-
bors (Mauro and Yafeh 2003: 9, 12–13).

In cases of default with no capacity for immediate payment the CFB would
arrange debt for equity swaps, acquire tax revenues, or seize physical assets for sale
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(note that the predominant forms of investment were in capital-intensive products).
But how could a private association of creditors punish a government that failed
to meet a standard of civilization by defaulting? The second mechanism used by
rentiers and financial institutions to impose a civilizing standard was much more
direct and involved their political links with the English state. The CFB had close
ties to HM’s Treasury and Foreign Office, as did rentiers. For example when the
Venezuelan government proposed default to its creditors in 1902, the reaction
from England, Germany, and Italy was to send naval forces. Venezuela paid up
what was owing to these creditors within four years. Similarly, the US invaded the
Dominican Republic in 1905 and seized customs revenue, and England threat-
ened Peru in 1907 (Mosley 2003b: 270). This practice was not uncommon, nor
was it particularly frowned upon. For example, the Hague Convention of 1906
accepted the use of force to guarantee investment in extreme cases where
defaulters refused international arbitration (Mauro and Yafeh 2003: 23).

But like the change in ideas about usury a couple of centuries earlier, the
imposition of military pressure within global capital markets became viewed as
morally inappropriate and incongruous with the idea of civilization. In the early
1900s the Argentine jurist and foreign minister, Luis Drago, argued at interna-
tional conferences that ‘Britain’s normal, if not absolutely invariable practice has
been to take coercive military or naval measures, or to threaten them, in defence
of her citizens, only when these were wronged by the seizure of their property or
by personal injuries’ (Lipson 1985: 54). The purpose of such a bold statement
was to sway global public opinion against the use of the threat of force to secure
repayment. At the 1906 Hague Conference, England dismissed such calls as
piffle. England, so went the argument, had a right to intervene in ‘countries of
doubtful honour’ (read: uncivilized) to protect the property of English citizens
(Kelly 1998: 43). However, at the Hague Conference of 1907, in the same year
Peru was threatened, England signed the ‘Drago Doctrine’ (named after the
Argentine jurist) that publicly recognized that the use of physical coercion was
neither morally appropriate nor a legitimate financial practice. So, why the
sudden change of heart? In short, the use of publicly provided dreadnoughts for
private profit had become politically unacceptable within the English polity. By
1906 the Liberal Party was in government and was pursuing an agenda that
picked up on public sentiment against rentiers and their dependence on profits
from international portfolio investment. The Chancellor of the Exchequer and
future Prime Minister, David Lloyd George, publicly argued that rentiers were
unwilling to pay fair taxation for the warships that protected their private inter-
ests. Lloyd George drew upon incidences such as those in Venezuela and Peru to
put forward this case for increased taxation upon rentiers and the rich in the infa-
mous ‘People’s Budget’ of 1909–10 (Seabrooke 2006: Ch. 3).

During the period a range of political activists and scholars pursued a ‘social
liberal’ agenda that saw the state as the ideal civilizer in capitalist market rela-
tionships, at home and abroad, and an idea of civilization as human betterment
rather than material preponderance (see Bowden’s chapter in this volume). John
A. Hobson, for example, argued that imperialism was a ‘mission of civilization’
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underpinned by a problem of economic underconsumption created by rentiers
(Hobson 1902; Seabrooke 2004). As opposed to CFB’s use of state coercion to
created ‘enlightened countries’ receptive to capital investment, Hobson argued
that a true meaning of civilization would compel the state to intervene into the
domestic economy and redistribute wealth to create an ‘enlightened community’
by boosting the general standard of living and permitting more time for education
and moral self-reflection (Hobson 1901: 254). The personal credit networks
described above were deemed to be against the broader social interest. As ‘credit
is an essential element to liberty’ it was the responsibility of the state, not personal
networks, to assist the broader population in using credit to better their standard
of living (Hobson 1909: 105–6). This domestic attitude should also apply inter-
nationally and, rather than imperialist financial practices that corroded ‘the
meaning of civilization’, international institutions should be created to embody
an idea of civilization as human betterment (Hobson 1936: 211). Within
England, social reform movements called for the state to civilize finance for the
betterment of all, while rentiers and the City of London clung to a conception
of a standard of civilization that permitted imperialist finance capitalism. The
result of such tensions could be seen in the English middle classes on the eve of
the war, which Michael Mann refers to as ‘superloyal schizoids’: at once tied to
the idea of social progress and imperialism (Mann 1993: 292, 583).

Ultimately the imperialist investments collapsed under the weight of the First
World War and reflected their shaky domestic foundations. Capital flows to
EMEs dried up in the 1920s to 1930s, and during the 1950s–1960s more than
half of all capital going to EMEs was politically driven foreign aid rather than
investment (Armijo 1999: 17). As we will see below, investment from Western
powers into EMEs only picked up again in the 1970s and 1980s. Financial prac-
tices transformed to become less dependent on the kinds of personal credit
networks described by Wilde and others, and more institutionalized and imper-
sonal. The opportunity offered here was that the state could act domestically as
guarantor to legitimate credit access for those previously banned, and that in
global capital markets EMEs could present themselves as sovereign states who
asserted their creditworthiness without fear of physical coercion. Akin to the
transition from community to individual creditworthiness assessments described
above, the new system offered greater potential for states to put themselves
forward as single units rather than clustered together as barbarians under a civi-
lizing mission. In this new ‘international creditor economy’ the idea of
civilization would become intimately tied to institutional surveillance and less
personalized markets. But the emphasis on EMEs demonstrating a capacity for
socio-political self-government remained.

Civilizing ideas in the international creditor economy
For EMEs the modern story begins in the 1970s, following the collapse of the
Bretton Woods system due to the US’s incapacity to readjust the value of the dollar
to gold within the fixed exchange rate system and its support for credit creation
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through private US financial institutions operating in the Euromarkets
(Seabrooke 2001: 61–6; also Michael Oliver’s chapter in this volume). During
discussions concerned with how to put the world financial and monetary system
back on track, the oil crisis of 1973, where oil prices quadrupled, led enormous
amounts of capital to flow from Western powers to the Organization of
Petroleum-Exporting Countries (OPEC). Most of this capital, some $30 billion in
1974 alone, was ‘recycled’ through the Euromarkets, then lent out to states whose
balance of payments had been thrown into disarray (Frieden 1987: 88, 130). The
oil crisis and the move to floating exchanges permitted a massive expansion in
private capital through credit creation. While the amount of long-term private
capital exports in global markets was 1:1 with public long-term capital exports
from 1955–71, between 1972–6 the ratio changed to 2:1 (Germain 1997: 119).

As a consequence of the above changes a two-tier system of creditworthiness
within global capital markets quickly developed. Western powers could borrow
directly from global capital markets, particularly the Euromarkets, while EMEs
relied on international bank loans (Cohen 1981: 50). Such lending was particu-
larly attractive to Western states because domestic ‘stagflation’ was impeding
their profits. The syndicated bank lending game, by contrast, was simple: a bank
would go in with others to provide a loan to an EME, with the logic that being
responsible for only one-tenth of a loan was sensible risk management. The
lending of ‘jumbo’ loans of $500 million and ‘mammoth’ loans of $1 billion
became commonplace, and, interestingly, 80 per cent of the borrowers were
governments in EMEs. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Bank
for International Settlements (BIS) became increasingly concerned about this
activity, since it was not clear whether the banking syndicates were sufficiently
scrutinizing the borrower’s capacity for socio-political self-organization; nor were
they watching what other syndicates were doing. Furthermore, Western banks
were halving the amount of capital they put aside in case of crisis in comparison
to their assets (their ‘capital adequacy ratio’) (Seabrooke 2001: 95–8). They also
assumed that international institutions would not permit a sovereign state to go
bankrupt, increasing their ‘moral hazard’ and incentive to lend more to EMEs.

The banks engaged in syndicated bank lending to EMEs assumed that the
borrowing government could sufficiently trade in international markets to gain
the necessary export earnings to make repayments and avoid default. However,
problems of ‘surplus capacity’ (a glut in trade) and an increase in US interest
rates (most loans to EMEs were denominated in dollars) made this impossible.
EMEs in Latin America soon began to default on their loans and a private cred-
itor association, the London Club, and a public creditor association, the Paris
Club, went into negotiations with the EMEs. As in the earlier period of financial
globalization, default was interpreted as a failure in self-organization. However,
unlike the CFB, these clubs’ purpose was negotiation and not surveillance. The
job of restructuring EMEs to meet a modern standard of market civilization fell
upon international institutions.

Following the debt crisis, private lending to EMEs plummeted and foreign aid
rather than investment was once again EME’s largest source of capital (Armijo
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1999: 17). During this low point a new two-tier system emerged in global capital
markets during the 1980s and 1990s. Western powers became more enmeshed
with global capital markets as they initiated a process, especially in the US, of
financial ‘disintermediation’. This process led to the replacement of traditional
forms of lending from financial institutions, like bank loans, to the increased use
of debt securities such as bonds and notes, as well as investment in stocks
(Seabrooke 2005b). Surveillance of creditworthiness here was overwhelmingly
conducted by private actors. EMEs increasingly engaged in this process but were
now dependent on funds from international institutions and private bank lending
when it was available. This was especially the case with EMEs who were financially
insolvent rather than just strapped of cash. To make EMEs more creditworthy,
international institutions promoted a rolling back of the state from economic
management and encouraged a state’s self-organization through ‘neo-liberal’
market mechanisms. The key policy changes included strict limits on govern-
ment expenditure, the privatization of public assets and services, the introduction
of a broad-based taxation system (such as Value Added Tax), a low debt burden
relative to GDP, and an independent central bank that could keep inflation low.
Clearly international institutions saw the market, rather than the state, as the chief
civilizer. Furthermore, this new standard saw the ‘neo-liberal’ global market as the
best means to bring democratization to EMEs and, in doing so, prevent political
instability. While the previous period of financial globalization saw the use of an
external military presence to civilize, the contemporary period saw the use of
neo-liberal markets as a way of preventing internal military coups (Armijo 1999:
35; Haley 2001: 64–5). Through market discipline and democratization, so the logic
went, an EME could become civilized.

The creation of this new two-tier system and the ideas that drove it reflected
domestic politics within the principal financial power of the time, the US. When
the debt crisis hit, the top nine US banks had lent 140 per cent of their capital to
governments in Latin America (Reinicke 1995: 142). Such banks cried foul,
arguing that the US and other Western governments had encouraged them to
lend to EMEs ‘as a matter of public interest’, and that they should be bailed out
by the US taxpayer (Cohen 1986: 40). A range of community groups, activists,
and politicians contested the legitimacy of this claim and argued that rather than
a bail-out, any US banks with bad debts to EME governments should have a
premium placed on their borrowings within the US domestic financial system.
Such a severe reaction was soon legislated through the International Lending
Supervisory Act of 1983 and sounded the death knell to international syndicated
bank lending. This domestic political reaction was also timed during a ‘rentier
shift’ in which excessive entrepreneurship and permissive regulation fostered
domestic bank and thrift crises, furthering domestic concern about creditworthiness
assessment. The subsequent reforms to the US financial system in the late 1980s
and early 1990s reflected the need to tighten creditworthiness criteria and encour-
aged the rationalization of its assessment through ‘objective’ financial and social
data. Within the US, activists and community groups campaigned for minority
groups to have increased access to personal credit, particularly for housing. As a
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consequence of political wrangling, legislation was passed, such as the 1989
bolstering of the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975, that required financial
institutions to take data from all potential clients about their gender, ethnicity,
and age to prevent banks from ‘redlining’ communities they considered as not
able to manage their own affairs, those not considered fully civilized. In addition,
the new financial practice of securitization – where the flow of capital from a
dependable asset, such as a home mortgage, was ‘pooled’ with others and then
sold as new debt to a third party – was also becoming prominent and of great
personal benefit to ‘ordinary Joes’ (Seabrooke 2006: Ch. 5). The domestic
encouragement of disintermediation and securitization led to deeper domestic
capital markets and furthered use of debt securities in global capital markets. It
also gave rise to the explosive growth of institutional portfolio investment that
followed the rationalization of creditworthiness through objective financial data.

The growth of institutional portfolio investment and the mechanisms through
which it sought to assess the creditworthiness of EMEs provided a new standard
of civilization in global capital markets. In contrast to the intense personal
networks within gentlemen’s clubs and the City of London more generally, insti-
tutional investors relied, primarily, on depersonalized information from
international public and private institutions. Rather than an explicit discourse
about how global capital markets could provide the uncivilized with civilization
(as long as there was a dreadnought in their harbor to remind them to pay their
dues), the modern standard of civilization relies on impersonal market signaling.
As portfolio investment in types of debt securities like bonds (basically ‘IOUs’
with interest) and equities (shares in an enterprise) are the responsibility of the
recipient government or private enterprise, EMEs were actively required to
demonstrate to market actors that they have the capacity for economic and socio-
political self-organization.

EMEs in the contemporary period include most states in Latin America, East
and Central Europe, and East and Southeast Asia (poorer states in Africa,
Eastern Europe, the Caribbean, and South Asia are now referred to as ‘Frontier
Economies’; for a list see Mosley 2003b: 104). During the 1980s many EMEs
embroiled in the debt crisis were encouraged to convert non-performing syndi-
cated bank loans into bonds, such as the Brady Plan’s creation of ‘Brady Bonds’
from 1989 onwards (more than half of all EME government debt bonds were of
this type in the mid-1990s). While for much of the 1990s Eastern European and
Southeast Asian EMEs relied on international bank loans (from European and
Japanese banks, not US banks), EMEs’ issuing of bonds grew considerably in the
late 1990s, from $13.9 billion in total in 1991 to $127.9 billion in 1997 (Mosley
2003b: 108). Indeed, by the early twenty-first century, EMEs were using the issue
of debt securities as their key means of financing. Between 2000 and 2004,
EMEs issued an average of $92.5 billion in bonds and $28.2 billion in equities
per year. The lion’s share of new debt issued (including loans) was by Asian
EMEs with $83.5 billion and Latin American EMEs with $50.6 billion (IMF
2005: 11). For EMEs this market could provide greater flexibility and potentially
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more investment, while the creditors and portfolio investors had a relatively easy
means of pulling out one’s capital in times of trouble.

The key concern for investors in EMEs is the capacity to repay and, when
there is a perceived lack of financial information to assess creditworthiness, who
governs the state (Mosley 2003b: 124–7). The financial crises of the 1990s would
confirm this view. For example, between 1990 and 1993, one-fifth of all net
capital inflows to EMEs went to Mexico, and particularly US private investment
into government debt securities denominated in US dollars called tesobonos

(Strange 1998: 96–7). An increase in US interest rates led to speculation on the
Mexican government’s capacity to pay on all outstanding tesobonos, which then
fuelled fear and capital flight, leaving Mexico with $55 billion in outstanding
debts. Mexico then went cap in hand to the IMF, who were unable to lend the
sufficient funds alone due to a US veto (the US owns the largest share of the
vote – 17.4 per cent – on all ‘special decisions’ within the IMF that require 85
per cent of members to be in favor). Similarly the Asian financial crisis of 1997–
8 was worsened by unrealistic expectations about the value of international
investments in real estate and stock markets that could not be sufficiently verified
to calm investors’ nerves (Seabrooke 2001: 165–7, 180–7). Again the IMF was
embroiled in a struggle with the US in trying to lend; a struggle that is funda-
mentally steeped in US domestic politics, particularly the view among the US
public that under no circumstances should US taxpayer monies be used for bail-
outs from financial crises (Broz 2005).

Perhaps as a consequence of being short on funds, the IMF has redefined its
purpose from providing funds for balance of payments problems to, instead,
making surveillance of economies the ‘very core of the institution’ (Pauly 1997:
41), and presenting itself as a ‘technocratic shepherd of the wayward [with
a] . . . “neo-civilizing mission”’ (Hall 2003: 95). As a consequence, EMEs who
borrow from the IMF have increasingly learned to ‘talk the talk’ in adopting the
‘civilized’ institutional structures without actually changing political and
economic practices on the ground; a scenario that has led the IMF to talk
increasingly about its frustrations with the lack of ‘political will’ and reform
program ‘ownership’ within borrowing states (Seabrooke 2005a). It is also in this
context that the IMF has called for EMEs to increase their reportage of their
observance of standards and codes to demonstrate their ‘transparency’ to
unmask barriers to ‘political will’ (see Best’s chapter in this volume).

One lesser-known but vitally important actor that operates a standard of civi-
lization in contemporary global capital markets are CRAs who seek to provide
‘developed country “government-at-a-distance” over developing countries’
(Sinclair 2005: 147). CRAs such as Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s (S&P) rate
the creditworthiness of EMEs for both sovereign and corporate debt securities
according to set objective criteria (overwhelmingly financial data) that further the
rationalization of financial practices within global capital markets and follow a
neo-liberal view of the market as civilizer. Their power is considerable. For
example, during the Asian financial crisis CRAs quickly and severely down-
graded Thai government and corporate debt, creating fear among investors that
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other EMEs in the region were likely to have repayment problems, which then
furthered financial contagion. Such behavior is complicated by the fact that
CRAs have a track record of only downgrading EMEs’ debt securities once the
crisis has begun, prior to which they were enthusiastic supporters of more invest-
ment and lending into EMEs (Rojas-Suarez 2001: 6). In addition, there is
evidence to suggest that CRAs retain cultural and societal preferences, a ranking
of peoples to put it crudely, within global capital markets. Asian EMEs, for
example, are thought to be favored over Latin American EMEs as more reliable
(Sinclair 2005: 137).

In considering CRAs, however, we should note that rationalization of finan-
cial practices provides both constraints and opportunities for EMEs. For starters,
there is significant path dependence in CRA ratings (from ‘AAA’ or ‘Aaa’ for best
quality through to ‘C’ or ‘D’ for lowest grade). Layna Mosley found that 97 per
cent of states rated with an S&P ‘AAA’ receive the same rating the following year,
with such continuity only diminishing to 75 per cent for states rated as ‘B’
(Mosley 2003b: 141). Such path dependence suggests that CRAs are not looking
as closely as market actors would hope. Also, research suggests that in the most
recent financial crises, such as in Asia in 1998, Russia in 1998, Turkey in 2000–1,
Argentina in 2001, and Brazil in 1998–9 and 2002, EMEs were able to lessen the
negative impact of CRAs by signaling financial data, such as consumer price
index information, directly to institutional investors (Andritzky et al. 2005: 15–
16). EMEs have actively engaged CRAs. During the 1990s there was a sevenfold
increase in the number of EMEs who wanted their debt securities rated by CRAs
(IMF 1999: 202).

As Timothy J. Sinclair’s work establishes, CRAs propagate an ‘“operating
system,” or mental schemata’ for how EMEs should self-organize their economy
and, implicitly, their polity based on a neo-liberal model that favors the US
(Sinclair 2005: 177). These civilizing ideas are powerful and provide a framework
for action, but they also open up potential space for EMEs to have agency. For
example, there are good grounds for thinking that CRAs, and financial market
traders in general, are not watching every movement within EMEs. Javier
Santiso’s (1999, 2003) extensive interviews with market participants in emerging-
markets trading demonstrate that the rationalization of financial practices within
contemporary global capital markets is increasingly self-referential and based on
a short-term trading memory. He found that a debt securities’ turnover timing
(ninety days, yearly, five years) is the only time of assessment for most traders,
leading to trading based on key indicators according to global standards of the
day and with little memory of what has occurred in the past. As one of Santiso’s
interviewees stated, ‘The market is a giant autism’ (Santiso 1999: 318). Similarly,
Ezra W. Zuckerman’s research (1999, 2004) on stock market activity within the
US finds that as long as actors provide market signals that conform to expected
standards and perceptions of legitimate financial practice, the market will not
scrutinize them intensely as outliers.

While it is indubitable that the predominating structures within global capital
markets are stacked against EMEs, the contemporary system places the emphasis
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on EMEs signaling their creditworthiness to the market rather than being
lumped under an explicit civilizing mission. And while this may be no less inva-
sive to EMEs than the previous period of financial globalization, EMEs arguably
have greater agency to attract investment without the use of force and with the
capacity to signal information to market actors in their hands. The same,
however, cannot be said for the ‘Frontier’ economies, most of which are African,
that are heavily dependent on international institutions like the IMF and the
World Bank. These Frontier economies must follow the IMF and World Bank’s
standard of civilization, through the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)
and Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF) initiatives, to effectively
demonstrate their creditworthiness prior to having access to, or interest from,
global capital markets.

Conclusion
This chapter has traced the development of civilizing ideas and financial prac-
tices between the state and the market, and between Western powers and EMEs,
in global capital markets. We have seen a shift between the idea of the state as
the civilizer of markets and the counter-notion that the market should civilize.
One vitally important process to understand in the creation of standards of civi-
lization in global capital markets is the process of rationalization of legitimate
financial practices. As discussed above, morality is intimately tied to assessments
of civility and creditworthiness. In the medieval period we noted that the creation
of ‘rational’ and orderly financial practices was tied to the moral self, and that
this micro-level behavior was then translated into macro-level changes with the
rejection of usury as morally repugnant. Morality and civilization are, however,
ambiguous bedfellows. In the international rentier economy, a moralizing
discourse about the West’s civilizing mission permitted investment in EMEs
based on a notion of civilizational superiority that should be backed by military
force.

The contemporary standard of civilization in global capital markets has
eschewed explicit moral language and concentrates instead on ‘objective’ finan-
cial data assessed by institutions (MacKenzie 2003; cf. Best chapter in this
volume). As the rationalization of financial practices is not natural but
constructed by the ideas of actors engaged in capital markets, it can be
contested. Indeed, moral pressure placed upon EMEs by institutions can also
run both ways. For example, to garner international legitimacy, since 1999 the
creators of contemporary global standard of market have sought input from
EMEs (mainly through the Group of Twenty (G20)) in discussing the ‘Global
Financial Architecture’ and financial stability (Germain 2001: 422).

The rationalization of civilized standards in contemporary global capital
markets provides clear incentive for EMEs to conform to standards if they wish to
attract investors. This is particularly the case as institutional investors make up
90 per cent of their investment (Haley 2001: 33–42), and the top 20 EMEs –
assessed by capital inflows – attract 83 per cent of all investment to EMEs (the
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top five in 1997 were China, Brazil, Argentina, South Korea, and Mexico, see
Mosley 2003b: 107). One may therefore expect a great deal of ‘institutional
isomorphism’ among EMEs who wish to signal to actors in financial markets that
they are a safe but lucrative bet (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; see also Andre
Broomé’s, Gemma Kyle’s, and Peter Larmour’s chapters in this volume), and
many political economy scholars have noted the extent of policy diffusion and
convergence in how EMEs govern their economies (Simmons and Elkins 2004;
Chwieroth 2005). EMEs, however, do not simply adopt ‘policy diffusion’ or inter-
national norms on financial practices lock, stock, and barrel. Rather, propagated
ideas and principles go through a process of bricolage where local content is
added to make changes more domestically acceptable (Campbell 2004: 65; see
also André Broome’s chapter in this volume). We should not automatically
assume that conformity with neo-liberal institutions places EMEs on path-depen-
dent development from which they have no capacity to deviate (Crouch and
Farrell 2004).

Contemporary global capital markets are rationalized around the gathering
and analysis of financial data to the extent that as long as borrowers demonstrate
their conformity with civilized institutions and legitimate financial practices they
may have ‘wiggle room’. This is not to dismiss the great structural constraints
that private financial actors and international institutions place upon EMEs to
impose a standard of civilization to produce a certain type of socio-political self-
organization. Many will agree, myself included, that a standard of civilization
should not be imposed where it is not wanted. At the same time, we should not
discount the fact that, with sovereign protection and the responsibility for market
signaling in their court, EMEs’ access to global capital markets provides a hith-
erto unavailable capacity for a state’s self-flourishing with policies it can inform
and shape to accord with social norms and domestic political institutions (Guillén
2001; Brooks 2005). Surely this is superior to having a foreign warship in the
harbor or, worse still, being ignored. In conclusion, and to take a twist on
Mosley’s (2000) view of developed states having ‘room to move’ in global capital
markets, as long as EMEs can ‘talk the talk’ to signal that they are operating
within the parameters of civilized standards and legitimate financial practice,
they very well may have more ‘room to groove’.
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Taxation is intimately tied to state sovereignty. It is a key power exerted by states
over the economic activities taking place within their jurisdiction and is their
primary source of income. The definition and enactment of effective and effi-
cient laws designed to protect states’ rights to tax are therefore a central concern
of all states. In particular, state legislators are concerned to define and maintain
secure boundaries around what is and is not taxable. The collection and distribu-
tion of tax is also considered an expression of a civilized state whose citizens
contribute to the wealth and well-being of society in general (Hobson 1919;
Schumpeter 1942). Both the efficacy and economic efficiency of tax laws are
compromised when national or international boundaries are breached. Secure
boundaries on a national level obtain when taxable income is not easily rede-
fined as non-taxable. Secure international boundaries obtain when taxable
income is not easily shifted outside state boundaries and beyond the reach of
domestic tax authorities to overseas tax havens and offshore financial centers
(OFC).

Revenue leakage across state boundaries to overseas tax havens has grown as
a concern with increasing globalization of trade, and the advances in communi-
cations technology and capital liberalization policies that have fostered it,
together with innovation in financial instruments that have enabled more sophis-
ticated taxation planning. In particular, the increasingly rapid growth and
development of each of these two factors, globalization and financial planning,
is at odds with the slow pace of legislative change aimed at combating these
powerful threats to the ability of states to raise revenue both effectively and effi-
ciently through taxation (Simmons 2001). Not only is legislative change within
states slow relative to the changes that underpin globalization and more sophisti-
cated tax planning, co-operation on a multilateral level is non-existent other than
bilateral double taxation agreements (DTA). This, more than anything else, is the
lynchpin around which the security of tax revenues at the state level revolves.
There are at present no universally agreed-to rules, language, or application of
tax law that allow for full compatibility between jurisdictions. In addition, there
are no universally agreed-to international tax principles. Yet without such rules
and principles to define and provide effective multilateral co-operation between
states, globalization and more sophisticated financial management will continue

12 Civilizing tax havens
The OECD and the harmful tax
practices initiative
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to widen the breaches in state boundaries through which taxation revenue is
leaked into outside tax havens.

This chapter deals with attempts by the Organization for Economic Co-oper-
ation and Development (OECD) to establish international tax standards through
the harmful tax practices initiative (HTPI) that protect states’ tax bases from
erosion. This necessarily entails the privileging of OECD member states’ fiscal
sovereignty above the legal sovereignty of tax havens and promotes a predomi-
nantly Western model of international taxation that protects the extraterritorial
extension of developed states’ domestic taxing rights. The chapter proceeds in
section two with an analysis of tax havens’ resistance to the OECD initiative. I
suggest that the OECD’s strategy to combat harmful tax competition has a
profound practical impact on small-island tax havens and raises deeper conflicts
over the norms surrounding sovereignty and private-property rights. This
ongoing conflict frustrates OECD attempts to establish global standards in inter-
national tax competition with which to civilize tax havens.

Civilizing international tax competition
Tax havens and offshore financial centers have been critical in creating opportu-
nities and incentives for tax avoidance and evasion. In 1998 Oxfam estimated
that developing countries lose more than US$50 billion each year to tax evasion,
and the US alone loses US$70 billion annually through offshore tax evasion
(Kimmis 2000). The IMF estimates that deposits in OFCs exceed US$5 trillion
(Tanzi 2000). As a consequence of the threat to fiscal sovereignty and revenue
leakage posed by globalization and low tax jurisdictions, international tax co-
operation at the multilateral level has taken on increasing importance.

In response to these concerns the OECD launched the Harmful Tax
Competition Initiative in 1996 whose goal was to, in effect, civilize international
tax competition in general and tax havens in particular through the establish-
ment of international tax standards. At this time anti-money laundering and
good governance policies were becoming key concerns of the international finan-
cial institutions. Tax havens and OFCs in particular were coming under
increasing scrutiny and pressure to end their bank secrecy regimes and introduce
international financial regulatory standards to combat the economic instability
and international financial crime associated with globalization (Hampton 2002).
The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the US and subsequent US-led war
on terror, with its focus on the exchange of information to combat terrorist
financing, further raised the profile and importance of the HTPI.

Appealing to the principles of fairness, transparency, and disclosure, the HTPI
draws a distinction between good and bad tax competition, and establishes a
central role for the OECD in the international tax architecture to ensure that the
integrity of domestic tax regimes is upheld and that global welfare is maximized.
These principles are embodied in the initiative’s civilizing ideal for international
tax competition of the level playing field. The establishment of a level playing
field, the HTPI states, ‘is essential to the continued expansion of global economic
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growth’ (OECD 1998: 12). While the HTPI does not make explicit reference to
the term ‘civilization’, it is implicit in its language and intent, and its appeals to
‘fairness’, ‘global welfare’, ‘good governance’, and ‘legal compliance’ (OECD 1998).

The HTPI released its first report in 1998 entitled Harmful Tax Competition: An

Emerging Global Issue (OECD 1998), which set out the criteria for identifying
harmful preferential tax regimes and tax havens. These are:

1 no or low effective tax rates;
2 ‘ring-fencing’ of regimes (no substantial activity test for tax havens. Ring-

fencing is the practice of isolating a beneficial tax regime from the domestic
economy, such that only non-residents have access to the regime);

3 lack of transparency;
4 lack of effective exchange of information (OECD 1998).

Such harmful tax practices, the report goes on to argue, ‘diminish global welfare
and undermine taxpayer confidence in the integrity of tax systems’ (OECD
1998: 8). In addition such practices have the potential to distort patterns of trade
and investment, erode national tax bases, alter the structure of taxation and shift
the burden from income to consumption (OECD 1998: 14–18).

Of greater concern, however, is that such tax practices have the potential to
drive the effective rate of tax levied on income from international financial activ-
ities significantly below rates in other countries. This represents a threat to the
current tax practices of OECD member countries who do not wish to face the
politically unpalatable option of raising revenue in alternative ways (the report
explicitly refers to consumption taxes as one concern) or reducing fiscal outlays.
By framing the debate surrounding international tax competition in terms of
global welfare the initiative seeks to delegitimize tax havens by designating their
economic practices as normatively bad (Hall 2003). This, in turn, legitimizes the
strategic action of economic sanctions that isolate tax havens from the global
economy if they do not agree to change their fiscal regimes.

The OECD’s mission to civilize international tax competition did not receive
full membership support. Luxembourg and Switzerland abstained in council on
the approval of the 1998 report and the adoption of the Recommendation to
commit to combating their harmful tax practices (OECD 1998). In their
dissenting statements both Switzerland and Luxembourg argued that they did
not believe that bank secrecy was necessarily a source of harmful tax competi-
tion, that the report appeared partial and unbalanced, and that the exchange of
information should be provided only in accordance with general legal principles
and respective national legislation (OECD 1998: 75). Switzerland also stated that
it considered the protection of the confidentiality of personal data to be ‘legiti-
mate and necessary’ (Switzerland Statement of Abstention in OECD 1998: 77).

In the subsequent 2000 report entitled ‘Towards global tax co-operation:
progress in identifying and eliminating harmful tax practices’, the HTPI identi-
fied thirty-five jurisdictions that met the tax haven criteria and forty-seven
potentially harmful preferential tax regimes in OECD countries (OECD 2000).
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More importantly, the 2000 report established procedures through which tax
havens that did not commit to combating their harmful tax practices would be
officially and publicly listed as un-co-operative and subject to co-ordinated defensive
measures. The first list of un-co-operative tax havens was released in May 2002
with seven jurisdictions listed. By 2005 only five tax havens remained on the
list – Andorra, Liechtenstein, Liberia, Monaco, and the Marshall Islands.
Luxembourg and Switzerland are not qualified as tax havens by the OECD and
thus are not listed despite their refusal to end their bank secrecy regimes. Of
the preferential regimes identified in the 2000 report most have been abol-
ished, amended, or found not to be harmful after the harmful tax criteria were
reduced in 2001 to just transparency and exchange of information (OECD
2004b).

The civilizing strategy

There are three key elements to the HTPI through which the OECD seeks to
civilize international tax competition in general and tax havens in particular.
There is the key civilizing idea that certain forms of tax competition are harmful.
The key civilizing policy through which such harmful tax practices are combated
is the exchange of information, which in turn facilitates the institutionalization of
the civilizing ideal of the level playing field for cross-border tax activities. As the
OECD has no formal powers of enforcement it relies upon a more discursive
strategy to engender consensus and compliance with these key elements of the
harmful tax initiative (Steffeck 2003; Campbell 2004; Finnemore and Sikkink
1998). This strategy includes the collaboration with other prominent interna-
tional institutions, organizations, and initiatives, diffusion of international tax
principles through existing tax treaty networks, the blacklisting of non-co-operative
jurisdictions and reliance upon its own structural power within the international
financial architecture. In particular the OECD maintains close institutional link-
ages with the United Nations (UN), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and
the World Bank. In addition its member countries include the most powerful
economies in the world, which are also members of the G7 (Group of Seven),
G20 (Group of Twenty) and European Union (EU).

Through its strategic collaboration with the Financial Action Task Force on
Money Laundering (FATF) and the Financial Stability Forum (FSF), the OECD
has related its own work on harmful tax to the broader good-governance agenda
and drawn a powerful discursive link between harmful tax and international
financial crime, corruption, and terrorist financing. The identification of coun-
tries as tax havens and engaging in harmful and potentially criminal activity is
reinforced through the discursive practice of ‘blacklisting’ un-co-operative juris-
dictions, which in turn encourages increased scrutiny from public and private
authorities whether the economic activities are legitimate or not. These discursive
practices have been successful to date in reducing financial flows to listed jurisdic-
tions and encouraging identified tax havens to commit to the OECD initiative
(Sharman 2004; Hampton 2002; Persaud 2001).
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As an indication of its success to date, the OECD points to the thirty-three
tax havens that are now participating partners in the HTPI and the design of a
model Taxation Information Exchange Agreement (TIEA) that sets out the
international tax standards to which the OECD appeals. The HTPI has also
received statements of support from the G20, UN, World Bank, IMF, and APEC
(Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation). For all intents and purposes multilateral
co-operation between national tax jurisdictions should be increasing, there
should be a proliferation of negotiated TIEAs, and the diffusion of the OECD’s
international tax standards within domestic legislatures.

On the contrary, identified tax havens have refused to sign a multilateral
TIEA and only a handful of bilateral TIEAs (between the US and Caribbean
tax havens) have been negotiated. Key OFCs are yet to commit to the initiative,
including Switzerland, Luxembourg, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Macau.
Significant political resistance to the initiative has been raised by private actors
and the US, who in turn has threatened to withdraw its funding for the OECD
if the initiative is perceived to be ‘anti-competitive’. The legitimacy of the
OECD to pursue tax co-operation on a global scale has been brought into
question and there exists no economic consensus on whether internationally
mobile capital should be taxed in the first place. The future of the HTPI and its
proposed international tax standards now appears to be in doubt.

Contestation and resistance
Attempts to civilize international tax competition have proved to be more difficult
than first anticipated and, by 2004, the HTPI had narrowed its focus almost exclu-
sively onto the activities of small-island tax havens, neglecting the more sophisticated
harmful tax practices of developed economies such as the US and Singapore.

In no way should we be sanguine about the financial abuses that tax havens
and bank secrecy facilitate. Drug cartels, traffickers, organized crime, and
terrorist groups all use bank secrecy to conceal their activities. Corrupt govern-
ment officials exploit bank secrecy laws to evade economic sanctions and siphon
off desperately needed development finance (Wechsler 2001; Kimmis 2000).
However, rather than civilize the tax havens in order to allow for better self-
management, the OECD initiative undermines the economic sustainability of
small-island states by isolating them from the global economy. This arises
because it is the tax havens that are seen as corrupting the market and under-
mining the ability of civilized states to enforce their tax laws and achieve their
political, economic, and social welfare priorities.

As a consequence of the threat to their sovereignty and economic sustain-
ability, tax havens have strongly resisted attempts by the OECD to impose the
international tax standards promoted by the HTPI. The tax havens have
concentrated their resistance to the HTPI on contesting the discursive claims
and strategies surrounding the key elements of the initiative. As stated previously,
there are three key elements to the OECD’s HTPI through which it seeks to
institutionalize international tax standards and civilize tax havens. These are:
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• the key civilizing idea that certain forms of tax competition are ‘harmful’;
• the key civilizing policy of information exchange through which such harmful

tax practices are addressed and the level playing field realized; and
• the key civilizing ideal of the ‘level playing field’, with its associated appeals to

equality, reciprocity, and mutual respect.

A focus on the discursive strategies through which policy ideas are translated into
practice brings to the fore the contingent nature of norms and enables the study
of the contestation that lies behind the construction of new international civi-
lizing standards and their associated institutional arrangements (see also André
Broome’s and Leonard Seabrooke’s chapters in this volume). I take the term
discursive strategy to mean the way that the material world is given meaning
through the construction of sign systems that enable people to identify and differ-
entiate things (Millikin 1999; Wiener 2004). There are two other important
aspects of the strategic design of discursive structures for this present study. First,
discursive structures are productive, that is they help to produce the world that
they seek to explain. This enables an understanding of how the OECD is
attempting to do more than just establish international tax principles that regu-
late and constrain actors but also seeks to constitute the very actors whose
conduct they seek to regulate (Katzenstein 1996: 22). The productive capacity of
discursive structures reminds us that the study of policy ideas by itself is not suffi-
cient, but must also include the study of policy implementation which constructs
the social space and practices that reinforce the identity of the object requiring
regulation (Foucault 1977; Millikin 1999; Wiener 2004; see also Jacqueline Best’s
chapter in this volume).

Second, discursive structures reflect (and often reinforce and legitimate)
prevailing relations of power. This enables an understanding of how the
increasing supervisory and regulatory roles of international organizations, such
as the OECD, do not necessarily constitute a consensus on global economic
governance but rather reflects the structural power of dominant economies to
impose their will.

Contesting the idea: harmful tax competition and tax havens

The HTPI was developed in response to OECD member country concerns
regarding the erosion of their tax bases as a consequence of what was perceived
to be harmful tax competition. It is their fiscal sovereignty that they are
concerned to protect from tax havens who maintain fiscal regimes that under-
mine their ability to enforce their own tax laws.

Being branded a tax haven is now considered to carry serious reputational
risks, especially if accompanied with blacklisting and the threat of counter-
measures (Sharman 2004). Once listed as un-co-operative, these states attract
increased scrutiny from government authorities and public and private ratings
agencies, discouraging foreign investment and leading to the closure of banks
and accounts (Sharman 2004; Zagaris 2001c; Persaud 2001). This renders the
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discursive practice of blacklisting as tantamount to economic sanctions, under-
mining the ability of small-island tax havens to participate in the global economy
despite the fact that they engage in many genuine economic activities and offer a
variety of legitimate financial services (ATO 2004; Zagaris 2001b; Persaud
2001).

The tax havens appeal to their sovereign rights as independent states and the
principle of non-intervention to defend themselves against the HTPI. They
argue that the OECD has no mandate to act beyond its group, and no legiti-
macy, as a matter of public international law, to use ‘propaganda’ and threaten
sanctions to violate the absolute sovereignty of states over their fiscal affairs
(Zagaris 2001a: 524; Webb 2004). In what Alan C. Hudson refers to as the
‘unbundling’ of sovereignty, tax havens exert the legal right to establish an OFC
with its minimal regulations and bank secrecy, and relinquish their fiscal right to
impose direct tax on the economic activities carried out within their jurisdiction
(Hudson 2000). The unbundling of sovereignty in response to the globalization
of economic markets represents a reinterpretation of states’ rights and capacity
to operate in the international political economy, and is considered to be an
alternative solution to the contradictory spatial logics of states and markets
(Hudson 2000; Palan 1998). Consequently, the tax havens challenge OECD
claims that the HTPI would reassert state sovereignty over capital flows.
Alternatively the tax havens argue that it is the fiscal sovereignty of OECD
member countries and their associated claims to the right to tax the worldwide
income of their residents that is placed above the legal sovereignty of tax havens
and their right to non-interference in the design of policies to attract foreign
investment.

In contesting the key idea of harmful tax competition the tax havens also
accuse the OECD of engaging in double standards by not subjecting its own tax
havens of Switzerland and Luxembourg to the same discipline applied to small-
island tax havens, despite their refusal to co-operate with the initiative (Webb 2004:
807). They also point to the discrepancy between the treatment of low tax and
bank secrecy as harmful, yet the more sophisticated non-resident tax regimes
employed by OECD countries are characterized as ‘potentially harmful preferen-
tial tax regimes’, despite the fact that they were designed to attract the same
financial investments (OECD 1998; Webb 2004). The targeted application of the
concept of harmful, the threat of financial protectionism, and the unwillingness
of the OECD to override the fiscal sovereignty of its own tax havens has led the
small-island tax havens to accuse the OECD of pursuing harmful tax competi-
tion for the benefit of their own economies (Webb 2004; Sharman 2004). This,
for small-island tax havens, renders the HTPI a vehicle for tax harmonization
and not tax competition.

Contesting the operating mechanism: exchange of information

The OECD proposes to combat harmful tax competition through the institu-
tionalization of high standards of transparency and exchange of information
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(OECD 1998). These standards are set out in the OECD model Taxation
Information Exchange Agreement. OECD commentary on Article 5 of the
model TIEA, Exchange of Information, states that:

information must be exchanged for both civil and criminal tax matters; [and
that] information in connection with criminal tax matters must be exchanged
irrespective of whether or not the conduct being investigated would also
constitute a crime under the laws of the requested Party.

(OECD 2002)

Ordinarily, information is only exchanged between states on the basis of dual
criminality. That is, the prosecution of a criminal act for which the tax informa-
tion is required must be considered a crime in both the home and host country. It
is precisely this principle that has frustrated attempts by tax authorities to gain
information from Switzerland on crimes such as tax fraud, because under Swiss
law tax fraud is a civil, not criminal, offence. Dual criminality is the cornerstone
of the international contractual legal system as it protects national legal
sovereignty and is embodied in all treaties between states, including double tax
agreements. The principle of dual criminality is one of the critical reasons why
anti-money laundering, anti-bribery, and anti-terrorist financing conventions
require the criminalization of such acts, otherwise offenders can evade prosecu-
tion by hiding in those states where it is not a crime. Article 26 of the OECD
model DTA has recently been updated to reflect the new exchange of information
standards contained within the model TIEA. It did not, however, incorporate the
requirement that the principle of dual criminality be ignored. The model TIEA
also excludes the principle of non-discrimination, which is included in the
OECD model DTA. This means that income attribution regimes that discrimi-
nate against investment in tax havens by automatically attributing income
derived from tax havens back to the home jurisdiction for tax purposes can
continue.

There is an inherent residency tax principle bias within the key mechanism of
information exchange being promoted by the OECD. This is what Karen Brown
refers to as the ‘hegemony of the principle of capital export neutrality’, which
assumes that global economic welfare is maximized when the worldwide
economic activity of individuals and companies are taxed in their home jurisdic-
tion alone (Brown 1999: 313). This residency bias also exists in the OECD model
DTA and is one of the key reasons why the UN developed their own model DTA
that is more applicable to the tax practices of less developed countries. This in
turn highlights a critical difference between the policies promoted by the FATF
and FSF and the key policy of information exchange being pursued by the
OECD. While the others seek to facilitate the international flow of capital
through the standardization of banking and financial regulatory practices, the
HTPI promotes and protects the extraterritorial extension of domestic tax laws,
so as to ensure the global enforcement of predominantly Western domestic
taxing powers.
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The exchange of information takes away a tax haven’s competitive advan-
tage as it allows the home country to tax the economic activity of their
residents in the host jurisdiction. If tax havens do not commit to the exchange of
information then they will be blacklisted and potentially subject to counter-
measures, which in turn discourage foreign investment. This leaves tax havens in
a no-win situation. Tax havens have, however, so far resisted signing TIEAs with
OECD member countries on the grounds that the imposition of obligations that
do not represent agreed international standards and that are not universally
applied is illegal, and not consistent with the norms of multilateralism and non-
discrimination enshrined in international public law (Easson 2004; Sanders
2002; Zagaris 2001a). In addition sanctions are to be applied against non-signa-
tory states ‘without any right of appeal to a tribunal on findings of fact or
interpretation’ (Zagaris 2001c: 996). This renders the OECD unaccountable for
its actions towards tax havens. Concerted action by tax havens against such
discriminatory practices led to the OECD conceding in the 2001 HTPI Report
that ‘coordinated defensive measures would not apply to uncooperative tax
havens any earlier than they would to similarly situated OECD member coun-
tries’ (OECD 2001: 10).

There remains a question, however, as to the legality of the proposed defen-
sive measures under World Trade Organization (WTO) rules as the HTPI is not
officially recognised by the WTO as a legitimate basis on which to discriminate
against another country (Gross 2003). This in turn is indicative of the potential
for clashes between civilizing ideals as more global standards are added to the
rubric of good governance.

Despite most tax havens having now agreed to commit to the OECD’s higher
standards of information exchange, mainly so as to avoid being blacklisted, they
have made their commitments conditional upon the achievement of the level
playing field. As Antigua and Barbuda Prime Minister Lester Bird remarked at
the October 2003 Caribbean Financial Action Task Force (CFATF) council
meeting, ‘the offshore financial centers in the Caribbean would effectively be
dead if they were made to exchange information while European centers were
allowed to maintain bank secrecy’ (Bird in Easson 2004: 1065). More recently,
after the refusal of Switzerland to exchange information under the EU savings
directive, Antigua and Barbuda suspended its commitment to the OECD and
urged other Caribbean countries to do likewise (Hampton 2002).

Contesting the civilizing ideal: the level playing field

The key civilizing ideal of the harmful tax initiative is the establishment of a
level playing field for cross-border tax activities in the areas of transparency and
exchange of information (OECD 2004a). The concept of the level playing field
as employed by the OECD embodies the norms associated with the international
system of states, including equality, reciprocity, and mutual respect (OECD
2004a). The effect of employing the imagery of the level playing field and asso-
ciated normative connotations is to mask the structural and economic
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inequalities that exist between states, and the privileging of a predominantly
Western model of international taxation.

Tax havens argue that the playing field being promoted by the harmful tax
initiative is far from level. On the contrary, the more common refrain is that the
initiative is neo-colonialist in its intent, with rich countries of the OECD seeking
to recapture foreign investment and destroy their economic livelihoods (Sanders
2002; Sharman 2004; Persaud 2001; Hampton 2002). To support their stance the
tax havens point to the limited membership of the OECD and the lack of
consultation prior to the drafting of the harmful tax criteria and international tax
standards designed to combat them. They also point to the lack of reciprocity in
the HTPI, with tax havens currently bearing the full burden of adjustment without
appropriate compensation for the loss of economic activity, without the promise
of OECD membership and without access to the lucrative DTA network, which
encourages investment between countries through the assignment of jurisdic-
tional taxing rights. The tax havens have sought to enforce some reciprocity
through the TIEA negotiation process. In particular they have argued that they
will not sign a TIEA without the negotiation of a DTA, a non-discrimination
clause and development assistance.

Tax havens emerged as a consequence of the desire of financial institutions
and banks to escape strict regulatory controls at home and the desire of small-
island states to find an alternative path to development (Hudson 2000; Palan
1998; Persaud 2001). Indeed, the development of an OFC was encouraged by
colonial powers as an alternative approach to economic development for small-
island economies that had no natural productive base (Persaud 2001;
Hampton 2002). In what Hampton refers to as ‘mismanaged dependency’, tax
havens are now dependent upon the sustained presence of OFCs for their survival
(Hampton 2002). The ability of tax havens to shift away from their current tax
practices would be greatly enhanced if financial and technical assistance were to
be provided (Sharman 2005). This would also strengthen the moral justification
for defensive measures (Hampton 2002). Yet, the OECD offers little guidance in
the way of practical relief or adjustment assistance and OECD member coun-
tries appear reticent to provide such assistance to encourage tax havens to shift
away from their offshore activities (OECD 2000; Persaud 2001; Sharman 2005).
This again highlights the inadequacy of the OECD approach of pursuing the
problem of tax evasion in isolation, without due regard for the historical develop-
ment of such practices or tax haven dependency on them.

Not only do many small-island tax havens stand to lose economically from
the initiative, there is also a greater potential for instability if economies falter,
resulting in unemployment and poverty, fomenting civil and political unrest.
And, indeed, global welfare is not served by establishing initiatives that do not
accommodate the development priorities of their target countries and thus
undo the work performed by other agencies and aid programs (Sharman
2005). Consequently, small-island tax havens maintain very real concerns
about their political and economic sustainability in the absence of an offshore
market.
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US structural interests and private capital

The US and private capital have also been supportive of tax havens’ resistance
to the HTPI, although not for entirely benevolent reasons. In the debate over
what tax practices should be considered harmful, whose sovereign rights should
prevail, and what is the appropriate mechanism and institutional design for
achieving tax co-operation internationally, there is one country whose contribu-
tion to the debate is perhaps more important than most others. The OECD
initiative is unlikely to succeed without the support of the US, because of the
size and prominence of its financial market internationally (Wechsler 2001;
Simmons 2001; Webb 2004). Under Bill Clinton’s administration, the US
endorsed the recommendations of the 1998 OECD Report (Wechsler 2001).
The Bush administration has subsequently retreated from this position with
Treasury Secretary Paul H. O’Neill stating that ‘the [OECD] project is too
broad and it is not in line with this administration’s tax and economic priorities’
(O’Neill 2001).

The Bush administration’s stance towards the initiative has been influenced
by the intense petitioning from a wide range of think tanks, tax analysts, and
lobbyists who oppose the OECD’s agenda. Arguing for ‘ancient rights to finan-
cial privacy’ (Isaacson 2004), over thirty of these organizations were successful
in petitioning the US Senate Appropriations Committee to put forward a
funding bill that would ‘prohibit the OECD from receiving US taxpayer funds if
it has tried to identify, report on, or penalize any country that encourages
foreign investment through tax incentives’ (Rahn 2004: 1). However, not all
opposition has been from the right of the political spectrum. An influential letter
signed by twenty-six members of the congressional Black Caucus (all of them
Democrats) was also submitted to Congress, ‘expressing concerns as to the effects
the OECD initiative might have on small nations in the Caribbean’ (Easson
2004: 1059–60).

Reflecting on the concerns of both private capital and the tax havens, O’Neill
stated that ‘the United States does not support efforts to dictate to any country
what its own tax rates or tax systems should be and will not participate in any
initiative to harmonize world tax systems’ (O’Neill 2001). Concerned about the
US’s wavering support, the OECD negotiated a compromise that saw the refo-
cusing of the initiative onto transparency and exchange of information only.
This meant that the ‘no substantial activities’ criteria would no longer be applied
to determine whether a jurisdiction is considered to be un-co-operative and ‘ring
fencing’ would no longer be considered a harmful tax practice. Thus, offshore
regimes such as the New York International Banking Facility (IBF) would not be
targeted by the OECD initiative. For the OECD the US volte-face saw the scope
of the project considerably reduced, exposing it to further claims of partiality
(Easson 2004; Webb 2004).

Non-state actors have been influential not just in the US but also in their
support of tax havens’ claims to sovereignty and campaign of resistance.
Private actors play an important role in the debate surrounding international
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standards as they are often at the coal-face between policy and practice, and
provide insight as well as influence. As Layna Mosley has demonstrated in her
study of the development of global standards in international finance, markets
play an increasingly important role as partner to national governments, making
the future effectiveness of international standards more likely (Mosley 2003a).
Private capital reacted harshly to what they perceived to be attempts by the
OECD ‘tax cartel’ to harmonize taxes. They accused the OECD of blurring
the boundaries between legal tax avoidance and the criminal act of tax evasion
and promoting financial protectionism against tax havens so as to protect their
own high tax practices and tax base from competition (Economist 1998; Mitchell
2001). In response private capital sought to frame the OECD proposals as
inconsistent with the shared norms of liberal economic ideology and an
infringement of individual and market freedoms that would damage the global
economy (Webb 2004). Indeed, one commentator likened the OECD’s initia-
tive to ‘as much an action against globalisation as are the street protests against
the World Trade Organisation meetings’ (Vlcek 2004: 227). Alternatively,
private capital emphasized the importance of tax competition and tax planning
to realizing the benefits of economic liberalization, promoting efficiency, and
warding against the profligacy of national governments (Gaffney 1998/9;
Easson 2004).

The US stance towards the harmful tax initiative is not driven by special inter-
ests groups alone. The US tends to not support the development of international
standards that would constrain its capacity to influence the international
economic agenda. Such state capacity is derived in part by its ongoing ability to
attract international financial capital (Seabrooke 2001). The OECD project
directly threatens US interests in this regard because it proposes to enable non-
resident tax authorities to trace investments residing in the US, undermining its
tax competitive status and thus attractiveness to foreign investment. As William
Vlcek explains,

by far the largest tax haven, at present the US neither taxes the savings and
investments of non-resident foreign individuals or firms, nor reports their
accounts to their state of residence. As a result, some $9 trillion is believed to
be invested in the US by such agents, and some fear this wealth would leave
the US economy if it were to become subject to taxation at the rate of their
state of residence.

(Vlcek 2004: 240)

Consequently, despite the increasing importance the Bush administration places
on the exchange of information in the wake of September 11, in practice it is
more the provision of information, as opposed to the exchange of information, that
the US seeks.

There are also good economic reasons why the US would resist the OECD’s
proposed international tax standards. The US currently faces very large twin
deficits, an uncertain US dollar, massive tax cuts, and a war in Iraq (McLure
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2005; Vlcek 2004). The potential capital flight that could be triggered from the
collection of information on interest payments to foreigners, as Charles E.
McLure aptly points out, ‘would lead to higher interest rates, make it more costly
to finance the deficit and put further pressure on the dollar’ (McLure 2005: 96).
Of course in the absence of US exchange of information, the playing field for
international tax co-operation will be far from level.

Conclusion
The development of international standards is not simply about accepting or
rejecting new institutional arrangements. It’s about the construction of new
identities, new relations between structures and agents, and the reinterpretation
of prevailing practices and norms; it is a dynamic and highly contested process.

The OECD harmful tax initiative was designed in response to the rapid
growth in international finance and the threat to fiscal sovereignty posed by tax
havens and the associated rise in access to and incidence of tax evasion. In devel-
oping their international tax standards the OECD ignored the inherent
residency bias in their tax model. It also neglected the historical development of
the symbiotic relationship between tax havens and international finance, such
that tax havens are now dependent upon their OFCs for survival (this includes, it
may be argued, the US). What this means is that, although the OECD has
generated consensus on the recognition of the problem of tax evasion, and by
extension the very real dangers of bank secrecy in facilitating international
financial crime, they have so far been unsuccessful in generating consensus on
the appropriate policy practices to civilize international tax competition.

Alternatively the HTPI has relied upon the use of discursive strategies and
coercion to create an environment in which tax havens could neither reject the
initiative outright nor fully commit to changing their practices. The OECD
points to the commitment of thirty-three tax havens to the initiative as a mark of
success. The OECD has not, however, been successful in convincing other major
tax havens, such as Switzerland, Singapore, and Luxembourg, to commit to the
initiative. The unwillingness of the OECD to override the fiscal sovereignty of
OECD member countries and enforce the higher standards of information
exchange demanded of tax havens exposes the OECD to accusations of double
standards and undermines its capacity to institutionalize international tax stan-
dards with which to civilize the tax havens. Indeed, it is the ability of tax havens
to withhold or withdraw their commitment to higher standards of information
exchange in the absence of a level playing field that is one of the key weaknesses
of the initiative.

The international financial community and the US have also been circum-
spect in their support of the OECD initiative. Despite a few loud but minority
voices both within the Bush administration and taxpayer lobby groups, very few
people question the importance of information exchange in the wake of the
September 11 terrorist attacks on the US. And, indeed, tax authorities have long
relied upon the exchange of information provisions within their bilateral DTAs
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for the enforcement of jurisdictional taxing rights. Yet the OECD maintains that
the principle of dual criminality, which has protected states and individuals alike
from incursions on their legal sovereignty, should not hold in the field of interna-
tional tax competition. This has exposed the OECD to accusations of both
violating legal sovereignty and tax harmonization as high tax jurisdictions can
prevail over low tax jurisdictions.

Finally, and most importantly, the economic consequences for small-island tax
havens, private capital, and US structural interests have brought to the fore
conflict and contestation over the norms surrounding sovereignty and private
property, fomenting strong resistance to change. This renders the institutionaliza-
tion of international tax standards under the current OECD harmful tax
initiative highly unlikely.

Norms and social practices are mutually constitutive and change as underlying
conditions change (Kratochwil and Ruggie 1986; Ruggie 1993). Consequently, in
the process of re/constructing identity, authority, policy practices, and regulatory
spaces in response to globalization, not only are normative structures re/inter-
preted and re/constructed, but also present and future conditions for strategic
action are also reconstituted (Hall 2003). What this means, as Ruggie succinctly
states, is that ‘processes of globalisation entail a shift not in the play of power
politics but of the stage on which the play is performed’ (Ruggie 1993: 139–40).
The failure of the OECD to institutionalize international tax co-operation under
the harmful tax initiative highlights the inability of territorially bounded regula-
tory powers to resolve conflicting claims to jurisdictional taxing rights. However,
in the process of contesting the constitutive norms of the international system of
states in the context of international tax co-operation, it raises the potential for
conceptualizing state co-operation in profoundly new ways.
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One of the conundrums of public policy is the question of how a government
can ensure that health objectives are achieved at the same time that it promotes
economic growth. Fostering economic growth and seeking to ensure health of a
population does not always mean trade-offs for governments. However, in the case
of pharmaceuticals and patent protection, as this chapter will discuss, governments
are often in the uncomfortable position of having to determine what matters
more – health or economic growth? In a world that has distorted drug access, the
World Health Organization (WHO) reports that about one-third of the global
population lacks regular access to medicines (WHO 2004). This is a morally
compelling reason to identify potential obstacles to drug access so that they can
be dismantled. This goal may however be in discordance with trade objectives.
The potential impact of trade on health outcomes is a research area that has
gained considerable interest from both policy-makers and researchers. A wealth of
literature has addressed the conflict between trade and health objectives (Jacobzone
2000), particularly in the aftermath of the creation of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) in 1995. At stake are two notions of standards of civilization
clash. The first is the idea of standards of civilization permitting human better-
ment and human flourishing. The second is that, in economic life, a standard of
civilization will ensure the protection of property rights and enforce contracts.

This chapter proposes that public policy, such as trade agreements, which can
indirectly influence health outcomes, must be scrutinized for its health implica-
tions as rigorously as those policies that are explicitly directed to health
outcomes. The WTO and the Doha Accord do provide a global standard of
market civilization, with the idea that the reform of international and domestic
markets – pharmaceutical markets in this instance – toward a global standard
will improve the capacity of developing states to organize themselves politically
and economically, and lead to improvements in health. But this intention may be
undercut by economic interests that forcefully promote their agenda in interna-
tional organizations.

The Doha Accord of August 2003, at a cursory level, seemed to usher in a
concern for protecting and promoting health over and above trade. The Accord
marks a ‘civilizing’ or legal softening of trade agreements in terms of their real
or potential impact on health. But embedding special provisions into trade
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agreements in order to protect health (or more narrowly access to medicines) is
not a novel outcome and is reflected in the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) Treaty decades earlier. The question remains then why the Doha
Accord was necessary if the primacy of health goals were historically accepted?
This question suggests that, despite explicit mechanisms to safeguard health
concerns when trade obligations potentially can overturn them, governments
have chosen, or have been compelled, to place greater primacy on economic
matters than health concerns.

Health has a moral importance, because of its status as an end of political and
societal activity. According to Aristotle, society’s obligation to maintain and
improve health rests on the ethical principle of ‘human flourishing’ – the ability
to live a flourishing, and thus healthy, life. Flourishing and health are inherent to
the human condition. Indeed, certain aspects of health sustain all other aspects
of human flourishing because, without being alive, no other human functionings
are possible, including agency, the ability to lead a life one has reason to value. It
can be argued, therefore, that public policy should focus on the ability to func-
tion, and that health policy should aim to maintain and improve this ability by
meeting health needs. This view values health intrinsically and more directly
than solely ‘instrumental’ social goods, such as income or health care. It gives
special moral importance to health capability: an individual’s opportunity to
achieve good health and thus to be free from escapable morbidity and
preventable mortality (Prah Ruger 2004).

Government action to support the intrinsic value of health for individuals and
populations should not be undercut by second-guessing these motivations in light
of trade relations. For instance, a government that decides to use health safe-
guards within a trade agreement to protect its population may be accused of
using the safeguard to protect local interests. Whether a government is motivated
by concern for health, economic interest, or some combination of the two should
be irrelevant as any action directed towards improving the health outcomes of its
population should be exempt under trade rules as an indication of health’s
primacy over trade.

There is no simple answer to the question of how to align trade and health
objectives seamlessly. Perhaps, because of this, the subject is a rich area for
research. This chapter intends to make a contribution to the debate by demon-
strating that there is a continual need for legal mechanisms to protect health
concerns, specifically with regard to the issue of patent protection for pharma-
ceuticals. The modification of trade-related patent laws as they govern
pharmaceutical products and processes has become a subject of much research
and policy discussion since the enactment of the 1995 Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement. The need for special provisions
for the disengagement of international standards imposed on pharmaceuticals –
which hence have a potential to impact on access to drugs – demonstrates the
need for health to trump trade and not vice versa.

In this chapter I try to answer the question of why special provisions to protect
health are necessary in trade agreements. The chapter is organized in the
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following manner. First, I discuss the GATT Treaty and its Article XX, which
was developed with the intent of protecting health. Second, I examine the
TRIPS Agreement and its implications for pharmaceutical access, as well as
possible policy levers that can ideally mitigate the harshest impact of the TRIPS
Agreement. Third, I then turn to a brief review of how the WTO is managing
issues that demonstrate how trade and health objectives can be at odds with each
other. Finally, I conclude by proposing a more humanistic patent regime for
pharmaceuticals. Here, I call for reform of the WTO so that health outcomes
are explicitly integrated into its institutional mandate. The need for greater
moral clarity, such as concern for a global health problem, like the lack of access
to medicines, must inform trade decisions that spill over or cut across in to the
health sector. As Sabina Alkire and Lincoln Chen point out, ‘an appeal to moral
values will motivate people to support a set of actions’ (Alkire and Chen 2004:
1074). Strengthening this view, access to essential medicines has become a
central topic at the international policy-making level. It is also increasingly
viewed as a fundamental human right (Cullet 2003), with international human
rights law placing attendant obligations on states to ensure access.

The GATT and its provisions to protect health of populations
The GATT Treaty that has governed international trade since 1947 was
conceived as an interim agreement designed to protect the tariff concessions
resulting from the 1947 Geneva meeting and to help ensure a more robust global
economy that would encourage peace and prosperity. The GATT never came
into force officially but was applied provisionally to reduce trade barriers on a
reciprocal basis and to eliminate discriminatory treatment. The GATT thus can
be conceived as an institution designed to create global standards of market civi-
lization and, importantly, as a realm of possibility for the inclusion of civilizing
standards in both senses of the term, through the Havana charter that incorpo-
rates a wider global governance role than the GATT provided in the end.

International obligations can mean the imposition of standards and designs
that may be inappropriate and/or vastly different from local ones. In this case,
often there is a push–pull dynamic between global and local standards that may
lead to very different results depending on the incentive structure and institutions
that must be navigated. Dani Rodrik argues that multilateral institutions need to
encourage a greater convergence of policies and standards, with ‘deep integra-
tion’ only among those countries that are willing to do so in order to reduce
tensions from the differences in national standards (Rodrik 1997: 82). Here
Rodrik’s ‘trilemma’ of globalization suggests that states must forfeit autonomy
and submit themselves to a global standard of market civilization to reap even-
tual benefits. This argument, akin to Thomas Friedman’s ‘golden straitjacket’ of
globalization (Friedman 1999), puts forward the notion that it is in developing
states’ interest to transform their socio-political self-organization in accordance
with global dictates for their own good. At the same time, however, they also
must allow for selective disengagement from multilateral standards for countries
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that need breathing room to satisfy domestic requirements that are in conflict
with liberalizing trade (Rodrik 1997).

The importance of permitting a government to selectively disengage from
international obligations, particularly in terms of health concerns, was apparent
early on in the GATT Treaty. Article XX allows for a number of exceptions to
the GATT obligations in order to protect ‘human, animal or plant life or health’
(GATT 1947). The language of this Article is arguably broad enough to allow for
its application. The intent of this inclusion was that any exceptions concerning
health, which a government would seek to apply, could not prevent the import of
certain goods unless it was considered a reasonable precaution to take. The
Committee responsible for drafting this safeguard made it plain that they were
against the use of the provision as a measure of protection in disguise. However, the
likelihood was that governments would have different interpretations of Article
XX according to their national interests and this, in turn, would generate debate.

For instance, in May 1989, following a suspension by the US of Chilean fruit
imports on the basis of suspected food contamination, the government of Chile
underscored the need for a crisis management body that allowed for consulta-
tions among contracting parties for the exchange of information and joint
decision-making. This was to ensure that measures adopted under the health
exception were in keeping with the seriousness of the threat. According to the
delegate from Chile, ‘hundreds of millions of dollars of fruit and vegetables
[were] destroyed or re-exported, confiscated or prohibited from entry because
two grapes had been found to contain toxic chemicals’ (GATT 1989a: 24). While
many delegates recognized the legitimacy of Chile’s concern and supported
Chile’s proposal, delegates from Canada, the US, and Japan defended the right
of governments to act expeditiously when human health was endangered,
without being required to consult extensively on the trade impact of their actions.
Shortly after this, in October 1989, the Council agreed to the Chairman’s
proposal that in the event of a trade-damaging act, ‘a measure taken by an
importing contracting party should not be any more severe and should not
remain in force any longer, than necessary to protect the human, animal or plant
life or health involved, as provided in Article XX(b)’ (GATT 1989b: 6–7). This
recommendation ensured contracting parties’ right to take action to give priority
to health over trade concerns while protecting commercial interests as much as
possible.

In short, the tension between trade and health objectives is a longstanding
conflict that has not been resolved by an inclusion such as the GATT Article XX(b)
that acknowledges members’ rights to take measures to restrict imports or exports
when necessary to protect human health. These measures are permissible if, and
only if, they are not deemed as protectionism in disguise and do not impose any
more trade restrictions than necessary. The health exception of the GATT
Treaty was an imperfect inclusion that did not always guarantee a government’s
right to give primacy to national health policy objectives over commercial inter-
ests. However, at a minimum, it did recognize the need for mechanisms to allow
governments the right to protect the health of their populations. As will be
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discussed below, the complex intersection of trade and health objectives did not
subside with the creation of the World Trade Organization. In fact, its TRIPS
Agreement propelled this issue squarely into the international health policy debate.

The TRIPS Agreement: tripping over the disconnect between
trade and health objectives
The Uruguay Round of trade talks took place from 1986–94 and addressed a
wide range of issues, including intellectual property rights on pharmaceuticals,
and eventually led to the passage of the TRIPS Agreement. This Agreement
covers a range of intellectual property issues such as patents, trademarks, industrial
designs, and copyright. In other words, the TRIPS Agreement created global
standards for intellectual property law with real power. However, market standards
for pharmaceuticals create dilemmas given that they are both a market commodity
and a necessary health commodity that can prevent and cure.

The TRIPS Agreement, furthermore, requires each member state to main-
tain sufficient procedures and remedies within its domestic law to ensure the
protection of intellectual property for both domestic and foreign rights-holders.
The minimum legal obligations concerning pharmaceuticals include, first, that
pharmaceutical products and micro-organisms are patentable for up to twenty
years from the date the inventor files for patent application, and, second, that
discrimination against patent rights for imported products is not permitted.
Third, exclusive marketing rights are granted until patent expiry, and, fourth,
there is a transitional period of one year, which can be extended to up to ten
years, for developing countries without pharmaceutical product patents
(Redwood 1995). The WTO Treaty states that ‘membership in the WTO entails
accepting all the results of the Round, without exception’ so members must
comply with the TRIPS requirements as part of membership conditionality.

The Agreement does however include some provisions that allow developing
and least developed countries some ‘breathing space’ in terms of its applicability.
It allows developing countries a general transition period of up to five years to
amend their patent legislation so that it is in accordance with WTO standards.
This means that all countries are obliged to adhere to one global standard, or
what we are calling here a global standard of market civilization. A longer time-
frame, up to ten years, was allowed for developing countries that have not
provided product patent protection for pharmaceuticals, that is, countries that
have ‘process’ patents in place but no protection for the final product. Least
developed countries were originally given up to eleven years, but this was later
extended to the year 2016 when it became obvious that the initial timeline was
unrealistic in terms of its feasibility for implementation.

Advocates of TRIPS argued that pharmaceutical patents were required to
provide incentives for large multinational pharmaceutical firms to invest
resources in the research and development (R&D) of new drug therapies. But the
difficulty with this line of reasoning stems from the fact that R&D expenditure
does not even remotely address the needs of developing countries. Médecins
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Sans Frontières (MSF) estimates that 90 per cent of the world’s health R&D
expenditure is devoted to conditions that affect only 10 per cent of the world’s
population; with priority conditional upon ability to pay (MSF 2003). This priori-
tization of diseases affecting the developed world is reflected in the fact that of
1,393 new drugs approved between 1975 and 1999, only thirteen were specifi-
cally indicated as targeting tropical diseases (Trouiller et al. 2002). Tropical
diseases are known to largely affect poor populations and account for 12 per cent
of the global disease burden (MSF 2001).

Detractors of the TRIPS Agreement point out that the Treaty could exacer-
bate the already existing inequity in pharmaceutical drug gaps because it
effectively limits the production of drugs in the global market. Prior to TRIPS,
the pharmaceutical patent regime of developing states was, for the most part,
considerably below the minimum criteria of TRIPS. Many developing states,
such as India and Brazil, had adopted an explicit policy to disregard intellectual
property protection for pharmaceuticals in an attempt to be self-sufficient in the
production of basic medicines and to develop a competitive local industry.
Domestic producers, both private and public, could then supply their populations
with basic medicines at prices often considerably lower than those of the
research-based pharmaceutical industry and learn by doing so through ‘reverse
engineering’. As such, critics of the agreement argued that its implementation
would result in higher prices for drugs, widen the access gap to essential
medicines between developed and developing countries, further exacerbate
existing imbalances in the R&D of drug therapies between developed and devel-
oping states, and threaten the viability of local industry by having a negative
effect on local manufacturing capacity. Finally, longer patent regimes would
prevent generic competition that, in turn, helps make pharmaceuticals more
affordable. Generic competition will significantly reduce drug prices if the
correct market structures are in place. Pharmaceutical product prices fall sharply
when generic entry to the market occurs following the expiration of patents
(Scherer 2000).

The TRIPS Agreement is a product of extensive negotiations and thus
includes provisions within the text that demonstrate where concessions were
made, particularly for developing and least developed countries that were
concerned about its application on drug access. The Agreement contains provi-
sions that may be used by governments to ensure that health objectives are not
compromised. However, although there is language in the text of the Agreement
which suggests that governments may place health needs over and above trade
needs, the reality for many developing and least developed countries is that they
do not make use of the provisions due to administrative, political, and knowledge
barriers. As such, I have highlighted some of the provisions that are potentially
beneficial to governments that want to ensure that health objectives are not miti-
gated by the application of trade obligations.

One example of a potential policy ‘release’ from the TRIPS Agreement is
Article 27.2, which allows a government to deny patent protection for specific
inventions. This restriction on the patentability of inventions in order to protect
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‘human, animal or plant life or health’ allows governments the freedom to give
priority to human life or health in order to protect ‘Ordre Public’. However, there
is no universally accepted definition of what this term means so potentially it
gives a government ample scope for its use (or conversely, no scope). Of equal
importance, Article 31 provides governments with the authority to issue a
compulsory license for a pharmaceutical license without the permission of the
patent owner in situations of national emergency, particularly for public non-
commercial use and to remedy anti-competitive behavior. TRIPS gives states
significant leeway in determining what constitutes a national emergency,
allowing countries the freedom to pursue public health goals. WTO members’
freedom to do so is explicitly articulated in Article 8, which authorizes members
to ‘adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to
promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic
and technological development’, provided that such measures are consistent with
the TRIPS Agreement.

Furthermore, Article 6 does not prohibit the parallel import of drug prod-
ucts and permits countries with relatively high drug prices to import a
patented product from a country where it is priced lower. While these provi-
sions in the Agreement indicate that states can adopt measures necessary to
ensure access to medicines for all, in practice, many governments have not
applied these safeguard provisions (Cullet 2003). The reasons for this are many
and include the lack of capacity to make use of provisions (such as in the case of
compulsory licensing, which until the recent Doha Accord required a country to
have manufacturing capability) as well as political pressure to respect intellectual
patent law for pharmaceuticals thus not making use of potential health safe-
guards.

The significant potential of the TRIPS Agreement to impact drug access has
prompted the World Health Organization to become involved in trade issues
(‘t Hoen 2002: 35–6). The fact that an international organization focused on
health has engaged in trade issues demonstrates that the intersection of trade
and health has very real potential to adversely impact health outcomes unless
appropriate policies are in place. In 1996, a Resolution on the Revised Drug
Strategy requested the WHO to ‘report on the impact of the work of the World
Trade Organization with respect to national drug policies and essential medicines
and make recommendations for collaboration between WTO and WHO, as
appropriate’ (WHO 1996: para 2(10)). Two years later the Executive Board of
the WHO issued a recommendation that the Fifty-first World Health Assembly
adopt a resolution to ‘ensure that public health rather than commercial interests
have primacy in pharmaceutical and health policies and to review their options
under the TRIPS Agreement to safeguard access to essential drugs’ (EC 1998). It
is debatable whether the WHO is the most appropriate institution to address
issues dealing with international standards for pharmaceuticals. Irrespective of
this, what is significant and meaningful is that, along with very active non-
governmental organizations (NGOs), such as MSF, Consumer Project on
Technology on Health, and Health Action International, the WHO is monitoring
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the impact of trade agreements on health, notably in the area of pharmaceuticals,
and is advocating for the primacy of health over trade.

The policy watershed: the Doha Accord
Public health activists and a number of developing-country governments have
consistently called for the WTO to acknowledge that public health should have
primacy over incompatible market interests. In 2001, the Doha Declaration on
TRIPS and Public Health was passed and includes the following language:

We agree that the TRIPS Agreement does not and should not prevent
members from taking measures to protect public health . . . We affirm that
the Agreement can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner
supportive of a WTO member’s right to protect public health and, in partic-
ular, to promote access to medicines for all.

The Doha Declaration was also used to interpret Article 31(f) of the TRIPS
Agreement, which states that compulsory licensing shall be ‘predominantly for
the supply of the domestic market’. It helped emphasize the point that compul-
sory licensing is only useful for those countries that have the capacity locally to
manufacture drugs.

Thus, pursuant to WTO rules, select countries with a public health crisis are
able to forgo patent law and issue a compulsory license to a local manufacturer.
However, given that the majority of developing countries lack the domestic
capacity or technical expertise to manufacture on-patent pharmaceuticals, the
interpretation of this terminology is crucial to ensuring access to medicine for the
poor in many developing countries as well as the profit margins of the pharma-
ceutical industry. As such, the Doha Declaration includes the well-analyzed
Paragraph 6, which recognizes the limitations of the terms of compulsory
licensing, particularly for least-developed countries that cannot turn to local
producers for the manufacture of medicines, and calls for an expeditious solution
to the problem.

For three days the discussion over the interpretation of TRIPS with regard
to public health and minimum standards of protection dominated the trade
negotiations (‘t Hoen 2002: 40). According to Article 8(1) of the TRIPS
Agreement, members could ‘adopt measures necessary to protect public
health . . . provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this
Agreement’. This afforded considerable discretion to governments imple-
menting their intellectual property regimes. While developed countries stressed
the importance of intellectual property protection in providing incentives for
R&D into new drugs, developing states voiced concerns about the potential nega-
tive impact of drug price increases on access to essential medicines. Another issue
that needed to be addressed involved the provision allowing WTO members to
adopt safeguards such as compulsory licensing and parallel imports in pursuit of
public health objectives. Article 31(f) of the TRIPS Agreement hindered effective
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use of the compulsory licensing provisions by developing countries lacking suffi-
cient pharmaceutical manufacturing capabilities. It did so by requiring that
generic drugs produced under a compulsory license ‘shall be authorized predom-
inantly for the supply of the domestic market of the Member authorizing
such use’.

The long-negotiated Doha Declaration suggests a means for selective disen-
gagement by permitting those countries that do not have the capacity to
manufacture medicines to still use compulsory licensing by contracting out
agreements with firms in other countries. This unleashes the potential for more
competition in the pharmaceutical market, and a greater drug supply for those
in need if developing countries can overcome certain barriers. For instance,
there are a number of administrative procedures, such as requiring both the
importing and exporting countries to issue compulsory licenses, ensuring that the
WTO is involved in the overseeing of the procedures. There are also other stipu-
lations contained in the Accord that could effectively limit its application in
countries. In addition, many developing countries do not have the necessary
administrative infrastructure and know-how to make use of the compulsory
licensing provision. Still, irrespective of these potential constraints, the Accord
sets an important precedent in ensuring that international trade law does not
ignore the importance of public health necessities. Patients are taking precedence
over patents. It provides, however imperfectly, the potential for countries to
disengage from the exigencies of the TRIPS Agreement; or what we would call
here an opportunity to ‘opt out’ or place contingencies on what are intended to
be global standards of market civilization. Its true value will become evident as
soon as countries begin to exercise their rights to invoke this provision.

In the end, the WTO Ministerial Conference adopted a Declaration that
reaffirmed the sovereign right of countries to use the flexibilities built into the
TRIPS Agreement to protect public health and promote access to medicines
for all (WTO 2001: paragraph 4). WTO ministers also agreed to grant least-
developed countries an extra ten-year extension on the implementation of
pharmaceutical patent protection, extending the deadline to harmonize their
regulations with international standards until 2016 (WTO 2001: paragraph 7).
Paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration recognized the difficulties faced by devel-
oping countries in invoking compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agreement
and instructed the Council for TRIPS to find an expeditious solution to this
problem (Matthews 2004: 82).

The compulsory licensing problem was addressed in the Decision of the General
Council of the WTO on 30 August 2003. The Decision clarifies the right of
countries to take advantage of compulsory licensing for pharmaceutical products
only in the case of a national emergency in order to address public health prob-
lems covered by Paragraph 1 of the Doha Declaration (Matthews 2004: 95). The
Decision, importantly, reaffirms the right of governments to interpret the TRIPS
Agreement in a manner supportive of their right to protect public health and
highlights the need for the TRIPS Agreement to be interpreted in such a way as
to protect public health and not for commercial policy objectives.
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WTO dispute settlement and access to essential medicines
This section reviews the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Mechanisms management of
pharmaceutical issues; it is not intended to be an exhaustive review but a discus-
sion of two cases to provide a suggestion of how the WTO is balancing trade and
health issues. It also aims to point out that the WTO is not currently demon-
strating sufficient regard for health concerns despite the safeguards for health that
are expressed in the TRIPS Agreement.

By way of a brief background, the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) is a
unified system for resolving disputes arising among its members and ensuring
enforcement of WTO agreements by authorizing, as a last resort, trade sanctions
against non-compliant members that deviate from their commitments. In
essence, it serves as a global standard of market civilization that regulates the
world of trade and disputes therein. The DSB provides a limited timeframe and
an automatic mechanism for the settlement of disputes. It stipulates a ‘negative
consensus’ rule for the establishment of dispute settlement panels, the adoption
of their reports, and the authorization of retaliatory measures. This rule means
that the panel process will be instituted if at least one state is in favor of it (Cohen
2002: 123). The dispute settlement system establishes a unique appellate proce-
dure in the event a panel report is appealed by one of the parties to the dispute.
Unlike previously, where rulings could only be adopted by consensus, the appel-
late report is adopted automatically and comes into force as a matter of
institutional law unless there is a consensus against adoption. The latter would
typically be more difficult to achieve. In many areas the WTO Agreements afford
considerable discretion in how their obligations are implemented (WHO 2001).

The first dispute examined here shows how the WTO would not allow a
government to make a limited exception to patent rights (stockpiling generic
drugs in this case) to facilitate access to medicines. Although the example includes
a developed country, Canada, the ruling is significant in its global ramifications.
The second case, which involves Brazil and its local working requirements,
demonstrates that the WTO is not consistently in favor of improving drug access.

The production and importation of generic copies of essential medicines help
keep many drug prices affordable. Until a recent WTO dispute panel ruling
involving Canada and the European Union, it was unclear whether the flexibility
within the TRIPS Agreement allowed generic drug manufacturers to conduct
tests and carry out preparations for regulatory approval for their generic products
before patent expiry (the Bolar provision). Under Article 28.1 of the TRIPS
Agreement, patent owners shall have the right to exclude others from making,
using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the patented product during the term
of the patent. According to Article 33, the term of protection available shall not
end before the expiration of a period of twenty years from the filing date of the
application against which the patent was granted. However, Section 55.2(1)
concerning the ‘regulatory review exception’ and Section 55.2(2) dealing with the
‘stockpiling exception’ of Canada’s Patent Act allows third parties to make, use, or
sell the patented product during the term of the patent without the consent of
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the patent owner in certain defined circumstances. The dispute panel ruled that
TRIPS did allow governments to use the patented product to conduct tests for
bioequivalence and that other tests needed to obtain marketing approval before
the expiry of a patent.

This decision allows generic drugs to be on the market more quickly than if
these tests could only be conducted after the patent actually expired. Generally,
the regulatory review procedure is time consuming and can take one to two-and-
a-half years to complete. While the ruling protects consumer interests by cutting
time-to-market for generic drugs, it also recognizes the potential consequences of
allowing generic competitors to manufacture and stockpile patented goods
before the patent expiry. The dispute panel found that stockpiling or large-scale
production of the generic drug before the patent expires violated the TRIPS
Agreement because of the substantial curtailment of the exclusionary rights
required to be granted to patent owners. This case represents an example
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Table 13.1: Complaints discussed under the WTO Dispute Settlement Body

Dispute Core Issue Findings

Patent Protection of 
Pharmaceutical 
Patents
WT/DS114
(1997-2000)

Complaining country:

European Communities

Target of complaint:
Canada

Complaint by the European 
Communities and their 
member states that Canada’s 
Patent Act is not compatible 
with Articles 27.1, 28, and 33 
of the TRIPS Agreement. The 
EC alleged that under 
Canadian patent legislation, a 
third party may, without the
consent of the patent holder,
use a patented product to 
conduct tests needed to obtain 
marketing approval of an 
innovative medicine before the 
expiry of a patent and stockpile
generic drugs six months before
the expiry of the patent term.

The panel found that the 
exception allowing generic 
drug makers to test patented 
drugs for the purposes of 
seeking marketing approval 
for their generic versions 
prior to the patent’s expiry 
was not inconsistent with the 
TRIPS Agreement. The
stockpiling exception was not
permitted under TRIPS and 
that manufacturers must wait 
until patent expiry before 
starting commercial 
production.

Measures Affecting
Patent Protection
WT/DS199
(2000-2001)

Complaining country:
United States

Target of complaint:
Brazil

Complaint by the US that the
provision in Brazil’s 1996
industrial property law that
allows a patent to be subject to
compulsory licensing if the
patented product is not
‘worked’ in Brazil is
inconsistent with Brazil’s
obligations under Articles 27
and 28 of the TRIPS
Agreement.

The US agreed to terminate
the WTO panel proceeding
based on the Brazilian
government’s commitment to
hold prior talks with the US
with sufficient advance notice
in the event the Brazilian
government deemed it
necessary to grant a
compulsory license on
patents held by US
companies (WT/DS199/4).



whereby the WTO acknowledged the rights of governments to make limited
exceptions to patent rights to facilitate access to medicines. What is most trou-
bling about this ruling is that it still seems to favor commercial interests over
health interests. The quick entry of generic drugs into the Canadian marketplace
helps the consumer by providing alternative products, and, as a result of greater
market choice, price competition in the market. Arguably, the disallowance of
stockpiling slows down the entry of generic drugs into the market. Although
Canada is clearly not a country in need, this is a case that sets a standard inter-
pretation of the TRIPS Agreement globally.

Another dispute that illustrates the possible tension between health and trade
policies is the dispute brought by the US against Brazil. The US alleged that the
provision in Article 68 of Brazil’s 1996 industrial property law (Law No. 9279 of
14 May 1996; effective May 1997) imposed a ‘local working’ requirement stipu-
lating that a patent shall be subject to a compulsory license if the patented
product is not manufactured in Brazil or if the patented process is not used in the
territory of Brazil. According to the US, if the patent owner attempted to import
the patent rather than ‘work’ the patent in Brazil, Article 68 would allow others
to import either the patented product or product obtained from the patented
process. The US felt Article 68 curtailed the exclusive rights of patent owners
and discriminated against US owners of Brazilian patents whose products are
imported but not produced in Brazil. In July 2001, the US agreed to terminate
the WTO panel proceeding based on the Brazilian government’s commitment to
hold bilateral talks with the US prior to issuing a compulsory license on patents
held by US companies. The flexibility of the TRIPS Agreement allows countries
like Brazil to use the threat of compulsory licensing to secure more favorable
terms in its negotiations for the supply of HIV/AIDS drugs with major pharma-
ceutical companies who continue to seek higher standards of protection (WTO
2002: 105). However, it should be noted that this dispute also reflects the difficul-
ties and pressures that many developing countries face in using the public health
safeguards provided for in the TRIPS Agreement.

Conclusions
This chapter has focused on the intersection between trade and health and where
they fit in the system of global standards of market civilization; its focus is predomi-
nantly on the issue of pharmaceutical patent regimes and trade agreements.
Health as a value and not just a commodity in international trade agreements
has gained prominence with the establishment of the WTO. However, the
chapter explicitly raises the question of how ‘weighty’ health concerns really are,
even when there are written provisions for health in trade agreements, when
trade interests are at stake (see also Geoffrey A. Pigman’s chapter in this volume).
The TRIPS Agreement includes provisions that protect health but these provi-
sions have not had much real weight of force. This reality led health activists and
developing-country governments to pressure the WTO for meaningful support
for health concerns. This, in turn, led to the Doha Declaration of 2001 that then
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led to another lengthy process of negotiation that ended in August 2003 when
governments were able to reach consensus on issues such as the use of compul-
sory licensing, particularly for those countries that lacked the manufacturing
capacity to make use of it. The WTO is a global institution and as such it is a
key player in the implementation and enforcement of global standards of market
civilization; in this respect it is significant and of great concern that it does not
include health as a priority in its mandate. I argue for meaningful change that
would compel the WTO to incorporate the value of health (for an individual or
a population), and not just as a commodity, into its decision-making processes
and make health one of its key institutional concerns. This would involve a
seismic shift in its institutional orientation and contribute to a more humanistic
international patent regime that would lead ultimately to policies that do not
exacerbate the present morally unsatisfactory and uncomfortable drug gap but
rather contribute to its reduction.
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Upon first hearing ‘civilizing world trade’, at least two interpretations spring out.
The notion of trade as civilizing the world, the mission civilisatrice preached by
Richard Cobden and William Ewart Gladstone in the nineteenth century, is
perhaps the first understanding that comes to mind: ‘civilizing’ as the descriptor
that modifies ‘world trade’. Yet another interpretation also commands acknowl-
edgement: civilizing as an action, the idea of a project of making world trade
somehow more civil. Civilizing world trade is at the core of what the alterglobal-
ization movement of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century is trying to
achieve.

But behind this apparent Janus face of trade, perhaps inadvertently exposed
by its conjoining with notions of civilization, lies a deeper unity, as the work of
Karl Polanyi and scholars writing in his tradition help us to understand. How
individuals understand the relationship between trade and civilization plays
an important role in shaping how trade functions in the global economy and
in the global society in which global economic activity is situated. The relation-
ship between trade and the societies between which it takes place changed
significantly some two centuries ago: a time that was important also for the idea
of civilization and how it was understood. Polanyi articulated a compelling
critique of the process by which the self-regulating market disembedded itself
from and progressively transformed human social relations in the nineteenth
century. This movement of disembedding, according to Polanyi, in turn
unleashed a second movement by the governments of nation states to mitigate
the disastrous social effects of the first movement: to re-embed the market in
human society. This second face of Polanyi’s famed ‘Double Movement’
produced some extreme political results, including Adolf Hitler’s Third Reich
and Joseph Stalin’s authoritarian distortion of utopian communism. But Polanyi
and his followers, like the adherents of alterglobalization, suggest that ‘another
world is possible’.

Trade and civilization: transformations
In The Great Transformation, Polanyi (1957) explores in depth the key role of
Britain in what he calls a great transformation in the relationship between
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markets – the practices of commerce, or trading, and of those who do the buying
and selling – and human social relations. Polanyi takes an anthropological approach
to understanding, and problematizing, this relationship. Notwithstanding the
rhetoric of politicians extending from Gladstone to Baroness Margaret Thatcher,
Polanyi argues that human society has not always been dominated by markets
and trade. According to Polanyi, in the long sweep of history the market and
trade-dominated society has been a relatively new invention. By studying the
social and economic practices of tribes of Pacific Islanders that had remained
relatively unaffected by outside influences, Polanyi and his colleagues found that
the means of distribution of needs, and the social purposes of exchange of
goods amongst the islanders differed markedly from any form of what
economists might identify as ‘primitive capitalism’. Purposes for exchange of
goods across a distance, say between different islands, included showing respect
(and related diplomatic rituals) and sharing the bounty of particular seasonal
items. Profit and the accumulation of wealth did not feature significantly in the
traditional societies studied (Polanyi 1957: 43–55).

Up until the time of the Industrial Revolution, Polanyi argues, markets, trade,
and profit did not play a dominant role in human society in general. Production
and commerce, which until then had been undertaken to serve other, broader
human social purposes, became core human social activities. Trade across
distance, which had been a marginal activity generally undertaken only to supply
crucial needs entirely unavailable in a particular society, became an end in itself.
Families moved from farms and villages into conurbations to supply labor for
industrial factories (Polanyi 1957: 56–76).

Traditional social structures for caring for the poor, such as family, village, and
church, were changed, moved, or swept aside by the progressive commoditiza-
tion of labor, allowing for the emergence of real destitution amongst the poor for
the first time in human history. The state was forced to become responsible for
care of the poor (Polanyi 1957: 77–110, 135–50). Polanyi viewed this replacement
of older social and economic relationships by market relationships as a process
with its own internal dynamic: market relations, once they achieved enough of a
critical mass to function independently, spread by themselves, seeking to replace
older types of human socio-economic relations. One of the most important
mechanisms by which markets have propagated themselves was through the
creation of an ongoing ideological movement, founded by a coalition of benefi-
ciaries of market relations and intellectuals who embraced markets as a perfection
of Enlightenment rationalist ideals. Markets, in order to function best, are and
must be self-regulating, their new advocates declaimed. In doing so, their advo-
cates helped to make it so, in part by making the case for legislative and
administrative reforms that facilitated the operation of the market economy
(Polanyi 1957: 135–50). Joseph Stiglitz, in his foreword to the 2001 edition of
The Great Transformation, identified this replication process with what we think of
today as neo-liberal globalization.

The mammoth socio-economic impact of the rise of the self-regulating
market occasioned an equally dramatic, twofold political transformation. The
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first part of this Double Movement is the attempt of the self-regulating market
to disembed itself from human social relations. In politics this process revealed
itself in constituencies and campaigns for Free Trade, the Gold Standard, and
other mechanisms of freely convertible currencies, and limited government. The
second part is the social and political reaction to the ravages occasioned by the
first part. It is the attempt of society, using instruments of government and
governance, to re-embed markets within the broader frame of human social rela-
tions. This process began spontaneously in reaction to the effects of the first
part of the Double Movement, with the mid-nineteenth-century opposition
movement to Free Trade in corn (grain) in Britain, and spread rapidly,
appearing among other places in late nineteenth-century British municipal
urban social movements to house and feed the poor and to provide public water
and sewer facilities, state schools, and libraries, and in the German govern-
ment’s first steps to providing social insurance, including pensions, health care,
and provision for unemployment (Polanyi 1957: 201–19). Polanyi argues that
rising opposition to market society in the early twentieth century produced two
much stronger political responses, each utopian in conception, both ultimately
as dehumanizing and destructive of the fabric of human society as what they
sought to supplant: communism and fascism. Each offered the promise of re-
embedding markets, commerce, trade, and finance in a more coherent shared
set of human social objectives, yet both fell short because of the difficulties
they faced in securing and maintaining public consent to a centrally imposed and
directed structure of social values and priorities (Polanyi 1957: 223–48).

Believing strongly that authoritarianism was not the only way to re-embed
markets in society, Polanyi envisaged a socially desirable equilibrium point in which
the conflicting aims of the Double Movement could be resolved, a type of social
market global economy in which the positive forces of market relations could
function, embedded in a democratically governed world that orders and
protects human social relations (Polanyi 1957: 249–58). A version of this equilib-
rium could be said to have emerged in Western Europe, North America, and
Japan in the post-war era: what John Ruggie (1982) dubbed ‘embedded liber-
alism’, the diffusion of disciplines of multilateral trade liberalization under the
GATT–WTO (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade–World Trade
Organization) structure, the reduction of barriers to global capital flows, the
continued integration of markets across the globe by means of advances in infor-
mation and communications technologies, and indeed the continued spread
(albeit on an increasingly unequal basis) of economic development. Some
scholars regarded this process as culminating in the end of the Cold War, with
the resulting reintegration of the former Warsaw Pact member states into the
dominant neo-liberal global model of economic organization, a phenomenon
Francis Fukuyama (1992) characterized as ‘the end of history’. Yet as the post-
Cold War era has already demonstrated, embedded liberalism has neither
proved to be an equilibrium point, as Polanyi hoped, nor has it ended the
production of poverty and destitution that triggered the second part of the
Double Movement.
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Mark Blyth (2002) argues that Polanyi’s discussion of the Double
Movement failed to capture its essentially cyclical character. Blyth periodizes the
evolution of the industrial global political economy, arguing that each success
of the first part of the Double Movement, disembedding of markets from
society, has prompted a counter-push towards re-embedding, which once it
has succeeded has in turn occasioned a repeat of the cycle. Blyth argues that
ideas play a direct causal role in how the global economy actually functions,
in the sense that how people think the economy works conditions their expec-
tations and actions. According to Blyth, idea-influenced and idea-informed
economic behavior produces subsequent economic conditions, which in turn
generate ideas and understandings of its problems that shape the policy deci-
sions of the next generation of policy-makers. For example, how US
policy-makers understood the causes of the Great Depression of the 1930s
shaped the policy decisions that created the global economic conditions of the
post-Second World War period, in which policy-makers sought to understand
economic problems and formulate responses thereto. For Blyth, the perceived
failures of the global economic system of embedded liberalism by the 1970s
generated an ideological movement to disembed markets once again from
human social relations, a movement taken up by political leaders such as Ronald
Reagan and Thatcher. The effects of that project at the turn of the twenty-first
century are only just beginning to generate the ideas in which the next cycle of
re-embedding is to be grounded.

Blyth’s understanding of the causal role of ideas in producing economic
policy and generating socio-economic conditions is reflected in the relationship
between trade and civilization. As these ideas include civilization and how
people understand it, how people have imagined the relationship between
trade and civilization over the last two centuries is significant in affecting how
trade functions in economy and society. Two very different examples serve to
depict in sharp relief the contrasting ways of conceiving this relationship: the
Free-Trade movement of the mid- and late nineteenth century, and the alter-
globalization movement of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.
The movements have considerable similarities: each has been led by a coali-
tion of intellectuals, political leaders, and economists. Each has succeeded in
mobilizing substantial popular support across a range of metrics: location, occu-
pation, class, wealth. Neither movement’s support can be reduced to
exogenously generated class or other economic ‘interest’ alone. Both movements
have been able to capture the attention of global publics through the media and
other cultural representations. Crucially, each movement has used a particular
notion of civilization to validate or justify a particular policy approach
towards trade. Yet a closer look at each movement reveals how their respective
notions of civilization, and the policy approaches that those notions validate or
justify, differ. Whereas for the nineteenth-century Free-Trade movement, trade
was the vehicle for bringing civilization from Europe to the rest of the world, for
the alterglobalization movement it is global trade itself that needs to become
civilized.
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Free trade and empire: mission civilisatrice
The coalition of supporters of nineteenth-century trade liberalization, first in
Britain and eventually across Europe, North America, and the rest of the globe,
is remarkable for the diversity of motives of its members. It was no surprise that
the manufacturers of the new industrial heartland ‘voted with their wallets’,
advocating Free Trade in order to secure lower tariffs on their products in as
many export markets as possible, as well as cheaper industrial inputs where
required (including food for their workers, if it meant wages could be kept lower).
Yet core supporters of Corn Law repeal in Britain in the 1840s and the trade
liberalization movement that grew from it had far more diverse motivations than
a straight economic interest-based explanation would expect. Richard Cobden
embraced Free Trade as the best mechanism to promote global peace, his own
personal central political mission. He was later joined in his mission by a French
peace activist of his day, Michel Chevalier, with whom he negotiated the
‘Cobden–Chevalier’ Anglo-French Commercial Treaty of 1860. John Bright and
the Chartists saw Free Trade as a way to improve the dire conditions under
which industrial workers labored, in that the importation of cheaper grain via
Free Trade would lower food costs for the working class. Karl Marx favored Free
Trade because he saw it as accelerating the development of capitalism, thereby
bringing closer the point at which conditions would be right for socialist revolu-
tion. Gladstone embraced Free Trade for a constellation of political reasons
(including the desire to curb government spending by cutting revenues), but not
least because he regarded it as one of the principal means to transmit Britain’s
standard of living to the rest of the world: to export civilization itself (see John
M. Hobson’s and Leonard Seabrooke’s chapters in this volume).

The mission civilisatrice of Free Trade as an idea attracted many supporters in
the nineteenth century precisely because it cut across class and other interest
groupings. It was a project intimately entangled with Britain’s ideas of empire
and with ways of understanding and justifying empire to itself as a society and to
the rest of the world. The British Empire, according to Niall Ferguson (2003),
spread a wealth of common goods to the parts of the globe with which it came in
contact, including the rule of law, professional civil administration of govern-
ment, institutions of higher education, the English language, and, importantly, a
broadly liberal economic model characterized by open markets, convertible
currencies, and relatively barrier-free domestic and international trade. The link
between empire and trade as civilizing missions is captured in Norbert Elias’s
view of civilization as a process, of which the progressive specialization of
human behaviors and increasing interdependence of individuals upon one
another in society forms a natural sociological part (Elias 2000). According to
Martin Wight, the rationale for the mission civilisatrice can be found in the
Rationalist approach to colonial theory: that civilization is entitled to expand
because it brings economic and social benefits to civilized society and barbarians
alike (Wight 1991: 78–82). Sir F.D. Lugard (1923: frontispiece) quoted Joseph
Chamberlain in this regard: ‘We develop new territory as trustees for Civilisation,
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for the Commerce of the World.’ In assessing the balance of gains and losses to
native populations, Lugard acknowledged that ‘civilisation facilitated the spread
among native peoples of disease that previously had been confined to particular
localities’. But against that he highlights gains from trade: ‘Civilisation has
decreased the sum of human misery inflicted by man upon man by tribal war,
barbarous practices, and slave-trading. By promoting trade and increasing wealth
it has raised the standard of life and comfort’ (Lugard 1923: 92).

For Lugard, Free Trade and empire were quintessential and inseparable
elements of being British: ‘We hold these countries because it is the genius of
our race to colonise, to trade, and to govern. The task in which England is
engaged in the tropics – alike in Africa and the East – has become part of her
tradition, and she has ever given of her best in the cause of liberty and civilisa-
tion’ (Lugard 1923: 618–19; see also Barry Hindess’s chapter in this volume).
Despite the fact that Free Traders and imperialists did not often otherwise
embrace compatible public policies, the civilizing mission was promoted discur-
sively by advocates of Free Trade and advocates of empire alike. The work of
David Livingstone and that of the Cobden Club are two contrasting examples of
how the discursive relationship between Free Trade and civilization was
produced and reproduced.

Livingstone, who began his illustrious career as a Christian missionary and
ultimately became best known as an explorer of the African continent, drew
together in his life work these intertwined notions of empire, civilization, and
trade. From Livingstone’s perspective, market relations remained embedded in
human society. For Livingstone, commerce and empire were instruments that
could be used to promote civilization, which, being infused by Christian ideas
and values, was of the sort that subsumed, rather than being subsumed by,
markets. Whilst engaging in missionary work in the interior of southern Africa in
1853, Livingstone first encountered the expanding operations of the slave trade,
and he made it his life’s work to end the African slave trade. Livingstone’s vision
was that only the establishment of British colonial settlements could bring
protection to the indigenous African peoples from the predations of the slave
traders (Huxley 1974: 55–6, 108; Ferguson 2003: 127–31). Livingstone aspired
to replace the slave trade in the African interior with legitimate commerce, so his
explorations sought to discover navigable waterways to facilitate trade between
the peoples of the interior and the coasts. In 1858 Livingstone was appointed
H.M. Consul in Quelimane and commissioned to undertake an exploration of
central and eastern Africa ‘for the promotion of Commerce and Civilisation
with a view to the extinction of the slave-trade’ (Huxley 1974: 97–8; Ferguson
2003: 154–7). Livingstone proposed to co-operate with Portugal to open the
Zambesi River to the commerce of all nations, an undertaking that required
convincing the Portuguese to abandon their tacit support of the slave trade
(Huxley 1974: 101).

When Livingstone returned to Britain briefly in 1856, the British public
embraced him and his mission with tremendous enthusiasm. He was perceived
as leading a selfless crusade to bring to the interior of Africa Christianity, rule of
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law, legitimate trade, and the higher material standards of living it would bring:
in short a global standard of civilization that mid-nineteenth-century Britain
sought to promulgate throughout the world through commerce where possible,
through empire as necessary. Her Majesty’s Government may have had other less
altruistic geopolitical objectives for backing Livingstone’s mission, but its sense of
helping those indigenous Africans perceived to be less fortunate was what won his
project public support (Ferguson 2003: 132–3). In supporting Livingstone’s efforts
to end the slave trade by replacing it with ‘legitimate’ trade the British public
were able to understand Britain’s role in the world as a civilizing agent, whereas
less than a century earlier the African slave trade had been viewed as legitimate
commercial policy by British government and public alike.

The Cobden Club, by contrast, viewed trade as having the potential to lead
civilization rather than to be its servant. A society of supporters of Free Trade
that thrived for several decades following its establishment by Bright in 1866, the
Cobden Club’s membership was almost as diverse as the different range of
reasons for supporting Free Trade: British businessmen, academics, members of
parliament and their counterparts from a range of nations across Europe, North
America, and the British Empire. The club held regular meetings, often in the
format of a dinner followed by speeches, and published a steady stream of
academic and political tracts supporting Free Trade. By doing so the Cobden
Club and its members contributed to the social and economic dominance of Free
Trade discourse in nineteenth-century Britain and in the policy decisions taken in
Cabinet and in Parliament that underpinned it. The Cobden Club’s publications
and lobbying helped to normalize and reify Free Trade orthodoxy across Britain’s
rapidly evolving class structure and socio-economic demographics. One of the
principal means by which they were able to accomplish this was through the use
of discursive lines of justification that at least appeared to cut across class and
other socio-economic cleavages (urban/rural, north/south, male/female). The
club chairman, Thomas Milner Gibson, speaking at the 1873 Cobden Club
annual dinner, made this point directly: ‘Free Trade is neither democratic nor
aristocratic. It is not a question of party. (cheers) We do not want to pull down one
class and put up another; we found ourselves on that principle which we believe
to be beneficial to all classes’ (Cobden Club 1873: 84).

The mid-nineteenth-century notion of British ‘civilization’ met this normal-
izing objective better than most (see also Jacqueline Best’s chapter in this volume).
Amongst the many interconnected streams of justificatory argument that club
members deployed, the relationship between Free Trade and civilization resur-
faced repeatedly. The club’s motto was ‘Free Trade – Peace – Good-will Among
Nations’, a sort of Holy Trinity of seemingly incontestable public goods that
formed an integral part of the nineteenth-century idea of civilization. At the 1873
dinner, club member T.B. Potter, MP, articulated clearly the relationship between
the club itself and an idea of global civilization: ‘There is scarcely a large town in
the civilised world with which we (the Cobden Club) do not have communica-
tion, and I do trust that, humble as our efforts may be, they have been productive
of some benefit for the cause we all have so much at heart’ (Cobden Club 1873:
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83). Potter went on to note that ‘there are many around us, in various civilised
countries in the world, who are honorary members of the Cobden Club’
(Cobden Club 1873: 84).

Club chairman Milner Gibson invoked the Free Trade–civilization relation-
ship in the section of his dinner speech in which he eulogized Cobden, the
revered apostle of Free Trade and world peace:

(Cobden’s) was not a narrow and selfish patriotism. The blessings he desired
for his own country he wished to extend to other nations. He believed in the
pacific influence of commerce. He saw that it would at any rate tend to
break down those barriers which separated nations, and behind which, to
use his own expressive language, often nestled the feelings of revenge and
jealousy and the love of conquest, which sometimes broke their bonds and
deluged whole nations with blood. Now there is no name, I will venture to
say, which is received with greater respect throughout the whole civilised
world than the name of Richard Cobden.

(Cobden Club 1873: 25–6)

Chevalier, Cobden’s French counterpart, also invoked the Free Trade–civilization
identity in a letter read at the 1873 club dinner:

It is a convincing proof that civilisation, like an immense stream, carrying in
its current science, power, and wealth, must advance more and more in that
direction (Free Trade), and that any effort to oppose it must be defeated. In
the future, if not in the present, Free Trade will be the pass-word of nations.

(Cobden Club 1873: 32)

Another non-English member of the club, Moret y Prendergast, a Spaniard,
identified qualities that made England a civilized nation, in a speech in which he
argued against expanding the role of government in a socialist direction:
‘England is strong, powerful, and civilised, because she is composed of free, inde-
pendent, and energetic citizens, and, such being the case, she must always
progress’ (Cobden Club 1873: 79–80).

Two years later, in a Cobden Club publication entitled Free Trade and the European

Treaties of Commerce (1875), leading Free-Trade campaigner Sir Louis Mallet articu-
lated the discursive isomorphism between degree of trade liberalization and degree
of civilization. Mallet’s publication argued for renewal of Britain’s bilateral treaties
of commerce with the other major European powers, many of which were
coming up for renewal in the mid- and late 1870s. Mallet regarded Free Trade in
Europe as the core of the trade liberalization project, but he justified that view-
point not because of the nature or importance of trade flows between Britain
and the Continent, but because of the Continent’s comparable level of civilization:

the acquisition of new markets in Europe is far more essential to our national
prosperity than the progress of our trade with distant and half-civilised
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countries, upon which we have been compelled to rely by the unnatural state
of our relations with our nearest neighbours.

(Cobden Club 1875: 7)

Mallet gives perhaps the most concise rendering of the ideological identity
between Free Trade and the dominant nineteenth-century British view of what
civilization was, and what it was not:

that which is disguised under the specious name of ‘protection’ is, in reality,
a mere tradition of primitive barbarism – a remnant of the bygone era when
every foreigner was an enemy, and the rule of war – to take every advantage
of the adversary and injure him as much as possible – entered into the spirit
of all international dealings. The modern Treaty of Commerce is, on the
contrary, a legible record of the dawning conviction that the good of each
nation is the good of all.

(Cobden Club 1875: 8)

For Mallet, as for many of his contemporaries, protectionism is equated with
barbarism, and commercial trade liberalization treaties with the collective social
realization of a common good for all. From Britain, the core nation state in the
emerging nineteenth-century global market economy, the dominant relations of
production, the self-regulating market, were reproduced across many regions of the
globe. The reproduction of the dominance of liberal market relations of production
took place by many means, ranging from ‘gunboat diplomacy’ to formal colo-
nization to ‘informal empire’. One of the most effective tools for this endeavor
was the ability to effect the social construction of the self-regulating market by
joining Free Trade, civilization, and empire discursively in ways that appeared
altruistic, non-partisan, and incontestable. This was the heart of the Cobden
Club’s project, even as the very nature and content of their discourse revealed
the extent of the contested nature of Free Trade and the urgent need to win over
doubters and opponents in Continental Europe and North America. The civi-
lization to which the Cobden Club members referred in their arguments was the
civilization to which the government sponsors of Livingstone’s mission to replace
the slave trade in the upper Zambesi basin with ‘legitimate’ trade referred. Just as
the role of markets in traditional nineteenth-century societies of the Zambesi
would likely have been familiar to Polanyi given his anthropological research in
the Pacific Islands, the civilization associated with ‘legitimate’ trade brought by
Livingstone represented the disembedding of markets that Polanyi observed
would provoke a strong response from civil society.

Alterglobalization: another world is possible
The end of the Cold War at the beginning of the 1990s heralded the ascendancy
of what Mark Rupert (2000) has described as a ‘muscular liberalism’ that super-
seded the ‘embedded liberalism’ of the post-Second World War Western
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economies: ‘a hard-edged liberalism which strives to focus the violence of market
forces directly upon working people through policies which emphasize public fiscal
retrenchment, containment of inflation, and “flexible labor markets” in a
context of rigorous global competition’ (Rupert 2000: 132). Stephen Gill (2003a,
2003b) argues that the discipline of global capital over social relations is being
intensified through processes of ‘new constitutionalism’ that are reconstituting
the state as a tool of neo-liberal globalization. John Gray (1998: 1-2) explicitly likens
the transformative project of transnational institutions like the WTO, the
International Monetary Fund, and Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) to the first leg of Polanyi’s Double Movement. Recalling
Polanyi’s description of the self-regulating market continually seeking to incorpo-
rate as much of the globe under its discipline as possible, the 1990s saw the
former Soviet bloc countries become ‘economies in transition’ to neo-liberal
market disciplines. The post-Second World War trade liberalization process, under
the aegis of the GATT, sought both to accelerate and to expand its purchase on
global society and global economy in several ways. The GATT Uruguay Round
culminated in the 1994 Treaty of Marrakech, which created the WTO, a full-
fledged international body with stepped up supra-national dispute settlement
procedures and that expanded the reach of trade liberalization disciplines to
areas such as intellectual property protection and agricultural trade (Williams
2003: 194, 197). Developing countries, many of which hitherto had continued to
subordinate trade and other international economic policies to domestic social
policies produced by political bargaining amongst social forces, joined the WTO
and committed themselves to its trade liberalization obligations. Other trade
barriers were reduced more rapidly at a regional level in bodies such as the
expanding European Union (EU), Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN), Mercado Común del Sur (Mercosur), and through the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Even more ambitiously, a drive spearheaded
by the OECD, with the support of numerous industrial-country governments
and managements of large multinational firms, was launched to subordinate to
neo-liberal market disciplines domestic labor, health, and environmental legisla-
tion that affected the interests of large global investors adversely, under the
auspices of a Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) (Rugman 2002).

These processes have generally been grouped under the great and contested
rubric of globalization, by supporters and detractors alike. As with Free Trade in
the nineteenth century, neo-liberal globalization is constructed discursively by
supporters as inevitable and having no legitimate counter-arguments, even when
they are compelled to make arguments in its defense. As Ferguson (2003: xx–xxii)
points out, neo-liberal globalization is the heritor of the value-laden notion of
empire bequeathed to the world by Britain in the twentieth century and thereby
linked ideationally to Free Trade and civilization in the nineteenth. Hence the
isomorphism between neo-liberal globalization and Western civilization was
legible even before subsequent events articulated the linkage more explicitly. And
yet just as post-Cold War, disembedded neo-liberal globalization seemed to be
within striking distance of achieving its objective of subsuming all the world’s
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polities and economies, it summoned forth an opposition: a diverse and some-
times fractious coalition of global civil society who envisioned that another world
was possible, a global economy re-embedded in human society (Ramonet 2004),
‘a world driven less by economic exchange and more concerned with values,
rights, and norms’ (Sullivan 2003: 1).

The ‘alterglobalizers’ do not necessarily agree about what that world might
look like, only that it should look different from what dominates today (Williams
2003: 200). In the US, the push to ratify NAFTA and the GATT Treaty of
Marrakech elicited serious opposition both from a nationalist, protectionist right
and a progressive, labor-environmentalist left (Rupert 2000: 54–118). In Europe,
opposition to the WTO is shared between agriculturalists of the right and alter-
globalizers of the left. Across Asia, the opposition ranges from Islamist
movements, Hindu nationalist factions in India such as the RSS (Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh), right-wing nationalists in Japan, to Marxist and Maoist
agriculturalist and artisanal producer movements from Nepal to the Philippines.
Opposition to the MAI in 1998 spread amongst this heterogeneous patchwork of
civil society largely by means of the Internet, with such speed and force that its
political and corporate backers were forced to withdraw the initiative indefinitely.
The 1999 WTO Ministerial meeting in Seattle became a site for protest by global
civil society organizations challenging and questioning the priorities of a
proposed new global trade liberalization negotiating round. Global social move-
ments were troubled by the apparent supra-nationalism, permanence, and
opacity of decision-making that characterized the WTO, which they perceived as
taking the neo-liberal model of global governance to a new level beyond that of
the previous GATT (Williams 2003: 197–9). Both left and right demanded
greater institutional transparency, accountability, and participation in the gover-
nance of the WTO (Payne and Samhat 2004: 100). They criticized the WTO’s
intergovernmental institutional structure for privileging nation state governments
and those interests that lobby governments most effectively, such as transnational
firms, at the expense of broader civil society interests (Williams 2003: 200–1).
The same organizations and others protested at the World Economic Forum’s
(WEF) 2000 Davos summit, and from that opposition was spawned the World
Social Forum, a sort of alter-WEF with different social priorities, in Porto
Allegre, Brazil. In effect, ever since the Seattle protests, it has become a feature of
the global economic landscape that every major meeting of the political and
corporate organizers of neo-liberal globalization will face publicly articulated
opposition from civil society.

The alterglobalization movement of the left criticizes the global trade archi-
tecture generated by neo-liberal globalization in terms that Polanyi would
understand, as a few examples make clear. Global Trade Watch, an arm of the
US non-governmental organization (NGO) Public Citizen, describe themselves
on their website as

promot(ing) democracy by challenging corporate globalization, arguing that
the current globalization model is neither a random inevitability nor ‘Free
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Trade’. Our work seeks to make the measurable outcomes of this model
available to the public, press, and policy-makers, while emphasizing that if
the results are not acceptable, then the model can and must be changed.

(Global Trade Watch 2004)

Another network of alterglobalization organizations, Our World is Not For Sale,
describes itself as ‘fighting against the current model of corporate globalization
embodied in the global trading systems’ and ‘committed to a sustainable, socially
just, democratic and accountable multilateral trading system’ (Our World is Not
For Sale 2004). On their web page ‘WTO: Shrink or Sink’, Our World is Not For
Sale call for trade policies that would re-embed global trade in a different, more
democratically ordered web of human social relations:

‘Free trade’ puts corporate profits before people and the environment. We
need fair trade. Fundamental human and workers’ rights must be respected,
promoted and realized, as must the environment, health and safety, indige-
nous peoples’ rights, development, safety, food security, and animal welfare.

(Our World is Not For Sale 2004)

Speaking during demonstrations against the WEF in Melbourne, Australia in
September 2000, Walden Bello, Executive Director of Focus on the Global
South, an NGO based in Bangkok, highlighted the non-democratic and disem-
bedded character of the WTO:

By setting up the WTO, countries and governments discovered that they
had set up a legal system that enshrined the priority of Free Trade above every
other good – above the environment, justice, equity, and community. . . . In
joining the WTO, developing countries realized that they were not, in fact,
joining a democratic organization but one where decisions were made, not
in formal plenaries but in non-transparent backroom sessions.

Bello advocates what he calls ‘deglobalization’: not in the sense of aggressive
economic nationalism, but rather in terms of reorienting production towards
local markets rather than towards exports, shifting social priorities more towards
equity at the expense of growth, and promoting local economic development based
on community co-operatives, private and state enterprises at the expense of
transnational firms. Bello favors ‘enshrining the principle of subsidiarity in
economic life by encouraging production of goods to take place in the commu-
nity and national level if it can be done so at reasonable cost in order to preserve
community’. Lest his listeners have missed the Polanyian thrust of his comments,
Bello drives the point home: ‘We are speaking, in short, about re-embedding the
economy in society, rather than having society driven by the economy’ (Bello
2004).

Proponents of neo-liberal globalization have attempted systematically to brand
the opposition as ‘anti-globalization’; by conflating discursively the transnational
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left-progressive-labor-environmentalist coalition with indigenous right-wing localist,
nationalist, and ‘protectionist’ opposition movements, neo-liberal supporters have
attempted to construct an image of their opponents that is both Luddite and
apparently inconsistent with an open, internationalist ‘Free-Trade’ spirit that
purportedly seeks to create a rising tide that will lift all global economic boats
(Rupert 2000: 54–62). In doing so, they have ignored what Polanyi’s analysis
explained so well: that both state-centric (Stalinism, fascism) and co-operative
(embedded liberalism, social market economy) global idioms for re-embedding
markets in human social relations were possible. Hence the core truth behind the
naming of the alterglobalization (from the French, altermondialisme) movement:
another world is possible, a civilization that is global but that structures its
markets and other economic mechanisms to reflect different, shared social values
and priorities (Sullivan 2003: 1–2).

The conflict between what are in effect radically different visions of civiliza-
tion has been contested predominantly on the field of trade policy because, ever
since the nineteenth century, trade has remained the most emotive, communi-
cable discursive terrain on which to fight this kind of battle. In campaigns for the
hearts, minds, and votes of publics across the world, it is easier to communicate
about things one can touch, such as imported clothes and televisions, and to link
them viscerally to things one depends on to survive every day, such as jobs, than it
is to speak emotively about foreign investment rules, development funding, even
environmental and health and safety standards. Hence both neo-liberal global-
izers and alterglobalizers alike have sought to move other important issues for
their respective projects onto the discursive terrain of trade: for neo-liberals,
global investment rules and intellectual property protection, for alterglobalizers,
health and safety standards, workers’ rights, reproductive and women’s rights,
environmental protection. Moreover, the relentlessly expanding global tradability
of goods and services and the globalization of production and marketing chains
within firms and industrial sectors have resulted in trade politics increasingly
becoming the site for the legal and political contestation of the economic prac-
tices of ‘civilized’ society (Williams 2003: 194).

So just as neo-liberals in the 1980s expanded the ambit of economic activity
to be liberalized under the rubric of trade in the GATT Uruguay Round (such as
services and agricultural trade, intellectual property and investment) at a time
when they were winning the public debate (Pigman 1996), alterglobalizers in the
late 1990s and early 2000s sought to re-embed neo-liberal markets in human
social relations by introducing consideration of the impact of labor, environ-
mental, health, and women’s issues into the debate on trade liberalization.
Alterglobalizers pressed for the WTO to incorporate global labor rights standards
into WTO rules: an institutional re-embedding of the rights of workers into the
neo-liberal global trade law and concomitant access to the powerful WTO supra-
national dispute resolution mechanism. In response the WTO ministerial
declaration of 13 December 1996 at the Singapore ministerial meeting declared
that the UN International Labor Organization, and not the WTO, was the
appropriate venue for negotiating and enforcing labor standards (Klein 2000:
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342). Alterglobalizers demanded that global firms adopt voluntary codes of
corporate conduct committing firms to ethical trading practices that eschew the
use of sweatshop, child, and prison labor (Klein 2000: 434–7). But their neo-
liberal opponents pressed back: when the US state of Massachusetts passed
legislation denying state contract work to firms doing business in Burma because
of the repressive practices of the Burmese government, the European Union,
acting on behalf of global firms wishing to trade in both Massachusetts and
Burma, brought a complaint to the WTO seeking to have the Massachusetts law
struck down (Klein 2000: 410–19).

The efforts of the alterglobalization movement in the 1990s initially did not
meet with much success, as the battles over ratification of NAFTA and the
Treaty of Marrakech yielded only token concessions to their agenda items. Yet
the withdrawal of the MAI in 1998 and the delay of the launch of a new multilat-
eral trade liberalization round following protests at the WTO Seattle ministerial
meeting in 1999 can be seen as turning points, after which neo-liberals were forced
to concede a position on the discursive field of global trade politics to those who
contend that another world is possible (Sullivan 2003: 1). US President Bill
Clinton in 1998 advocated greater participation by civil society organizations in
the WTO, and after the Seattle protests WTO director-general Mike Moore
launched a major public diplomacy undertaking to communicate the benefits of
trade liberalization for each sector in the global economy (Williams 2003: 204–5;
Moore 2003). The subsequent ‘Kleptogate’ financial scandals, involving firms
such as Enron, WorldCom, HealthSouth, Adelphia, and Parmalat, triggered
public perceptions of a crisis of market legitimacy in the US and Europe that
generated popular pressure on global firms to adopt more rigorous and trans-
parent corporate social responsibility strategies. Nike’s adoption of a detailed,
extensively self-critical ‘corporate responsibility’ policy and public communica-
tion strategy, which can be viewed on the Nike website, is indicative of how a
major global firm has responded to public concerns about ethical trading prac-
tices in a changed global social environment by taking public diplomacy on
corporate social responsibility to a new level (Nike 2005). At the WTO ministe-
rial meeting at Cancun in September 2003, a coalition of developing country
governments led by Brazil, China and India refused to discuss the ‘Singapore
questions’, an agenda of liberalization measures involving investment rules,
transparency of public markets, and customs facilitation, among other things,
which had been proposed at the 1996 Singapore ministerial, and rejected a US–
EU proposal on agricultural trade for failing to end government subventions to
agricultural exports. In doing so governments of the global South indicated that
they would no longer accept the defining of the global trade liberalization
agenda by the North (Cassen 2004).

If the revolt against the MAI and the WTO Seattle ministerial meetings were
turning points, another turning point was the 11 September 2001 al-Qa’eda
attacks on New York and Washington, which abruptly returned the topic of civi-
lization itself to public debate and, more significantly, reopened a space for the
contestation of the contemporary understanding of civilization. In the months
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following the attacks, there was a surge in scholarly writing that referenced the
latterly unfashionable notion of civilization, and many who sought to decode the
import of the attacks from a range of academic and political perspectives
invoked civilization in some way as a reference point. Ferguson posits the military
removal of rogue regimes as part of the mission civilisatrice of Western civilization,
likening Osama bin Laden’s attack on the US to the killing of General Gordon
by the Mahdi, an earlier Islamic ‘renegade’, in Khartoum in 1884 (Ferguson
2003: 268, 375). According to Ferguson, Bin Laden’s strike resulted from ‘the
Middle East’s distinctive civilization of clashes, a retarded political culture in
which terrorism has long been a substitute for both peaceful politics and conven-
tional warfare’ (Ferguson 2004: 120). By contrast, Vandana Shiva (2001) contends
that Western global economic power has destroyed its own civilization by annihi-
lating the diverse cultures that comprised it, citing as examples the silencing of
women in the Salem witch hunts and the genocide of Native Americans. Shiva
cites Mahatma Gandhi’s riposte when asked what he thought of Western civiliza-
tion: ‘It would be a good idea.’ The al-Qa’eda attacks, according to Shiva, were a
cultural backlash against neo-liberal globalization ‘as alienated and angry young
men of colonised societies and cultures react to the erosion of identity and secu-
rity’. For Baudrillard (2004), Islam is cast as the principal enemy today because
Islamists have been the most vehement in contesting Western values. Jean
Baudrillard shares Shiva’s view of Western civilization, arguing that neo-liberal
globalization must by its nature be violent in its project of normalizing all spaces,
physical or psychological, outside its realm of domination:

The mission of the West (or rather of the ex-West, since it has not had for a
long time any more values of its own) is to subject by all means the multiple
cultures to the fierce law of equivalence. A culture that has lost its values can
only be avenged on those of others. Even wars – thus that of Afghanistan –
aim initially, beyond political or economic strategies, to standardize brutality,
to strike alignment among all the territories. The objective is to reduce every
refractory zone, to colonize and domesticate all wild spaces, whether it is in
geographical space or in the mental universe.

(Baudrillard 2004: 11, my translation from the French)

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2000), writing prior to the attacks, also iden-
tify Islamic fundamentalism as a conservative response to the contemporary,
post-modern global phenomenon that they call Empire and that encompasses the
totality of the social, political, and economic manifestations of neo-liberal global-
ization (and is perhaps not as far from Ferguson’s understanding of the
contemporary legacy of Britain’s empire or that of the US as it might initially
appear). While Hardt and Negri flag Islamic fundamentalism as one of the more
extreme right manifestations of opposition to empire as they conceptualize it, their
work focuses on the possibility of a counter-hegemonic project: an individual and
collective mode of ‘being against’ that seeks to resist and recreate empire from
within its totalizing structure. Hardt and Negri give the name ‘the multitude’ to
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an alternate mode of all-inclusive, collective self-identification that cuts across
class, ethnic, gender, and other social boundaries. The multitude, they argue, has
the potential to go beyond ‘being against’ empire and, in doing so, to constitute
itself the subject of a different civilization that would, among other things,
subordinate trade policy to broader, shared human social objectives (Hardt and
Negri 2000, 2004). Hardt and Negri in effect posit an incipient global civilization
based on principles of equality, commonality in difference, and democratic self-
governance (cf. Jacqueline Best’s chapter in this volume). Such a civilization
would look very different from the empire of neo-liberal globalization, but all the
elements already exist for the multitude to actualize it (Hardt and Negri 2004).

Conclusions
As this brief tour of nineteenth- and twentieth-century debates over trade liber-
alization and civilization illustrates, trade practices and processes of civilization
are intimately bound up with and inseparable from one another. As Blyth argues,
in policy terms this relationship exists at an ideational level: how we understand
economic policy debates and choices, particularly those concerning trade policy,
depends upon how we understand ourselves as a human society, and from that
same understanding of human society flows our conceptions of what civilization
is and ought to be. The ongoing discursive contestation of trade policy exposes a
real civilization of clashes: clashes between a disembedded, neo-liberal global
market economy that dominates and marginalizes all other aspects of human
social relations, on the one hand, and a global society in which market structures
are embedded according to democratically negotiated and legislated social prior-
ities, on the other. Perhaps, following Polanyi, we might wish collectively to move
beyond trade as a metaphor or idiom for human interaction in civilized society.
Yet whatever one’s position on it, the genie of global trade is out of the bottle.
The relationship between trade and civilization is relevant because how we
understand civilization – what it is and what we want it to be – gives us the
constitutive power to make civilization the master of trade rather than its
servant. For the foreseeable future, trade is likely to remain the most contested
battlefield in the struggle for the direction of civilization and the politics of glob-
alization. At the end of the day, it may still be possible for trade to perform a
mission civilisatrice in the sense of bringing social goods to a broader cross-section
of global society. But this can only be possible once world trade has been ‘civi-
lized’ itself, in the sense that the efficient forces of the market that trade engages
have been subordinated to broadly shared global notions of what human social
relations should be: democratically chosen values, norms, and objectives that
serve the whole of the people who call them into being and empower them.
‘Only a framework of global regulation – of currencies, capital movements,
trade and environmental conservation – can enable the creativity of the world
economy to be harnessed in the service of human needs’ (Gray 1998: 199).
Civilization can be constituted democratically to reflect global pluralism and
diversity, but, given the nature of power politics, the task is bound to remain
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difficult (Hardt and Negri 2004). On a theoretical level, Hardt and Negri hint at
the potential constitutive power of the multitude; at the applied level, the albeit
modest successes of the as yet relatively young alterglobalization movement give
some reason for optimism. The broad global support for the 2005 ‘Live 8’ social
movement seeking debt relief and more favorable trade conditions from the July
2005 G8 (Group of Eight) summit of industrial country leaders for the poorest
African countries illustrates the potential for a global civilizing project of the
multitude, but its uncertain outcome underscores how contingent the multitude’s
prospects remain.
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Civilization is a dangerous concept. On this one point all of the contributors to
this volume agree. The concept of civilization can be dangerous because of its
ambiguities. At once it can call us to realize improvement within our own society
while disparaging the legitimacy of other ways of organizing social, political,
and economic life. It can provide us with a moral quest that can also justify
imposing one’s supposedly superior standard of institutions, values, and beliefs
about socio-political organization onto so-called inferior and backward peoples
who would do well to listen. If they refuse to take heed then a civilizing mission
may be justified for their own good. Civilization is double-edged; it causes harm
through the double standards it propagates.

When civilization is applied to markets similar problems abound. The notion
of ‘market civilization’ too easily draws us into looking for standards in order to
replicate how the economically powerful became so, rather than questioning the
social and political foundations of dominance. We are too readily impelled to
assess the notion of market civilization through economic measurements, asking
how to technically build better systems for economic growth, or to unravel what
cultural traits, even essences, underpin the favored economic model of the day.
At the same time, however, the concept of market civilization can prompt the
opposite, inviting us to investigate how the economically dominant provide,
consciously or unconsciously, structures of discipline that keep subordinate
actors, peoples, and cultures in their place (Gill 1995).

Such calls to inquiry, in our view, lead down the wrong track and reify the
notion of civilization and market civilization. For us, the resurgence of interest in
civilization in political theory, international relations, and studies of economic
globalization makes it all the more important to scrutinize and understand how
the concept is used rather than to explain how global standards of market civi-
lization are employed. As variously discussed in this volume, all too often civilization
is treated unproblematically as a gift that comes with cultural, political, or mate-
rial preponderance (e.g. Mozaffari 2001; Fidler 2000). Alternatively, civilization
is seen as fixed to cultural identities and ways of life that are incommensurable
and sure to ‘clash’ in the struggle for world dominance, or even survival (e.g.
Huntington 1996). However, it is too easy to straw man (or woman for that
matter) entities such as ‘Western’ civilization, ‘Islamic’ civilization, or ‘Confucian’
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civilization; these unhelpful conglomerations tell us little. Civilization too readily
provides a cloak to mask power relations, and not only those imposed from above
but also how civilizing processes can be resisted from below. With this volume our
aim has been to problematize and contextualize the concept of civilization and
its application to global markets rather than to reify and deify it.

We suggest that a more fruitful approach is to assess how articulations of stan-
dards of civilization are historically contingent, and how such standards are
applied in various forms of globalization. As Norbert Elias tells us, there is no
‘zero point of civilizing processes’ from which to evolve from savage to barbarian
to civilized (Elias 1992: 146). Contrary to long-held beliefs, there is no evolu-
tionary historical trajectory against which states and economies can join. This is
particularly the case when discussing how civilization relates to economic global-
ization. Indeed, much of the literature invoking civilization or an end point to
history has posited economic globalization as providing the means for less devel-
oped states to attach themselves (Fukuyama 1989, 1992; Friedman 1999). But
such path-dependent logic returns us to a problem that many authors in the
volume have noted: that modernization theory and its contemporary equivalents
in ‘good governance’, ‘transparency’, ‘national integrity systems’, and the like,
provide a standard of civilization that is over-rationalized and deterministic. Such
catch-calls demand technical capacity building when deeper social dynamics may
make them redundant, inappropriate, or just plain pointless. All too often such
thinking, as discussed in the previous chapters, is self-referential. The abstracted
goals of the project are rationalized as the only object worthy of attention. This
tendency encourages the assessment of the success of global standards on any
policy issue to be made by checking formal implementation rather than the social
change it engenders. Economic performance is measured by the standard indica-
tors when social changes underlying or inhibiting growth are neglected and
begging for attention. Such a view leads to policy-making that has no historical
and no comparative sociological or cultural understanding (Kristensten 2005). It
leads to policy-making in a fishbowl. As Elias relates through his critique of social
planning, such attitudes can do great harm:

The contemporary type of rapidly-growing institutionalized and technicized
social planning is – in the poorer, less developed as in the richer, more devel-
oped countries – aligned towards future, further development. However, this
more conscious, to a greater extent socially planned further development,
which in some societies encompasses more and more sectors and, in many,
all sectors of social practice, is characteristic of a more encompassing
unplanned development and is constantly interwoven within this unplanned
further development of human societies.

(Elias 1997: 370, emphasis in original)

‘Unplanned’ development, as Elias puts it, provides the major constraint to any
institution or power wishing to establish a global standard of market civilization.
It also calls on us to provide a more sociological and nuanced understanding of
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the relationships between the civilizers and those they seek to civilize. Similarly,
Reinhard Bendix once commented that while external powers – be they the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Trade Organization (WTO), the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), or others –
may seek to install ‘functional equivalents’ of their preferred policies within
states, first the state must be willing to adopt them (Bendix 1977: 416). For poli-
cies to work, they need legitimacy.

Gerrit Gong has argued that modernization is inextricably linked to civiliza-
tion, and that investigating civilization calls us to recognize that there are no
‘value-free models of development or economic and financial interaction’ (Gong
1998, 2002). Indeed, questions of legitimacy in the willing adoption or imposi-
tion of global standards of market civilization inevitably raise questions of
justice and values. The idea that there exist standards of market civilization
brings to the fore questions of justifying various processes of globalization. The
contributors to this volume have all taken a stance on how standards of civiliza-
tion within processes of globalization can or should be justified and what values
they should learn from or attempt to enforce. Their key point of convergence is
that once civilizing standards are taken into account there is not an apolitical
process of diffusion taking place under globalization. Nor can international insti-
tutions simply dictate a standard of civilization to their member states.

Conceptual reprise
Individually and collectively, the chapters in this volume bring together political
theory and political economy in an endeavor to contribute to, and advance,
both. While the contributors come from a variety of conceptual backgrounds,
readers will have detected a common interest in the role of ideas in the creation
of global standards of market civilization and the institutional changes they
engender. Recognition of the need for analysis of identity and power is also
frequent, as are analyses of the material conditions that market standards have
an impact upon.

For the most part, this book will be of particular conceptual interest to those
who study how ideas about policy options are diffused and adopted in the inter-
national political economy. One strand of increasingly prominent scholarship
here is constructivist work in international political economy and international
relations more generally (Finnemore 1996; McNamara 1998; Keck and Sikkink
1998; Reus-Smit 1999; Blyth 2002; Parsons 2003). As signaled in the introduc-
tory chapter, constructivist literature has maintained a long-running interest in
the concept of civilization as a social construct, just as it has placed emphasis on
studying the social processes through which ideas and norms are transmitted. We
stress caution in relation to how ideas and norms can be studied with respect to
civilization, particularly given the general disposition within constructivist literature
to study normative change towards the building of something ‘bigger and better’
(for a contrast on ‘bad’ norms see Rae 2002). Once more Elias provides sound
counsel in arguing against a view of norms as ‘benevolent, socially wholesome
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and integrating facts’ (Elias 1996: 159). Rather, for Elias there is an ‘inherently
doubled-edged character of social norms, to the fact that they bind people to
each other and at the same time turn people so bound against others. Their inte-
grating tendency is, one might say, a disintegrating tendency’ (Elias 1996: 159).

Constructivists should be aware that when playing with civilization they are
playing with fire. This is particularly the case with constructivists who focus on
how ‘ideational entrepreneurs’ carry and transmit ideas and norms. Much of this
work concentrates on how ideas and norms are generated within international
institutions and then diffused or disseminated to states – especially developing
states – who wish to be considered civilized full members of an international society
of states (Finnemore 1996). Caution is required here in interrogating contingen-
cies behind the creation of such standards of civilization rather than replicating
their normative agenda. Furthermore, despite drawing on the rubric of ‘social’
constructivism, there is nothing very sociological about top-down assumptions as
to how norms are diffused. The interaction of ideational and material resources
that back persuasion, including getting actors to morally inculcate or at least obey
a global standard, has not been sufficiently explored (Payne 2001). More atten-
tion needs to be paid to how the creation of standards creates not only a
rationalization of appropriate behavior but also a moral authority that must be
specified historically (Hall 1997).

Similarly, recent Gramscian literature has also taken special interest in the
concept of civilization and the transmission of norms and ideas (Cox 2001; Gill
1995; Morton 2005). Robert W. Cox, for example, has recently put forward the
notion of civilization as ‘a fit or correspondence between material conditions or existence and

intersubjective meanings’ (Cox 2001: 110, italics in original). From this point of view
civilization represents ‘continuities in human thought and practices’ that have been
created not within one particular state, but from ‘civil society’ (Cox 2001: 106,
our emphasis). For Cox, this conception of civilization allows a comparative
historical investigation of how people have dealt with economic phenomena, like
globalization, and what futures they have imagined. However, the problem here
is that such a focus asks us to look for continuities in thought across time. For us this
appears too large an aim and too big a target. The histories of standards of civi-
lization presented in this volume have emphasized discontinuities and
contingencies that call attention to the double-edged nature of civilization within
economic globalization. Despite Cox’s emphasis on civil society and ground-up
processes, we feel that any search for grand continuities, even if civil society is a
focus, will inevitably smooth over history and overlook the traumas of civilizing
processes and practices.

This book has sought to not only explore how global standards of market civi-
lization have been created and imposed, but also how they are being contested.
To that end, the agency of the recipients of standards of market civilization is
important (see also Hobson and Seabrooke 2006). The case material in Part II of
the book provides a number of studies that will be of interest to students of insti-
tutional theory and comparative and international political economy. Much of the
literature in institutional theory (particularly that which informs the constructivist
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work mentioned above) focuses on how standards were imposed from above
through the ‘logic of appropriateness’ that defined roles for actors to play, as
opposed to ends to be acquired, the ‘logic of instrumentality’ (March and Olsen
1989, 1998). Like standards of civilization, logics of appropriateness call for
orderly conduct, requiring actors to be on their best behavior in order to play
well with others. Studies of such phenomena that only look from the top down
effectively remove the agency of those on the receiving end of civilizing stan-
dards by concentrating on normative consensus (Sending 2002). However, as
John L. Campbell has asserted, we should not see actors as ‘institutional dopes
blindly following the institutionalized scripts and cues around them’ (Campbell
1998: 383). Rather, a focus on actions and practices dispels us of this notion of
engineered conformity. Moreover, it reminds us that institutional change is an
intersubjective phenomenon that must provide room for contestation for any
policy change to have a chance of being effective. As many of the chapters in
Part II have argued, while actors may signal that they conform to the global
standard, the ‘institutional script’, their actions and practices are somewhat
different. Indeed, these chapters also demonstrate that ‘institutional isomor-
phism’ is not simply a matter of copying the structures of the dominant in a
local setting but, rather, engaging in processes of ‘translation’ and ‘bricolage’ to
fuse local practices, norms, and values onto introduced global standards
(Campbell 2004: 28–9; Jacobsson et al. 2004). Such processes produce institu-
tional pluralism rather than institutional isomorphism.

Detailing such processes takes us into ‘everyday’ life and away from dealing
with top-down power structures. As discussed in many of the chapters above,
particularly in Part I, standards of civilization impact on how people regard
themselves, who they look to for salvation, and who they look to for survival.
Here civilization is deeper than an external structure being imposed; rather, it is
the internalization of orderly behavior. As Emile Durkheim noted, civilization
‘imposes upon man monotonous and continuous labor, [which] implies an abso-
lute regularity of habits’ (see Hamilton 1994). More recently, Ted Hopf has
sought to unravel the ‘thinkability’ and ‘logicability’ of what is possible in the
construction of identity and one’s interests (Hopf 2002b: 13–15). As discussed in
this book, the effective implementation of global standards of market civilization
requires some degree of internalization. Expecting policy outcomes without such
internalization of civilizing standards has led to a great deal of frustration
among international institutions and prompted their calls for ‘transparency’,
‘ownership’, and ‘political will’. An insufficient understanding of how macro-
incorporation of a civilizing standard is not possible without micro-level
inculcation is undoubtedly one source of this frustration and a topic for further
conceptual and empirical development.

Five themes recapped
As stated in the introductory chapter, five themes run through this book: normal-
ization; contestation; market mechanisms; self-inculcation; and the ranking of
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peoples. These themes are concerned with outlining the processes or mechanisms
by which global standards of market civilization are produced, implemented, and
contested. Importantly, these themes also ask us where the source of the adoption/
rejection of civilizing standards lies, as well as differing views on whether the state or
the market should take a civilizing role over the economy. We recap these themes
here briefly.

Normalization

One key process in the fostering of global standards of market civilization in the
contemporary capitalist international political economy is the normalization of
liberal positivism. As discussed by Jacqueline Best and Peter Larmour, liberal posi-
tivism has found institutional expression through the emphasis on ‘transparency’
within, respectively, the IMF and Transparency International. Mlada Bukovansky
and Barry Hindess highlight how the attempted stripping of morality from civilizing
standards on, respectively, corruption and citizenship is strongly associated with the
encouragement of a form of neo-liberalism within developing states that posits
an instrumental rationality destructive to local values. Our focus on normalization
seeks to challenge the oft-espoused view that, as stated by David Fidler, ‘standards
of civilization and globalization share the central objective of improving the condi-
tions of economic interaction between the West and the rest’ (Fidler 2000: 400).

Contestation

As argued in a number of places in this book, the implementation of global stan-
dards of market civilization is not a simple top-down process but, to be
successful, must be adopted from those on the receiving end of the civilizing stan-
dard. Even so, such global standards can be contested, including the rejection of
the standard or, more likely, the translation of a standard in ways that are more
congruent with social norms and political dynamics within the recipient states. The
chapters by André Broome, Jillian Cohen, Gemma Kyle, and Leonard Seabrooke
all stress this point to differing extents. For Broome, World Bank labor reforms
fail to budge long-established practices related to non-wage benefits. Cohen shows
how the tension in the double-meaning of civilization in global markets – potentially
for human betterment and potentially for orderly conduct and the enforcement
of property rights – led to a skewed drugs policy under the WTO that was effec-
tively contested by developing states through recourse to moral arguments for
human flourishing. As such, the WTO’s institutional space permitted room not
only for the promulgators of civilizing standards but also those seeking to contest
them. In Kyle’s chapter the OECD’s harmful tax practices initiative is a global
standard based on sovereignty, which itself provides the sovereign tax havens it
targets with the rhetorical ammunition to defend their rights. For Seabrooke,
emerging market economies’ (EMEs) access to global capital markets must
comply with contemporary standards of international creditworthiness. However,
these standards are rationalized around financial data to the extent that EMEs
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have some capacity to provide the formal institutions and financial data to ‘talk
the talk’ while also contesting the policy direction by not implementing changes
on the ground. In sum, contestation reminds us that global standards can be
shaped as well as received by those who are not dominant.

Market mechanisms

All contributors to this book agree that free capitalist markets do not necessarily

contribute to a state’s capacity for socio-political self-organization. However,
there are some important differences here. Michael Oliver’s chapter, for example,
takes a clear position in arguing that states would do best to leave international
monetary stability to the market and not to rely on state intervention. Here the
pre-eminence of the market is justified in that it serves as the key civilizer. Kyle
and Seabrooke also put forward pragmatic assessments of how developing states
may engage capitalist markets. In both cases the global standard that has been
created to economically benefit Western powers may also benefit developing
states if they can shape and contest the standard’s implementation.

Self-inculcation

One essential element in the implementation of global standards of market civi-
lization is a moral realigning of the self that suggests a deeper process of
normalization than that outlined above. Self-inculcation suggests a process
whereby one’s ideas about, values towards, and usage of the market economy is
fundamentally reshaped. Particularly important in the contemporary period is the
growth of a discourse on self-responsibility of the individual and, by extension, of
the state. Broome, Matthew Watson, and Hindess provide evidence to suggest that
such processes are occurring. For Broome the World Bank’s propagation of self-
responsible labor markets seeks to morally realign the self. Watson’s historical
survey outlines how the moral self is associated with notions of civility within the
international political economy, including ideas about fairness. Hindess outlines
how, through the extension of democratic citizenship, a neo-liberal standard of
civilization seeks to instill the view that if you fail in the international political
economy, as an individual or as a state, it is your fault. Understanding self-inculca-
tion is vital to understanding civilizing processes as it provides a window into what
meaning and weight people give to the introduction of any given global standard.

Ranking of peoples

While the ranking of peoples was an essential part of the nineteenth-century
explicit standard of civilization, it is still present today. This theme is taken up by
Brett Bowden, John M. Hobson, and Geoffrey A. Pigman. Bowden outlines the
origins and evolution of the concept of civilization in different linguistic and
cultural contexts, and how it is intimately tied to claims of national superiority
that provided a justification for embarking upon ‘civilizing missions’. Hobson’s
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chapter discusses the European construction of racist standards in the late eigh-
teenth century to explicitly rank Eastern people as lower on a ‘civilizational
league table’ despite the East’s material and technological edge in previous
centuries. This explicit ordering of peoples directly informed imperialism and
‘civilizing missions’, and is still with us today, albeit implicitly, in relations between
the US and East Asia. Pigman investigates the civilizing ideas that accompanied
the development of world trade over the previous two centuries. Particularly
important here is the juxtaposition that while Free Traders in the nineteenth
century used the civilizing-mission discourse to open up markets, in the contem-
porary period ‘alterglobalizers’ are now using the benefits of open markets to
reject civilizing missions. In sum, the ranking of peoples calls us to investigate
changes in social attitudes that assist and challenge civilizing standards.

Policy implications and future research
What policy implications may be drawn from this study of global standards of
market civilization? As noted above, the first is that we must turn our attention
away from discussions of building technical capacity through implementing
international institutions’ global standards, or tracing idea and norm diffusion of
ideational entrepreneurs, to provide a more thorough sociological understanding of
what states and their peoples want in order to manage their political and economic
lives – while not forgetting their social and cultural lives. There is little point in an
international institution providing a common template for socio-political self-
organization, a standard of civilization, if its policies within an economic reform
program carry no meaning for the people involved. All too often policy-makers and
scholars of the various international institutions assume that the problem is admin-
istrative or technical capacity, and that given sufficient training the developing state
would comply. But this is hardly the case. For example, the high failure rate of the
IMF’s taxation reform programs is not a problem of training or technical capacity;
which is readily available to most of its member states. Rather, the problem is the
significance to which people within the state, its citizens, view taxation as morally
justifiable and, if so, what types of taxation and at what kinds of rates, etc. Any aim
to normalize a taxation system without addressing this problem of the relationship
between the desired policy and the moral self will surely be contested, either
publicly or in more silent forms of resistance (Kerkvliet 2005). So while the IMF
might plan with the Philippines to implement a new socially planned taxation
system, much informal community-based taxation takes place in the ‘unplanned’
economy (Seabrooke 2005a). Opening the door to more sociological analysis of
what conduct is considered appropriate would undoubtedly permit greater
tailoring and customization of policy with greater social legitimacy and implemen-
tation outcomes. On the flipside, a further danger is to avoid cultural stereotyping:
for instance, that certain peoples or cultures do not have the capacity to engage
with ‘modern’ forms of capitalism at a productive level (Landes 1998), or that
cultural traits determine a certain path towards development (Harrison and
Huntington 2000). Such an implicit ranking of peoples is unacceptable.
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Policy-making that concerns the creation and implementation of market
mechanisms can learn from comparative historical investigations of former
systems (North 1990) as well as work in economic sociology (such as Elias and
Weber) on civilizing processes of rationalization. Understanding the rationaliza-
tion of markets, including motives for control and profit, is particularly
important in identifying influences on market behavior that are outside of the
self-referential performance criteria. Furthermore, the logic that markets work
best when everyone has the same system, permitting a greater chance of perfect
information, should be questioned when one considers that modern corporations
tend to prefer stable profits and control over fair and free market competition
(Fligstein 1990, 2001). So, instead of homogeneity among market actors, by
knowing what civilizing standards are being rejected and contested, market
differentiation and specialization rather than market exclusion might just be
possible, preferable, and profitable. As we have seen above, the introduction of
market capitalism into many societies is being shaped by domestic pressures
through translation and bricolage. A greater understanding and acceptance of
what civilizing standards are viewed as legitimate and those that are not would
both accelerate and improve this process.

There are a number of topics that could not be included in this volume but
provide fruitful avenues for future research. Here we mention but a few. One
significant gap in political economy that begs for attention is studies of consump-
tion within markets. If a civilization is thought by many to be determined in
large part by the consumer culture, then we need to know the political and social
dynamics that surround it. The growth of conspicuous consumption in some
societies and the fast-paced expansion of global branding are both in need of
treatment. Further research on the WTO is necessary, particularly in relation to
food technology and the meaning and significance people give to certain food
products. Work also needs to be done on the spread of technological standards
into big producer and consumer markets with different standards of civilized
conduct in respect to property rights, such as the wrangle between Microsoft and
LINUX in China. The implications of this battle will transform not only the
Chinese market but also global trends. Finally, if civilization is held to be both a
concept that enables human betterment but also provides orderly conduct
according to rules established by a community, then labor migration within
regional trading blocs is an important topic for examination. Particularly attrac-
tive here is research on migration from the newly joined states of the European
Union (EU), which has sparked the term ‘welfare tourist’ and debates over what
rights newly minted EU citizens from ‘backward’ states should have compared to
the more ‘civilized’ states in Northwestern Europe.

In conclusion
This book began by stating that it is primarily concerned with how global stan-
dards of market civilization are variously conceptualized and the process by
which they are developed and evolve, and how they are in turn applied and
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enforced in an era of economic globalization. Using historical and contemporary
case studies and noting the continuities, parallels, and divergences between past
and present, the authors have demonstrated how international institutions have
enthusiastically embraced and applied global standards to deal with the chal-
lenges and potential windfalls presented by globalization. Part I of the collection
provides a solid conceptual foundation with which to tackle and in turn under-
stand the issues dealt with in a series of select case studies expounded in Part II.
Collectively we have shown how the application of global standards of market
civilization can have both positive and deleterious effects on a number of crucial
issue-areas, many of which are either directly or indirectly related: from financial
crises to issues of endemic poverty to personal health and well-being. Not all of
the authors herein necessarily agree on the most appropriate means to tackle the
problems that these issues pose. The cases we have addressed here are particu-
larly topical issues and important arenas of concern, but, as mentioned earlier,
further significant arenas of study are endlessly appearing.

As we also stated at the outset of this book, we have endeavored to open up
new insights into the issues explored here through a concerted and conscientious
union of political theory and political economy. While the insertion of political
theory into disciplines such as international relations has opened up new avenues
of contestation and arenas for debate in the workings of world politics, it has not
caught on so readily in the study of international political economy. With this
book we hope to have made the beginnings of a small inroad into what we
believe is a more than worthwhile venture. We think this has proved a profitable
coming together of political theory and political economy that has enhanced our
capacity to explore and address some of the key issues facing our world in a time
of greater interdependence and heightened globalization. But more than just an
exercise in academic adventurism, we have also endeavored to demonstrate
tangible ‘real-world’ relevance by providing well-researched empirical material.

Finally, if the concept of civilization must be used at all, and recent trends in
and beyond academic scholarship suggest it will be in vogue for some time yet,
we urge that it is used in a more nuanced and contextualized manner than it has
been thus far. As Elias suggests, civilizing processes always contain violence as
those who claim superiority claim their dominance (Linklater 2004). However,
Elias also outlines a positive conception of civilization that we embrace as the
capacity to think ‘from the standpoint of the multiplicity of people’ (Elias 1994:
140). Following Elias, while we have sought to demonstrate that appropriate use
of the concept can prove fruitful, we also urge that it be used cautiously; that
appeals to civilization serve to neither reify nor deify the ideal, for as this book
has also sought to demonstrate, both come with considerable risks attached.
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